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LATE QUATERNARY SOILS ON CLAY DUNES OF THE 
WILLAND RA LAKES, NEW SOU'I'H WALES 
Anthony J. DARE-EDWARDS 
'l'hc; cl s the Qua rnary s of the Willandra 
system of New South Wale~ a framework for a comparative 
study of soil development. Ext~ns work by earlier researchers 
s result in a iled soil stratigraphy, and 1.aeo-
ronmental history of the ~ area, all based upon an 
olute chronology developed by rad c dating techniques. 
rI'he ma elements of t dune ig are Golgol unit 
I (120 000+ to 44 000 years DP)~ the Mungo it (44 000 to 18 000 
I 
years BP) and the Zanci (18 000,to present), Two thin eolian 
units (Eo2 and Eal) post~date the Zanci in some parts of the 
area. 
Clay dunes of the Zanci a narrow range of parent 
mater ls which have been divid~d into two ~ain groups, the 
s cl and the c dune faQies. A comparison is made 
en soils on crests df two dunes of same age (15 500 
years) but with contrasting 
Solonetzes are c of the c dune facies, 
sands of the sandier ials. soii processes such as 
illuv tion of clay, carbonate, gypsum, sodium salts, clay 
pellet collapse, and weathering,are identified and compared 
between the two li I ies. The
1
main effect of parent material 
ii 
on pedogenesis concerns depth of leaching and the mobility 
of salts. The low clay content of the sandy materials does 
not allow the development of soldnetzic characters; the 
sodium salts are flushed with little effect on the profile. 
Uniform parent materials bf 1the Zanci clay dune facies in 
' 
some dunes allows the influence 6f topography to be assessed 
in a single valley. Here the mo~ement of solutes and suspensions 
through the valley was controlled by (a) vci+ley morphology, and 
(b} orientation of the valley with respec~ to solar radiation. 
Solonetzes are formed on the crests and slopes, but solonetzic -
chernozems have formed on the valley floor. Similar processes 
operate over the whole val ~ only rates and depths of 
pedogenesis processes vary. 
Time as a control in soil development is studied by 
comparing two profiles of earthy sands on th~ sandy clay dunes. 
Soils of two pedoderms are compared, the UpBer Mungo (19 500 BP 
to present) and the Zanci (15 50© BP to sent); the longer 
period of soil development in the former resulted in increased 
'•'' ,,.,.,, 
depth of solum, a stronger red colour in B horizon and 
marginally higher subplasticity ratings. 
Polygenesis is identified even in the youngest soil 
stratigraphic unit of the study area, with ~wo main phases of 
soil development occurring durin~ the last 15 500 years. The 
main characters of the dune soils were formed during the longer 
Phase B (15 500 to 2500 BP) with, the ef . of a. shorter 
Phase A (2500 BP to present) being restrict~d to the modifica-
tion of the Phase B soil characters. Mobile salts respond to 
iii 
these separate soil development phases by being redistributed 
through the dune according to their relativ~ mobilities. The 
result of such sequences of salt !mobility i~ the formation of 
superimposed patterns (soil chromotographs) from each phase. 
Eolian accession of salts to the soil surface is a 
significant feature of the. soil history. Local sodium salts 
derived from the lake floor have1resulted ip the development 
of solonization during Phase B. Regional s~lt and dust accessions 
have added clay, silt and carbonate to the ~oil over the last 
15 500 years, yet these materials are indis~inguishable from 
I 
the rest of the parent materials~ 
wiistenquarz contents of the1soils and ~ediments, which 
are interpreted as evidence of periods of ~q~ility/stability 
of the linear dunefields to the west, are combined with other 
data to produce a geomorphic history of t~~ play dunes. 
The development of type sites in the ~tudy area for the 
Zanci pedoderm allows the correlation of other pedoderms with 
the Zanci on soil morphological evidence, without the need for 
radiocarbon dates. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Australiu' s soils are complex. The interior of the con~ 
tinent is· notable for it's stability over a· Long perio.d; there 
. is no cvi.denc6 of extensive glaciation at least since the 
Permian (Ollier, 1977), while tectonism and vulcanicity have 
been restricted both ·spatially and. temporally within the land-
scape. Therefore, soils of great antiquity survive as surface 
exposures. These soils are depleted of plant nutrients and 
contain evidence of niany phases of soil <l<,:?velopmenL: soil 
morphological features of sequentially lesser age overprint one 
another to form polygenetic prof llcs in which Lhe present soil 
proc.esses are often unresolvable (Sleeman, 1966). Moreover,. 'in 
one of the world's· most nrid. continents, i L has been sugg.cstccl 
that soil development is often influenced by secondary salini~­
ation, the addition of eolian salts producing solonization where 
comparable environments elsewhere podzolization would dominate 
(e.-g. Downes, 1954). 
Separation of contemporary soil development from inherited 
features· is important. There is an obvious need to establish a 
sound understanding of present soil processes to provide a basis 
for discrimination of inherited features. This can be achieved 
by a detailed study of soil development in which there are as 
few independent variables as possible in the soil system. Such 
a situation is only feasible where there is geomorphological 
control of soil.age and .parent material within a framework of 
soil development. 
Nowhere has this relationship between pedology and geomor-
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phology been better established than in Australia. Early.soil 
studies recognized the significance to pedology of the age and 
g<.'omorphic hi.story of tho lnnclscnpc, for cxnmplc, rccogni.tion of 
the Tertiary age of many lateritic soils (Prescott, 1931), and 
of the effects of glacial lowering of sea level on soils of the 
·coastal plains (Crocker, 1946). However, it was Butler in the 
l950's who developed the relationship between the disciplines by 
his work on the soil and sediments of the Riverine Plain of 
western New South Wales, (Butler, 1950, 1956, 1958, 1959). 
Butler (19Sq) postulated that periods of landscape instab-
ility i.nvo]ving erosion ancl dc'position were int0rspt1ccd hy times 
of stability when soil formation was dominant: n cycle of 
instability/stability - a K cycle. This K cycle concept, 
although accepted by many workers both here (Brewer and Walker, 
1969; Walker, 1962; Churchward, 1961b; van Dijk, 1958, 1959, 
1961) and overseas (Mucher et al, 1972; Wilde, 1972), has its 
limitations. l't is a time stratigraphic unit, restricting the 
soil stratigraphic unit to a specific climatic event in the 
landscape history; individual soil surfaces (the groundsurfaces 
of Butler, 1959) are correlated by comparison of their soU 
morphology (Butler, 1961). Thus, identification and correlation 
of groundsurfaces, even within spatially restricted lnnd systems, 
is tenuous, while correlation across land system boundaries 
(such as comparing Riverine sediments with eolian landscapes of 
the western Riverina) is almost impossible (Mulcahy and Churchward, 
1973). 
Altern~tive terminology is abundant and falls into three 
categories. The first includes the pedo-morpholith (van Dijk, et 
al, 1968) and the morpho-stratigraphic unit (Frye and Wi.lliams, 
1962). Here, the soil stratigraphic unit is directly related to 
geomorphic feature; it may or may not be lithologically distinct; 
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and it may or may not be time transgressive. A second approach 
employs an.unconventional view of soils: soil horizons are 
products of subaerial weathering without regard to genesis of the 
complete profile. Soils are considered to be an assemblage of 
layered materials, the layers being formed at different times 
and soil profiles being as old as the first layer and as young as 
the surface horizon (Firman, 1968). A third approach, used in 
Lhis work, recognizes Lhe soil profile as Lhe essential unJt for 
correlaLlon and ldentl(icatlon. Here, Lhe soil, whether buried, 
rclicL, exhumed or modern, represents an hiatus in scdimenLaLion 
when soil formation occurred. Soils of a single unlL may form 
011 n rr111gc oi pnrcnL rn:iLcrLals und l1111dfon11s, nnd Lile' soil stra-
tigraphic units are dated from the youngest rock unit on which the 
soil is formed. Many names have been proposed to cover this 
type of soil stratigraphic unit: SOIL (Amer. Comm. Strat. Nomen. 
1961), GEOSOL (Morrison, 1967), or the informal use of PALAE-
OSOL and FOSSIL SOIL. A new term, PEDODERM was suggested by an 
Aus traJ i.an commit Lee (Brewer, et al, l 97 l) to replace these loosely 
def·inecl terms. It is defined as follows:-
Pcdodcrm 
A mappable unit mantle of soil, entire or partially 
truncated at the carth~s surface or partially or 
wholly buried, which has physical characteristics 
and stratigraphic relationships that permit its 
consistent recognition and mapping. 
Study of soil sequences within and between pedoderms requires 
a conceptual framework for the design of comparative soil studies: 
a soil formation model. Two approaches are possible, the func-
tional factorial model and the energy flux model; both are 
verbal models (Dijkerman, 1974). The first is drawn from the 
work of Dokuchaiev (1883) and popularised by Jenny (1941). 
Essentially soil development is attributed to the operation of 
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five external controls: parent materials (p.m.), climate (cl.), 
fauna and flora (b.), relief (r.) and time (t.) and summarized 
in the familiar equation:-
Soil Formation = J (p.m., cl., b., r., t.,) 
The second model is based upon concepts outlined by Simonson 
(1959) where the transference, transformation, ·addition and 
removal of soil materials by identifiable internal processes is 
the central theme. This is a dynamic system where the inputs of 
solar radiation and rainfall provide the energy to operate the 
system and to develop soil morphology. 
Neither model is inferior, but the soil energy flux model is 
still hampered by data deficiencies (Runge, 1973 and Arkley, 
1963); the soil system is too complex for mathematical modelling 
at present. The Jenny model is simplistic and numerical solut-
ions of rates of soil development are not possible, yet it is 
still a viable method (Yaalon, 1975, Birkeland, 1974). The 
technique correlates the soil morphology with external controls 
to the soil system. The only sign~ficant challenge to the 
model appears to be in the acceptance of the complete independence 
of these external controls. Interaction is believed to occur 
between these controls (Stephens, 1947; Crocker, 1952) with time 
being the only truly independent variable (Chesworth, 1973, .76a 
& b; FitzPatrick, 1971; Butler, 1959); a statement contested by 
other workers (Yaalon, 1975, 1976; Nikiforoff, 1959). However, 
even accepting this criticism of the Jenny model, it still 
provides a useful framework for studies of soil development in 
certain circumstances. 
The p~tential of soil stratigraphy to provide the necessary 
controls for the Jenny model was recognized by Butler (1959). 
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He first proposed comparing soils developed on a sequence of 
levees of progressively greater age: a study of the effect of 
time on soil development in which other controls nrc held con-
stant - a chronofunction study.· Later (1959) he suggested 
examining the effects of climate on soil formation by comparing 
soils developed on the same groundsurface with similar parent 
materials and site, but in contrasting climate: between Lockhart 
and Swan Hill, with mean annual rainfall o[ 430 mm yr- 1 and 300 
mm yr -l, respectively - a climofunction study. Thus by careful 
site selection and recognition of relative ages of the soil 
stratigraphic surfaces, field pedologists were able to develop 
comparnLivc soil sLudlcs where only one cxtcrnl1l factor Wl1S 
allowed to vary; all others were kept constant. 
Comparative studies of soils on groundsurfaces have been. 
hampered by the absence of absolute dating of soil stratigraphic 
units. Correlation and dating was achieved by a range of tech-
niques: relation to glacial/interglacial sea level changes 
(MacArthur and Bettenay, 1960; Burgess and Drover, 1953); 
humus accumulation rates (Konovova cited by Gerasimov, 1974), 
glacial retreat and advance o[ ice sheets (Crocker and Major, 
1954), vertebrate palaeontology (Birkeland ct al, 1971), car-
bonate accumulation. rates (Arkley, 1963). Radiometric dating 
has eclipsed these techniques and provides absolute chronology 
for the soil stratigraphy of the Late Quaternary (Ruhe et ~.!_, 
1967; Gile and Hawley, 1968; Gile, 1970; Huddleston and 
Riecken, 1973; Bilizi and Ciolkosz, 1977). However, only a 
few published studies of soil development in Australia .have 
combined the potential of radiocarbon dating with soil strati-
graphy (e.g. Brewer and Walker, 1969; Bowman, 1977). 
The most detailed chronology in relation to soil strati-
. graphy so far developed in Australia is associated with the 
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Quaternary history of the Willandra Lakes of western New South 
Wales. Here, radiocarbon dating programmes have provided 
absolute dates for the soil stratigraphic units of the lake 
floor and the associated transverse dunes - the lunettes (Bowler, 
1970; Barbetti, 1972). The simple morphology of the lunettes 
and their restricted range of parent material provide an ideal 
opportunity to develop studies of comparative soil formation. 
There has been little previous work on soil development upon 
lunettes either in Australia or overseas. Some information is 
available from soil reports of irrigation areas in the semi-arid/ 
sub-humid zone of south eastern Australia: Coleambally Irrigation 
Area (Churchward and Flint, 1956), and the Lower Murrakool Dis-
trict (Churchward, 1961a). These lunettes are· dominated by red 
brown earths with minor areas of grey soils of heavy texture; 
.buried soils (classification according to a Handbook of Austral-
ian Soils . Stace et al, 1968 ) were identified in the lunette of 
the Lower Murrakool Area. Minimal prairie soils are reported 
on·clay dunes north of Boort, Victoria (Butler, per. comm. & 
19 ?9). 
The pioneer work on clay dunes of south Texas (Coffey, 1909 
and Huffman and Price, 1949) did not discuss the dune soils. 
Although more recently (Price, 1963) the soil has been bri~fly 
described as a "normal soil for the region", even today the soil 
·map of that area of Texas does hot separate the £lay dune soils 
from soils formed on the associated clay pans (Price, 1978., per. 
comm.). 
The most detailed investigations of lunette soils have been 
carried out in Africa. There, Viellefon (1967) examined 
Quaternary estuarlne sediments associated with the River Casa..:. 
mance, west Senegal, where low ( 1-1. 5 m) lunet tes are formed by 
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deflation of salt pans. The lunette soils are shallow (50 cm) 
with high organic matter, they are classified as solonetzes, even 
thou~h they nre now nciclic. Lunet:tes or northern Algeria 
(Boulaine, 1953) formed by deflation of solonchak soils in the 
salt pans have magnesium solonetz soils (his term, ~o-solonetz), 
while soils formed on sandier parent materials are solods 
(Boulaine, 1957). Lunette soils of Tunisia examined in a 
sequence of lake basins extending across a c.limalic. gradienL 
-1 
wi Lh mean annual rain( all of ()00 mm y I:' in Lhe north Lo l 'JO 111m 
yr- 1 in Lhc south arc all soloncLzcs; polygcncsis was identified 
in the southern regions and attributed to Late Quaternary pedo-
genie phn.s0s (Bclkhodjn, 19GG). Recent discussion ol the 
morphology and composition of ]unettes of Lhe southern Knlnhnri 
makes little reference to soil development (Lancaster, 1978). 
The only micromorphological examinations of lunettes avail-
able are from Australian sites. Brief descriptions of the main 
characters of the parent materials of the lunettes. of the Willan-
dra Lakes were made by Bowler (1970, 1973), while Sleeman (1973) 
examined two lunettes in Victoria. Both workers identified the 
main components of the dune materials as discrete, subangular 
clay aggregates, sand sized mineral grains, primary carbonate 
pellets, and gypsum. 
This study therefore, examines the soils at type sites on 
lunettes in the Willandra Lakes System where a minimum number of 
variables affect pedogenesis. The soils of one pedoderm, the 
Zanci, (Section 2.4) were studied within a framework where the 
effect of parent materials and topography could be separately 
assessed: a lithofunction and topofunction study. 
The advantages of working with the Zanci pedoderm, the 
youngest soil stratigraphic unit, can be summarized, thus:-
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1. There are two distinct parent materials, both with a 
well defined range of similar components. 
2. The pedoderm has a well established chronology based 
upon an extensive radiocarbon dating programme. 
3. The morphology of the dunes is rel~tively simple, 
allowing comparison of similar LojJographic sites. 
4. The aren hns an established Late Quaternary environ-
mental history. 
5. Unlike other pedoderms the Zanci pcdoderm has remained 
a surface exposure since the cessation of dune building. 
This first, allows the soil to be examined in a sys-
tem~tic soil survey, rather than the buried and truncated 
older pedoderms which are exposed only in an irregular 
manner; and second, there has been no polygenesis 
resulting from burial by well developed soils. 
Tho pr.irnnry ob_jectivcs or this sLudy C(lll be SUlll!ll:lrl:;.od as 
follows: 
1. · The soils developed over a known period of time on 
the crests of these lunettes can be studied and the 
soil processes identified and assessed, without the 
effects of inherited features of great age. 
2. The soils of the contrasting parent materials of the 
dune crests can be compared and the affect of parent 
material control upon pcdogcncsis be nssc~scd: 
lithofunction study. 
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3. Valleys which drain the lakeside slopes of the lunettes 
provide an opportunity to study the variation of soil 
development and soil morphology in a first order 
catchment: a topofunction study. 
4. The crestal soils of the Zanci pedoderm can be compared 
with similar soils developed on the Upper Mungo pedo-
derm in crestal sites: a comparison of soil develop-
ment through time, a chronofunction study. 
5. The influence of eolian salt accession upon soil 
development in the Late Quaternary can be assessed by 
cxr1mination o[ the pcclogcnic hisL01~y o[ these ltmcLL<'s. 
These objectives formed the basis for the planning and 
execution of a programme of field and laboratory examination, 
description, and analysis. A field survey established the 
distribution of soil types over the dune, and type profiles were. 
described and sampled (field techniques - Appendix 2). In the 
laboratory the caibonate, gypsum, and chloride cont~nts, particle 
size analysis, pH values, extractable sesquioxides contents, and 
soluble salt values were determined (Appendix 4 contains details 
of the methods). The results from these analyses were presented 
as a function of depth through the sola (Appendix 1 gives the 
results as depth functions) Carbonate and clay mineralogy of the 
soil and parent materials were identified by X-ray diffractometry 
(Appendix 4 and 6, respectively). 
These analyses and descriptions were assembled into a 
coherent framework by application of detailed thin section exam-
ination of all the type profiles. ' The distribution of soil 
features within and between the sola was compared by the use of 
qualitative and quantitative estimation of .the thin sections 
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(micromorphological techniques are described in Appendix 5) .. 
The terms used in descriptions are presented in a glossary in 
that Appendix. Only micromorphological examination of undis-
turbed samples is capable of revealing the soil system as an 
entity rather than a list of parts: "interpretation of micro-
morphological, mineralogical and chemical data are strongly 
interdependent ... the ultimate object is to interpret specific 
pedological features in terms of specific processes and to 
recognize progressive changes in chemical processes and micro-
environmcnts during profile development", Brewer (1973). 
CHAPTER 2 
THE WILLANDRA LAKES 
The Willandra Lake system (Fig. 2.1) lies within the relict 
dune field of western New South Wales. Runoff from southern 
areas of the Eastern Highlands flows west across an extensive 
fluvial deposit, the Riverine Plain, and on into a fossil dune 
field (the Mallee). The Lachlan River which enters the Riverine 
Plain at Hillston carries this water across the plain to join 
the Murrumbidgee River, while a distributory channel of the 
Lachlan River, the Willandra Creek flows more directly west into 
the linear dune field before joining the Murray River west of 
Balranald (Fig. 2.1). Although now a relict feature, the 
Willandra Creek once fed a series of interconnected lake basins, 
the Willandra Lakes (Fig. 2.2). The lake basins,which are 
"' 10-30 m below the surrounding plain,were filled in sequence so 
that the overflow from one lake fed the lake downstream. Each 
lake basin is oval or kidney shaped in plan with the long axis 
orientated along a north-west to south-east line. Western 
margins of the lake are cliffeq, in contrast to the smooth 
eastern shore where regular transverse dunes are developed. 
These transverse dunes (lunettes) are the result of deflation of 
material either off mud flats of the lake floor or from lake 
beaches (Section 2.3). Since the dominant wind direction when 
the dunes were forming was west to south westerly (Bowler, 1970), 
the bulk of the sediment, and therefore the highest and widest 
part of the dune, occurs at the centre of the dune. 
Though dry today, these· lakes and their associated dunes have 
evidence of former water levels that occurred in the Pleistocene; 
there is also abundant stratigraphic, environmental and archaeo-
"'==== ===='°'200 Km 
FIGURE 2.1 
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The Willandra Lakes (arrowed) are a system of basins 
connected by the Willandra Creek, a distributary, 
channel of the Lachland River, which, in turn, drains 
the Eastern Highlands of S.E. Australia. The Northern 
boundary of the map is close to the Wilcannia Threshold, 
(Section 2.1 ), the junction between the area of winter 
rain in the South and summer rainfall to the North. 
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FIGURE 2.2 
The Willandra Lakes extending from L. Mulurulu to 
Arumpo-Chibnalwood Lakes are one of the many lake 
systems which occur in the west of New South 
Wales and Victoria, (after Bowler, 1976,b). 
The 
of 
FIGURE 2.3 
study area (within box) 
the Willandra Lake system, 
lies in the 
(after Bowler, 
southern end 
1971). 
TABLE 2 .1 
RAINFALL AND EVAPORATION DATA FOR STUDY AREA & ENVIRONS 
All figures in millimetres 
No. of Mean Annu:1 l Slimmer Winter 
Station Years Rainfall Ra inf all Rainfall 
Wi lcrmnin P.O .. 
31°33 1 S· 
' 
76.2m 96 255 141 114 
Tog Hut 
33 40' S; 91. 4m 45 268 149 119 
. 
Mulurulu 
33°18' S; 82.3m . 91 275 144 121 
Pooncarie 
33°24' S· 
' 
48. Sm 92 258 123 135 
Tarcoola 
33°23' s - 93 258 125 133 
Menindee 
32°24' S· 
' 
63. 7m 16 246 132 114 
Garn pang 
33°23' s 
- 7 266 129 137 
Pan Ban 
33°18' s 
- 61 240 113 127 
Lethro . 
33°41' s - 14 234 108 126 
Mildura (Ned's 
Corner) 
34°12' s 
- 43 246.7 120.9 125.8 
Summer Rainfall = October to March Inclusive 
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logical evidence. The soils on these transverse dunes are the 
subject of the study, with the research area being restricted 
to the dunes bordering the southern lakes (Figs. 2. 3 and 2. 4). 
2.1 Present Climate 
The lake basins fall within the "Semi-arid Lowlands" of 
Gentilli (1972) and are climatically sensitive, minor changes 
in the environment being reflected in a shift in the frequency 
of the occurrence of arid years: in a transect from Euston to 
Pooncarie (Fig. 2.2) the incidence of arid years increases north-
westwards at a rate of 3% per 16 km (Gentilli, ·1972). The 
region is classified as a BSfh climate according to Koppen's 
1931-36 scheme. Rainfall figures (Table 2.1) have a narrow 
. -1 -1 
range: 234 mm - 275 mm yr with a mean of 254 mm yr for ten 
stations. The area is dry with potential evaporat~on exceeding 
precipitation throughout the year (Table 2.2), hence the B 
symbol in Koppen's scheme. As a subgroup of these dry climates 
(B.climates) the area plots as a steppe ,area (S symbol) since 
the rainfall exceeds 250 mm per year. This rainfall is distri-
buted uniformly through the year (f symbol) with the difference 
between summer o.nd winter totals never exceeding 6%, and with a 
mean of 3% (Table 2.1). This uniformity in seasonal rainfall 
is attributed to the proximity of the area of the "Wilcannia 
Threshold" (Fig. 2.1), the boundary between summer rainfall in 
the north and winter rainfall in the south (Gentilli, 1972). 
Winter rainfall is associated with the passage of mid-latitude 
depressions while summer rainfall is dominated by thunderstorm 
activity and anticyclonic conditions (Table 2.3). Finally, 
0 . 
since mean annual temperatures are close to 18 C (Mildura, 
17.7 °c) with a maximum value in January (32.9 °c) and a minimum 
Rf 
Evapo' 
J F M 
16.0 20. 8 17.0 
312.1 281. 7 221.0 
TABLE 2.2 
MONTHLY RAXNFALL AND EVAPORATION FIGURES 
NED'S CORNER - MILDURA 
·A M J J A s 0 
19.0 21.0 21.0 24.1 21. 6 19 .1 24.4 
136.4 75.0 42.3 51.0 71.4 126.0 206.0 
All figures in millimetres 
N D TOTAL 
. 24. 4 18.3 246.7 
205 304.8 2032.7 
J 
TABLE 2.3 
CLIMATIC DATA FOR MILDURA AERODROME 34°14' S 
(from Maher, 1974) 
F M 
Frequency of Occurrence o( Tluniclcr.stonn.s 
Total 1947-71 
135 130 123 113 I 41 2 I 4 I 5 \ 13 I 20 I 351 28 J 
Mean Maximum Temperature 0 c 
32.9 32.6 29. 3 24.1 19.7 16.1 15 .4 17.8 21. 2 25.0 29.0 31. 6 
Extreme Maximum Temperature 0 c 
50.8 47.8 46.4 37.2 32.2 26.7 25.6 30.5 35.6 40.0 45.0 49.7 
Mean Minimum Temperature 0 c 
16.5 16.4 13.7 9.9 7.4 5.3 4.6 5.7 7.7 10.2 13.1 .15 .1 
Extreme Minimum Temperature 0 c 
4.4 6.1 2.8 1.1 -2.8 -3.3 -4.4 -l. 7 -1. 7 1.1 1. 7 4:4 
Mean Annual Temperature== 17.7°c 
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in July (4.6 °c) the area is classed as dry-hot (h symbol). 
2.2 Vegetation 
The Willandra Lakes and associated area still maintain much 
of their natural vegetation, although clearing, and degradation 
by overgrazing is common. ·The linear dune fields are charact-
· erized by open scrub dominated by the Mallee tree (Eucalyptus 
dumosa, .f. socalis and E. · gq1C.ilis) with an understorey of 
herbaceous plants (hopbush and porcupine grass). Chenopod 
shrubland (saltbush and bluebush, sec Appendix 3) extends across 
the dry lake floors and up onto the clay dunes, and has <1n undcr-
storey of herbaceous plants (grasses) and ephemeral daisies. 
Of the lunettes, only the sandy clay dunes support a tree cover: 
open Mulga scrub (Acacia sp.) with chenopod shrubs, herbaceous 
plants and ephemeral d~isies as an understorey; the more clayey 
dunes are treeless. 
2.3 Formation of Transverse Dunes 
The sediments of the lake cind Junette system show evidence 
of periodic changes in hydrological regime through time. The 
succession of sediments has been interpreted by Bowler (1970) as 
the result of cycles consisting of three phases: 
Phase 1 with high regional water table and deep fresh 
water lakes, 
Phase 2 with falling lake levels and increasing 
salinity in response to changes in regional 
hydrology, 
14 
Phase 3 with dry lakes and regional water table 
below the lake floor. 
2.3 
During Phase 1 active erosion of the western margin released 
sediment which was transported to the eastern shore by waves 
and currents generated by the prevailing winds. Attrition 
during movement through the lake removed the inherited f erri-
argillans that coat the quartz in the red desert ~and of the 
western cliffs, resulting in the accumulation of white sand on 
the beaches of the eastern shore (Fig. 2.5). Sands deflated 
from these lake beaches accumulated as transverse dunes with 
sedimentary structures similar Lo modern coastal fore dunes. 
During Phase 2 the lakes expanded· and contr<1ctccl seasonally, Lhc 
unvegetated mud flats being exposed in the dry season and inun-
dated in the wet season. Salt efflorescences, especially of 
sodium sulphate and chloride, disrupted the clay sediments on 
the mud flat producing discrete aggregates, a process first 
identified by Coffey (1909) and supported by later workers 
(Price, 1958, 1963; Bowler, 1970, 1973). The westerly winds 
transported these pellets, with quartz sand, across the flats 
to the lake shore where they accumulated and burled Lhe earlier 
quartz sand dunes. The hygroscopic nature of the saline pellets 
stabilized the dune morphology from the next seasonal addition, 
so slip faces were not formed, the planar bedding bejng conform-
able with the underlying topography. The transverse dunes 
formed during this phase have been termed clay dunes (Coffey, 
1909; Price, 1958, Bowler, 1970), dune parna (Butler, 1956), 
lunettes (Hills, 1940), and bourrelet (Boulaine, 1954). During 
Phase 3 salts were flushed from the lake and lunette sediments; 
vegetation extended across the system and soil development began. 
TABLE 2.4 
RADIOCARBON DATES TO SUPPORT CHRONOLOGY OF ZANCI DUNE 
BUILDING PHASE AND PEDODERM 
L b N c14 Age a . o. 
years BP. 
ANU 266 15400+210. 
ANU 292 16700+600 
ANU 293 15140+850 
ANU 320 16780+290 
ANU 321 16900+270 
ANU 329 17380+280 
ANU 330 17670+550 
ANU 668 19420+360 
ANU 684 12920+550 
Worker 
JMB 
JMB 
JMB 
JMB 
JMB 
JMB 
JMB 
MB 
MB 
Location and Event Dated 
Unionid shells from trench in lake-
shorc scdimcnLs, inner 111argLn 
L.Garnpung. Age of youngest shells 
dates final drying of Lake. 
Charcoal frommiddle of Zanci sedi-
ments, S. end of lunette-L.Mungo. 
Charcoal from fireplace in sand 
overlying Zanci sediments at 
L.Mungo. Post dates final drying. 
Shell and primary carbonate from 
parent materials at crest of 
Chibnalwood Clay Dune. Early Stage 
of Zanci Dune Building Phase. 
Charcoal from fireplace sealed below 
Zanci sediments, L.Garnpung Early 
stage of Zanci deposition. 
Shell and fine primary carbonate in 
base of Zanci sediments in Outer 
Arumpo lunette. Onset of Zanci 
Dune building event. 
Charcoal in fireplace covered by 
Zanci sediments - L.Mungo. 
Charcoal in fireplace dug into Gol 
Gol sediments and covered by Zanci 
sediments - L.Mungo. Predates 
onset of Zanci Depositional Event. 
Charcoal in fireplace within mobile 
sands that bury' Zanci sediments at 
L.Mungo. Postdates onset of 
pedogenesis. 
Lab. No. 
ANU 880A 
/\NU 880B. 
ANU 882 
ANU 1378 
Key. 
TABLE 2.4 continued 
c14 Age Worker Local~ion and Event Dated 
years BP. 
15120+235 HA Shell from midden site, s end of 
- Mulurulu. Postdates Zanci. 
15450+240 HA As alJove. 
-
15490+740 HA Charcoal in quartz sands which 
-
overlie Mungo sediments - L. 
Mulurulu. 
19600+900 JMB Charcoal 111 fireplace - as above 
JMB 
MB 
HA 
- L.Mungo. 
= Dr. J. Bowler (1970) Polach et al 1971 
= Dr. M. Barbetti (1972) 
= Dr. H. Allan (1972) 
L. 
FIGURE 2.5 
Formation of Transverse Dunes 
Phase I 
Quartz S<cmd Dune 
Deflation of sand from beach on eastern shore of 
the lake produces a quartz sand dune comparable with 
a coastal f ored·une. Water table is high. The dune is 
characterized by cross set bedding. 
Phase II 
Saline 
Lake 
Clay Pellet Dune 
Deflation of clay aggregates from saline mud flats 
exposed by a seasonally oscillating saline lake 
produces a clay dune. Bedding is planar. Water table 
is lowered. 
Phase Ill 
--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - -, - -
WT 
Drying of the lake allows flushing of salts from 
the lake floor and dune. Vegetation colonizes the 
surface, and soil d-evelopment begins. Water table is 
well below the lake floor. 
FIGURE 2.6 
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2.4 Soil Stratigraphic Units of the Willandra Lakes 
Three hydrologic cycles have been identified in the lunette 
sediments of the Willandra Lakes: the Golgol, Mungo and Zanci 
dune building events and associated soils. All three have been 
identified in many lunettes in the system but most of the type 
·sections are recorded on the lunette bordering Lake Mungo: the 
"Walls of China". 
Correlation of these three soil stratigraphic units was 
based upon a radiocarbon dating programme, supported by the 
hydrological cycles identified in each lunette. Throughout the 
Willandra Lakes System combined interdisciplinary studies in 
archaeology (Allen, 1972) human palaeontology (Thorne, 1971) and 
palaeomagnetism (Barbetti, 1972) which followed the initial 
geomorphological study (Bowler, 1970) have provided over 120 
radiocarbon dates. This allows correlation and specification 
of the age of· stratigraphic units without undue reliance upon 
soil morphology at least in the Mungo and Zanci pedoderms; the 
ag~ of the Golgol unit is beyond radiocarbon technique. 
The oldest unit, the Golgol is severely truncated (Fig. 2.6) 
and is the most complex unit in the study area. Soil develop-
ment in this pedode~m is believed to extend from the close of the 
penultimate glaciation to the onset of the last glaciation, a 
time when the lakes were dry and vegetation extended across the 
lunettes and lake floors of the system (Bowler, 1976b). Thus, 
the soil unit is of great age, probably up to 120 000 years, and 
must contain evidence of polygenesis. The first evidence of 
glacial influences WAS recorded in the area begin at 44 000 BP 
(Fig. 2.7) when following the soil forming phase (phase 3) of the 
Golgol event the lakes began to refill. This rise of lake level 
and the associated water table is attributed to the onset of 
16 
cooling related to a glacial stage, with higher runoff and lower 
evapotranspiration (Bowler, 1976b). It ushered in the Mungo 
hydrological cycle when the lakes were full of fresh water and 
able to support a range of fauna and flora, which, in turn, were 
utilized as a food resource by man. Sediments formed during 
this high water phase (phase 1) are termed the Mungo quartz sand 
facies and bury the older truncated Golgol pedoderm~ Soil 
development on these quartz sand dunes is dated as occurring 
between 36 000 BP and 26 000 BP and produced a characteristic 
soil: the "Mungo Occupational" soil (Bowler, 1971) or the Lower 
Mungo pedoderm (Figs. 2.6 & 2.7). The character of the lacus-
trine fauna suggest that the temperature during the glacial period 
0 
was not more than 6 C below the current mean annual temperature 
of 18 °c (Bowler, 1976b). 
The deep water phase of the Mungo cycle (phase 1) was 
followed by a shift towards a more arid environment. The lakes 
became more saline and the pelletal clays characteristic of phase 
2 were deposited over the Lower Mungo pedoderm. Deposition of 
th~se pelletal clays is believed to have ceased by 22 000 BP and 
soil forrnati6n (phase 3) continued until 18 000 llP (Dowler, per. 
comm.) when the Zanci sediments started to be deposited. Thus, 
the Upper Mungo pedoderm has a maximum of 4 000 years of pedo-
genesis before burial. 
In the youngest cycle, the Zanci, only a thin unit of eolian 
quartz sand (phase 1) was deposited before deposition of the 
pelletal clays (phase 2) with no intervening stable period of 
soil development. Radiocarbon dates for the Zanci pedoderm 
(the principal soil stratigraphic unit examined in this study) 
show a remarkable agreement between dates on charcoal samples 
and those from shell (Table 2.4). The onset of the Zanci dune 
building phase (phase 2) is placed at 18 000 BP to 17 500 BP 
FIGURE 2. 7 .Main Soil Stratigraphic Units and Fluctuations 
of Water Level in the Willandra Lakes. 
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the Willandra Lakes are compared with the movements in lake level 
at Lake Keilambete which occurs in the more humid areas of 
Southern Victoria (after Bowler, 1976a). 
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(ANU Radiocarbon laboratory nos. 329 and 330) and deposition 
continued for 1 500 to 2 000 years (ANU 292, 320 & 321) with 
formation of extensive dunes. At most lakes the Mungo unit 
was covered with a blanket of pelletal clay during the Zanci 
depositional event (Fig. 2.6). However, in the Outer Arumpo 
Basin (Figs.2.3 & 2.4), the brief rise in water tables during 
the Zanci failed to fill the whole basin and the.saline, clay 
pellet phase is restricted to three small basins, the Chibnal-
wood Lakes, within the larger basin. Final drying of the lakes 
and cessation of the dune formation began at 16 000 BP and was 
completed by 15 500 BP (phase 3) (ANU 266, 293, 684, 880A & B & 
882). Thus the Zanci pedoderm has been exposed to ped?genesis 
for a maximum of 15 500 years. 
Reconstruction of palaeoenvironments during the Zanci soil 
development phase (phase 3) is not possible from lacustrine 
evidence in the Willandra Lakes; the southern lakes were dry 
after 15 500 BP with no later hydrological changes recorded in 
the area. It is only in the more humid south and west of 
southern Australia that evidence· of the palaeoclimate in the late 
Pleistocene and Holocene is available (Bowler,et al,. 1976; Dodson, 
1975) (Table 2.5). 
The period, 15 500-10 000 BP appears to have been a trans-
itional period from earlier aridity to slightly more humid 
conditions, there is a marked change in river hydrology on the 
Riverine Plain and a return of herbaceous cover in the Eastern 
Highlands, heralding the return of woodland. At about 10 000 
BP lakes in the humid south across the continent showed a change, 1 . 
to moister environmen~s. Lake Keilambete (Fig. 2.$), which had 
been dry before 10 000 BP, now filled with water, while on the 
Atherton Tableland, Queensland, the first appearance .of rain-
forest elements is associated with this period. This wetter 
TABLE 2.5 
SUMMARY OF CLIMATIC HISTORY OF THE LATE QUATERNARY 
IN SOUTHERN AUSTRALIA 
Drawn from Bowler et al, 1976 and Dodson, 1975. 
15000-10000 BP 
Transition Period between the earlier conditions of intense 
aridity and the later humid environments. 
Willandra Lakes dry (except for brief rise of Lake 
Mulurulu) 
Change·of river morphology on Riverine Plain with 
transformation from bedload to suspended load streams 
nnd the end of the source bordering sand dune formation. 
Pollen evidence from Lake Leake, Lake George and the 
Snowy Mountains shows an increase of herbaceous cover 
heralding the return of woodland. 
10000-5000 BP 
Early Holocene Moist Phase. 
Rise in water levels of Lake Leake, Wyrie Swamp and 
Lake Kielambete. 
5000-3000 BP 
Arid Phase reaching a maximum aridity between 3000-4000 BP 
Low lake levels at Lake Gnotuk, Lake George and Lake 
Kielambete. 
3000-1500 BP 
Cooler Moist phase 
Rise in the lake levels of Lake Kielarnbete & Lake George. 
1500-Present 
Minor Oscillations around the present mean conditions, 
possibly associated with slight rise in precipitation. 
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situation persisted until 5 000 BP when Lake Keilambete began 
to fall with the onset of a slightly drier phase reaching a 
minimum level nt 3 000 BP. The climate from 3 000 BP to the 
present suggests climatic oscillations of diminishing magnitude. 
compared with the earlier phases as we approach the present. 
CHAPTER 3 
SEDIMENTS OF THE.TRANSVERSE DUNES 
This study deals primarily with the Zanci pedoderm, that 
is, the soils formed in the sediments of the transverse dunes 
(lunettcs) that were deposited during phnse 2 of the Zanci 
hydrological cycle. These sediments consist of clay pellets 
with subdominant quartz sand (the pelletal clay facies) deflated 
from the saline mud flats of an oscillating lake. Although the 
processes and timing of the Zanci dune building phase (phase 2) 
are similar throughout the Willandra Lakes system, there is 
significant variation in the amount of quartz sand which accom-
panied the clay pellets from the floors of different lakes: 
Lake Mungo and the Chibnalwood Lakes. Thus, two broad sub-
divisions of the clay pellet facies are proposed: the clay dune 
facies and the sandy clay dune facies. Apart from variation in 
the inherited quartz sand contents, these dunes are similar in 
mineralogy, morphology, and age. 
Work was concentrated on the Zanci pedoderm of the 
Chibnalwood Lakes and Lake Mungo, while less detailed studies 
were made of transverse dunes _at Lake Leaghur and Lake Arumpo 
(Fig. 2.4). Occurrence of a clay pellet facies in the dune of 
Lake Outer Arumpo allowed extension of the study to crestal soils 
of the Upper Mungo pedoderm. 
The dunes bordering the Chibnalwood Lakes are typical clay 
dunes of the system. They lie within the outer limits of Lake 
Outer Arumpo and were formed when lowering of water tables and 
runoff was unable to fill the whole, 212 km2 , basin. Contrac-
tion of the saline water into the three adjacent basins resulted 

PLATE 3.1 
THE CHIBNALWOOD DUNES Al\D L~KE BAS IKS 
Scale - approx. 1:80 000 Photographic Run East-West 
A stereopair of vertical airphotographs illustrate the cen~ral basin of the 
Chibnalwood Lakes. The main Balranald-Ivanhoe road can be seen crossing the 
lake floor and dune. The dunes are crescentic and are now scarred by a. 
regular system of valleys which drain their lakeside flanks. The main valley 
site used in this study is indicated (2) as is the posi'.:io:: of profile S/6 (1). 
Point 3 is included to allow the orientation of this photo?air with that of 
Lake Mungo; the same point occurs on both photopairs. 
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in the formation·of three clay dunes, which merge to form a 
continuous 25 km lunette (Fi.g. 2.4 & Plate 3.t). 
Lake side slopes of the lunette.at the Chibnalwood Lakes 
are characterized by shaliow asymmetric valleys that are regularly 
spaced along.the dune axis. .These valleys trend east to west 
~ith steeper south facing slopes; they are deepest (15 m) at 
the centre of each dune and progressively shallower on the limbs 
(Plate 3.1). 
At Lake Mungo,.a single 27 m high transverse dune (known as 
the "Walls of China") occurs on the eastern shore of the lake 
(Plate 3.2). Here, all three pe<lodcrms occur in a single 
vertical sequence in the dune (Section 2.3). The Zanci clay 
pellet facies forms only the upper 10 m of the dune and is 
characterized by a high quartz sand: a sandy clay dune facies 
(Fig. 2. 6). 
As described·above, the contraction of the lake waters of 
La}<.e Outer Arumpo during the Zanci dune building phase resulted 
in the formation of the extensive clay dunes of the Chibnalwood 
Lakes which are built of materials solely of Zanci age. 
However, it also left the former lunette-, formed during the· 
Mungo and Golgol ~ydrological cycles, well away from the area of 
eolian deposition during the Zanci.dune building phase. 
Therefore, the Upper Mungo pedoderm, developed in the sandy 
clay pellet facies of the Outer Arumpo lunette, has been exposed 
to.pedogenic development since the close of the Mungo dune buil-
ding event, with no burial of the Uppe.r Mungo pedoderm by sedi-
ments of Zanci age. 
eolian sediments. 
However, the soil is covered by Post-Zanci 
All the transverse dunes (lunettes) in the study area are 

PLATE 3.2 
LAKE MUNGO AND THE "WALLS OF CHINA" 
Scale - approx. 1:80 000 Aerial Photographic Run, East-West 
A stereopair of vertical airphotographs illustrates the southern end of Lake 
Mungo basin and the associated lunette. The lake floor is characterised by 
the presence of irregular, discontinuous clay pans, while to the east of the 
lunette, the linear dune field with its characteristic "Mallee" vegetation 
can be identified. The position of the type profile, Zr is indicated (1) 
as is the main archaeological site in the 1~-illandra Lakes 0 (2). Point 3 .is 
included as a reference mark with Plate 3.1. 
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now eroded and gullied .. Truncation of the dunes exposes the 
older pedoderms at the surface, and may reveal an immense 
amount of archo.eological material. However, the erosion of 
the Zanci pedoderm also prevents systematic soil survey as 
uneroded soil profiles are rare. In fact, on Lake Mungo 
lunette (''Walls of China"), no uneroded crestal soil profile 
was identified; while attempts to sample associations of soils 
developed in a sequence from the crest downslope to the lake 
floor was unsuccessful due to widespread erosion. 
Materials derived from recent erosion were redeposited in 
fans and channels on the lakeside flanks of the dunes. These 
deposits, in turn, were deflated and the sediments trnnsported 
back onto, and often over, the dune to form a discontinuous, 
eolian, sedimentary blanket; a feature best developed at Lake 
Mungo where the sands form mobile sand dunes, 15 m deep, on the 
lee slopes. (Fig. 2.6). 
3.l Parent Materials 
The sediments of the clay and sandy clay dunes, forming 
the clay pellet facies, have been characterized by sampling the 
subsola at a number of sites. In the clay dunes, this was 
primarily at the main valley site of the Chibnalwood dunes 
(Plate 3.1), while in the sandy clay dunes, it was in the 
subsola of profiles z18 and z6 at Lake Mun~o (Section 4o21 & 
Plate 3. 2). 
In both dunes, the sediments are dominated by clay pellets 
and sand size mineral grains with.minor amounts of primary 
carbonate. WUstenquarz, primary gypsum, heavy minerals and 
soluble salts (Table 3.1) (A glossary of micromorphological 
TABLE 3.1 
PARENT MATERIALS OF TRANSVERSE DUNES 
Quantitative Determination by Point Counting 
CLAY DUNES 
·. 
1. Total Pellets - 43 
Sand-sized 
Mineral Grains - 27 
Void - 30 
2. Pellet Type 
3. 
Type A - Clay Flakes 
0.8-10 
Type B - Calcinsepic 
Pellets 98-80 
Type C - Intergrade 
Pellets 0.8-10 
Minor Components 
WUstenquarz 0.1-0.4 
Primary Carbonate 
Pellets 0.5-1.0 
Shell Fragments 0.1-0.3 
Primary Gypsum 1. 0-17·0 
Fe/Mn Glaebules 0.1-0.4 
Heavy Minerals <O .1 
Plagioclase <O.l 
SANDY CLAY DUNES 
Total Pellets -
Sand-sized 
Mineral Grains -
Void -
Only Type B 
Calcinsepic Pellets 
0.5-0.7 
0.2-0.8 
< 0.1 
-
O.l-0.2 
< 0.1 
< 0 .1 
All Figures Percentage by Volume of Slide 
15 
50 
35 
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terms is presented in Appendix 5, Section A 5.5). Point 
counts of voids, plasma and skeleton grains (mainly quartz) in 
thin sections (Table 3.1) support the division of the dunes into 
two types. Plasma: quartz ratios. for the clay dunes· are close 
to 1.0:0.6 and for the sandy clay dune materials 1:3; occasional 
sand or clay laminae have wider ratios in both dunes: 1:23 and 
1.0:0. 3 respectively. The materials are subplastic (Section 
3.2)and planar bedding is characteristic (Section 3.3). 
3.11 Clay Pellets 
Three types of clay pellets have been i<lentif ie<l in the 
clay dune facies: calcinsepic pellets (type B); clay flakes 
(type A) and mixed pellets (type C). Of these, only the 
calcinsepic pellets were identified in the sandy clay dunes 
(Table 3.1). The mineralogy of these pellets is remarkably 
uniform, with·an illite-kaolinite .suite associated with hall-
oysite and minor amounts of amorphous clay. (Clay mineralogy 
methods and results are presented in Appendix 6, with discussion 
in Section 9.25). 
3.111 Calcinsepic Pellets 
The dominant pellets of the dune are subrounded, 
subspherical, calcinsepic pellets (Table 3.2), and have a 
narrow size range: 210-230 )l.m in the clay dunes and 100-130 ).LID 
in the sandy clay dunes. They have been named calcinsepic 
pellets because of their distinctive internal fabric (in thin 
section) which is due largely to the presence of abundant silt 
sized (2-5 JJ..m) equant (or even rhomb shaped) carbonate crystals 
which c·omprise 10-50% by volume of the s -matrix (X 20-25%) of 
TABLE 3. 2 
CHARACTERS OF THE CLAY PELLETS 
Size 
Type A 
Clay Flake 
100-550 f.t.m 
X 250-300 µ.m 
Fabric Argillasepic -
Uniform clay with 
excellent parallel 
alignment gives 
parallel extinction 
Colour Pale Brown· to 
Pale Yellow 
Morphology 
Platy-long:short axis 
ratio,3:1 
Skeleton Grains 
None 
Fe/Mn Glaebules 
Voids 
Occ . 3-5 ,u..m 
subspherical 
glaebules 
Cle av age planes 
parallel to the long 
axis -- may be iron 
stained 
Type B 
Calcinsepic Pellets 
60-550 p.m, X 230-210 )AID 
- Clay Dune 
90-150 ).t.m, x 100-130 ,u.m 
- Sandy Clay Dune 
Calcinsepic -
Insepic fabric dominated by 
equant, silt sized carbonate 
microcrystals forming 10~50% 
by volume of the s-matrix 
(i 20-25%) producing a flecked 
extinction pattern 
Pale Brown to Dark Brown 
Subrounded & subspherical 
Occ. silt and fine sand sized 
quartz with embedded grain 
argillans. Wllstenquarz rare. 
Occ. 2-5 µ..m subspherical or 
radiating glaebules 
Thin accordant, 2-3 µ.m thick 
craze planes. 
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an insepic fabric (Plate 3.3,A). The name calcinsepic was 
selected after a review of published terms, as follows:-
Silasepic: 
This is defined as having a high proportion of 
silt sized grains so that the domains (of clay 
minerals) are dif (icult to recognize and the 
matrix has a flecked extinction pattern (Brewer, 
1964). By definition, the background matrix is 
asepic whereas these pellets have an insepic 
fabric. So, the term was discounted. 
Calciasepic: 
This term was defined by Mulders (1969): 
"Plasma of this fabric exhibits a .flecked 
extinction orientation and has an important 
proportion of carbonate e.g. 15-40%, being 
of definite importance for the physical const-
itution of the soil matrix''. This term was 
used to describe fabrics in calcareous soils 
of Israel (Weider and Yaalon, 1974), but is 
not applicable here, as the fabric is insepic, 
not asepic. 
Crystie: 
Sehgal and Stoops (1972) used this -term to 
describe a fabric where microcrystalline 
carbonate occurs within an insepic matrix. 
However, this use of the term is contrary to 
Brewer's (1964) definition of crystic fabric 
which refers to the fabric developed by the 
concentration of coarser crystals. 
B 
D 
E F 
PLATE 3.3 
PARENT MATERIALS 
A. Granic fabric of the parent maLerLals in the clay dunes 
is composed of calcinsepic clay pellets (2) associated 
with intergrade pellets (3). Discontinuous, free grain 
n rg i llans occur on Lhc quartz skc I~ Lon grains ( 1). 
Cross Polarised Light; Picture size 1.33 mm 
B. Granoidic fabric in the clay dunes is formed by the partial 
[us ion of the calc ins epic clay pc: l lets. . A large, clay 
flake (type A) with well develope<l cleavage occurs in the 
centre of the frame. 
Cross Polarised Light; Picture size 1. 33 mm 
C. Granic fabric of the clay dunes is composed of partly 
dissolved primary gypsum crystals (1), fine grained 
primary carbonate pellet (2) and a large clay flake (3). 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 1.33 mm 
D. Porphyric fabric of the B horizon contains a large, 
coarsely crystalline.,primary carbonate pellet (arrowed). 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 1.33 mm 
E. Granic fabric of the subsolum contains a large, primary 
gypsum crystal (1) associated with secondary gypsum (2) 
in the void. 
Cross Polarised Light; Picture size 2.10 mm 
F. Granic fabric of the subsolum, with a ·single shell frag-
ment (arrowed) associated with smaller calcinsepic pellets. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 3.35 mm 
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None of these existing terms fits the fabric of these clay 
pellets and I propose the use of the term: CALCINSEPIC 
DEFINITION:- Plasma separations with striated 
orientation occur as isolated patches, or islands, 
within a dominantly flecked (flecked extinction 
pattern) plasma (insepic fabric) that contains a 
significant proportion (10-50% by volume) of silt 
sized microcrystals of carbonate; the higher 
proportions of carbonate microcrystals m~y tend 
to mask the insepic character. 
3.112 Clay Flakes (Type A) 
These pellets may be termed clay flakes or papules. 
Their main characteri_stics (Table 1.2) suggest that they are 
fragments of: uniform clay laminae which have excellent parallel 
al°ignment of the clay particles and therefore a parallel·extinc-
ti.on (Plate 3. 3, B & C). Unlike- the calcinsepic pellets, they 
lack both silt sized carbonate and quartz skeleton grains. 
Since the pellets are platy (long to short axis ratio of 3:1), 
they orientate within the sediment with their long axis parallel 
to the sedimentary layering, and sections cut normal to the 
bedding result in typical prolate shape for the flakes. They 
are found only in the subsola of the clay dunes, ·(Table 3.1) 
where they form an important, though minor, fraction of the 
materials. 
3.113 Intergrade Pellets (Type C) 
The intergrade pellets (Plate 3.~A) are similar to 
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the calcinsepic pellets in shape and size, but contain fragments 
of clay flakes (up to 50% of the pellet by volume). As with 
the clay flakes they occur only in the clay dune materials as a 
minor constitutent of the subsola (Table 3.1). 
3.12 Sand Size Mineral Grains 
The sand size mineral grains are almost exclusively quartz, 
with only minor proportions of plagioclase feldspar and heavy 
minerals (Table 3~1). The quartz is unimodal with a mean of 
230-250 }l-m; although coarse silt and fine sand (20-120 µ..m) 
occurs in the finer sedimentary layers. As it accompanies the 
clay pellets deflated from the lake floor, the quartz has been 
termed "companion sand" (Butler, 1956). It is dominated by 
single crystals with sharp or slightly undulose extinction, 
although composite grains are common. Discontinuous, free 
grain argillans coat the grains of the parent materials, and are, 
in· turn, occasionally overlain by free grain matrans (Plate 3.3,A). 
3.13 Primary Gypsum 
Gypsum which is def lated from the lake floor accumulates in 
the clay dune as discrete crystals with a characteristic morp-
hology. They are 200-3 000 )-lm long, by 200-400 p. m wide, by 
60-100~m, thick plates, (often with curved crystal faces) that 
give the crystal a characteristic seedlike appearance (Plate 
3.3,E), hence the name "millet seed gypsum". 
Fine (1-2 µ.m). crystals commonly occur as inclusions within 
the primary gypsum, usually in clusters but occasionally as 
isolated crystals. Since these inclusions (Plate 5.7, F) have 
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a refractive index close to that of gypsum (1.52 to 1.53), 
while their birefringence is high.(precise statements being 
difficult due to the small crystal size), the mineral is ten-
tatively identified as a carbonate mineral, probably dolomite 
or Mg-calcite (or both). 
No primary gypsum is observed in the sandy clay facies at 
present. It has been identified in the lake sediment associated 
with these sandier dunes at Lake Mungo (Bowler, per. comm.), so 
it appears likely that it accompanied the other components into 
the sandy clay dunes, as it did in the clay dunes, only to be 
removed later by infiltrating soil water. 
3.14 Wtlstenquarz 
Wtlstenquarz are 60-100 µ.m quartz grains, with well .developed, 
continuolisferri-argillans, that are red-brown in plane polarized. 
light, and strong red in reflected light. The term Wtlstenguarz 
wa.s introduced by Radczewski (1939) to describe the fine sand 
·of deep water marine sediments in the South Atlantic; the sand 
was interpreted as a long distance eolian component derived from 
the deserts of West Africa. The wtlstenquarz of these lunettes 
is attributed to erosion of pre-existing siliceous soils to the 
west of the study area, and is indicative of a phase of regional 
dune instability and erosion; Bowler (1970) used wtlstenquarz 
contents as an indicator of regional instability during the 
environmental reconstruction of the Willandra Lakes system. 
Wtlstenquarz contents of these dunes are uniform: sandy 
clay dune, 0.6%; clay dune 0.3%, suggesting a regular dust 
accession rate without any major hiatus during the Zanci dune 
building phase (Sec ti on 10. 2 ). 
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3.15 Primary Carbonate. 
3.151 Morphology 
Three forms of primary carbonate are present in the 
parent materials. 
1. Microcrystalline carbonate interflorescences 
precipitated within the clay sediments of the mud 
flats, form the characteristic calcinsepic fabric 
of the dominant clay pellets (Section 3.111). 
Ilowever, individual culcinsepic pellets often have 
irr~gular zones with high concentrations o[ micro-
crystals (> 50% by volume). 
2. Subrounded, 200-400 µm carbonate pellets are 
c.ommon ( 0. 2-1. 0% by volume) and are composed of fine, 
2-10~m interlocking crystals (Plate 3.3,C) although 
occasional pellets with coarse (5-20 µ.m) crystals 
were observed (Plate 3.3,D). Opaque iron oxides 
occur within the pellets as irregular stains while 
included silt and fine sand grains have ragged 
boundaries and appear to have been corroded by the 
alkaline environment within the pellet. 
3. Unrecrystallized aragonitic shell fragments 
(0.1-0.3%) including the salt tolerant gastropod 
Coxiella sp., ostracods, and other mollusca (Plate 
3. 3, F) . 
CLAY DUNES 
Crest 
Col 
Backs lope 
Valley Outwash 
SANDY CLAY DUNES 
Crest 
TABLE 3.~ 
SATURATION EXTRACTS OF SOLUBLE IONS OF SUBSOLA 
-1 Ee expressed as mS cm ; Ions expressed as me 1 
' I 
Ca / pH Ee Sat. Cl. so4 HC03 Anionsj 
I 
I 
7.0 36.2 322.2 139.1 1. 2 462.5 39.7 i 
i 6.9 30.7 227.4 91.4 0.33 319.1 34.o I 
7.0 30.6 195.2 145.7 1.1 342.0 ! 33.1 I 
I 
6.9 32.3 306.8 143.6 0.66 451.1 36.4 1 
7.8 0.44 0.12 0.42 2.7 3.2 0.57 ' 
i 
TABLE 3.4 
Mg Na 
64.3 l I 338.6 
38.3 I 242.3 
' 
47.8 I 245.o 
70.9 I 318.4 
I 
I 
I 
2. 0 ' 
1. 6 
THEORETICAL SALT CONTENTS OF SUBSOLA EXPRESSED AS PERCE:\TAGES 
(According to Method of Yegorov & Gorina. 1975) 
CLAY DUNES I NaCl I Na2so4 I MgS04 CaS04 /ca(Hco3) 2 1 Mg(Hco3> 2 j 
I 
Crest 68 8 15 8 I 1 
Col 71 6.2 12.1 10. 6. 0.1 
Backs lope 60 15.3 14.6 9.8 0.3 
Valley Outwash 66.15 8.7 16.7 8.3 0.15 
SANDY CLAY DUNES 
Crest 3 13.0 - - 18 . 62 
Figures are determined from data presented in Table 3.3 
l 
K 
I I Cations, 
0.66 444.3 
0.52 315.1 
o. 34 326.2 
o. 90 426.6 
0.1 4.3 
I 
I 
NaHCO 3 
4 
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3.152 Mineralogy 
P rin1ary cur bona Le mLncr a logy WL\ s cx:.imincd by X-ray 
diffractometry (Appendix 4; Section A4-7). The clay dunes 
were dominated by dolomite (Mgr:-cca4 r:- species) and a low magnes-
.J.) .) 
ium calcite (Mg6ca94 species); the latter was defined according 
to the terminolbgy proposed by Winland (1969). In contrast, 
the sandy clay dunes contained only the low magnesium calcite, 
with no dolomite. Both dunes contained aragonitic shell frag-
ments. 
3.1G Soluble Salt 
Saltation of the clay aggregates during the saline lake 
phase (phase 2) of the Zanci cycle transporte~ soluble salt 
from the lake floor into the transverse dunes. The mineralogy 
of these salts was established by two methods: wet chemical 
analysis of bulk soil leachates, and X-ray diffractometry of 
sa.lt efflorescences collected in the field, as well as, of salts 
produced by evaporation of bulk leachates (Appendix 4). 
There is a contrast in the total amounL of soluble salt in 
the two dune types: sandy clay and clay dunes, Lake Mungo and 
Chibnalwood Lakes respectively. Salt contents, expressed as 
percentage by weight of sodium chloride, may range from 
' 0.5-2.0% in the parent material at the crest of the clay dunes 
(see· Appendix 1 for chemical analysis of subsola of profiles 
nos. 1, 6/6 & 7/2), while similar sites on the sandy clay dune 
have lower salt contents (<0.1%, as in subsola of profiles z18 
and z6 , Appendix 1). 
Similarly, there are differences in the type of salts 
occur:ring in two dunes mentioned above. Analyses of the 
soluble cations and anions from the subsola of the sites on 
the Chlbnalwoo<l Dunes (Table 3.3) ln<licntc LhaL the snits arc 
cl om i na t e cl 
. 2+ 
+ 2+ 2-by Na , Mg , so4 and Cl ions, with lesser amounts 
+ - . 2~ 
of Ca , with only minor K and HC03 J.ons, and no co 3 ion. 
However, the·ions in the materials 
2+ + dominnted hy HCQ3 Mg nnd Na , 
Cl and ca2+ K+ is negligible 
of the sandy clay dune are 
2-
wi th minor amounts of SOL , 
~-
(Table 3.3). 
The results from the analysis of these saturation extracts 
. can be used to produce a theoretical salt mineralogy of the 
subsola by applying the methods described by Yegorov and Gorina 
(1975). Here, the relative affinity of individual ions and 
their different solubilities allow inferences to be made about 
the actual minerals in the materials (Table 3.4). Using this 
method, the inference is that the clay dune materials are 
dominated by sodium chloride associated with, in decreasing 
order of importance, magnesium sulphate, sodium sulphate, 
calcium sulphate, and finally calcium bicarbonate.· The method 
applied to the sandy clay materials indicates that the little 
salt that is there is chiefly magnesium bicarbonate, with only 
minor amounts of sodium·sulp~ate and calcium bicarbonate; 
sodium chloride occurs only as a trace. 
X-ray diffractometry of efflorescent salt collected from 
soaks at gully wall/gully floor junctions in the field generally 
support the pattern identified by wet chemical analysis. 
However, the presence of mixed salts rather than simple salts 
appears to be general. The clay dune, at the Chibnalwood 
Lakes, is again dominated by halite (NaCl) with thenardite 
(Na2so4 ) as the subdominant salt. Gypsum is identified, but 
it occurs in these soaks in association with magnesium salts:· 
bloeqite, Na2Mg(so4 ) 2 .4H20; bischofite,·MgC1 2.6H2o; and 
TABLE 3.5 
Mg/Ca RATIOS (M.9le r-eif.'o;; ) - SATURATION EXTRACT OF SUBSOLA 
Clay Dune 
crest 
col 
back.slope 
valley outwash 
Sandy Clay Dune 
crest 
Mg/Cu 
t.6 
1 .. 12 
1.4 
1. 9 
3.5 
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Efflorescent salts, collected from 
soaks on the sandy clay dunes at Lake Mungo, are composed of a 
mixture of thenardite and.bloedite with no halite; efflor-
escences recovered from other sites on the same dune contained, 
in addition, the double salt of sodium carbonate and bicarbonate: 
trona (Magee, 1978, per. comm.). 
In comparing the two dune materials then, it is apparent 
that not only is there an identifiable dif fcrence in the Dmounts 
o[ soluble salt, but also in the type o[ salt. The sandy cloy 
dune materials have low salinities and are dominated by magnesium 
bicarbonate; while in the clay dune, salinities arc higher, and 
chqractcrizcd l>y halite and Lhcnarditc. Thi.s conLr~1sL is 
interpreted as a response to flushing of the more mobile salts 
out of .the sandy materials, leaving minor amounts of the bicar-
bonate salts. 
The Mg/Ca ratios (by molecular weight) of the soil water 
extract from these dunes (Table 3. 5) . indicate a dominance of 
magnesium over calcium. This is attributed to selective 
crystallization of calcium carbonate and calcium sulphate salts 
in the soil and sediments, leaving the magnesium to build up 
in the interstitial water. a pattern also described for playa 
lake systems in Tunisia (Perthuisot and Sauzien, 1973). There, 
tributary waters entering the lake have a Mg/Ca ratio of 0.12 
to 0.22, while the interstitial waters in the sediments have 
figures of 7. 5 to 11. 8. This fixation of calcium in the lake 
system occurs early in each of the hydrological cycles, 
described for the Willandra Lakes (Section 2.3), leaving the 
hypersaline later phases (phase 2) saturated with magnesium 
(Bowler, per. comm.). 
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3.2 Particle Size Analysis and Subplasticity: 
Those transverse dune materials deposited during the 
saline phase of the hydrological cycle (phase 2), are dominantly 
composed of free flowing aggregates similar to sand-sized mineral 
grains, yet, on physical working during field texturing, the 
sediments invariably work up to a heavier texture than the 
initial sand. Thus, the· clay dunes at Lake Chibnalwood have a 
medium clay texture on working, and the sandy clay dune at Lake 
Mungo, a sandy loam or sandy clay loam texture. 
This exceptional change in texture with f iel<l texturing has 
been recognised ln Australia since J<J38 (T.:1ylor r:md !looper). 
However, it was Butler (1955) who fir~t attempted to describe the 
property and introduced the term "subplastic". Subplasticity 
(or "unplastic", Northcote, 1974) has since been subdivided into 
three classes according to handling properties (van Dijk, 1958):-
SPl: 1st Degree of Subplasticity; the material works 
up one textural grade during kneading for a few 
minutes e.g. loam to clay loam. 
SPll: 2nd Degree of Subplasticity; the material works 
up two or more textural grades .e.g. loam to 
medium clay. 
SPlll: 3rd Degree of Subplasticity; the material feels 
like grit or coarse sand and can be puddled only 
with extreme difficulty, to reveal its true 
texture. 
The subplasticity identified in the field was later con-
firmed by laboratory determinations of SP ratings for these 
TABLE 3.6 
RESULTS OF LABORATORY ASSESSMENT OF SUBPLASTICITY RATINGS 
Subplasticity Texture after 
Consistence ~·, Rating Kneading 
Pit 7 
Bt Horizon M1(1Cr)c 3 SPI MC 
Bca/Bt Horizon M1(1Cr)C3 SPI MC 
Bea Horizon M1(1Cr)c 2 SPI MC 
Bes llorlzon M1(2Cr)C3 SPI 
Bcs/Ccs Horizon M1(2La)C 4 SPII MC 
Pit 8. 
Bt Horizon M1(1Cr)c1 SPI MC 
Bea Horizon M1(2Cr)C1 SPI MC 
Bes Horizon M1(2Cr)c 2 SPII SMC 
Pit 1 ' 
Bes Horizon M1(2Cr)c4 SPI MC 
Ccs Horizon M1(1Cr)Co SPI MC 
Pit 12 
Bes Horizon M1(1Cr)C1 SPI MC 
Ccs Horizon M1(2Cr)C1 SPII MC 
Pit 10 
Bes Horizon M1(1Cr)C1 SPI MC 
Ccs Horizon M1(2La)C4 SPI+ MC 
Pit z18 
80-100 cm M1(1Cr)C 2 SPI SL 
160-180 cm M1(1Cr)cr2 SPI SCL 
200-220 cm M1(1Cr)c3 SPI SCL 
MC = Medium Clay Texture after working between fingers 
SMC Sandy Medium Clay " " " II 
SL = Sandy Loam 
SCL = Sandy Clay Loam 
·;': See Appendix 2, Section .A2-1 
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materials (method - Appendix 4, Section A4-9; results, Table 
3.6). Clay dune materials ranged from SPll to SPl values 
while the sandy clay materials were lower, SPl; both clui1cs 
showed a marked .decrease in subplasticity up through the solum. 
Sediments of the clay pellet phase of the older, Upper Mungo 
pedoderm had higher SP ratings than the Zanci pedoderm (SPl+ 
compared with SPl). 
Subplastic materials resist routine dispersion techniques 
for particle size analysis (Norrish and Tiller, 1976; Walker 
and Hutka, 1976; Brewer and Blackmore, 1976). Efforts to 
determine the cause of such resistance by the above workers, 
failed to reveal any evidence of cementation, rather Nor~ish 
and Tiller (op.cit.) suggest that "nonionic bonds between the 
clay mineral particles" are. the cause and that the only efficient 
~ethod of dispersing the materials is by vigorqus physical 
disruption. Moreover, the clay size fraction of the soil 
increases progressively with the amount of physical work carried 
ou·t on the sample (Walker and Hutka, op. cit.), so that there is 
no. correct particle size distribution for subplastic samples, 
only a pattern that corresponds to the technique used. 
Particle size analysis of samples during this study was 
carried out using two different methods (Appendix 4, Section 
A4-~). The first method, run 1, was a method currently used 
·for the dispersion of "plastic" materials; the second method, 
run 2, incorporated the use of a Brqnson ultrasonic probe. 
Comparison of the sand fractions determined by these two methods, 
for the B horizon of profile 1/7 (Plate 3.4), shows a change in 
the particle size distribution of the sand fraction: the mean 
changing from 180 ).LID for run 1, to 230 }lIH for run 2. This 
change is attributed to the release of clay from aggregates in 
the sand fraction, resulting in a loss of clay aggregates and a 
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PLATE 3.4 
PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS Al\TD DISPERSION OF SUBPLASTIC MATERIALS 
The parent materials (photo.1) contain large primary gypsum crystals (1), clay 
pellets (2) and quartz skeleton grains (3), shown here in a photomicrograph 
taken in reflected light. Picture size= 3.35 mm. 
Attempts at dispersing these 
materials did not remove all 
the fine sand fraction after 
crowded with clay pellets. 
clay pellets using accepted methods for "plastic" 
the clay pellets. A photomicrograph (photo.2) of 
this method (run 1), shows the materials still 
Photograph in reflected light; Picture size: = 2 mm. 
The plot of the fine sand fraction of the Bea horizon, profile 1/7, produced by 
dispersion methods used in run 1, is similar to published data for other clay 
dune sediments when plotted on the same axes (see graph above). Howeve~, when 
the sediments from the Bea horizon are treated with ultrasonic dispersion 
methods (run 2), the pattern shifts to that of the sand fraction determined for 
the plastic A horizon. 
TABLE 3.7 
PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS - RESULTS FROM RUN 2 
-· 
% Silt as % 
Sample )'~ Depth Sand % SjlL 'X) Clay % Sond o[ S<md+ 
(cm) > 20 )-l-ffi 20- 2,..._rn <2 Jl-ill > 35f-111 Silt 
' 
CLAY DUNE 
Profile J_/ 7 0-_LO 81.4 '2 • I 1 '.). <) '22 J. '2 
20-22 83.0 6. ') 10.5 11.1 7.2 
24-26 88.0 6.7 5.3 12.5 7.1 
28-36 61.0 2.0 37.0 ll.2 3.2 
46-49 60.6 4. Lt 35.0 11. 3 6.7 
63-69 67.0 3.0 30.0 14.4 4.2 
105-110 75.0 Li .• () 21.0 36.2 5.0 
120-125 60.6 7.4 32.0 13.7 10.7 
Profile 7 8-10 43.0 7.7 49.3 7. 1 15.4 
35-40 53.0 7.0 40.0 8.1 11. 6 
68-71 40.9 4.1 55.0 9.5 9.1 
100-103 34.4 6.6 59 .. 0 6.2 16 . .5 
140-143 34.8 9.7 55.5 5.8 21. 7 
180-188 37.7 17.0 45.3 7.2 31.4 
230-233 45.3 16.7 38.0 2.0 26.9 
305-15 70.8 4.2 25.0 12.5 5.6 
Profile 14 30-35 42.7 6.3 52.0 10.3 12.8 
50-55 36.9 9.1 54.0 13.1 16.3 
100-105 42 .o 5.4 53.6 14.81 9.1 
120-125 75.0 . 2. 0 23.0 19.4 2.5 
260-270 63.7 4.3 33.0 21. 2 6.4 
SANDY CLAY DUNE 
Profile Z18 80-100 85 3 12 
120-140 84.1 2.1 13.8 
160-180 68.6 3.4 25.0 
240-260 83.3 3.2 13.5 
Profile ZS 115-140 87 3 10 
160-180 87.5 2.1 10.4 
200-220 87.3 1.0 11. 7 
220-240 76.7 3.4 20.4 
300-320 89.7 2.4 7.9 
TABLE 3.7 continued 
Smnplc )'( . Depth Sand % Silt (Ir) Clay % 
(c~) > 20µ...m 20-2JA.lll < 2 )-LID 
Profile Overlying 94.1 2.9 3.0 
A/l Recent 
Sand 
50-60 90.5 4.6 4.9 
60-80 89.8 5.0 5.2 
110-130 87.6 6.1 6.3 
150-170 93. 5 3.8 4.0 
240-260 92.5 3.9 3.6 
320-340 94.2 3.8 2.0 
Profile 0-20 81. 9 6.1 12.0 
A/2 
Results.expressed on an air dry., carbonate and 
gypsum free basis. 
,·~ For Location· see Figures 2. 4 
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shift of the mean closer to that observed in thin section: 230 
to 250p...m. Microscopic examination of the sand fraction from 
run l on Lhis maLcr.Lal shows lL crowded with un<lispcrscd clay 
pellets (Phot9 1, Plate 3.4). The plastic, A horizon does not 
respond in this way to additional physical work between runs 1 
and 2; there is no change in the sand distribution between the 
runs (Plotted on graph, Plate 3.4). 
Results from run 2, (Table 3.7) give mean figures for the 
sandy clay dune sediments at Lake Mungo of 83.3% sand, 2.5% silt, 
and 14.2% clay; while the clay dune materials of the lunette of 
the Chibnalwood Lakes have 52.1% sand, 7.6% silt, and 40.3% clay. 
Sediments of the Upper Mungo pedoderm :1L Outer J\.rumpo hnvc mccin 
figures of 90.7% sand, 4.8% silt, and 4.5% clay; the higher silt 
contents of these sandy clay materials, ,in comparison with sedi-
ments at Lake Mungo, are attributed to less effective dispersion 
of these older materials, due to their higher subplasticity rat-
ings. 
High percentages of silt, reported for the sediments of 
other Australian transverse dunes (Bowler, 1973; Campbell, 1968), 
are probably due to ineffective dispersion of similar subplastic 
materials. This is suggested by th~ similarity of their results 
to those produced during initial analysis, run 1, of the B 
~§' 
horizon of profile 1/7 (Graph in Plate 3.4). 
In summary, the materials produced during phase 2 of the 
Zanci hydrological cycle are subplastic, with SP ratings of 11 
in the clay dunes and SPl in the sandy clay dunes; older pedo-
derms appear, from the little evidence available, to have higher 
SP ratings: Upper Mungo pedoderm of the sandy clay dune facies 
has an SP rating.of SPl+. Dispersion during particle size 
analysis is difficult, but can be achieved by sufficient input 
TABLE 3.8 
MICROMORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERS OF THE SEDIMENTARY BEDS 
OF THE CLAY DUNES 
Fine Layer Coarse Layer 
Mean Size 80 
- . 90 J-l-ffi 230 - 250 µ..m 
Size Range 20 - 120 µ,m 100 - 550 ?-m 
Fabric Type Granic to Granic Granic 
Granoidic 
occ. Porphyric 
TABLE 3.9 
QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF COMPONENTS OF SEPARATE 
BEDS IN THE CLAY DUNE SEDIMENTS 
(Point Counting, Figures - Percentage by Volume) 
Fine Layer Coarse Layer 
Quartz 18 - 23 26 - 30 
Total Void .25 - 30 . 30 - 35 
Calcinsepic Pellets 
(Type B + C) 35 - 45 16 - 23 ' 
Clay Flakes 
(Type A) 1 - 2 4 - 5 
Primary Gypsum 
(Millet Seed) 4 - 5 18 - 12 
Primary Carbonate 
Glaebules & Shell 1 - 2 1 - 2 
Wllstenquarz 0.4 - 0.6 0 .1 - 0.2 
·-
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of energy from an ultrasonic probe. Comparison of the results 
from this study with published results of other transverse dunes 
indicates that the earlier analyses probably overestimated the 
silt contents. 
3.3 Bedding 
A characteristic feature of the clay pellet facies in the 
tS ftie o cc .. /"e,,t c.Q. 
lunettes of the study areaLof the clay pellets and sand sized 
mineral grains as thin, continuous layers conformable with the 
pre-existing topography. The beds are extensive and individual 
layers may be traced for many metres (Plate 3.5). Dips are 
low (L~0 -10°) and have a lakeward component. Layers vary in 
thickness from 1-2 mm up to 2-3 cm with occasional units, 5-10 
cm thick. Boundaries between laminae are always sharp and 
regular. 
Rapid collapse of the saltated clay pellets 'is critical in 
pr_oducing these thin planar beds. As discussed in section 2.3, 
the pellets are stabilized in each accretionary layer, so that 
cross bedding is absent. This crust of fused pellets prevents 
further movement of the clay aggregates. In thin section these 
crusts (Plate 3.6) often consist of fine pellets (90-l20y..m), 
which are concentrated in the upper parts of graded beds. 
of these fine pellets could be attributed to 
physical disruption by raindrop impact, associated with weak 
shrink/swell forces, fusing the pellet margins. However, 
available field evidence, (Bowler, per. comm.), indicates that 
the pellets may fuse even.after a heavy overnight dew, without 
any physical wo~king. This collapse, in response to re.latively 
little physical working, is in complete contrast to the present 
difficulty of dispersion, and the determined subplasticity 

PLATE 3.5 
PLANAR BEDDING OF CLAY DUNE FACIES 
A. Planar bedding is exposed in an archaeological 
trench on the southern end of the Lake Mungo 
111nc,ttc. lfcrc', 7.rrnci scdi111('nLs nv<'rlie the 
buried and truncated Upper Mungo pedoderm 
exposed in Lile l>Llsc of Llw Lrench. 
13ase of ph0Logn1ph = 20 c111 
B. A soil pit, cut through the Upper Mungo pedoderm 
in the same trench illusLrL1Led above, emphasises 
the.planar character of the sediments. 
Tape units = 20 cm 
C. In a gully wall of the Chibnalwood Dunes, the 
uniform planar bedding of the clay dune f acies 
is exposed. Here the thin beds (2) are 
disrupted and destroyed by the development of 
secondary gypsum glaebules in the overlying 
soil (1). 
Spade length = 75 cm 
PLATE 3.6 
PORPHYRIC CRUSTS WITHIN THE BEDDED CLAY 
DUNE MATERIALS 
The collapse and fusion of fine calcinsepic clay pellets 
(type B) result in the formation of a porphyric crust at 
the upper surface of the layer. These crusts "fix" the 
dune materials and prevent further movement of the clay 
aggregates. 
Picture size = 12 mm Plane Polarized Light 
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ratings of the materials (Section 3.2), and suggests that full 
subplasticity develops after transportation of the materials 
into the dune. 
Sediment transport results in sorting and grading of 
individual beds so that there are two main groups of layers: 
fine and coarse. Micromorphological examination of the parent 
materials of many soil profiles in the clay dunes at the 
Chibnalwood Lakes (e.g. pit 7, Appendix 1) indicate that the 
fine layers have a mean grain size of 80 µ..m, in contrast to a 
mean of 230-250 j-l m in the coarser layers (Table 3. 8). The fine 
layers have lower numbers of cltiy fL:1kcs, qu<'lrtz grains ond 
primary gypsum but higher wilstenquarz contents (Table 3.9). 
Graded bedding is common. The thicker 2-3 cm layers 
coarsen upwards from a mean of 80-90 pm to one of 230-250 f"m; 
.the "millet seed" gypsum with its characteristic lozenge sec ti on 
occurs in the coarser portion of the laminae (Plate 3.7). This 
is ·in contrast to the Lhin, clay rich layers which mciy fine 
upwards from a granic fabric to develop a granoidic upper 
surface. 
Thin sections of the basal sediments (profiles 2 6 and 2 18) 
in the sandy clay dune at Lake Mungo show some similarity with 
the clay dune sediments. There are two different patterns of 
organization: a rapid alternation of thin (2-20 mm) clay 
laminae with interlayered sand units and thicker (20-60 mm) 
individual layers dominated by either sand or clay. The clay 
layers in both forms are invariably thinner than the sand units 
( 1-20 nun compared with 5-60 mm) and have o calcinsepic porphyric 
fabric with orthovughs and craze planes, and few joint plnncs or 
root channels; discontinuous void argillans are rare (glossary 
of micromorphological terms - Appendix 5, Section A5-7). The 
A 
B 
PLJ\TE 3.7 
PARENT MATERIALS OF THE CLAY DUNE 
A. The dune materials show graded bedding in thin 
section. Here, the large lozenge shaped 
primary gypsum crystals coarsen upwards to a 
well defined and regular upper surface (arrowed). 
Bar size 8 mm 
B. Granic fabric of the parent materials again show 
lamination (3) but are also associated with 
pedotubules (1) and unfilled root channels (2) 
with porphyric border. 
Bar size 1.5 cm 
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sand laminae have a variety of fabrics which are directly 
controlled by the proportion of clay: low clay laminae have an 
enauLic malr lchlau1y<llc. Labrie au<l hlgh clay lamirwc u plcc.Llc. or 
even porphyrlc fabric. Void Lype and percentage [rcqucncy of 
voids are rcL1ted to fabric in characteristic patterns as 
presented in section 6.1. 
3.4 Post-Zanci Eolian Blanket 
Following the onset of soil development (phase 3) in the 
Zanci hydrological cycle at 15 500 BP, erosion and deposition 
occurred in all lunettes examined in the Willandra Lakes. The 
Zanci pedoderm and underlying sediments are truncated and of ten 
buried under a cover of eolian sediment (Fig. 2.6). 
The sandy clay dunes at Lake Mungo are eroded and the 
sediment released has been blown back onto.and over the trun-
ca'ted dune to form a mobile overburden of eolian sand (Fig. 2. 6). 
The materials are non-calcareous and weakly saline and are 
characteristically clean, white quartz sand (Table 3.10). At 
the lunette bordering Lake Outer Arumpo, much of the eolian 
sand blanket is red brown rather than white. This colour 
difference is attributed to the contrasting sediment source of 
the two units; at Lake Mungo the blanket is built from sediments 
I 
drawn from the Zanci sediments with its sand free of ferri-
· argillans, while at Outer Arumpo the material is derived from 
the Mungo and Golgol pedoderms with their well developed ferri-
argillans on the quartz grains. Clay contents are low (Table 
3.10) and the materials are built into free flowing sand dunes 
with cross set bedding and steep slope faces. 
Micromorphological examination shows that the sands above 
Thickness 
Bedding 
Colour 
Field Texture 
Micro-
morpho logy 
TABLE 3.10 
POST-ZANCI EOLIAN OVERBURDEN 
CLAY DUNE 
5 - 30 cm 
Planar Bedding 
1 - 2 cm thick 
Light Yellow 
Brown (10YR6/4D) 
Fine Sandy Loam 
SP Rating I 
See Table 3.11 
SANDY CLAY DUNE 
5 cm - 15 m 
Cross Set with Slip Faces 
Dominantly white (10YR8/2D 1 
with laminae of pale 
brown (10YR8/4D) and red 
yellow (7.5YR6/6D) 
Strong brown (7.5YRS/6D) 
at Outer Arumpo Lunette 
Loamy Sand to Sandy Loam 
and sand. 
SP Rating <I 
Isotic matrichlamydic to 
granic; rare insepic 
pellets; wUstenquarz 
0.4%; primary carbonate 
pellets 0.5% 
Glossary in Appendix 5 
TABLE 3.11 
MICROMORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERS OF THE POST ZANCI 
EOLIAN OVERBURDEN 
Profile fabric 
5/2 
l/2 
1/7 
Cleac sedimentary units: sand 
layers, calcinsepic matrich-
larnydic: clay layers, in-
Eo skelsepic - calcinsepic 
gra.noidico ·clay flakes (R) 
o. 75 - l cm thick layers1 
calcinsepic granic to 
9ranoidic qranic cla.y layers: 
calcinsepic single spaced 
Ea l matrichlamydic sand layers; 
clay flakes, (0.l .. O.U) 
Calcinsepic qranoidic qranic 
with occ. qranic sand layers: 
calcinsepic pellets· (D), in-
Eo l skels~p\c pellets (O) 1 no 
clay f' lakes 
Vo id Type and 
Percentage 
C.p. void (f/O), root 
channels (O), planes (R); 
clay layers - 6-30\. 
sand layers Jl\. 
C.p. void (0), inter-
grade orthovuoha (O). 
orthcivuahs, (R); clay 
layers - 25-30\. 
sand layers - 18-25\ 
C.p. void (0), inter-
qrade orthovuqhs {0). 
root channels (P): 
clay i.~yer,- tU. 
sand layer - 30\. 
Intergrade orthoVU<::fhS, 
,(D}, r channels (C): 
void - ;mt 
CLAY DUNES 
Carbonate 
Forms 
Prinary glaebules 
(01: (0.l-0.2\) 
secondary as form C, 
(O/P_) shell (R) 
P. carhonate {0.5\) 
Secondary carbonate 
as fonn r., r, & G: 
Shell (R) 
P. carbonate (0. 5-
1. O\) : Secondary 
carbonate as forms 
E; Shell (R) 
Gypsum 
Forms 
Nil 
ronn A in 
r channels 
& o-vughs 
(0.2-0.411 
Nil 
P carbonate (as Nil 
above) Secondary 
carhOnat.e dlli form• 
E &. F; Shell {VR) 
Wusten-
ouarz 
Other 
0.8-1.8\ Void 
argillana 
(R) 
0.5-3.21 Pedorelict 
(CJ 
0.5-l.O\ 
1.0\ 
IJ;s Eo 1 No Micromorpho-logical Data 
2/2 
~/6 
Disrupted sedimentary 
layers; in-akelsepic 
gr.·rnoidic poq..1hyric to 
porphydc; calcinsepic 
pellets (R); cl'ay flakes 
(R) 
Calcinsepic granoidic 
granic, minor vughy 
Eo 2 ro~~iyric: clay flakes 
. Eo l 
Calcin.sepic granic; 
calcinsepic pellets (D), 
in-skelsepic pellets (F), 
in-vo-skelsepic pellets (R) 
clay flakes (R) 
Eo 2 Calc.insepic granic granoidic 
with minor porphyric; no 
clay flakes 
Interqrade orthovuqhs 
(F), orthovugh& (D) 
C.p. voids {0), inter-
grade orthovuqhs {0): 
r channels {C); 
Void - 25\ 
C.p. void (0) i inter-
grade orthovughs (O); 
root channeltt (C); 
void - 30-40\ 
Intergrade orthovughs 
(DJ, C.p. void (O), 
root channels (C): 
Void - JS\ 
Pril'lary carbonate 
(01 
Primary carbonate 
(0). (0. 2'): 
Secondary Form G 
Primary carbonate 
(0), (0.2'1: 
Secondary carbon-
ate, form G 
Primary ( R) 
Secondary as F & G 
0.4 - lrmd 
qlaebules 
of fon·i\ A 
0.4-0.5% Dofflinance 
of Bt 
Material 
Sec. gypsum O. 7\ 
l.0%: 
vo-in-
skelsepic 
pedorel icts Primary 
qypsum 0. 2\ 
Nil 
Nil 
0. 5 
o. 9 
14/2 I n-skelsepic granic, occ. C.p. void (D) Pr lmary (C) i No 
secondary 
Nil 1.0 Pedorelict 
(C) Eo 1 ~~!~!:s~~;c pellets; clay 
N.B. 
Glossary in Appendix 5. 
of the 
the 
materials 
pellets, 
The use 
refers to 
and does 
fabric; 
not 
term calcinsepic 
plasmic fabric of 
inf er that the 
sepic plasmic 
fabrics. 
in these 
the clay 
material has 
fabrics usually 
a porphyric 
are confined 
to porphyric 
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the truncated z6 (one slide only, Appendix 1) profile are well 
sorted (X 230-250µ.m) quartz sands with a discontinuous isotic 
matrichlamydic to granic fabric. Clay pellets are rare, shell 
and carbonate pellets are infrequent (0.5%), and wtlstenquarz 
contents low ( 0. 4%). 
The equivalent unit in the clay dunes was identified at 
Lake Leaghur and Arumpo as well as in the Chibnalwood Lake 
dunes. It is a thin (5-30 cm) calcareous sandy loam with the 
planar bedding which is so characteristic of wind blown clay 
aggregates (,Plate 8 .1). No dunes are formed; rather the 
material forms a thin unit conformable with the underlying, 
often truncated, soil surface. Salt contents are low (see 
profiles in Appendix l) and primary gypsum is reported in only 
one site (pit 2/2, Appendix 1). Two discrete deposits combine 
to form the unit: the older layer, Eo2, showing more disruption 
of bedding than the overlying younger unit Eo1. Micromorphol-
ogical examination of several profiles (Table 3.11) indicate 
that the sediments range from calcinsepic to in-skelsepic 
fabrics; have high wtlstenquarz.contents, contain occasional 
pedorelicts, and have secondary gypsum and secondary carbonate. 
CHAPTER 4 
SOILS OF THE STUDY AREA 
Soils examined in this study were selected on the basis of 
sites where there was the maximum number of controls available 
for pcdogcnesis. The clay pellet f acics of the clay dunes was 
used as the principal parent material for the compnrt1tive studies 
of soil development on the dune. Soil profiles selected were 
primarily from the Zanci pedoderm, with only one profile being 
selected from the Upper Mungo pedoderm. However, soil devel-
opment was also recognized in the Post-Zanci eolian deposits, 
and soil profiles were examined in several sites·over the study 
area. 
4.1 Zanci Clay Dune facies 
A type profile from the crestal site of the lunette of the 
Chi"bnalwood Lakes·was examined as representing the well drained 
situation, unaffected by accessions from upslope. In addition, 
a small valley which drains the lakeside slope of the same 
lunette was selected as a type site for examination of the 
effects of topography on soil development. 
4.11 Crestal Type Profile 
Post-Zanci erosion has been most severe on the crest 
of the dunes so the search for the type profiles was concentra-
ted on the narrow limbs of the dunes. All complete profiles 
were buried by a Post-Zanci eolian sedimentary blanket. This 
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resulted in salts leached from the overlying eolian blanket 
being deposited in the buried Zanci.pedoderm. However, these 
rnodif ications do not completely mask the morphology of the 
buried soil and the original soil (prior to burial) can be 
reconstructed. Profile pit 1/7, in the uneroded southern 
limb (Plate 3.1) was chosen as t;.he type profile as it most 
closely approached the require:ment of minimum alteration . 
. (Fig. 4. 1) 
The soils developed on the crest of the clay dunes of the 
Chibnalwood Lakes are shallow solonetz soils (Db 3.13; Typic 
.,'( 
Natriargi.cl). The main characters of the typ:e profile, pit 1/7·, 
are presented in an abridged form in Figures 4.2 and· 4.3; the 
complete tabulation of all results being ·presented in Appendix 1. 
The.soil is 160-180 cm deep with a duplex horizonation. 
An 8-10 cm thick, apedal, plastic, fine sandy loam, A 
horizon passes down across an abrupt textural change to an 
illuvial Bt horizon. The interface is characterized by an 
accumulation of sodium chloride in a zone, 1 cm thick, which forms 
a distinctive "grey cap". Below this, a 20 cm Bt horizon (Fig. 
4.2) and an 8 cm Bt/ca horizon have continuous .clay cutans on 
the ·ped and void walls of the stable angular prisms and the 
secondary angular blocky peds. Salt efflorescences· and thin 
discontinuous secondary carbonate calcans occur on the peds of 
the Bt/ca horizon. The carbonate horizon (Bea) (Fig~ 4.1), 
has a weak, angular blocky structure associated with the 
~·( Soil classification was made using the terminology outlined 
in the Handbook of Australian Soils (Stace et al, 1968), 
as well as the method of Northcote (1974). -. The American 
system is included for comparison (USDA Soil Taxonomy, 
1975). See also Appendix 2. 

FIGURE 4.3 Profile 1/7 Type Profile of Crestal Site 
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ABRIDGED MACROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION (Full Description - Appendix 1) 
Colour Structure Texturo=tS.P.Ratings ! Carbonate Gypsum Fabric 
D. Brown Apedal F.S.L. 
- - - Sandy 
L. Grey Apedal - - - - -
Brown I APR, M.C. S.P.I - - Smooth 
2, ABL. Ped 
Dis cont 
Brown/ I,APR M.C. S.P.I-II F.E.C. + 
-
Smooth 
L. Grey 2,IIABL. F. G. , 1- 2mm. IPeds 
P. Grey II ABL M.C. S.P.II I F.E.C. + - Earthy 
1 
F. G. , 1- 30mm Ped 
10-15% of fabric 
L. Grey I ABL M.C. S.P.II I 2nd Gyp. Earthy I i F.E.C. + 
I I F . G . ' 0 . 5 - 2rr:m Glaebules Ped 
L. Grey/ Apedal M.C. S.P.II I F.E.C. 2nd Gyp. Earthy 
Pale Yellow Glaebules Ped 
L. Grey/ Apedal M.C. S.P.II I F.E.C. Primary Sandy/ 
Pale Yellow I I Gypsum + Earthy I 
I Minor 2hdj I Ped Gypsum I 
Legend for Figure 4.3 
Soil Description Terms 
The terms used in the field for the description of soi.l chnrnc-
ters are discussed in full in Appendix 2. 
The methods are essentially those of Northcote (1974) except for 
structure, consistence, .carbonatetand gypsum. 
Structure:- Butler (1955) 
APR = A11guhir pr Ls111~1 Lie 
ABL = Angular blocky 
Code I-II-III refers to area of profile with well 
developed pcdnli.Ly. 
The term 2 refers to the form of the secondary 
peds. 
Thus: I APR 2, I I ABL = -13 of Lhe hor lzon ls made up of 
primary angular prismatic peds and ~-% of the 
horizon secondary angular blocky peds. 
Consistence: Butler (1955) Abridged code (for full code, see 
Appendix 2) 
Figures 1-5 refer to force required to break up 
the soil 
CH crumbly 
BR = brittle 
LA = labile 
Thus: (2 BR) = small but significant force breaks soil 
down to smaller pieces with little coalescence of 
the pieces. 
Carbonate: 
Gypsum:-
Texture:-
Based on terms of Ruellan (1970) 
F.E.C. = Fine earth carbonate, microcrystals of 
carbonate occur in the fabric 
F.G. = Friable glaebules; soft diffuse 
secondary carbonate 
Vermicular veins = irregular filaments of 
secondary gypsum infilling channels. 
Subspherical glaebules = subspherical crystals 
chambers infilling pre-existing void. 
Northcote (1974) 
MC = Medium Clay 
SCL = Sandy Clay Loam 
FSL = Fine Sandy Loam 
SL = Sandy Loam 
FIGURE 4.4 Erosion Phases, Cresta! Sites 
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accumulation of carbonate as soft friable glaebules~d• · in an 
s-matrix rich in carbonates. This, in turn, ·overlays an 
intergrade Bea/cs.horizon in ~lich sccondnry gypsum contents 
progressively increase until a separate Bes horizon cnn be 
identified. Here, the secondary gypsum occurs as soft 
glaebules infilling pre-existing voids, with minor amounts of 
primary, "millet .seed" gypsum. Salinity levels are high in 
many profiles (Fig. 4.1), and are dominated by ·sodium salts 
which raise the exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) to values 
of 20-26% in the Bt horizon. Subplasticity·ratings increase 
progressively down through the B horizon, become SPil in the 
Bes horizon. 
Extensive survey of the crest of the clay dunes aL Lake 
Chibnalwood recognized that much of the dune has been eroded, 
truncating the Zanci pedoderm. Soil profiles described and 
sampl~d,during this part of the study,were identified as 
erosion phases of type p~ofile. 
lished (Fig. 4.4):-
Four soil pD.ases were estab-
i) ·strongly eroded phase - gypsum horizon .exposed 
ii) Moderately eroded phase - carbonate horizon exposed 
iii) Weakly eroded phase - illuvial clay horizon exposed 
iv) Uneroded phase - complete soil 
The soil profiles .of these erosion phases are classified 
in Table 4.3 and the description sheets and other data are 
presented in Appendix 1 . 
. ;'d• As discussed in Appendix 2, the use of the term glaebule 
during field descriptions was not supported by later thin 
section examination. The secondary carbonates often 
· occur as accumulations in the pre-existing void and are 
not therefore trueglaebules but are glaebule-like. 
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4.12 Valley Site 
Several possible valleys which drain the lakeside 
slope of the Chibnalwood dune were examined as potential areas 
fo~ identification of the effects of topography on soil devel-
opment in the clay pellet facies. The selected valley (Plate 
3.1) has the greatest vertical relief; drains the highest part 
of the dune; illustrates the typical asymmetric pattern in 
soil, slope and vegetation patterns; and contains the charac-
teristic gully network on the gully floor. 
The valley site was exailiined in terms of the internal 
dune structure and soil pbtterns. The cntchmcnt, which can be 
treated as a single land system, was divided into sep~rate land 
elements each with a soil and vegetation pattern. 
4.121 Valley Morphology 
The salient features of the valley site 
(Plate 4.1) are illustrated in the contour map (Fig. 4.5) and 
block diagram (Fig .. 4.6), based on ground survey, supplemented 
by low level air photography (see Appendix 2). The maximum 
width of the valley is 160 m, while the vertical interval 
between pit 19 (Fig. 4.5), in the valley outwash site, and the 
crest is 28 m. A horizontal axial line from the col to pit 19 
is 500 m in length, has a vertical interval of 22 m and a trend 
of 050° magnetic (approx. N.E. to S.W.). The valley is 
asymmetrical, with the steeper south facing slope having a 
gradient of 1 in 5 compared with 1 in 7 for the opposite slope. 
The catchment is elongate with a ratio of 3:1, axial length to 
maximum width, and has a total area of 5.59 hectares. 
/ 
PLATE 4.1 
LOW OBLIQUE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF THE MAIN VALLEY 
SITE - CHIBNALWOOD DUNE 
VIEW LOOKING EAST NORTH EAST 
The valley asymmetry together with its associated vegetation patterns are 
illustrated; the south facing slope is steeper and more closely vegetated 
than the opposing slope. A disused road crosses the dune on the northern 
spur of the valley, while the southern spur has a sparse vegetation cover. 
Gullies can be seen on the north facing slope and·valley floor. 
FIGURE 4.7 
DIPS AND STRIKES OF 
THE SEDIMENTARY 
BEDDING 
42 4.121 
The topographic asymmetry is reflected in the 
·vegetation patterns: the south facing slopes are more densely 
vegetated than the north facing slopes, a pnttern clenrly 
identifiable in the air photograph (Plate 4.2). A qualitative 
vegetation study of the clay dunes (Appendix 3) indicated that 
there was no identifiable difference in' plant species found on 
contrasting sites; the only variation is in the· total number 
of each species. 
Gullies are forfue<l only in the valley floor 
and on the north facing slopes; an elongate trellis drainage 
pattern occurs on the valley floor with n more <lcn<lrltic pattern 
on the slope. The ~ullies arc cut into the more plastic 
horizons of the solum, with surf ace runoff rarely extending onto 
the exposed subplastic materials of the lower solum. Pipe 
erosion (Crouch, 1976) occurs in close.proximity to the gullies 
where it is identified either from the collapse features (pseudo-
karst) in the valley floor .or from the pipe exits seen in the 
gully wall. Pipes may also occur in the gully floor where 
tu?nels and arches are cut through the meander banks, so short-
ening the channel length. 
4.122 Internal Dune Structure 
Deep profile pits dug in various sites over 
the valley of ten exposed f:;he planar bedding in the materials of 
the subsola. Dip and strike readings (Fig. 4.7) taken in these 
pits indicate the following pattern:-
1) Dips are always low in these.planar beds, with 
a range from 3° to 10°·, while strike directions 
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are oblique, 20-30°, to the dune axis. 
2) The present dune slopes nre steeper than Lhc 
dips of the underlying bedding. 
3) The valley asymmetry is mirrored, if only 
weakly, by the bedding, the dips on the north 
facing slopes being.steeper than those on the 
south facing slopes. 
4.123 Land System of the Valley 
Post-Zanci erosion has truncated much.of the 
Zanci pedoderm in the valley. An initial soil survey of the 
area showed this pattern of erosion by the present distribution 
of the exposed soil horizons at the surface (Fig. 4.8). This 
pattern, which is shoWn. in serial section (Fig. 4. 9) .is now 
coinplicat~d by irregular distribution of Post-Zanci eolian 
ma~erials. 
The valley system was divided into seven 
discrete land elements (Fig~ 4.10), each.with a characteristic 
soil. This pattern can be simplified by combining the seven 
land elements into three units (Fig. 4.il), each with a 
distinct soil group (Figs.4.10. and 4.11). Thus:-
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FI GU RE Ll. 11 
MAIN RECONSTRUCTED 
SOIL GROUPS 
PLATE 4.2 
WEAKLY ERODED SOLONETZ - CLAY DUNE 
,,,,, 
An eolian sedimentary unit 
Eo 1, with bedding visible 
overlies the truncated 
solonetz 
Bt horizon with prismatic 
structure and smaller angular 
blocky peds. 
Bea horizon con ta ins soft 
friable secondary carbonate 
as diffuse , irregular 
glaebule-like accumulations 
Bes horizon con ta ins soft 
white secondary gypsum in 
glaebule-1 ike forms 
Soil piping ( tunnel erosion) 
fa visible in the lower 
Bes horizon and subsolum 
Land Elements 
Crest Shoulder 
Col Backslope 
Foots lope 
Valley Axis 
Valley Outwash 
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Units 
SUMMIT 
BACKSLOPE·k 
VALLEY FLOOR 
4.124 Soils of the Summit 
4.123 
Soil Grou~ 
SOLONETZ 
SOLO NETZ 
Deep Phase 
SOLONETZrc .. 
. CHERNOZEM 
The summit, ~lich is corrvoscd of the crest 
and shoulder land elements is severely truncated at the valley 
site. The dune crest, which is 20-30 m wide, has a low convex . 
profile while the shoulder element is narrower (10m) and 
occurs only on the south facing slope of the valley (Fig. 4.10). 
Erosion has stripped the soil off much of this area, so that· 
parent materials occur over much of the crest. Soils of the 
shoulder are similar to those already described for th,e crest 
(Section 4.1) and are shallow solonetz, D.b 3.13, Typic Natr:'._J.r-
gid. 
4.125 Soils of the Backslope 
and backslope. 
This is composed of two land elements, the col 
The col at this part of the dune is 6 m lower 
than the adjacent dune crest and has the same asymmetry as the 
valley in cross section; the north factng slope has a lower 
~·( The term BACK.SLOPE is used according to methodology of Ruhe 
(i960); it ~hould not be confused with the lee slcipe of 
the clay dune. 
Chemical Analysis (<2mm Fraction) 
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FIGURE 4.12 
TYPE PROFILE ZANCI PEDODERM, BACKSLOPE SITE CLAY DUNE 
Legend as for Figure 4.1 
TABLE 4.1 
COMPOSITE PROFILE - BACKSLOPE SITES 
Horizon Thickness Colour Texture Structure Carbona-:.e Gypsum Consistence 
' (cm) 
A1 No data - - . - - - -
A2 6+ Brown SL Apedal - - -
Salt Capping <1 White - - ··- (1-2BR) 
L. Grey 
IAPR 
Bt 30-40 Brown MC 2,IIABL - - (2BR) 
Bt:Jca 40-70 Brown- MC IIABL F.E.C. + - (3BR) 
Grey F . G .,1- 2rrnn 
Bea 50-80 · G-BroWn/ MC IIABL F.E.C. + Rare F.G. (3-4;BR) 
L-Grey F. G. , 5- 30mrn 
Bea/cs 30 L-Grey MC F.E.C. + Rare 2nd (2BR) 
F • G . , 1- 2mrn; Gypsum 
I Rare. 
Bes 30 L-Grey/ MC Apedal F.E.C. 2nd Gypsum (1BR) 
Pale Yellow Glaebules 
Ccs - Pale Yellow MC Apedal F~E.C. Primary (1BR) G laebule s + · 
2nd Gypsum 
Rare. 
Legend - as for Figure. 4.3 
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gradfent than the south facing one. The south facing slope of 
the·backslope is a relatively narrow and straight section of 
the valley and has the steepe~t gradient: 1:5, the gradient 
decreasing lakeward as the element narrows. On the north 
facing slope, which· is a broad nnd gently sloping element 
(gradient 1 in 7),· erosion is severe; the soil is truncated to 
expose the gypsum horizon over much of the slope, compared with 
the occurrence of the Bt horizon at the surface. of the sotith 
facing slope. 
The solonetz soils.of the ~ummit (Db 3.13; 
Typlc Nulr.urgld; Table 4.1) extend downslope into the buck-
slope arcn. Jlowcvcr, Lhc soil (Fig. L~.12) here ls deeper, 
with thicker indi.vidual horizons. Jfj_gh proportions of second-
ary carbohate (Fig. 4.la)·occur in association with thinner, 
gypsum depleted, ·ncs horizons.. The soil is classed ns n deep 
phase of the summit solonetz, (Plate 4.2). 
4.126 Soils of the Valley Floor 
floor group. 
Three land elements combine to form the valley 
Of these, the footslope is a narrow concave area, 
normally 15 m wide but expanding to 40 m on the lakeside margin 
of the valley. · . Vegetation cover is similar to the south facing 
slopes. with a dense cover of grass between discrete saltbushes 
(Plate 4.1). The element is dissected·by a regular gully 
network which affec-ts the soils close to the gully margins, so 
the area 2 m each side of the gully walls is termed the Valley 
Axis. The valley outwash occurs on the lakeward margin of the 
footslope and valley_axis site-s, and has a low lakeward gradient 
(1: 20); while the area of the land element occupies the whole . 
of the valley on the extreme lakeward margin. 
cover is dense. 
Vegetation 
4.126 
The soil is a solonetzic-chernozem intergrade 
(Gn 3.93; Mollie Natr;argid). Erosion has removed all traces 
of the A and upper B horizons so that a complete soil profile 
cannot be identified in the field. However, a most likely 
reccmslruction is as follows:-
The soil profile is 2-3 m deep (Fig. 4.13), 
with a thin (10 cm) organic stained, clay depleted, A horizon. 
The 1mclcrlyi.ng nt is npproximntcly 30-LiO cm thick with n strong 
brown colour, low SP ratings, weak prism::itic structure, .crncl 
stained by dispersed organic matter. The intergrade Bt/ca 
horizon, which is identified as the present surface horizon in 
the valley, is 30 cm ·thick, pale brown in colour, and has a 
weak prismatic structure and moderately developed angular blocky 
secondary peds. Carbonate occurs as diffuse, 1-2 mm, friable 
glaebules in a soft brittle horizon which is extremely variable, 
ranging from 80 cm thick in pit .8 to 2 m thick with lower total 
percentages in pit 5/2 (Fig. 4.13 & Table 4.2). The Bea 
horizon is indurated (force 3), but the carbonate glaebules are 
still friable. The light grey, apedal, gypsum horizon is 30-
40 cm thick, with low 
salt contents are low 
chloride contents. 
gypsum and no primary gypsum. Soluble 
·. -1 (Ee· t0.5 - 18.4 m S cm ), as are 
sa 
Exchangeable sodium percentages (ESP) are 
all higher than 15% except in the upper Bt/ca horizon. 
The profile characters do not fit into any 
soil group proposed by Stace et al (1968). It has some charac-
ters of the solonetz soils upslope: high ESP values, illuviated 
Chemical Analysis (<2mm Fraction) 
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FIGURE 4.13 
TYPE PROFILE ZANCI PEDODERM, VALLEY FLOOR CLAY DUNE 
Legend as for Figure 4.1 
Oxalic Atid Extract Acid Base 01thiOf'll~e 
Extrac r E:ctrnc t % % . % 
Ai20 3 Fe20 3 ,Mn02 Ai20 3 Si.02 FeaOa 
Horizon 
A 
Bt 
Bt/ca 
Bea 
Bea/cs 
Bes 
TABLE 4.2 
COMPOSITE PROFILE - VALLEY FLOOR SITE 
Thickness Colour Texture Structure 
,•: 10 cm D. Brown LC Apedal/ 
IABL 
·k 30-40 cm Brown MC I-IIABL 
40 cm Pale Brmv-n MC IABL 
80-200cm Light Grey MC IABL 
20 cm Light Grey MC Apedal 
40-20 cm Light Grey MC l Apedal 
' 
SOLONETZIC-CHERKOZE'.v! 
Carbonate Gypsum 
- -
- -
F.E.C. + - -
F . G . , 1- 2 cm 
F.E.C. + -
F . G . , 3- 6 cm 
F.E.C. + Friable 
F.G.,2-3rmn Gypsum I in veins 
I ! I F .E.':. ~.-sr=icular -
I 
I 
veins + 
subs-pher-
ical 
I glaebules 
' 
,•: These horizons are not observed in field-characters speculative. 
Composite profile of 5/2 & 8 - see appendix 1. 
Legend see Figure.4.3 
Consistence ! 
-
-
(2BR) 
(4CR) 
(2CR) 
(1BR) 
TABLE 4.3 
CLASSIFICATION OF SOIL SITES OF CHIBNALWOOD 
DUNE INTO MAJOR SOIL GROUPS /\ND 
EROSION PHASES 
Land Element Erosion Phase 
Unero<le<l Weak Moderately SLrong 
Crest 1/7 ....... . '" 1\1 
Shoulder 
6/6~'(•,'( 
. 13,6, 
2/2•'0'( 
5?'ot(, 10, 12, 
7/2•b'( 
ClassificaLion 
Solonetz 
(shallow phase) 
--~-1-------·-~ 
Col 
Backslope-
N. Facing 
Backs lope-
s. Facing 17•'d: 
Foot slope 
Valley Axis 
Valley 
Outwash 
9, 
312 ........ 
'"' "" 
18,8 
5/2•'d( 
14•'d(,19, 
6/2 
Full profile descriptiora in Appendix 1. 
Solonetz 
(deep phase) 
Solonetzic-
Chernozem 
(Soils indicated ** have full micromorphological description 
in above appendix). 
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clay, weak prismatic structure. However, the accumulation of 
organic matter and a thick secondary carbonate horizon in a 
deep clny ric;,h, gypsum depleted profile nrc' indicntivc of n 
chernozem. Thus, the intergrade profile was termed a solonet~ 
zic-chernozem. 
Li.127 grosio11 Phnscs 
The four erosion phases proposed for the 
crestal soils (Section 4.11) can be extended into the valley 
site; the soil profiles described for the valley being classi-
fied according to the scheme in Table 4.3. 
4.2 2anci Sandy Clay Dune Facies 
The souLhcn1 limb of Lhc lum~LLe nL Lnkc Mungo (PL:1Lc1 3.2) 
was surveyed for a type profile of the crestal soil of this 
facies. Truncation of .the sandy clay facies of the Zanci 
p~aoderm is ubiqui.tous on this lunette, as described in Section 
3.4, and it is buried by a thick cover of Post-2anci mobile 
sands. After an extensive survey of the dune crest, three 
sites were sampled in detail: profiles 2 6 , 218 ; and 2 1 ; all 
show varying degrees of truncation. 
4.21 Crestal Type Profile 
The soils of the dune crest are deep earthy sands 
(Uc 5.12, Typic Quartzipsamment,). The main features are 
presented in Figure 4.12 and Table 4.4; the full description 
and results are in Append.ix 1. The site of the profile on the 
dune is shown in Figure 2.6. 
FIGURE 4.14 TYPE PROFILE - Crestal Site - Sandy Clay Dune 
Chemical Analysis (<2mm Fraction) Legend as for Figure 4.15 
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, TABLE 4. 4 
TYPE PROFILE, ZANCI PEDODERM, SANDY CLAY FACIES 
Horizon Thickness Colour Texture ·Structure Carbonate Consistence 
(cm) 
A 2-10 Dark Brown SL Apedal - (1BR) 
B2 40-150 Red Brown- SL Apedal - (lBR) 
Yellow Brown 
'· 
B2/ca - 40 Yellow Brown SL Apedal occ.friable (lBR) 
glaebules 
Bea . 35-60, Pale Yellow/ set· Apedal soft (1-2LA). 
Pale Olive I friable 2-Jrnm I 
' I 
I glaebules COillIIlOn 
I B3 40 Pale Olive SCL Apedal F.E.C. I . (1LA). I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
Legend as for Figure-4.3 
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FIGURE 4.15 Erosion Phases 
Crest al Sitest Sandy Clay Dunes. 
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The type profile is a deep (230-250 cm) soil. 
Although the A horizon is not preserved on the dune, it ·was 
probably a th ln non-calcareous, .:1ped:_1l uni. t w1 Lh hi.ghcr org:mic 
matter contents than the underlying horizons. The B2 horizon, 
which is variable in. thickness (40 cm in 218 to 150 cm in z1), 
is red brown, non-calcareous and apedal and has frequent roots. 
The light yellow, B 2/c~ transitional horizon is characterized . 
by a progressive increase in the amount of secondary carbonate 
occurring as soft glaebules over its 40 cm thickness. Second-
ary carbonate accumulates in the pale yellow/pale olive, sandy 
clay loam of the 35-60 cm thick Bea horizon as soft, friable, 
2-3 mm· glacbulc·s. This in turn grades into the parent materials 
through ri 40 cm thick n3 hol'.":i.zon. /\s with .the clny dune soils, 
erosion phnscs nre recognized in the soils (Fig. 4.15). 
4.3 Upper Mungo Pedoderm - Sandy Clay Dune Fnci.es 
The type site for this stratigraphic unit lies on the 
eroded flanks of the Outer Arumpo lunette, 500 m south of the 
boundary fence between Top Hut and Leaghur Station (Bowler, 
per.· comm.). The stratigraphic section at this site extends 
from the truncated remnant of the Golgol pedoderm, up into the 
Mungo sediments. A section of the lakeside limb of the dune 
was surveyed and the s.oil sequence extending from the Lower 
Mungo pedoderm to the Upper Mungo pedoderm was sampled and 
recorded (Fig. 4.16). However, this study was restricted to 
the soil developed on the sandy clay material of the Upper 
Mungo. 
E 
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4.31 Type.Profile of the Crest 
The depth of the solum and the "instnbi Li ty of the 
pit walls resulted in the type profile being sampled in two 
adjacent profiles, A/1 and A/2 (Fig. 4.17a & b). The soil is 
anEarthy Sand (Uc 5.12, Typic.Quartzipsamment). ·Erosion has 
removed the A horizon so that the B2 is exposed at the surface. 
This horizon is a thick (80 cm) strong brown sandy loam (Table 
4.5), which has been depleted of ·carbonate. Below it, there 
is a thick B2/ca transitional horizon where secondary carbonate 
occurs as soft friable glaebules in a weakly calcareous soil. 
Secondary cDrbonate has accumulated in the Bea horizon as 2-4 
mm, soft friable glaebules in n calcareous sandy clay loam. 
No basal horizons are recorded as the profile rests upon the 
truncated remnant of an older soil. Salt contents and ESP 
values are low throughout ·the solum. Subplasticity ratings 
are SPl+. 
4.4 Soils of the Post-Zanci Eolian Blanket 
The development of a cover of eolian sediments post-dating 
the Zanci soil formation stage (phase 3) has already been 
described (Section 3.4). This deposit is rarely stable enough 
for soil development to become established, and it is only in 
a limited number of localities on the dunes that there is any 
evidence of soil in the unit. 
On the sandy clay dune of Lake Mungo (Fig. 2.6) the mobile 
eolian sand is only stable on vegetated residual buttes which 
stand above the truncated surface. The summits of six resi-
duals were examined and the ·type ·soil developed there described 
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TABLE 4.5 
UPPER MUNGO PEDODERM - TYPE PROFILE, CRESTAL SITES 
Horizon Thickness Colour Texture Structure Carbonate Consistence 
(cm) 
A - - - - - -
B2. 80 Brown FSL Apedal - (1BR) 
\ 
B2/ca so Brown FSL Apedal F.E.C. + . (1BR) 
rare , 
friable 
glaebules 
Bea 80-100 + 1 Reddish FSL/ Apedal ! F.E.C. + (1BR) 
' Yellow SCL 2-4rmn 
friable 
glaebules 
Legend as for Figure 4.3 
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·(Table 4.6). This is a thin A/C soil with minimal development 
of horizonation, its chief character being the accumulation of 
organic litter and abuncbnt root material (live and decaying). 
The clay dunes of the Chibnalwood Lakes have a thin 
discontinuous Post-Zanci eolian cover which has been separated 
into two discrete units, Eo1 and Eo2 (Section 3.4).. The soil 
.on the younger Eo1 unit (Table 4.7), is a thinA/C soil which 
is dominated by decaying root materials and high organic matter 
contenLs (1.0%). No complete soil is recorded for the under-
lying Eo2 unit although soil development is _identified in thin 
section (Table 3.11). 
TAGLE 4.6 
SOIL DEVELOPMENT - POST ZANCI EOLIAN DEPOSIT 
SUMMIT OF EROSION RESIDUAL .OF SANDY CLAY DUNE, LAKE MUNGO 
O. 0-1.0 cm 
1.0-1. 2 cm 
1. 2-9. 0 cm 
0 1 
9.0-20.0cm A13 
20+ cm C 
Loose liter u( saltbush debris, 
and Acacia sp. leaf. 
Greyish brown (2,SY 5/2D), Lonmy 
sand, apedal, D(1Br)PS CO: 
F. E. C.: sandy fabric: live root·s 
ab.: Sharp and even to: -
Light yellow,ish brown (lOYR 6/4D): 
loamy sand: apedal: D(1Br) PS CO: 
F.E.C.: sandy fabric: live roots, 
2-3mm d. organic stains of 
decaying root material. Sharp and 
even to:-
Very pale brown (10YR 8/4D): · loamy 
sand: apedal: MM(1Br) PS CO: 
live and dead root material common: 
sedimentary layering weak. diffuse 
and even to:-
As above but low root material and 
little staining by decaying root mat-
erial: sedimentary layering clear. 
Rare large ( l cm d.) root. 
Field Description according to methods in Appendix 2. 
TABLE 4.7 
SOIL DEVELOPMENT - POST ZANCI EOLIAN DEPOSIT 
CHIBNALWOOD DUNE Eo1 UNIT 
. ' 
0.0-2.5 cm o1 
2.5-4.0 cm A11 
4.0-28.0cm A/C 
28cm + IIBCS 
Brownish black, (10YR 3/2D); 
snncJy cluy; :1pcdnl; MM(1LA)P1Cl1; 
non calcareous; sandy fabric;. live 
roots abundant. Clear and even 
change to:-
Yellow brown (10YR 4/2D); sandy 
clay; apedal; MM(1LA)P5C4; 
slight F.E.C.; sandy fabric; live 
roots common. Clear and even change 
to:-
Dull yellow (lOYR 6/3M); sandy 
clay; well bedded planar laminae; 
MM(1LA)P5C4; slight F.E.C.; live 
roots frequent. Sharp and even to:-
Truncated Zanci Pedoderm. 
Field Description according to Methods in Appendix 2. 
CHAPTER 5 
SOIL DEVELOPMENT IN .ZANCI CLAY DUNE FACIES 
This chapter deals with the observed reorganization by 
pedogenesis in the Zanci CJay Dune Facies (see Section 3.1) 
both within th~ crestal type profile, as well as throughout 
the ~oils of the valley system .. Each constituent is dealt 
with separately and pedogenic features observed in the solum, 
but absent from the parent material, are discussed. 
5.1 Clay Pellets 
The first stage of soil development in these clay materials 
involves the collapse.and fusion of discrete, inherited clay 
pellets. Detailed examination of thin sections produced for 
sampled profiles on the dune (see Table 4.3) allowed the cons-
truction of a.model of the changes in pellet form, and in 
as-sociated void type and size, from the parent materials up 
through the profile into the A horizon. This model was first 
established for the crestal sites of the dune and then extended 
into the soils of th~ valley system. 
5.11 Pellet Collapse in the Crestal Sites 
In the present subsolum of the crestal sites, all 
three types of pellet occur as discrete, unaccommodated units 
forming a calcinsepic granic fabric (see note on Table 3.11) 
with sand sized mineral grains and "millet seed" gypsum (Plates 
5.1,E and 5.7,E), the last often with a. strong alignment 
A B 
c D 
E F 
PLATE 5.1 
FABRICS OF THE CLAY DUNE SOIL - ZANCI PEDODERM 
I 
A. ln-vo-skelseplc porphyric fuurlc of Llie DL horlzun. 
Argillans are visible on the sand sized mineral grains 
and void walls. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size l.33 mm 
n. As above. Cross Polarised LighL 
C. Calcinsepic' porphyric fabric of the Bea horizon. Sand 
sized mineral grains are embe<ld~<l in a calcinsepic plas-
mic fabric. 
Cross Polarised Light; Picture size 3.35 mn 
D. Granoidic granic fabric of the Bes horizon. The typical 
fabric (2) is associated with a thin porphyric border to 
a pedotubule (1). 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 3.35 mm 
E. Granic fabric of the parent materials of the clay dune. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 2.10 inm 
F. Calcinsepic granoidic fabric of the upper Bes horizon. 
Intergrade vughs are visible as the dominant void type 
of this fabric. 
Cross Polarised Light; Picture size.3.35 mm 
A B 
c [) 
E F 
PLATE 5.2 
FABRICS OF THE CLAY DUNE SOIL - ZANCI PEDODERM 
TI 
A. Void argillan (arrowed) develops upon joint planes of 
the in-vo-skelsepic fabric of the Bt horizon. 
Crossed Polurise<l LighL; PicLure size 2.10 nun 
B. In-vo-skelsepic porphyric fabric with. well developed 
void argillan (arrowed). 
Crossed Polarised Light; Picture size 1.33 mm 
C. A grainy argillan lines the wall of a vugh inthe 
isotic porphyric fabric at the A/Bt horizon interface. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 0.84 mm 
D. Porphyric fabric of the Bt horizon contains si1t sized 
zircon (1), a diffuse and irregular Fe/Mn glaebule (2), 
and a wllstenquarz grain (3). 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 1.33 mm 
E. Isotic matrichlamydic to matriplectic fabric of the 
A horizon. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 2.10 mm 
F. Isotic to weakly argillasepic matriplectic fabric at 
the interface of the A and Bt horizon. Grainy argillan 
is arrowed. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 2.10 mm 
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FIGURE 5.1 DISTRIBUTION OF VOID TYPE AND RELATIVE ABUNDANCE WITHIN SOILS OF CLAY DUNE -
QUALlTATIVE DETERMINATION 
1~ 7 5/2 
\tlJ1V$ Vo ids Vo1QS 
Root Cr<tze Joint lnlergrad~ P<:scl<.109 Root Cra:c Root Craze Joint lntergrade Pac!<.mg 
Vughs Ch<rnnel-; Pt;rnes Planes Vo9hs Voids Vughs Channe l'i Ptan~s 
Joint trnergrad!! Pac!-.,ng 
P1a·nes \/ughs Vo,as Vughs Channe I.<; Ptanes Pla.nes Vughs Voids 
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parallel to the bedding. Compound packing voids are dominant, 
associated with some root channels (void type of basal materials 
of profiles 1/7 And 7 nre presented in Fig. 5.1).. This is 
essentially the form of the parent materials, although dissol-
ution of the primary gypsum, producing ragged crystal fragments 
and incipient breakdown of the clay flakes (type A pellets) are 
common in the·immediate subsolum of the crestal. sites. 
Th~ deepest occurrence of pellet fusion is in the 
base of the gypsum horizon. Here, adjacent calcinsepic pellets 
begin to fuse at their points of contact. This partial fusion 
produces an lntergrade fabric, a grnnlc granoiclic fabric (Plate 
5.1,D), in which the compound packing voids arc more prolnte 
and irregular and are transitional to interconnected orthovughs: 
intergrade vughs, (Plate 5.1, F & D). Root channels and pedo-
tubules are common (Fig. 5.1) and often have a thin porphyric 
border (Plate 5.1,D). This border is attributed to accelerated 
pellet fusion in response to frequent passage of water through 
the large interconnected voids (root channels), prob~bly 
associated with physical compression by root growth. 
The fused area between adjacent pellets increases 
with soil development. The granic granoidic fabric of the base 
of the gypsum horizon changes progressively up the profile, 
·first into a granoidic fabric (Plate 5.1,F) and then into a 
granoidic porphyric fabric, the last occurs in the base of the 
Bea horizon~ The void pattern (Fig. 5.1) is now dominated by 
orthovughs and thin accordant craze planes; joint planes and 
root channels are also common. The outlines of individual 
clay pellets can still be identified through much of the gypsum 
horizon, together with vestiges of the original bedding. 
In the Bea horizon the development of microcrystalline 
TABLE 5.1 
FABRIC PATTERN ASSOCIATED WITH PROGRESSIVE COALESCENCE 
OF CALCINSEPIC PELLETS 
Land ElcmcnL 
Soil Summit, 
Horizon Shoulder & Valley Valley 
Back slope Axls OuLwash Col 
A Plectic 
Matrich-
lamydic nd nd nd 
Bt Vughy Vughy 
Porphyric Porphyric nd nd 
Bt/ca Vughy Vughy 
Porphyric Porphyric nd nd 
Bea Granoidic Vughy Vughy 
Porphyric Porphyric ·Porphyric nd 
Bea/cs Granic Granoidic Granoidic Vughy 
Granoidic Porphyric Porphyric Porphyric 
Bes Granic Granoidic Vughy 
Granoidic nd Porphyric Porphyric 
Bes/cs Granic Granoidic Porphyric 
Granoidic nd Porphyric Granoidic 
Ccs Granic nd Granoidic Gra:noidic 
Porphyric Porphyric 
nd = no data 
N.a. No micromorphology available for Footslope Sites 
Mean 
Void %· 
Cresta] 
Siles 
37 
15.27 
15.77 
19.45 
23.17 
21.4 
24.7 
31. 5 
J. 11 
carbonate in the s-matrix of the material disrupts the fused 
pellet boundaries so that individual pellets can no longer be 
rctJ.<lily i<lcntific<l,us in Plole 5.1,C. llcrc, the fabric is n 
calcinsepic vughy porphyric fabric with orthovughs, craze 
planes, joint planes and root channels (Fig. 5.1). 
In the Bt horizon dissolution of the secondary 
carbonate, together with some soil turbation destroys all 
former clay pellet .boundaries. The horizon is dominated by 
an ln-vo- ske lsepic ·porphyr ic fabric wi Lh me tavughs, me Lacraze 
planes, meta joint planes and meta root channels (Plate 5.1,A & 
13) • 
Eluvintion of the clny from the A horizon (Section 
9. 22) reduces .the· clay content and an isotic to weakly argilla-
sepic matriplectic or matrichlamydic fabric is formed here; 
the plasma and silt sized mineral grains are wrapped around the 
sand sized mineral grains as free grain matrans and form 
occasional bridges (Plate 5.2,E). Compound packing voids are 
dominant (Fig. 5.1). 
5.12 Influence of Topography on Pellet Collapse 
This pattern of progressive clay pellet fusion with 
decreasing depth in the soils of the crestal site can be iden-
tified also in the soils of the valley site (Table 5.1). There, 
the soils are deeper (Fig. 5.1, pits 7 and 5/2), and generally 
have more rapid pellet collapse in the lower horizons. Thus, 
equivalent horizons traced from the crest into the valley floor 
or col sites show more pellet fusion in the.downslope sites, 
for example, the gypsum horizon has a granic granoidic fabric in 
Land 
TABLE 5. 2 
DISTRIBUTION OF CLAY FLAKES (TYPE A, PELLETS) WITHIN 
PROFILES OF THE CHIBNALWOOD DUNE 
Data Supplied by Point Counting 
Bes/ 
Element Bt Bt/ca Bea Bea/cs Bes Ccs Ccs 
..,., 
'i'('"'J'( 
1 - 0.2(4.) 
2 - -
3 
-
0.15(2) 
4 - -
5 - 0.03(1) 
6 - -
_If 
x - 0.14 
Legend: ·'· == " 
....... , .. 
= .. "" ,, .. 
lf = 
-
'--
0.25(7) 0.3(1) 0 . L~ 7 ( L~) 1.0(G) 
0.2(3) 0.1(1) - -
0.5(5) 0.5(4) 0.9(3) 1. 8(4) 
- - - -
0.43(6) - 0.8(1) -
0.26(3) 0.3(1) 0.6(1) -
-
0.35 0.50 0.52 1. 26 
Arithmetic Mean for Each Horizon 
Number of Data Points 
3.1(4) 
-
2.2(2) 
-
-
-
2.13 
Calculated Arithmetic Mean from total 
of Data available, not means of horizons 
Land Element: 
1 = Crest 
2 = Shoulder 
3 = Backs lope 
4 = Foots lope 
5 = Valley Axis 
6 = Valley Outwash 
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the crest and backslope land elements but a granoidic porphyric 
fabric in the valley outwash sites. 
5.13 Differential Destruction of Pellet Types 
The three clay pellet types identified in the clay 
dune materials are not equally responsive to pedogenic develop-
ment .. The fabric pattern (Table 5.1) is <lue primarily to the 
response of the dominant calcinsepic pellets (type B) to soil 
development. The other pellets (types A & C) are more minor 
components of the materials (Table 3.1), but they respond more 
rapidly to soil development; they are preferentially destroyed. 
Destruction of the clay flakes was observed in the 
slide sequences of many profiles. In the subsolum, the clay 
flakes show expansion and exf oliation, often accompanied by 
fr~cturing of the pellet normal to its long axis. Repeated 
exfoliation and fracturing occurs through the soil with prog-
ressive reduction in the size and numbers of clay flakes up 
through the profile. A pattern which is supported by the 
arithmetic means of the' soil horizons calculated from 63 slides, 
(Table 5.2). No clay .flakes are observed in the Bt or A hor-
izons. 
5.14 Porosity Variation with Depth 
Throughout all the clay dune soils examined in thin 
section, there is a consistent pattern of .d.~ir.~eas1~ porosity 
values (by volume) with decreasing depth in the B horizons 
(Tables 5.1 and 5.3). This pattern is produced by progressive 
Land 
TABLE 5.3 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTRA-PED POROSITY WITHIN PROFILES 
OF THE CHIBNALWOOD DUNE 
Data Supplied by Point Counting of Thin Sections 
Element A Bt Bt/ca Bea Bea/cs Bes Bcs/Ccs Ccs 
·;': "";'.,. .... 
' ' 1 30( 1) 15(4). 20.3(4) 17.2 25.0(2) 19.7(3) 21.4(8) 32(5) 
(5) 
2 - - - 21. 7 18.1(1) - - -
(3) 
3 44(1) 15.4 16.6(7) 19(10) 24.7(3) 26(4) 28(1) 31(6) 
(7) 
5 
- -
10.5(3) 1 g • 11 - - - -
(9) 
6 
- - -
20. 3(4) 14.3(3) 18.5(2) 
- -
-·· 
... II 
x ~7 15.3 15.8 19. 5 23.2 21.4 24.7 31. 5 
Legend - as for Table 5.2 
The arithmetic means of the intra-ped porosity of 
these ciay dune soils, measured in 94 slides, indicates 
a progressive reduction in void with decreasing depth; 
porosity increases again in the sandy A horizon. 
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collapse and fusion of the clay pellets with increasing soil 
development; maximum pedogenic modification occurs in the upper 
levels of the B horizons. 
This change of. intra-ped porosity through the solum. 
·is not associated with a correspondirig increase of inter-ped 
porosity, rather pedality, and accompanying planar voids 
between peds, are at a maximum in the upper solum. 
5.2 Soluble Salt 
The parent materials of these clay dune soils contain 
significant amou~ts of sodium chloride and sodium sulphate 
(Section 3.16). Soil development has redistributed these salts 
both vertically within discrete profiles, and laterally through 
the valley system, with important effects upon pH values and 
exchangeable sodium percentages (ESP values), and, therefore, 
on· soil processes. 
Soluble salts were not identified in thin section. Im-
pregnation techniques (Appendix 5; Section AS-3) mobilized the 
soluble salts and redeposited the more soluble material as a 
crystalline crust on the surfaces of the soil blocks. 
Identification of salt type and its distribution in the 
profiles follows the methodi introduced in Section 3.16~ and 
discussed in full in Appendix 4. 
FIGURE 5.2 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHLORIDE ION THROUGH SELECTED SOIL PROFILES OF CHIBNALWOOD DUNE 
(Expressed as Percentage by weight of Sodium Chloride from 1:5, soil:water extracts) 
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5.21 Chloride Pattern in Individual Soils 
Measurement of the chloride ion in 1:5 soil:water 
extracts indicates a wide variation of sodium chloride through 
the soils (Fig. 5.2). Many soil profiles of the crestal sites 
have several salt maxima. For example, in pit 1/7 (Fig. 5.2), 
two discrete chloride accumulations are identified, one at the 
A/Bt horizon interface and the other at the base o[ Lhe Ilea 
horizon. Iti the crestal sites, these salt maxima are probably 
related to seasonal vertical movements of soluble salts, clown 
by rainfall and up by capillarity. However, in soils of the 
valley system, multiple chloride peaks in individual soils are 
controlled also by lateral throughflow through the dune. llerc; 
saline leachates are flushed vertically down through the sola 
to form accumulations deep in the profile, but the lateral 
movement of saline leachates which are graded to a base level 
such as the gully wall/gully floor interface results also in 
the build up of salt at this level in the profile. Thus, in 
profiles 5/2, 8 and 17 in Figure 5.2, the upper chloride maxi-
mum is interpreted as the build up of salt by lateral movement 
downslope, graded to the gully floor; ·while the deeper accumu-
lation is believed to be the result of vertical movement of 
leachates. 
5.22 Salt Type 
Examination of the pattern of salt types in individual 
soils (Fig. 5.3a, b and c) indicates a considerable degree of 
variation over the dune. The inherited salt content, which was 
dominated by halite and thenardite, is now modified; soils of 
the valley axis and footslope are flushed of much of the chloride 
FIGURE 5.3a 
DISTRIBUTION OF SALT TYPE, ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY AND EXCHANGEABLE SODIUM PERCENTAGE BASED 
UPON SATURATION EXTRACTS OF CLAY DUNE SOILS 
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TABLE 5.4 
COMPARISON OF SALT TYPE WITH ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY 
OF SATURATED EXTRACT 
Low Ee sat 0.0-1.0mS -l cm 
Here the bicarbonate ion is usually dominant with the following 
paLLern 
IIC03 ) SO 4 
Nn ) Cu 
~ Cl 
> Mg 
However in pit 6/6 (Ee sat O.SmS cm- 1) the sulphate ion is 
dominnnt over the hicnrhonntc ion Chloride is nlwnys low/ncgliblc 
in this range. 
Sodium bicarbonate. is the dominant salt with sodium sulphate 
equal to magnesium bicarbonate, and more common than Ca(HC0·3) 2 • 
Moderate Ee sat 1. 0-10mS -1 cm 
This range has a variable pattern, but is usually:-
so4 > Cl ) HC03 
Na ) Mg > Ca 
Sodium chloride or sodium sulphate are usually the dominant salts 
with magnesium sulphate and calcium sulphate the subdominant salts. 
High Ee sat 10.0-40.0mS -1 cm 
Once more the pattern is variable but a distribution pattern of 
the ions shown below is common:-
Cl 
Na 
) 
> 
) HC03 
> Ca 
Normally the sodium chloride salt is dominant but in the gypsum 
horizon sodium sulphate may have a higher content than the 
chloride. Calcium and magnesium sulphates are always subdom-
inant; while magnesium chloride occurs infrequently and 
calcium chloride is rare. 
TABLE 5.4 continued 
ExLremely lligh Ee. sal 40.0 plus ms -l Clll 
The pattern in this range is simpler with: 
Cl ) so4 > HC03 
Na ) Mg ) Ca 
Sodium chloride is always dominant and often occurs with 
magnesium chloride. 
FIGURE. 5.4 
COMPARISON OF pH VALUES AND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY FIGURES FOR THREE SOIL PROFILES 
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Areas with pH values greater than 9.0 are dominated by bicarbonate salts. 
Horizons with free gypsum have pH values close to 8.0. 
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(profiles 5/2 and 8, Fig. 5.3b). Thus, although the crestal 
and backslope sites (profiles 1/7 and 3/2, Fig. S.2a) are still 
dominated by thloride, the valley axis has lower chloride values; 
the values rise again in the valley outwash. The col site, pit 
1, has abnormally high values of chloride, in contrast to the 
gully floor which is depleted of salt; auger holes sunk in the 
floor failed to reveal any chloride in over 250 cm of cored 
matirials (see description of pit G/2, Appchdix 1). 
Comparison of the salt type with the electrical cond-
uctivity (saturationextract) values of the dune soils allow four 
broad categories of salt type/electrical cond~ctivity to be 
distinguished (Table 5.4). Samples with low electrical conduc-
tivity are dominated by bicarbonate salts; those with moderate 
values have approximately equal amounts of sulphate and chloride; 
those with high and extremely high values are dominated by 
sodium chloride. Thus, soils with high electrical conductivi-
ties·, the crest, col, shoulder, backslope,and valley outwash 
sites, are dominated by sodium chloride, while soils of the 
valley axis and footslope, have higher sulphate and bicarbonate 
contents. 
5.23 Effect of Salts on Soil Characters 
Comparison of the pH values with electrical conduct-
ivity (1:5) for three profiles (Fig. 5.4) shows that in the 
upper solum where electrical conductivity values are low, samples 
are dominated by bicarbonate salts (salt of a strong base and a 
weak acid) and have pH values of 9-10. Deeper in the·solum, 
where a mixture of neutral salts occurs, · (sodium chloride and. 
sulphates). the pH is closer to neutral, ( 8. 4-8. 8). However, 
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the pH of the gypsum horizon and parent materials is invariably 
close to 8.1, as the free gypsum depresses the pH regardless of 
the electrical conductivity :i:-eading. 
The exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) and sodium 
absorption rates (SAR) for the B horizons of the soils are 
all greater than 15% ESP or 13 SAR; values set by American 
workers (Richards, 1954) as the threshold for the onset of the 
degrading effect of the sodium ion on soil development (soloni-
. zation). 
5.24 Chloride Index 
Chloride percentages plotted as depth functions for 
each site (Fig. 5.2) are a useful guide to salt distribution 
over the whole dune. However, the use of maximum values 
expressed as a percentage by weight, proved to be an inadequate 
and insensitive measure of the distribution of the amount of 
ma~erial. in the valley; a thin horizon with high soluble salt 
contents gives an anomalously high percentage compared with a 
thick horizon with low percentages; for example a 10 cm thick 
horizon with a mean of 30% has the same amount of chloride as 
a 30 cm thick horizon with a mean of 10%. In order to allow a 
more realistic comparison of the distribution pattern of all 
mobile salts, an index was developed which is defined a.s follows: -
INDEX: The product of the mean percentage by 
weight in the soil horizon and the · 
thickness of the horizon in centimetres. 
The resulting product has a value in 
units of percent centimetre, % cm. 
In determining the index, the chloride content of the 
Land 
TABLE 5.5 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERN OF PRIMARY CARBONATE GLAEBULES 
DETERMINED BY POINT COUNTING 
Element Bt/ca Bea Bea/cs Bes Bca/Ccs 
1 0.43(3) 0.83(4) 0.45(2) 0.81(1) 0.33(1) 
2 - 0.1 (1) 0.1 (1) 
Ccs 
-
0.44 
i: 
3 0.5 (2) 0.34(5) 0.33(3) 0.55(3) 0.7 (1) 0.7(1) 
5 0.15(1) 0.16( ) 
6 - '0.55(4) 0.35(2) 1.1(2) 
x o. 37' 0.73 0.34 0.60 0.45 0.48 
Data Points, Arithmetic Means, Figures in Parenthesis and Land 
Elements, as in Table 5.2. 
The arithmetic means determined for 40 slides over the 
Chibnalwood Dune, indicates a reduction of primary carbonate 
pellets with soil development. 
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whole profile is used, so that if secondary salinization 
extends beyond the lower boundary of the solum (as in pit 10, 
Appendix 1), the chloride values are incorporated within the 
index. 
Chloride indices for the profiles sampled in the 
valley are plotted on a block diagram (Fig. 5.S)·together with 
iso-in<lex lines. These iso-index lines indicaLe accumulaLion 
o[ chlorides in Lhe col, backslope and parts of Lhe crest, 
while the valley axis and (ootslope siLes arc (lushed of salts, 
which accumulate in the valley outwash sites. The exception-
ally high values of Lhe col site uppc.:_1r Lo be Lhc result of snlt 
flushed out o( the shoulder and crest into a site, which being 
relatively flat itself, acts as an accumulation area rather than 
a transit zone. 
5.3 Carbonate 
Primary and secondary carbonate morphology and mineralogy 
are sensiLive to soil development in these clay dune soils. 
Dissolution of primary carbonate can be traced vertically up the 
profile, with .:_1 corresponding reduction o[ the inherited dolo-
mite content. Secondary carbonate accumulates in discrete 
horizons with characteristic forms and mineralogy. These 
secondary carbonate horizons have responded to the influence of 
topography upon soil formation, with.an identifiable pattern of 
primary and secondary carbonate through the valley system. 
5.31 Primary Carbonate 
The morphology and mineralogy of the inherited car-
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bonate, which was discussed in Section 3.15, is altered during 
pedogenesis. The shell fragments, although not determined by 
point counting, show; from a qualitative estimation, a progress-
ive redu~tion up all the profiles examined. Recrystallization 
is not common, only two examples are recorded in thin sections 
from over the whole dune. Generally, in the crestal sites of 
the dune, the shell shows some dissolution in the gypsum hori-
zon, with eomplclc loss in Lhc' Ben horiY.on, including loss of 
the nr.;1gonite in the shells. In the downslope sit.es of the 
valle~, dissolution can be complete in the upper levels of the 
gypsum horizon . 
. Primary carbonate pellets also show this trend of 
dissolution with decreasing depth. In plt 1/7 (fJg. 5.Gu), 
Lhe primary carbonate percentage decreases [rom 1.2% Lo 1.4% in 
the basal horizon to 0.4% to 0.6% in the Bea horizon and 0.2% 
in the Bt/ca horizon. This pattern does not appear to show any 
significarit acceleration in profile~ from other land elements, as 
shown in Figures 5.6b and c; both figures show low primary car-. 
bonate values in the Bt/ca, with pit 7 (Fig. 5.6b) having complete 
di6solution in the Bt horizon, an interpretation supported by the 
distribution of primary carbonate from 40 thin sections (Table 
5.5). 
· 5.32 Secondary Carbonate 
Mobilization of carbonate released by dissolution of 
primary sources, as well as, .from calcareous eolian salt a,dd_ition 
(Section 9.27) results in the accumulation of a well defined 
secondary carbonate horizon in all the clay dune soils. 
Erosion over the dune has resulted in the carbonate 'horizon 
being a discontinuous and irregular unit. 
tn the type profile of the crest, pit 1/7, the A and 
FIGURE 5.7 
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TABLE 5.6 
MACROSCOPIC CHARACTERS OF THE Bt/ca HORIZON 
Legend as for Table 4.3 & Appendix 2 
l Crest & South Facing Valley Valley Shoulder Sites Backs lope Foots lope Axis Out wash Col 
Consistence ML~2 (2LA)P4C3 D2(4CR)P2CO D1(2BR)P5CO MM2(2BR)P4Cl - -
Thickness 8-lOcm 40-70cm 15cm+(T) 45cm+(T) 
- -
Colour Light Grey/ Light brownish Pale brown Light brown 
- -
Pale Yellow grey grey 
I 2.SY 7/3D 2.SY 6/2D 10YR 6/3D 2.SY 6/3D 
Structure Ap to I(ABL30) II(SABL60-80) I(SABL20-40) IAPR(200) 
- -
2ABL80 
Secondary Fine Earth Carbonate, Soft, Friable glaebules, 1-2mm, 
- -
Carbonate on ped walls, 2-5% 
I Illuvial Discontinuous clay cutans on ped walls l - -I Clay 
I 
Erosion has removed the horizon from many sites 
T = truncated remnant 
/ 
TABLE 5.7 
MACROSCOPIC CHARACTERS OF THE CARBONATE HORIZON (Bea) 
Legend as for Figure 4.3 and Appendix 2 
Crestal Sites Backs lope Valley Axis Footslope Sites Valley Outwash 
Sites Sites Sites 
' 
Consistence D2(3/4CR)P2CO D2(4BR)P4CO D2(4BR)PCO D2(4CR)P2CO D2(3CR)P3CO 
-
Forms of F.E.C., F.E.C., F.E.C., F.E.C., F.E.C., 
Secondary Soft Friable Soft Friable Soft Friable Soft Friable Soft Friable 
Carbonate Glaebules, Glaebules, Glaebules, Glaebules, Glaebules, 1-2cm. 
1-1.5cm.,10- 3mrn- 3cm d. , 1-3mrn, 10% 2-3cm d., 8-10%, 10%+, irregular 
15%,irregular, 5-15% irregular, irregular diffuse 
sharp irregular, diffuse diffuse boundaries 
boundaries diffuse boundaries boundaries 
boundaries 
Occasional, thin coatings of carbonate ( < lmrn thick) on ped surfaces 
Thickness 20-50 cm 60-70 cm 170cm 60-80 cm 60 cm plus 
-
Maximum 
Carbonate 10-16% 16-18% 8.5% 9.0% 9.0% 
Percentage 
: 
' 
Carbonate I Index 168(T)-425 800-930 1400 920-940 500(T) 
Colour 2.5Y 7/3D 2.5Y 6/2D 2.5Y 7/4D 2.5Y 7/2D 2.5Y 6/2D 
Light Grey/ Light Grey Pale Yellow Light Grey Light Grey 
Yellow Brown I Brown 
Structure I(ABL40) II(ABL40-50) I(APR200), I (ABL10-20) II(SABL50-60) 
2,SABL60-80 2,ABL20 
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Bt horizons are non-calcareous. Below these horizons, the 
Bt/ca horizon (Table 5.6) also is essentially non-calcareous 
but with secondary carbonate occurring upon ped and void walls 
as 2-10 rrnn, friable glaebules~·: (Plate 5. 5). The main area of 
carbonate accumulation (Bea horizon) is 50 cm thick with the 
carbonate forming 1-3 cm, diffuse, irregular, white, friable 
glaebules in a fine earth carbonate matrix (F.E.C.); thin, 
<lisconLinuous secondary carbonaLe occut·s on some peel walls , 
(Tnblc 5.7 nn<l Plate 5.G). 
Both the Bt/ca and Bea hori.zons thicken downslope 
from the crest, the nt/ca horizon increases to L~O cm i.n the 
soils or the valley nxi s, whi lo the nc:i cxcoC'cls 150 cm in the 
same land element. However, the character of the secondary 
carbonate varies but slightly (Tables 5.6 and 5.7). 
Within individual profiles, the percentage of secon-
dary carbonate, calculated as calcium carbonate, (Fig. 5.7) is 
higher in the soils of the crestal and backslope area than in 
the valley floor (cf. pits 1/7 with 8 & 5/2 in Fig. 5.6). 
However, the use of carbonate indices, as proposed for chlorides, 
more accurately displays the distribution pattern than do the 
individual percentage values or profile means. Secondary 
carbonate indices (Fig. 5.8) show a progressive increase in 
index value from the crest to the valley floor; values for the 
col and valley outwash sites are complicated by severe erosion. 
By contrast, the pattern derived from the individual percentage 
* The term glaebule, as discussed in Appendix 2, was used 
during field description of secundaty carbonate forms. 
However, thin section evidence shows that many of the 
secondary carbonate accumulations form in the pre-existing 
void, and are not true glaebules; they are glaebule-like. 
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values and means for each land element (Fig. 5.7) suggest 
values for the valley floor that are lower than for the crest 
and back.slope. Thus, it is only when the thickness of the 
carbonate horizon is included in any comparison, through the 
use of indices, that the total amount of secondary carbonate 
becomes apparent. 
5.321 Secondary Carbonate Mineralogy 
X-ray dif fractometry of hand picked carbonate, 
ns well as bulk soil samples (Appendix 4, Laboratory Methods) 
shows a consistent pattern through the solL1. In Lhc c1~csLal 
soils (Fig. 5.9a) there is a progressive dissolution of dolo-
mite up the profile, so that it does not occur in the upper 
level of the Bea horizon or above it. This is accompanied by 
a precipitation of Mg-calcite which changes from a magnesium 
content of 6~7% in the basal horizons. to a broader 6-8% 
Mg~calcite in the Bea horizon. There is no pedogenic dolomite. 
·Carbonate mineralogy of the valley sites, 
(Fig. 5.9b) show a marked modification of this pattern. Here, 
in the valley outwash site (pit 14, Fig. 5.9b) no dolomite is 
identified even in the lowest horizons sampled (300 cm); the 
magnesium contents are closer to the 6% Mg-calcite and do not· 
change up the profile. 
5.322 Forms of Secondary Carbonate 
Thin section examination of these soils showed 
that there were several different forms in which s-econdary car-
A B 
c 0 
E F 
PLATE 5.3 
SECONDARY CARBONATE FORMS - I 
A. Form A. Development of microcrystals of secondary 
carbonate within Lhc calcinscpi~ fabric of the 
upper Bea horizon (Pit 7). 
Crossed Polnriscd Light; Pict1JrC' i:dzo 2.10-mm 
B. Form B. · Discontinuous zones of secondary carbonate _ 1! 
microcrystals develop in the B ho'.Lizon of the sandy 
clay.dune facies of the 2ancl pedoderm. 
Cross Polarised Light; Picture size 2.10 mm 
C. Form B. A secondary carbonate glaebule (arrowed) 
developed in the B2ca horizon of pit 26 , sandy clay 
· dune facies. ' 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 2.100 mm 
D. Form B. As above. Pit 218 , sandy clay dune facies 
E. Form C. Grain calcans and bridges combine to form 
a plectic fabric in the coarser layers of the Bea 
horizon of pit 1/7. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 0.84 mm 
F. Form C. As above Cross Polarised Light 
bonate precipitates, seven forms were identified and termed 
forms A to G inclusive:-
Form A Matrix Crystallites 
Form B Secondary Carbonate Glaebules 
Form c Grain Cal cans 
Form D Void Neo-calcans 
Fo"(rn E Void Ca leans 
l"orm F Discrel:.e Crysl:.als in Voids 
Form G Crystals associal:.cd wilh Fungal llyphac 
Form A. Matrix Crystallitqs (Plate 5.3,A & B) 
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Secondary carbonate develops as silt sized 1nlcro-
crystals randomly scattered through Lhe plasma with no. 
detectable relationship with existing void or structural 
controls. Discrete nccumu]:1tions or these m:1trix 
crystnllitcs cc-m occur within single cnlcinscpLc pel lo.ts 
in the granoidic porphyric fabric or can extend across 
several pellet boundaries, to form irregular zones of 
carbonate accumulation 2-3 cm in diameter with diffuse 
boundaries. Thus, there is a build up of silt sized 
crystals in zones within the generally calcinsepic fabric, 
which impregnates the plasma with fine carbonate crystals 
and darkens the zone when viewed by plane polarized light. 
This carbonate precipitation is restricted to the type ff, 
calcinsepic pellets; it does not occur within the clay 
flakes (type A) or the clay flake portion within the intergmde 
pellets (type C). Embedded grain argillans, that occur 
within such zones of secondary carbonate accumulation are 
severely disrupted. 
A B 
c 0 
E F 
PLATE . 5.4 
SECONDARY CARBONATE FORMS - II 
A. Form D. In-skclscpic porpliyric fnh.r.ic with 
void neo-calcans (arrowed). Bt horizon of 
clay dune.soil. 
Cross Polarised Light; Picture size 2.10 mm 
B. Form E. In-skelsepic porphyric fabric with 
void calcans (arrowed) in the Bt/ca horizon 
of the clay dune soils. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 2.10 mm 
C. Form F. Discrete crystals ('arrowed) in void 
of the subsolum of clay dune soils. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 0.52 mm 
D. Form F. Discrete crystals, as above. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 0.52 mm 
E. Form G. Fungal hyphae coats (arrowed) associated 
with primary gypsum crystals in strongly eroded 
phase of the crestal soil of the clay dune. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 1.33 mm 
F. Form G. Fungal hyphae coats shown in section and 
plane view. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 0.21 mm 
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Form B. Secondary Carbonate Glaebules (Plate 5.3,C & D) 
Carbonate glaebules with irregular but sharp bound-
aries may develop within the calcinsepic s-matrix of the 
granoidic porphyric fabric and occasionally in-skelsepic 
fabrics. The carbonate has developed within the fabric 
as microcrystalline silt sized carbonate, in a similar way 
to the matrix crystallites of form A, yet in this form, 
the carbonate is not dispersed through the plasma but is 
concentrated in localized accumulations with well defined 
boundaries. Other, glaebules with coarser, 5-15 _µm, inter-
locking crystals are common, .sometimes with the crystals 
growing out into the internal void space. 
Quartz grains incorporated within these accumulations 
often have a ragged and corroded border, and appear, from 
visual estimation, to be consistently smaller than the mean 
size for the surrounding skeleton grain in the calcinsepic 
fabric. Embedded quartz grains lose their argillans and 
matrans, although wllstenquarz, where identified in the 
glaebules, show no disruption of their distinctive ferri-. 
argillans. 
Distinction of these secondary glaebules from 
inherited carbonate glaebules can be made by the size range 
of the material: ·inherited carbonate has been moderately 
well sorted and lies closer to the skeleton grain mean of 
230-250,µ.m, while the secondary carbonate glaebule size 
range is 500-2 000 p..m. 
Form C. Grain Calcans (Plate 5.3,E & F) 
Coarse layers associated with horizons of carbonate 
accumulation are often characterized by the deposition of 
microcrystalline carbonate as calcans on skeleton grains, 
5.322 
as well as, bridges between the grains ~reducing a calcin~ 
sepic matriplectic fabric. Associated with the plectic 
fabiic are the more typicai form A,accumulations of car-
bonate which occur within the calcinsepic pellets of the 
coarse layers, as well as, in a thin band within the fabric 
irrnnediately above or below the sand laminae. 
Form D. Void Neo-calcans (Plate 5.4,A) 
Microcrystalline void neo-calcans, 40-100µ.m wide, are 
associated with the walls of vughs and root channels. 
Form E. Void Calcans (Plate 5.4,B) 
Carbonate accumulation as calcans on void walls, 
usually root channels, bl,lt occasionally vughs, are composed 
of 2-3 p...m microcrystals of carbonate in, 10-30 )-'--m wide 
discontinuous or continuous coatings. 
Form F. Discrete Crystals in Voids (Plate 5.4,C & D) 
These are anhedral, 2-4µ.m crystals which occur in 
·the void either as discrete, ragged crystals or as 30-150.J.Lm 
aggregates of interlocking crystals with a crystic fabric. 
In the basal horizons the discrete crystals are found 
isolated within the void, while higher in the solum the 
form is associated with the surfaces of live root material. 
Form G. Crystals associated with Fungal Hyphae (Plate 5.4,E & F) 
·Regular fragments of organic matter ( 100-150 )-1; m long 
by 20 ,um in section) are now. coated by 2-3µ..m interlocking, 
anhedral carbonate crystals which form discrete accumula-
tions in the voids. The original organic material is 
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believed to have been fungal hyphae, rather than root hairs, 
although there is no definitive evidence to s~pport either 
proposition. Jlowcvcr, the clongntc, filnmcnt-like form of 
these carbonate concentrations are characteristic. 
5~323 Distribution of Secondary Carbonate Forms 
As described in Section 5.32, the macroscopic 
character o( the secondary carbonate in Lhc Bt/ca horizon is 
distinct from that of the Bea horizon. This pattern is supp-
orted by Lhc dis tr ibuLion of Lhc scconda1~y carbonate forms seen 
in thin section. 
In the Bt/ca horizon (Plate 5.5) the secondary 
carbonate occurs dominantly as accumulations on ped and void 
walls. Plots of secondary carbonate forms with depth in the 
solum show that in the crestal soils (Fig. S.lOa) this horizon 
has void neo-calcans and calcans (forms D & E) with minor 
amounts of matrix crystallites (form A) and secondary glaebules 
(form B). 
In c.ontrast, the Bea horizon of the soils 
(Fig. S.10a) are dominated by matrix crystallites (form A) with 
secondary glaebules (form B) and occasional calcans (form E) 
and neo-calcans (form D). The plectic fabric (form C) is found 
only in coarser layers within the Bea horizon of pit 1/7 (Fig. 
5.10a). The area dominated by matrix crystallites (form A) is 
not continuous (Plate 5.6) but zones of high carbonate content 
are separated by zones of lower secondary carbonate content. 
This pattern, established in the crestal sites 

PLATE 5.5 
13t/ca HORIZON OF TIIE ZANCI PEDODERM CLAY DUNE FACIES 
A. Macromorphology of the Horizon. 
Secondary carbonate occurs as samll discrete 
accumulations (2) within the illuvial clay 
horizon. Pedotubules (1) are common. 
Bar size = 3 cm 
B. Micromorphology of the Horizon. 
In-skelsepic vughy porphyric fabric becoming 
calcinseplc vughy porphyric fabric at the 
base. Orthovughs and root channels are 
common. 
Bar size = 0.5 cm Plane Polarized Light 

PLATE 5.6 
Bea HORIZON OF THE ZANCI PEDODERM CLAY DUNE FACIES 
A. Macrornoq?lwlogy o( U1c llorlzou. 
Four fabrics can be distinguished in the field. 
J\1-rows inclicntc Lhc poslLlon ol thr·~w fnln-icf~. 
Fabric 1 ~urge dLC fuse areas or secomlury c.arlrnnn Le 
accumulation - Form A 
Fabric 2 Fabric of the horizon with ~.owcr secondary 
carbonate not as .pale in the field. Breaks· 
up the conlinuous dmracler of Lhe secon<lury 
cnrbonntc 
Fabric 3 Tongues of material from the overlying horizon 
infilling joint planes. Darker material in 
the field. 
Fabric 4 Pedotubules. 
B. Micromorphology of the Horizon. 
The four fabrics identified in the field can be seen in 
thin section:-
Fabric 1 Calcinsepic vughy porphyric fabric associated 
with accumulation of microcrystalline 
secondary carbonate. Calcinsepic with areas 
of weak crystic fabric. 
Fabric 2 Calcinsepic vughy porphyric with orthovughs, 
root channels and craze planes. 
Fabric 3 In-skelsepic calcinsepic v;ughy prophyric 
fabric with orthovughs. 
Fabric .4 Meta-aggrotubule 
Bar size 0.5 cm 
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can be identified in the soils of the valley system (Fig.5.lOb 
& c). The dominance of forms D and E over all others inthe 
Bt/ca horizon is illustrated in profiles 7 and 5/2 (Fig. 5.lOb). 
In summary, the general range of secondary 
carbonate morphology remains relatively constant over the dune 
despite variations in the amounts and spacing of·the carbonate. 
The main variations in morphology are dominantly in the occur-
rence of calcans and neo-calcans at greater depths in the soils 
of the valley floor, for example, they extend beyond the present 
Bea into the lower horizons of pit 14 in the valley outwash 
sites (Fi.g. 5.10c). Similarly, the distribution of form G, 
fungal hyphae coats, is irregular over the dune. Sites with 
higher throughflow rates (valley floor sites) are characterized 
by form G·at depth, for example, it occurs in the lower solum of 
the valley outwash and valley axis sites (pit 5/2). 
5.4 Gypsum 
Dissolution and translocation of gypsum results in the 
formation of well defined secondary gypsum horizons below the 
Bea horizons of these clay dune soils. These pedogenic hori-
zons, which may or may not contain primary (inherited) gypsum, 
show considerable variation over the dune. 
5.41 Morphology of the Gypsum 
Primary "millet seed" gypsum survives in the lower 
solum and subsolum as corroded, lozenge shaped crystals (Section 
3.13). The partial dissolution of the crystals (Plate 5.7,E) 
A B 
E F 
PLATE 5.7 
SECONDARY GYPSUM MORPHOLOGY - I 
A. Form A. Subhedral and anhedral secondary gypsum 
occu:r;-ring in porous crystal chamber in pre-existing 
void. 
Plane Polar lse<l LighL · Pie.Lure s lze 2. 10 lllltt 
. ' 
B. Form A. ·As above 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 2.10 mm 
C. Form B. Euhedral to subhedral lozenge shaped 
secondary gypsum occurring in isolation or in 
association with other form B forms in discrete 
crystal chambers. 
Cross Polarised Light; Picture size 2.10 mm 
D. Form B. As above 
E. Dissolution of primary gypsum crystals producing 
a ragged irregular fragment. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 1. 33 mm· 
F. As above at higher magnification. 
Here the fine carbonate inclusions within the 
primary crystals are being released on dissolution 
leaving carbonate microcrystals in the void. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 0.21 mm 
A B 
D 
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PLATE 5.8 
SECONDARY GYPSUM MORPHOLOGY - II 
A. Subspheric81 gypsum crystnl chnmber in pre-existing 
void Form A. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 2.10 mm 
B. Gypsum rose with radiating, interlocking form B 
gypsum in void of pit 2/2. 
Cross Polarised Light; Picture size 2.10 mm 
C. Partly corroded primary gypsum crystals in calcinsepic 
granoidic granic fabric. Gypsum with grain matrans. 
Plane polarised Light; Picture size 3.35 mm 
D. Primary gypsum crystals with secondary carbonate form 
G fungal hyphae coats forming grain calcans. 
Gypsum horizon of pit 7.2. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 0.52 mm 
E. Corroded primary gypsum crystals associated with form 
A secondary gypsum in the pre-existing voids. 
Pit 7/2. 
Cross Polarised Light; Picture size 2.10 mm 
F. Euhedral, intercalary secondary gypsum crystals in 
the calcinsepic porphyric fabric of pit 1. The 
embedded grain argillans are clearly visible. 
Cross Polarised Light; Picture size 3.35 mm 
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releases the carbonate inclusions from within the primary 
crystal into the adjacent void (Plate 5.7,F); the lines of 
microcrystals of ten can be traced back into the corroded frag-
ments, Complete dissolution may leave lozenge shaped voids 
pseudomorphing the original gypsum form. 
Secondary gypsum occurs in four main forms:-
1. Form A (Plate 5. 7,A & B) 
These are fine (20-40µ.m) subhedral crystals, often 
with curved faces. They rarely occur in isolation 
in the profile. 
2. Form B (Plate 5.7, C & D) 
This form occurs as 40-120µ.m (occasionally as large 
as 240 µ. m) subhedral crystals which show a typical 
lozenge shape in sections cut normal to the soil 
horizons. Neither forms A or B have grain rnatrans. 
3. Form C (Plate 5.8,B) 
This form consists of gypsum roses of subhedral, inter-
locking crystals in a radial· pattern, and occurs only 
in the voids of the Bea horizon of profiles 3/2 and 2/2 
(see Appendix 1). There, they are dense, 800-1 OOOp.m 
diameter,·glaebule-like accumulations. 
4. Form D (Plate 5.7,F) 
Intercalary crystals with well developed grain argillans 
occur with the calcinsepic porphyric fabric of pit 1. 
The four crystal forms described above occur singly or 
in combination, as discrete secondary glaebule-like accumulations 
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in the soils. Six possible combinations have been identified 
in the soils of the whole dune. 
i) Discrete or weakly associated crystals,of form B 
secondary gypsum, occur within the pre-existing 
void (Plate 5.7,C & D). 
ii) Vermicular and cylindrical crystal chambers, 
0.5-1 mm in diameter and up to 2-5 cm in length 
for~ wit~ essentially vertical orientation and 
sharp boundaries; these are the commonest form 
o[ Lhe s.ccon<lary gypsum accumulations in Lhc f icld. 
Thin section examination shows thn t both forms A 
and B are precipitated either separately or in a 
mixture within the sinuous and vermicular channels 
and elongate orthovughs (Plate 5.7,A). The 
vermicular form then, is developed as a pseud~­
morph of the· morphology of the pre-existing v6id 
spaces. 
iii) Discrete- subspherical crystal chambers, 0. S• 1 mm in 
diameter with sharp boundaries, are composed of a 
si.milnr. mixture of crystnl forms as above, except 
that the morphology of the more equant orthovughs 
control the shape of the glaebule-like accumulations. 
iv) Discontinuous sheets, 1-2 mm thick, of secondary 
gypsum with an essentially vertical orientation 
are another common form of secondary gypsum. 
These gypsans are formed [rom a mixture o[ both 
form A and B crystals; the long axis of the crystals 
are orientated parallel to the walls of planar voids 
A B 
c 
PLATE 5.9 
MORPHOLOGY OF SECONDARY GYPSUM HORIZONS 
A. Secondory gypsu111 horizon ol crcstnl sites. 
Here, large pedotubules (l) are associated with 
subspherical accumulations (2) in the soil. 
Bar size 3 cm. 
B. Granoidic granic fabric of above horizon shows 
the large pedotubules (1) associated with well 
defined gypsum crystal chamber.s (G) which occur 
in pre-existing void and do not force themselves 
in to surrounding fabric. 
Bar size 0.5 cm 
C. Secondary gypsum horizon of pit 1/7. 
Here the gypsum occurs in well defined horizontal 
layers (arrowed) which appear to follow the 
inherited bedding of the sediments. Subspherical 
crystal chambers (1) are also observed. 
Bar size 4.0 cm 
D. Granoidic granic fabric of the above horizon 
with large pedotubule (arrowed). 
Bar size 0.5 cm 
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(e.g. joint planes). 
v) Pseuclomorphs of sedimcntnry primtiry gypsum lnyers 
occur in profile 1/7 (Plate 5.8,C & D). The 
secondary gypsum forms discrete, 1~2 cm thick bands, 
associated with rare, ragged, anhedral primary 
gypsum fragments. These infill the large planar 
orthovughs that parallel sedimentary layering in 
the horizon. This is interpreted as evidence of 
the dissolution of the prim~ry gypsum crystals to 
leave large planar voids which provide sites for 
precipitation of the mobilized gypsum from overlying 
horizons; the orthovughs nre discontinuously in-
filled with the secondary materials. 
vi) Secondary gypsum overgrowths occur in optical 
continuity with primary gypsum crystals; the 
junction between the two phases is marked by a thin 
discontinuous line, possibly the site of a former 
grain matran. 
5.42 The Secondary Gypsum Horizon 
In the crestal sites (pits 6/6 and 21), the Bes 
horizons are 40-50 cm thick, have an apedal structure, an SP 
rating of 11 and are light grey or pale yellow (Table 5.8). 
Primary "millet seed" gypsum (Section 3.13) occurs in associat-
ion with secondary gypsum accumulations, the latter in a range 
of shapes, but usually as vermicular veins and subspherical 
glaebule-like forms (Plate 5.8,A & B). 
Downslope, the primary and secondary gypsum become 
TABLE S.8 
MACROSCOPIC CHARACTERS OF GYPSUM (Bes) HORIZON 
South Facing North Facin§ Valley I Valley I Crest & 
Shoulder Backs lope fucks lope Axis Col I Outwash Footslope 
Consistence MM2(2LA)P3C3 D2(2BR)PSC1 D2(1BR)PSC1 D2(2BR)PSCO D2(3CR)P3CO D2(1BR)PSCO D2(1BR)P5CO 
! 
Morphology Secondary Gypsum occurs, as 1)2-Srmnd, verrnicular veins, 1-S cm long 
& often with a vertical orientation, infilling root channels, & pedotubules, 
2nd Gypsum 2) sub-spherical, soft, white glaebules 2 - 3 rmn, infilling vughs & channels. 
Presence of 
Primary ±- primary 
" 
Gypsum gypsum Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 
Thickness 40-SO cm 30-40 cm 90 cm 30+ cm 90 cm 80 cm+ I 40 cm 
Index 300-1000 lS0-400 800 300 300 280-300 220 
' Light Grey Light Grey Light Grey Pale Yellow Pale Olive Pale Yellow Colour Light Grey 2.SY 7/2D 2.SY 7/2D 2.SY 7/2D 2.SY 7/4D SY 6/3D 2. SY 7 I 4D 2.SY 7/2D 
Maximum 11-18% 6-12% 12% 4% 7% 4% S% Percentage 
Structure Apedal Apedal Apedal Apedal II(ABLS0-60) Apedal Apedal 
' 
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progressively more separate in the soils; gypsum horizons of 
the backslope and valley axis areas are depleted of all primary 
gypsum. However, the horizons in these lnnd elements nre still 
dominated by secondary gypsum in vermicular veins and subspheri-
cal accumulations (Table 5.8). Also, there is an identifiable 
pattern of increasing depth to the upper boundary of the gypsum 
horizon through the valley: the boundary is at 130 cm in the 
crest, 190 cm in the backslop sites, and al 330 cm in Lhe valley 
axis. Further, the horizon thins downslope from the crest to 
the vnllcy axis but then thickens agnin in the vnlley outwnsh 
site. 
Polygenesis is suggested by depth functions of sul-
phate distribution through individual profiles (Fig. 5.11). 
Here, although there is invariably one dominant maximum in the 
solum, minor accumulations often occur above the Bes horizon 
(pit 7) and are interpreted as evidence of inputs of gypsum 
post-dating the main phase of gypsum translocation. 
The distribution of gypsum through the dune as 
indicated by the sulphate index pattern (Fig. 5.12) shows a 
marked accumulation in the crest and shoulder sites with a 
progressive decrease downslope into the valley floor. Minor 
variations in this general pattern are identified: higher 
gypsum indices on the north facing slope compared to the south 
backslope; and a progressive increase in index downslope through 
the valley outwash element. 
5.43 Atypical Gypsum Horizons 
The morphology and distribution of both primary and 
A 
B 
PLATE 5.10 
ATYPICAL GYPSUM HORIZONS OF THE CLAY DUNES 
A. Profile 7/1. 
B. 
Here a thin secondary gypsum accumulation occurs 
at the surface. Total sulphnte contents are 
. hlglt ( 30'/o) an<l are <lomlnuLe<l by sec.on<lu.ry gypsum 
infilling the pre-existing voids associated with 
corroded primary gypsum crystals. 
Units on the tape = 20 cm 
Profile 7/4. Valley Outwash Land Element. 
Here secondary gypsum occurs in well defined 
glaebule-like accumulations (l) in a porphyric 
fabric. Fe/Mn galebules are common (arrowed). 
Bar size = 0.5 cm 
FIGURE 5.11 
DEPTH FUNCTIONS OF SULPHATE IONS EXPRESSED AS PERCENTAGE OF GYPSUM BY WEIGHT 
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secondary forms in most gypsum horizons fall within the range 
described above. However, within the valley, thre~ atypical 
horizons nrc recognized whose chnrncters ne('(l specific descrip-
tion. 
5,_ 431 The Truncated Gypsum Horizons of the Crest 
(P.laLc 5.lO,A) 
These horizons are exposed at the surface or 
buried beneath the Post.:.zanci eolian sands and are part of the 
strongly eroded phase of the crestal soils. The gypsum con-
tents are exceptionally high (30-35% as in pits 7/2 and 12, 
Appendix 1). Concentrations of secondary gypsum are associated 
with overgrown or corroded primary gypsum (Plate 5.8,E). In 
the field, the horizons appeared to have some of the characters 
of an eolian gypsum unit - kopi: loose, friable materials with 
·abundant white, silt sized gypsum. Howevc.r, thin sections of 
the materials reveal that [lll the fine gypsum was in situ ns the 
-- ... 
gypsum is deposited within the pre-existing voids as glaebule-
like accumulations of either form A, with low internal porosity, 
or as form B, in porous crystal chambers or single crystals. 
Gypsans, consisting of an intimate mixture of forms A and B, are 
common in the root channels. That primary gypsum which does 
occur, is either in the form of large euhedral (600-3 000 m) 
crystals with free grain matrans and/or free grain calcans, or 
corroded, irregular subhedral gypsum with ill defined secondary 
overgrowths. Secondary carbonate occurs as fungal hyphae coats 
(form G), neo-calcans (form D), and discrete grains in vbids 
(form G), associated with lesser amounts of matrix crystallites 
(form A). 
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5.432 The Gypsum Horizon of the Col Sites 
The soils of the col site resemble the strongly 
truncated examples of the crestal soil except that the colour 
(pale olive), structure (angular blocky), consistence (dry, force 
3, and crumbly) and the subplasticity ratings (SPl) of the 
secondary gypsum horizon are all consistently different from the 
gypsum horizon at other sites. 
Micromorphological examination of the horizon 
shows that the fabric too, is atypical for u gypswu horlzrn1, 
being vughy porphyr le grnnoldlc, rather than Lhc. Lyp.Lcal granlc 
grrmoiclic (sec Table 5. l). Cllly flnkc contents nlso :n:-c low, 
throughout the horizon, O • .JX,to 0.157,, compnr.od with figures of 
0.5% to 2% for other gypsum horizons. The total gypsum contents 
are low (only 7% gypsum by weight) and. although the bulk of the. 
secondary gypsum occurs as the typical vermicular veins and 
associated subspherical glaebule-like accumulations, so common 
. elsewhere, one form is unique: the euhedral crystals with well 
deyeloped embedded grain argillans in the porphyric fabric 
·(Plate 5.8,F). 
5.433 The Gypsum Horizon of the Valley Outwash Sites 
(Plate 5.10B) 
The gypsum accumulation zone in ·this land 
element has a characteristic granoidic porphyric fabric that 
extends below the solum. Primary gypsum is absent throughout 
the 300 cm profile. . Gypsum occurs in the typical vermicular 
vein and subspherical glaebule-like forms, but total percentage 
figures ~re low (4% by weight). 
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5.5 Argillans 
Dispersed nnd mobilized clny Ls rc'orgrmizC'd within.LhC'. soln 
of the clay dunes as orientated clay coatings (argillans) on 
voids, peds and skeleton grains. Two basic types of argillnn 
are recognized, inherited grain, a~d illuviation argillans; 
their distribution through the dune soils is in response to their 
origin and stability. 
~.51 lnhcrlLc<l Grain Argilluns 
The smHI sized 111Lncrnl gn1inr; i11lu,1·iLc,cl by Lhc• soil 
profile nrc invnrinhly contcd with discontirn10us, thin nrgillrms 
which developed within the lacustrine environment; deflation 
nnd trrmsport wns not competent to remove the arg:Lllans prior to 
deposition (Plate 3.3,A). Within the lower solum, these skele-
ton grains are further coated by discontinuous free grain matrans 
~hich overlie the inherited grain argillans. Below the carbon-
ate horizon there is little evidence of further development of 
argillans, while in the carbonate horizon itself, the inherited 
grain argillans are disrupted or even completeiy removed by the 
formation of matrix crystallites of carbonate; the s~condary 
carbonate glaebules (form B) being characterized by skeleton 
grains stripped of their grain argillans (also reported for 
carbonate horizons by Gile and Grossman, 1968). The overlying 
illuvial horizon contains well org,anized, thick, continuous 
grain argillans which have formed in situ, possibly by shrink/ · 
swell movements within the horizon; Nettleton et al (1969) 
describe experiments where, by making a 1:1 water : soil mix, 
followed by oven drying at 105 °c, the resulting briquette 
contains well organized embedded grain argillans after only one 
wet-dry cycle~ 
TABLE 5.9 
MACROSCOPIC CHARACTERS OF THE Bt HORIZON 
Consistence 
Max illuvial 
clay % 
Thickness 
Colour 
Structure 
Crest & Shoulder Sites 
D1(2/3BR)P4CO 
. 5% 
20cm 
Brown 
7.5YR 4/4D 
I (APR 50 ), 
2,ABL 20. 
South Facing Backslope 
4 - 5% 
30 - 40cm 
Yellow brown 
10YR 5/4D 
III(SABL 20-30), 
2 ABL 5. 
This horizon is only identified in these land. elements 
having been eroded off the rest of the valley. 
Illuvial Clay determined by Point Counting; percentage 
by volume. 
Legend as for Figure 4.3 and Appendix 2 
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5 .52 Illuviation Argillans 
ll1uvlt1L:Jon of clisp('rscd clt1y is ldcnl:iflccl i.n Lhc 
field as continuous clay cutans on the ped and voi.d w.alls of the 
·Bt horizon. This horizon is usually thin (Table 5. 9) with a 
well developed, angular, blocky ped (Plate 5.11) with weaker 
prismatic units. 
Illuvial clay occurs in several forms in this horizon 
and in the Bt/ca horizon below. 
5.521 Void Argilluns 
Dispersed and illuviated clay suspensions 
form well orientated, thick (10-30µ...m), continuous void argillans 
in the textural B horizon (Plate 5.2,A & B), suggesting their 
formation by illuviation and not stress. 
Examination of the quantitative data for these 
soils (Fig. S.6a,b & c) shows a unimodal distribution pattern 
with depth within the solum; the void argillans decrease with 
depth: from 5% by volume in upper Bt horizon of pit 1/7 to 
0.5% at the base of the ·Bt horizon (Fig. S.6a). The argillaris 
coat all the voids of the upper Bt horizon: vughs, craze planes, 
joint planes and. root channels, but deeper in the horizon, the 
void argillans become restricted to the larger voids: channels, 
joint planes and some vughs with only thin discontinuous coats 
on the craze planes and finer vughs. Comments ~:m the spatial 
·distribution of these argillans over the area are severely 
restricted by erosion of. the upper solum. in. most land elements, 
with.no uneroded soils identified in the valley floor area. 

PLATE 5.11 
Bt HORIZON OF THE CLAY DUNES 
A. In the field, this ·horizon .is non-calcareous, 
with secondary subangular peds within the 
larger prisms 
Bar size 3 cm 
B. Thin sections of this horizon show the 
porphyric fabric, and well developed sub.-
angular blocky pedality. 
Bar size 0.5 cm 
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The argillans provide evidence of polygenesis 
in the profiles (see Section 9 ); they often overlie secondary 
cnrbonnto. ns in profil<~ 7; recent dispersion (Post-?:nnci) rmd 
movcmcint of clny is inferred from the thin argillnns formed in 
the voids of the eolian unit of pit 5/2 (see description, pit 
5/2, Appendix 1). 
5.522 Disrupted and Engulfed Void Argillans 
The upper levels of Lhe Dt horizon contain 
[ rcqucnl c1ubcddcd papulcs which nrc lnLcrprc Led as d lsrup Led 
un<l cngltlfcd void n1:-gill:m fr:igmcnLs hcc:iusc~ of their subnngul:1r 
prolnLc shr1pc nnd wide size nmgc. Exp:msion nnd contraction 
movements in the soil cause churning and turbation of the solum 
which fractures pre-existing void argillans and incorporates 
them as papules within the plasma. There is no possibility of 
confusing the clay flake fragments (type A pellets) with these 
papules, as quantitative data on clay flake content (Table 5.2) 
reyeals that they have been reduced to insignificant percentages 
below the carbonate horizon and so form a minor portion o[ the 
Bt horizon prior to papule formation. 
No separate point count of these disrupted 
argillans was made. However, visual estimates suggest they 
parallel the distribution pattern of the void argillans being 
highest in the upper Bt and decrease rapidly with increasing 
depth; they are absent below the Bt horizon. 
5.523 Grainy Argillans 
The sharp upper boundary of the Bt horizon in 
A 
\ '' 
Bt 
PLATE S.12 
INTERFACE BETWEEN THE A HORIZON AND THE Bt HORIZON 
A. The junction between the sandy A horizon ond the 
underyling Bt horizon is visible (arrowed). 
This boundary is characterized by the development 
of an isotic fabric with abundant grainy argillans. 
Above the A horizon, are truncated Eo2., eolian 
sedimentary unit and the younger Eol unit. 
Bar size 4 cm 
B. In thin section the interface is visible by the 
change of texture and the presence of grainy 
argillans. 
Bar size 0.5 cm 
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the solonetz soils of the crest (Plate 5.12), which is the site 
for precipitation of soluble salts in many profiles, is also 
nssociatcd with the presence of isotropic reddish brown (l-3.fLm) 
grains which mask the birefringence of the plasma (Plate 5.2,C 
& F). These grains dominnte the whole plasma in the upper· 
1-2 cm of the horizon but lower in the solum they become concen-:-
trated in the void argillans where they form discrete narrow 
bands of grains which often parallel the void wall.· This 
graininess of the void argillans decreases rapidly down the 
solum and becomes insignificant ln the lower portion of the I3t 
horizon. 
].() Scsquioxidc Mobility 
Mobility of sesquioxides in the ~lay dunes was assessed by 
measurement of extractable iron and aluminium by a variety of 
wet chemical techniques (Appendix 4); the results are illustr-
ated as depth functions (Appendix 1). 
There is a maximum of extractable sesquioxides in the BL 
horizon (profile 1/7, Fig. 4.2). Micromorphological examination 
(Fig. 5.Ga,b,c) of these soils supports the chemical evidence of 
movement of sesquioxides in solution. The discrete, isotropic 
reddish brown (200-300)1-m) glaebules (Plate 5.2,D) are inter-
preted as Fe/Mn secondary glaebulesresulting from mobilization 
of the oxides; they comprise only 0.2-0.4% by volume (see Fig. 
5.6 and depth functions in Appendix 1) of the sola with a marked 
maxima in the upper Bt horizon (Table 5.10). However, this 
Fe/Mn glaebule pattern in the solum is n'ot constant through the 
valley system as there is an identifiable increase from the 
crestal sites into the valley floor (Table 5.10). 
Land 
Element 
1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
TABLE 5.10 
DISTRIBUTION OF Fe/Mn GLAEBULES WITHIN AND 
BETWEEN PROFILES OF THE.VALLEY 
Data Supplied by Point Counting 
. Bea/ Bes/ 
Bt Bt/ca · Bea Bes Bes Ccs 
0.45{2) 0.35(2) 0.28(6) 0.1 (1) 0.2(3) 
-
·- - 0.1 (1) 0.3 (1) - -
0. 58(4) 0.37(4) 0.25(4) 0.65(2) 0.4(4) 0.2(1) 
- 0.2 (2) 0.55(6) - 0.8(1) -
- - 0.33(2) 0.6 (3) - -
0.54 0.31 0.38 0.58 0.33 0.2 
Ccs x· 
-
0.27 
- 0.20 
0.2(1) 0.39 
-
0.51 
- 0.44 
0.2 
Data Points, Arithmetic Means, Figur·es in Parenthesis and Land 
Elements as for Table 5.2. 
· 'l'he data, determined by point counting of 50 slides, tndicates 
an increase of Fe/Mn glaebules both within individual profiles, as 
well as, between profiles; the soils of the valley floor have 
higher valu,es. 
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FIGURE 5.13 
Organic Matter 
Index Pattern 
• 
Plot of Organic Matter Pattern over Valley Site 
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5.7 Influence o[ the Iliotu 
The upper hori?.ons o[ the soi.ls developed within the vnlley 
system are commonly eroded and/or buried by the Post-Zanci 
eolian units. However, where collected <Jnd analyzed, 
the organic matter contents showed a recognizable pattern of 
accumulation not only within the individual profiles but through 
the valley. 
Organic carbon contents (converted to organic matter per-
centages) for the crestal soil profile (pit 1/7, Fig. 4.2) are 
.low. The present pattern for the ovc:rblown unero<led phase 
shows a build up in the eolian units (0.6%), reducing to 0.4% 
in the buried A horizon followed by an increase again into the 
upper Bt horizon. This pattern agrees with the typical dis-
tribution of organic matter in a solonized soil where the 
maximum accumulation occurs in the upper B horizon (Aubert,1973). 
Plots of the organic matter contents of the valley system 
(F.ig. 5. 13) show an increase of organic matter from the crest 
into the valley floor sites. This is typical of a hydromorphic 
catena, the higher moisture contents of the volley floor sites 
encourage humification and accumulntion o[ organic debris and 
soluble sodium humate washed in from upslope. 
Identification of organic matter in thin section is confined 
to root materials (live and dead), faecal pellets and humic 
stains in the plasma. Depth functions for the root material 
(Fig. 5.14) have a single maximum. Faecal pellets are rare 
and occur only in root channels and pedotubules. 
The distribution of the pedotubules appears uniform in each 
FIGURE 5. 14· DEPTH FUNCTIONS OF ROOT MATERIAL 
1/7 7 3/2 5/2 14 
cm 
>O 
- - -, 
100 
l>O 
200 
2!10 
300 
3!10 l 
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profile, buL may be complicated by sampling errors bccDusc of 
the relatively large size of the pedotubules (1-2 cm in diameter) 
compnre<l with the Lotnl nrc11 or th<' sl i<I<' (10 cm2 ). Qwmtitn-
tiv<' ln<'i1Slll'"C'fll<'l11: or Sttch lnrg<' f('.'ltttr0S is h0sf:c:irricd Ottt in 
the r i (' 1 d. 
No attempt was made to quantify the root materials over the 
dune but qualitcitive statements on the distrubution can be made: 
1) Root materials within every profile showed an orderly 
decrease in percentage with lncreasing depth in the 
solum; tlw root clw1mcls however, always extended 
beyond Lhe 1Lui1Ls o[ Lile p1~ese11L Live 1~00L~.; i11Lo Lile 
parent materials. 
2) Exami.ncition of the depth of penetration of the live 
root materials within the solum (Fig. 5.14) shows a 
progressive increase from the crest to the valley 
floor; live root was observed at depths of 250· cm in 
the valley outwash sites, and at 300 cm in the valley 
axis sites compared with 200 cm in the backslope sites 
and 150 cm in the crest. 
5.8 Wllstenguarz 
Wllstenquarz contents of the lower solum of the clay dune 
soils (e.g. Fig. 5.6a,b and c) maintain a relatively uniform 
distribution, values of 0.2-0.4% by volume ore common. However, 
in the Bt and A hori:;-ons e.g. piL 1/7 (Fig. 5.Ga), wUstcnquar7. 
content increased to values .of 0. 5% in the l3t hori:/on and l. 4% 
in the A horL·.on; a pattern consistent with that of pit 5/2 and 
7 (Fig . 5 . 6 b · and c) . 
CHAPTER 6 
SOIL DEVELOPMENT IN ZANCI SANDY CLAY DUNE FACIES 
Only the crestal site of the Zanci Sandy Clay Dune Facies 
was examined in detail (Pla,te 6.1), since erosion has truncated 
much of Lhe soil on Lhe <lune flanks, (FLg. 2.(>). Tlwsc sandy 
soils arc well drained and soluble snlt contents nre therefore 
low, wi.th no primnry or scconclnry gypsum being recognized ::my-
where in the profile. Soil development is restricted, due to 
low clny content nncl clominnnce of qunrtz s:md, to the reorgani-
znt ion· of the· clay pellets, oxicL'.it:Lon of incorporated sesquio-
xides, movement of soluble salt, the development of a secondary 
carbonate horizon, and the accumulation of some organic debris. 
Each of these will be presented in turn. 
6.1 Pellet Collapse 
Unlike the clay dune materials, these sandy clay dunes do 
not contain all three types of clay pellet (Table 3.1); only 
calcinsepic pellets (type B) were identified. The pattern of 
collapse of these pellets contrasts with that described for the 
clay dune soils. There 'is no orderly sequence of progressive 
pellet collapse, fabric and void type with depth,. but rather, 
there is evidence of complete pellet collapse even in the subsola. 
The sandy clay dune materials are freely drained and the 
effects of pellet collapse are similar throughout the solum. 
In the subsolum, 90-150}'--m sized calcinsepic pellets occur with 
the 210-230 J-Lm size mineral grains, with none of the large 
pellets typical of the Chibnalwood clay dunes. This contrast 
A B 
c 
-D -
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PLATE 6.1 
CRESTAL SOIL OF THE SANDY CLAY DUNE FACIES - LAKE MUNGO 
A. Typical profile.1.00 m of Post-Zanci eolian 
overburden buties the truncated surface.of the 
Zanci pedoderm. The soil is deep with clear 
horizonation and development .of secondary 
carbonate horizon. 
Tape units = 20 cm 
B. Micromorphology - Boundary between the Post 
Zanci Eolian unit and the Zanci pecloderm. 
The clean (free of grain matrans) Post-Zanci 
sand.contrast with the darker, continuous 
free grain ferri;_matrans of the B2 horizon 
Bar size = 0.5 cm 
C.. Micromorphology - The . Secondary carbonate 
horizon. Here a calcinsepic vughy porphyric 
fabric occurs with characteristic root chan-
nels and voids. 
Bar size = 0.5 cm 
D. Bedded primary, materials of the subsolum. 
Here a calcinsepic porphyric fabric occurs 
interbedded with sandy layers. 
Bar size = 1 mm 
Horizon 
Bea 
c 
TAB·LE 6 .1 
SANDY CLAY DUNE ZANCI PEDODERM 
Fabric 
Argillasepic 
mntrichlnmydic 
to in-skelsepic 
matriplectic 
Argillasepic 
matrichlamydic 
to in-skelsepic 
matriplectic or 
occ. porphyric; 
becoming calcin.,. 
sepic at base 
Cale ins epic 
vughy porphyric 
Cale ins epic 
enaulic matrich-
lamydic-porphyric 
Calcinsepic 
enaulic matrich-
lamydic with 
porphyric 
laminae 
Void 
% 
Void 
Type 
34-38 Compound packing 
void wi l:h some 
root channels 
and few 
orthovughs 
29-36 Compound packing 
voids with some 
root channels 
and a few 
orthovughs 
12-36 Orthovughs 
dominant with 
some root 
channels and 
intergrade vughs 
11-36 Orthovughs and 
compound packing 
voids dominant 
with some root 
channels 
11-33 Compound packing 
voids 
Plasma Bedding 
% 
4-8 
24-28 
20-50 Present 
20-70 Present 
20-70 Present 
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could be explained by attrition during transport with the quartz 
sand, the pellets containing numerous potential fracture planes. 
Ilowcvcr, i.t is mo~c like1.y thnt the c1ny pellets hnve been modi-
fied by pedogenesis. The initial 210-230 ?-m size clay pellets 
were transported to the dune but soil formation in the dunes has 
not resulted in fusion of adjacent pellets and development of a 
sequence of fabric types, as in the clay dunes. Rather, in 
these dunes, the pellets have released clay and silt into the 
solum where it wraps around the mineral grains to form free 
grain matrans. The pellets, in turn, decrease in size, to [orm 
first an enaulic matrichlamydic~'( fabric and then with complete 
loss of the pellets, a maLrichlamy<lic fnbr.Lc. This inLerprc-
Lation is supported by the clisLribution or Lhcsc r:ihrics in the 
solum (Tnble 6.1); the upper solum, with more pedogenic devel-
opment has a matrichlamydic fabric while the lower solum and 
subsolum has an enaulic matrichlamydic fabric. The presence of 
beds of inherited, high clay content complicate the pattern; 
areas with a sandy clay loam texture anywhere in the solum having 
·k At least two fabric terms could be used to describe the 
occurr~nce of small calcinsepic pellets in the void space 
between larger sand size mineral.grains which have [ree 
grain matrans. One term (Brewer & Pawluk, 1975) is matri-
granic matrichlamydic (l00~230JJ..m) while another (Stoops & 
Jongerius. 1975) is enaulo quartzopsammi/argiopsammi -
chitonic quartzopsammi/argioquartzopelisel. The fabric 
term enaulic encapsulates the concept of larger grains with 
smaller grains in the compound packing void between the 
larger grains (see glossary, Appendix 5). However, as 
defined by Stoops and Jongerius, the enaulic fabric is 
restricted to situations where the larger grains share 
points of contact, a restriction which reduces the applica-
bility of the term. In this study, the term enaulic is 
used in combination with Brewer & Pawluk's term matrich-
lamydic to describe an intergrade fabric. Thus, enaulic 
matrichlamydic refers to a fabric domina_ted with sand size 
mineral grains which have free grain matrans, in associa-
tion with an enaulic fabric where the same sand sized 
mineral grains occur with small (90-120)-1-m) calcinsepic 
pellets in the void space. Enaulic here is not restricted 
to a fabric where the mineral grains are in contact. 
A B 
c D 
E F 
PLATE 6.2 
SANDY Cl.AV DUNE SOILS - 7.ANCI PEDODERM 
A. Argillasepic matrichlamydic fabric of the B2 
horizon. Continuous grain argillans (arrowed) 
occur on tho ske 1 oton grn i 11s. 
Cross Polarised Light; · Picture size l. 33 mm 
B. . Enaulic matrichlamydic fabric of, the lower B2 
horizon with a wUstenquarz (arrowed). 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture· size L 33 mm 
C. Enaulic matrichlamydic fabric of the B2/ca 
horizon. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 3.35 mm 
D. As above; Cross Polarised Light 
E. Calcinsepic vughy porphyric fabric of the Bea 
horizon with orthovugh. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 3.35. mm 
F. As above; Cross Polarised Light 
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a typical v1Jghy porphyric fabric comparable with the fabric 
developed by colaesence of .pellets in the clay dune soils. 
Generally then, the upper solurn has a low clny content 
with a matrichlamydic fabric (Plate 6.2,A & B) associated with 
high porosity due mainly to compound packing voids; orthovughs 
and root channels are common (see depth [unction of void types, 
Fig. b. l). Lower ln Lhe protlle, clay couLenLs lnv:1rL1bly 
increase and a cnaulic maLrichlrnuydic (PlnLe G.2,C) or evc1t 
11wLrlplccLic [nbrlc is [orrned (T:il>Jc !>. 1). llcn' voids nre 
sLlll essentially compound pncking volcls nncl orLhovughs. Zones 
i11 tl1t 1 ·~;0111111 whc1·e clny conLcnts lll"(' high hnv<' n porphy1·ic [nh-
ri.c wi Lh the Lypicnl orLhovugh/crrtz(' plr11w/root chmmcl rissC'm-
blnge, (Plates 6.1,C & 6.2,E & F) which is so common in the 
clay dune soils. Bedding can be identified in the Bea horizon 
but becomes more obvious in the lower solum (Plate 6.1,D), where 
porphyric clay laminae are common. 
6.11 Dominance of Calcinsepic Pellets 
The sandy clay dune materials do not contain clay 
flakes or intergrade pellets. This is attributed to processes 
operating following the formation of the pellets oh. the lake 
floor; there is no firm evidence, as yet, to support the propo-
sition that no clay flakes formed on the lake floors of lakes of 
the sandy clay dune system. However, there are grounds to 
believe there is a relationship between the amounts of orienta-
ted clay formed in the lake floor and the salinity of the lake 
waters. Saline lake systems (Chibnalwood Basins, phase 2 of 
the Zanci hydrological cycle) appear to be associated with clay 
dunes with sodium salts, abundant gypsum and numerous clay flakes; 
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while lakes with lower salinity values (Lake Mungo, phase 2 of 
the Zanci hydrological cycle) have clay dunes with lower sodium· 
salt contents and minor amounts of primary gypsum and orientated 
clay, (Bowler, per. comm. 1978). 
Three possibilities therefore could be responsible for the 
absence of these pellets from the dune materials: first, they 
were never there;, second, the clay flakes were destroyed during 
saltation; third, they responded to soil development. Salta-
tion of the clay flakes along with high concentrations of quartz 
sand would destroy a proportion of the flakes during transport, 
yet some would survive Lo occur in the dune materials. How-
ever the preservation of these pellets in the dune would not be 
expected. In the clay dunes, the clay flakes are the most 
sensitive component to pedogenesis; the number of flakes 
decrease rapidly up the solum (Section 5.11). The sandy cl0y 
dune materials show evidence of calcinsepic pellet collapse 
even in the subsolum. Therefore, it appears likely, that if 
the calcinsepic pellets have been modified by soil formation, 
then the clay flakes, which were probably in minor amounts due 
to both the little orientated clay formed in the lake, as well 
as the destruction during saltation, were finally completely 
destroyed by pedogenesis. 
6.2 Oxidation and Sesguioxide Mobility 
All the profiles are characterized by the development of 
red pigmentation in the grain cutans of the B2 horizon; the 
intensity of the developed colour decreases down the horizon. 
In thin section, the colour (transmitted light) is red brown, 
with oxidation and the associated red pigmentation extends 
through the free grain matrans into ·the underlying grain 
FIGURE 6.2 TYPE PROFILE - SANDY CLAY DUNES 
Legend for Salt Type - Figure 5.3 
Legen<l fur Soil Horizon - Figure 4.15 
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argillan, producing in situ free grain ferri-argillans and 
ferri-matrans. Those skeleton grains with free grain ferri-
argillans can be separated consistently from wUstenquarz grains, 
not only by the contrast in size (wllstenquarz are silt or fine 
sand sized), but also by a distinct colour difference between 
the ferri-argillans, the in situ coatings have a lower hue 
(closer to brown) than the bright red wUstenquarz. 
There is little evidence for mobilization of scsciuioxidcs 
within these soi.ls. Depth functions plotted for the extractable 
sesquioxides (chemical analysis of pit Zl8, Fig. 4.14) show minor 
zones of nccumuln ti.on with in the so lum but these nccumu lat ions 
can be directly att:ributed to zones of higher clay contents; 
the sesquioxides are concentrated within the clay size fraction. 
This distribution pattern could be interpreted as an inherited 
feature related to the initial sedimentary distribution of clay 
with its associated higher extractable sesquioxide. Alternat-
ively, the maxima (clay and sesquioxides) are both illuvial, the 
clay and sesquioxides moving together through the profile to 
accumulate in the B horizon. 
6.3 Distribution of Soluble Salt 
All the profiles examined have low to neglible salt content 
when measured either as Cl ion or electrical conductivity of 
saturation or dilute extracts (depth functions plotted.in Figs. 
·4.12 nnd 6.2). Reconstruction o[ lhc s:ilt type from the s:il-
uration extracts (Fig. 6.2) suggests that the basal horizons of 
Z18 arc dominated by m[lgnesium nnd calcium bicarbonates, while 
upper layers in the soil are characterized by sodium and magne-
sium chlorides with only minor amounts of calcium bicarbonate or 
calcium sulphate. 
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Exchangeable sodium percentages (ESP) are low throughout 
the soil (Fig. 6.2) 1 figures of 1.2% to 1.5% occurring at the 
base rising to 4.5% in the upper solum. The pH values for the 
solum (Figs. 4.12 and 6.2) reflect the dominance of bicarbonate 
salts, there being a progressive increase of pH from the surface 
down into the solum associated with an increase of the bicarbon-
ate salt. 
G.4 Carbonotc 
Secondnry cnrhon:itc nccumul:itcs ns n distinctivf' pcdogenlc 
horizon in these soils. The depth of the horizon within the 
solum is variable, its position being related to the distribution 
of inherited clay layers within the profile. The Bea horizon 
invariably has higher clay.contents often still with identifiable 
bedding. 
Primary carbonate (pellets and shell fragments) is dissolved 
during pedogenesis. Quantitative depth functions indicate that, 
a.s with the clay dune soils, this dissolution is more effective 
in the upper solum. In the lower solum primary carbonate pell-
ets may form 0.8% to 2.0% of the material by volume but reduces 
to only 0.03% in the truncated B2/ca.horizon of profile Z18 (Fig. 
6.3). The shell fragments, which form a minor component of the 
dune, are also dissolveq, (Fig. 6.3 and profile Z6 in Appendix 1). 
Second~ry carbonate accumulation begins in the B2/ca hori-
zon where soft, white, 2-3 mm glaebule-like forms are developed 
in a weakly calcare~us matrix. Carbortate never exceeds/0% by 
weight (Fig. 4.14, chemical analysis of profile 218). In thin 
section (Plate 5.1,C), these accumulations (form B) have sharp 
boundaries, a size range from 300-3 000 }LID, a low internal clay 
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content, and often grain matrans. The carbonate crystals in 
these accumulations are small (2-3).l-m) except where they develop 
a drusy fabric in the few voids within the form B secondary 
carbonate. The skeleton grains with these glaebules have 
ragged boundaries, and a size range consistently smaller than 
the surrounding mineral grains in the s-matrix. 
The other forms i<lentifle<l in Lhe clay <lurie soils (Section 
5.322) make up only a minor fraction o[ the secon<lury carbonate 
in the n2/cn horizon. Void calcans (form E), discrete crystals 
in the void (form F) and fungal hyphae coats (form G) are i<len-
ti.ficd in Llw n;/cn horizon of profile 7.18 (Fig.G.t1); the void 
calcans are illustrated in Plate 6.2,E & F. 
The Bea horizon (Plate 6.1,C) has low carbonate values 
(4-10% by weight, Fig. 4). Form A, matrix crystallites, are 
the common form (Fig. 6.4; Profiles Z6 and Z18) but secondary 
carbonate glaebules (form B) are often equally well represented 
(Pit Z6). Void calcans (form E), void neo-calcans (form D) 
and fungal hyphae coats (form G) are rare, the latter being 
restricted to sites of higher moisture content either overlying 
clay layers or within zones of high clay. 
Dissolution of the primary carbonate and precipitation of 
secondary forms, is associated with a change in carbonate 
mineralogy. The inherited Mg-calcite is brought into solution, 
and is precipitated as secondary Mg-calcite with a broad, 6-8% 
magnesium content. These Zanci dune materials are free of 
dolomite from either an inherited or pedogenic origin. 
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6.5 Organic Matter 
The truncntion of the A horizon on the Lake Mungo lunette 
results in any discussion of the characters of this horizon 
being reduced to mere speculation. Biological activity in the 
profiles is restricted to .the identification of· live and dead 
root materials and occurrence of pedotubules. Organic stained 
areas of plasma in the upper solum are interpreted as fragments 
of lnfllle<l meta.isotubules richer in organic matcriL1ls Lhan Lhc 
surrounding plasma., These organic stained areas, when plotted 
as a function of depth (Fig. 6.3) show a unimodal di~tribution, 
with n pcnk nt the surfncc nnd sternly clecrcnsc in frcciucncy clown 
the solum. 
6.6 Wllstenquarz 
Wllstenquarz figures for these soils (Fig. 6.3 and Appendix 
·1). are higher than for corresponding horizons in the clay dune 
(0.2-0.4% in the lower B horizons of the clay dune compared with 
0.3-0.6% in these dunes). However, in both dunes, the values 
increase in the upper solum, reaching a figure of 0.8% to even 
1. 4% in the B2 horizon (Appendix 1, profile Z6). 
CHAPTER 7 
SOIL DEVELOPMENT IN THE UPPER MUNGO 
SANDY CLAY DUNE FAClES 
The soils of this facies were examined in only one composite 
pro (il c (A/ I rmd A/2). Herc, Lhc Upper Mungo pcdodc rm, wh.i.ch 
has been exposed to pedogenesis for 22 000 years, is a deep 
earthy sand. As with the Zanci pedoderm, the soil has low 
salinity, no gypsum, shows pellet collapse, the development of 
red pigmentation in the B2 horizon, a discrete s·econdary carbon-
ate horizon and low organic matter. 
7.1 Pellet Collapse 
Many of the characters identified in the Zanci Sandy Clay 
Dune Faci.es are applicable to these older materials. However, 
no discrete calcinsepic pellets· are identified in the whole 
solum; pellet collapse and release of clay has resulted in 
complete destruction of all inherited clay pellets. Thus, no 
enaulic fabric is seen in thin section, only a chlamydic fabric, 
or in the clay· layers, a porphyric fabric. 
The B2 and B2/ca horizon with the low clay contents (see 
plasma values, Fig. 7.1) have a porous argillasepic matrichla-
.mydic fabric with associated compound packing voids and 
occasional orthovughs (Fig. 7.2), qualitative thin section data). 
These chlamydic fabrics (Plate 7.1, A & B) change to calcinsepic 
vughy porphyric fabrics in the clay layers of the Bea horizon. 
Here, a typical assemblage of orthovughs, craze planes and root 
channels are developed (Fig. 7.2 see void type.of.the A/2 
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PLATE 7.1 
SANDY CLAY DUNE SOILS - UPPI.;R MUNGO PEDODERM 
A. Matrlchlo111ydlc rubric of Lhc B2 horlz.on. 
Plane Polarised L:i.ght; PLcturc s:i.?.c 2.10 mm 
B. Matrichlamydic fabric of the B2/ca horizon. 
Plane Polarised Light; Picture size 1. 33 nnn 
C. Argillasepic matrichlamydic fabric.· 
Continuous ferri-argillans on skeleton grains. 
Cross Polarised Light; Picture size 1.33 nun 
D. Secondary carbonate (arrowed) forming grain 
calcans and thin discontinuous bridges between 
grains in B2/ca_ horizon. 
Crossed Polarised Light; Picture size 0.84 mm 
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profile). 
· 7.2 Oxidation 
Oxidation of the iron oxides in the B2 and B2/ca horizon 
result in the formation of a strong red brown upper solum. 
Red brown continuous f erri-argillans occur on all the skeleton 
grains. Moreover, as with the Zanci pedoderm in the sandy 
materials, the relationship between ext1:·actable scsquioxides 
·and depth can be explained either by the distribution of inher-
ited clny lnyers or by possible illuvintion (Fig. 4.l7n & b). 
7.3 Carbonate 
Much of the pattern established for the cabonate horizon of 
the Zanci Sandy Clay Dune Facies can be also identified in these 
materials. The secondary carbonate horizon (Ilea) occurs in a 
zone of high clay; there is a reduction of primary carbonate up 
the solum; while two carbonate assemblages are found, one in 
the sandy B2/ca, the other in the clay rich Bea horizon. How-
ever, there are some notable contrasts with the younger materials 
(Zanci). First, primary carbonate is absent from the B2/ca 
horizon of profile A/1; both shells and pellets have been 
dissolved (Figs. 7 .1 & 7. 2). Primary car.bonate occurs only in 
the base of the Bea horizon (profile A/2). Secondly, the B2/ca 
horizon with its low clay content does not contain many second-
ary carbonate glaebules (form B); but in these materials 
secondary carbonate occurs as, calcans (form E), discrete grains 
(form F), fungal hyphae coats (form G) and a discontinuous car-
bonate plectic fabric (form C) (see .Fig. 7.2, Secondary Carbon-
ate Forms, and Plate 7~1,C & D). Total carbonate in the B2/ca 
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horizon is low (0.4-0.6% by weight). 
The bulk of the carbonate precipitation occurs in the 
higher clay layers of the solum. Here, in the Bea horizon 
secondary carbonate forms soft, friable, 2-4 mm accumulations 
with diffuse boundaries, in a weakly indurated calcareous 
material. In thin section the carbonate occurs as form A 
matrix crystallites associaLc<l wlLh form B secondary carlJ01wLe 
wlthin a vughy calcinscplc porphyric calcinscpic [ubric (Fig. 
7. 2). 
The cnrhonnte morphology vnries rnpi.dly with position 
within the hydromorphic catenn. Thin laminar encrustntions, 
10-15 cm thick occur in the receiving sites within the Upper 
Mungo pedoderm, but not in the crestal site. 
Dissolution of primary carbonate releases magnesium and 
calcium ions into solution to be precipitated as secondary 
carbonate. The mineralogy of hand picked secondary glaebules 
(Fig. 7.3) indicate that unlike the Zanci pedoderm, the Upper 
Mungo soils contain pedogenic dolomite and Mg-calcite. 
Similarly, glaebules from one,profile in the Golgol pedoderm 
are composed of pedogenic dolomite together with low Mg-calcite. 
7.4 Wllstenguarz 
Wllstenquarz values are high throughout the solum of profile 
A/1 (Fig. 7.1), with lower values in the clay layers of profile 
A/2. 
CHAPTER 8 
SOIL DEVELOPMENT ON POST ZANCI EOLIAN UNIT 
The truncation and burial of the Zane i pedod erm on all the 
dunes examined in the study area was followed by soil develop-
ment in the Post-Zanci eolian unit formed (Sections3.4 and 4.4). 
These soils have been described as weak, A/C soils with minimal 
profile development. Two basic groups corresponding with the 
two main <lune lithologies, clay dune an<l sandy clay dune, have 
been established. 
8 .. 1 Soi ls of the Post-Znnci Unit of the Chilmnlwoocl Lnkcs 
These Post-Zanci sediments rest, with an irregular but 
sharp boundary, upon the buried and usually truncated surface 
of the Zanci pedoderm (Plate 8.1). The two units which make 
up· the Post:-Zanci eolian blanket, at the valley site, Eo1 and 
Eo2, have different degrees of soil development. Both were 
saline calcareous (and occasionally gypsiferous) eolian mater-
ials containing abundant pedorelicts and primary carbonate 
pellets (Table 3.11). Soil formation has proceeded further in 
the truncated older Eo2 unit than in Eol, which still retains 
bedding and discrete calcinsepic pellets. 
Present salt contents of the eolian blanket are low 
(ranging from 0.47 mS -1 in Eo1 of pit 5/2 to 2.6 mS -1 in cm cm 
pit 2/2, Appendix 1) . The salts are now dominated by bicarbon-
ate and sulphate anions with the chloride ion being negligible. 
·carbonate has been mobilized with resultant precipitation 

PLATE 8.1 
POST ZANCI EOLIAN .UNIT - CHIBNALWOOD DUNES 
The Post-Zanc:L eolian unit resLs with a sharp but 
irregular junction upon the tn mcated Z:mci soil. 
Here in pit 5/2 the Bt/ca horizon is eroded and 
then buried beneath a layered eolian deposit 
(arrow indicates the junction). The eolian unit 
(Eol) has clear bedding, with sharp boundaries 
between the beds. 
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of secondary carbonate in several forms. These are dominated 
by fungal hyphae coats (form G) associated with discrete 
carbonate crystals (form F) and void calcans (form E). The 
mineralogy, where examined, (Fig. 5.6a, Eo1 of pit 1/7) is a· 
Mg-calcite, with no pedogenic dolomite. 
Clay pellet collapse and fusion follows the.pattern estab-
lished for the clay <lune soils (Section 5.1) wiLh Llw ol<lcr 
Eo2 unit having developed a granic granoidic or even porphyric 
fabric compared to a granic or occasionally granoidic granic in 
the overlying Eol unit. Illuvial clay is rare, being identi-
fied only nt the interface of the Eo1 unit with the Zanci 
pedoderm in pit 5/2. 
In the field, the soil development is characterized 
primarily by the accumulation of leaf litter on the surface, 
and by abundant live and dead root material in the upper solum. 
These roots, associated with pedotubules, disrupt the bedding 
(Plate 8.2) and destroy the par0llel alignment of the compon-
ents. This bioturbation - decreases rapidly down the soil 
profile; at 20 cm in pit 3/2 it is neglible (Plate 8.2 and 
profile 3/2, Appendix 1). 
8.2 Soils of the Post-Zanci Eolian Blanket, Sandy Clay Dune 
On the lunette at Lake Mungo, weak soils, developed on the 
recent mobile white sands, are rare. Where examined they show 
little development excep,t for accumulation of organic debris 
and root material. There is no red pigmentation of the dis-
continuous, thin matrans, no secondary carbonate, and only a 
negligible salt content. 

PLATE 8.2 
SOIL DEVELOPMENT IN THE POST ZJ\NCI EOLIAN l]NIT 
Cll1BNALWOOO DUNl•:S 
A. The soils developed.in these units are thin A/C 
soils with litte horizonation. The only 
consisLcnL evidence o[ soil fonunLion .is Llw 
occurrence of pedotubules (1) and root materials 
(2) which disrupt the inherited eolfanbe<l<ling 
(3). 
J3ar size 0.5 cm 
B. Below the thin zone of soil development, the 
original bedding of the eolian unit is undis-
turbed; the boundaries are sharp (arrowed). 
Bar size 0.5 cm 
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PLATE 8. 3 
POST.-ZANCI EOLTAN UNIT 
A. The Post-Zanci eolian unit, fi:ol, has a granic 
fabric with little evldence u[ any pellet 
collapse and soil development. 
Plane Polarised L:Lght;P:Lcturc size l.33 mm 
B. The Post-Zanci eolian unit, Eo2, has a 
calcinseplc porphyrlc fabric showing pclleL 
collapse. 
Plane Polarised Light;Picturc size l.33 mm 
C. Faecal pellets are common in the root channels 
of the upper solum of all soils examined. 
·Here faecal pellets occur in void of the clay 
dune soils. 
Plane Polarised Light;Picture size 0.84 mri1 
D. In many upper horizons in these Zanci soils, 
secondary carbonate crystals form coats on the 
root material. Here, Form G fungal hyphae 
coats occur on a live root. 
Plane Polarised Light ·,Picture size 0. 84 mm 
E. Occasionally in the Bea horizon and lower 
.solum of the clay dune soilsi a secondary 
mineral believed to be Celestite (Srso4) occurs 
in the voids . . 
Plane Polarised Light Picture size 1.33 mm 
I 
F. Wllstenquarz are common in the soils of all 
dunes. 
Plane Polarised Light;Picture size 0.21 mm 
CHAPTER 9 
DISCUSSION: PARENT MATERIAL, TOPOGRAPHY AND TIME 
Recognition of the Zanci pedode.rm as a soil sLratigraphic 
unit on lunettes of different composition, in a restricted area 
wiLh similar climatic history, enabled a study Lo be made of the 
effects of parent materials on soil development. Soils on the 
crests of lunettes of sandy clay dunes and clay dunes were 
compared. 
In an asymmetric valley on the lakeside slope of the Chib-
nalwood Dune the parent materials are uniform and so this area 
was used to study the effect of tbpography and vegetation on 
soil development. 
Comparison of the Zanci pedoderrn of the sandy clay dunes 
and the Upper Mungo pedoderm allowed an estimate to be made of 
the effects of time on soil development. 
The vegetation effect, which cannot be separated entirely 
·from the effects of parent material or topography, was considered 
minimal in comparison with the effects of the other two factors. 
Although past vegetation patterns cannot be reconstructed, study 
of the present vegetation (Appendix 3) shows little difference 
between the crestal sites of different lunettes, both are domin-
ated by saltbush and herbaceous plants. However, trees are 
common on the sandy clay dune and absent from the clay dune facies, 
while some herbaceous species are restricted to the clay dune. 
Similarly, in the valley site, vegetation differences identified 
were only those produced by the effects of variations in soil 
moisture and shade over the dune. Overall, these variations are 
9.0 
minor and differences in soil characters are little affected by 
vegetation, rather the soils control the vegetation. 
TABLE 9 .1 
EVIDENCE FOR POLYGENESIS IN THE ZANCI PEDODERM 
..--------,--.-..r--------,------..,..------------------. 
Soit Morphology 
Secondary 
Carbonate 
Sandy Clay Dune 
No firm evidence 
Secondary Gypsum No evidence 
Secondary Soluble Chloride maxima 
Salt over bicarbonate 
maxima 
Other Occurrence of 
in-skelsepic and 
calcinsepic 
pellets in bound-
ary region 
(mobile sand/B2) 
attributed to 
incorporated 
pedorelict 
material 
Clay Dune 
i) Formation of grain 
calcans on primary 
gyps urn 
·, 't.) D 1 f d eve opmcnt o secon -
ary carbonate (form G) 
in overlying se<llmen- 1 
tary unit 
ill) Two distinct morpholo-
gies: Planar - Bt/ca 
horizon, void calcans, 
void neocalcans· 
Equant - Bea horizon, 
matrix crystallites 
and secondary glaebules 
Secondary gypsum in 
voids of the Bt, Btca 
and Bea horizon may 
be corroded, or overlay 
void calcans 
Exceptionally high con-
centration of chloride 
(e.g. 2.0% in Pit 1) 
not typical of a 
solonetz 
Index pattern of chloride, 
sulphate and carbonate 
does not correspond with 
the pattern expected from 
a single input of salts 
followed by redistribution 
through the clay dune 
valley--rather corresponds 
with a-multiple input 
model 
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Although often severely eroded, the Zanci duhes that form 
the main subject of this study were buried by the Post-Zanci 
eolian units. These eolian materials were originally saline, 
calcareous and sometimes gypseous (Section 3.4), but much of the 
soluble materials have since been leached into the underlying 
Zanc.i soil. This proc.ess was termed Overprinting. .Evidence [or 
ovcrpr lnLlug co111cs (ro111 111.1-cromorplwlogi.cal (caLures, dcpLh fuuc-
l ions, nnd index vn I ucs of mobile sn l Ls. 
SC'V('rnl chnrnctPristic.s ·or the distrihuti.on or snlts in..t:.hc 
Znnci. soi"ls or tlw c"lny dunes ni-c hc'SL ('Xplrti1wd l>y poly~',('IH'Sis, 
that is, more than one period of sa]t mdbilization (Table 9.1). 
Secondary carbonate morphology (Section 5.323) has been divided 
into two assemblages: void calcans and neo-calcans as the 
principal forms in the Bt/ca horizon, and matrix crystallites 
(form A) and glaebules (form B) as the principal forms in the 
Eta.horizon. Although _these two forms could be interpreted.as 
progressively different forms with increasing depth in a single 
period of carbonate mobility, the calcans in the Bt/Bca h6rizon 
often overlie pre-existing void argillans (Plate 9.1,A & C) or 
coat the walls of voids in a carbonate free s-matrix (in-skelsepic) 
(Plate 5.1,E). This suggests secondary movement of carbonate 
into a horizon previously flushed of inherited carbonate. The 
void calcans and neo-calcans are an.expr.ession of polygenesis, 
foreign to the process forming the origihal Zanci soil. In 
addition, grain calcans are formed on primary gypsum crystals in 
the Bes horizon of profile 7/2 (Plate 9.1,D). Similarly, there 
is an accumulation of gypsum within the upper solum above the Bes 
horizon (e.g. Pit 7, Appendix 1), while the high chloride contents 
are atypical of mildly leached solonetz soils. 
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PLATE 9.1 
EVIDENCE FOR POLYGENESIS 
A. , Void calcnns overlie void arg i lL:ms in the same void 
of the Bt horizon. 
Plane Polarized LighL; P le Luxe slze 1. JJ uun 
B. As above 
Cross Polarized Light. 
C. Vold calcan lines void of 13t horizon with m in-vo-
skelsepic fabric. 
€tQS~ Polarized Light; Picture size 3.35 mm 
D. Grain calcans precipitated on primary gypsum crystal 
of exposed Bes horizon, Pit 7/2. 
Plane Polarized Light; Picture size 3.35 mm 
E. Void calcan forms crystal chambers in void of the 
Bt horizon. 
Cross Polarized Light; Picture size 3.35 mm 
F. As above 
Plane Polarized Light. 
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TABLE 9.2 
RANGE OF INDICES, TOGETHER WITH THEIR RANKED 
ORDER, FOR TllE VALLEY SYSTEM 
N.Facing S.Facing Foots lope 
Crest + nnck- Rn ck- Tnc l. 
Col Shoulder slope slope Valley 
Axis 
i'( 
No 140-400 300-500 400-1000 900-1400 
Data 
,,,,..,,,. 4 \ ~\ 3 2 1 
100-200 5-45 30-30 40-160 5-100 
1 6 4 3 5 
200-300 300-1000 700-800 150-400 100-200 
4 1 2 3 5 
Valley 
Out-
wash 
400 (T) 
3 
100-200 
2 
200-300 
4 
Organic 14 25 26 27 28-32 67 
Matter 5 4 3 3 2 
(T) = Truncated horizon, and therefore index is 
an underestimate 
Legend: 
·k = Index Value 
..,·~·k = Ranked Position of Land Element according to 
its Index Value 
1 
I 
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In the valley site of the clay dune, the spatial distri-
bution of index values for carbonate, sulphate and chloride, 
·(Figs. 5.B, 5.12 & 5.5 respectively) indicate that the three 
main salts do not· fit a simple pattern of redistribution .. 
Analysis of .this pattern, by tabulating the values and then 
ranking the land elements in order of decreasing index value 
(Table 9.2) shows the following scheme: 
1 .. Crest and shoulder sites have the highest gypsum 
indices, low carbonate indices, and the lowest 
chloride indices. 
2. The col sites have the highest chloride index and 
intermediate sulphate index (carbonate was not 
determined because .of erosion). 
3. The backslope sites: north facing have high sulphate 
contents but low chloride and carbonate indices. 
: s6uLh facing have high carbonate 
but intermediate sulphate and low chloride . 
. 4. The footslope sites (inclusive of the valley axis sites) 
have the highest carbonate, very low sulphate and low 
chloride indices. 
5. The valley outwash sites have high chloride indices, 
intermediate carbonate and low sulphate indices. 
The patte~n does not correspond with that expected from the 
accepted rel~tive mobility and solubility of these salts: 
chloride> gypsum) carbonate (Yaalon, 1965). The gypsum and the 
carbonate show a consistent pattern, the carbonate index increa-
sing progressively downslope associated with a steady loss of 
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gypsum. However, the accumulation of sodium chloride in three 
areas on the dune (the col, valley outwash and south facing 
backslope) does not fit .a simple redistribution pattern following 
an input of salts. In fact, the chloride is interpreted ~s the 
result of recent addition~ of salt. Thus, the chloride pattern 
is superimposed on an earlier pattern o[ carbonate and gypsum, 
in a manner analogous to the superimposition of chrotnatographs 
(Cull d.lsc.usslon ln Sl'c.L.lo11 'J.J, 1.JluslrulccJ ln l•'lgurl's 9.7, 9.10 
& 9.12). Although this pattern of discrete phases of mobile 
salts can be d6tected in the ~restal soils, the distribution i.s 
complicated by overprinting of materials and seasonal movements. 
However, within the valley the relative mobili.tics ·of the salts 
allow thetn to be spread out through the valley ~nd simplj_fy th~ 
interpretation. 
More sophisticated method~ could have been used to test this 
interpretation of index values over the dune. In fact, initial 
attempts were made with simple models to relate the position of 
the profil~ within the valley to the index v~lue (Appendix 8). 
However, in the time available the methods used did not change or 
enh~nce the initial interpretation of mobile salt movement over 
the valley. 
In the soils of the Zanci. Sandy Clay Dune Facies, there is 
little evidence of such polygenetic overprinting even though the 
dune was eroded and had a Post-Zanci sediment deposited on it. 
The soil is more permeable than the soil on the clay dunes. It 
is c.ompletely leached of any gypsum and the seconda,ry carbonates 
cannot b6 interpreted as occurring in two assemblages. Only 
the depth Fu.net ion of chloride gives any indication of poly-
genesis; in profile z18 , the sodium chloride maximum occurs 
above that for bicarbonat.e salts, inferring an input of chloride 
after the bicarbonate. 
. TABLE 9.3 
LATE QUATERNARY CLIMATIC EVENTS FOR THE N.W. OF 
NEW SOUTH WALES 
Climate, Time 
Runge &_ Sc<limcnlo-
logical Event 
(after Wasson 1975) 
Belarabon Range 
Muu<l:L Mundl Plnlns, 
. W. of Barrier Rang!= 
t--·---·--------+----·--------__,1-----------··--
640BP-Present 
Amelioration of 
Climate 
640BP-2500BP 
Arid Phase; Eolian 
Erosion & 
Deposition 
2500BP-6000BP 
Alluvial Deposits, 
Moist Landscape, 
Increased 
Precipitation 
6000BP-14500BP . 
Alluvial Deposits, 
Mixed Load 
Sediment, -Climate 
Comparable with 
Present 
Kulwin Formation, 
Dunes & Sand Sheet 
Belarabon 
Formation Alluvial 
Fans 
Tomkie 
Formation Alluvial 
Fans 
1Jiackaringa Formation 
Source Bordering 
Dunes + Bed Load 
Deposition 
Mundi Mundi 
Formation Alluvial 
Fans 
Korkora Formation 
Alluvial Fans 
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The eolian sedimentary units on the clay dune.and sandy 
clay dunes are correlated tentatively by their relative 
strnti.grnphic positions, post-<lnting the mnin Znnti soil. devel-
opment phase, and by the development of similar A/C ~oils 
(Section 8.1). No suitable materials were found for radiocarbon 
dating. 
The chronology established by Bowler (1970) (Section 2.4) 
does not extend beyond phase 2 of the Zanci cycle. However, 
Wasson (1975, 1976), in a study of the source bordering dunes of 
the Belarabon area, 300 km to the north cast, has established a 
period of f luviul <lcpositlon associated with a stable environ-
ment,. followed by a period of eolian nctivity corresponding with 
a phase of less effective rainfall, (Table 9.3). 
· Transpo~ing th.e · Belarabon sequence to the Willandra Lakes. 
(Table 9.4), the long stable period is comparable with the major 
stable soil formation phase (Phase B) and the period of eolian 
. activity may correspond with the shorter irregular erosion/ 
derositional event which produces the eolian materials of Phase 
A. However, these eolian sediments aie the product first of 
water erosion (gullying and rilling) followed by deflation of 
the thin alluvial products formed. . Thus, a simple phase of 
eolian erosion and deposition is incompatible with the evidence. 
The slightly arid phase destabilizes. the vegetation cover, 
exposing the dune to water erosion, possibly during high inten- · 
sity, short duration rainfall. 
The correlation of dates between the two areas has some 
discrepancies, mainly in the timing of the onset of Phase B at 
15 500 BP, compared with the base of the·Tornkie Formation which 
is set at 14 500 BP. The number of dates available. (Section 
2.4) in the Willandra Lakes area appear to support the 15 500 BP 
TABLE 9.4 
COMPARISON OF WILLANDRA LAKE SEQUENCE WITH DATED 
SEQUENCE OF BELARABON AREA 
Age 
(Years BP) 
640-Present 
2500-640 
More "Arid" 
Phase -
Less 
Effective 
Rainfall 
6000-2500 
Moist Phase 
14500-6000 
Transition 
to Moist 
Phase 
Belarabon 
Region 
Kulwin 
Formation 
Belarabon 
Formation 
Tomkie 
Formation 
Pedogenic 
Period 
A 
Pedogenic 
Period 
B 
Willandra Lakes System 
Destabilization of the 
lunettes results in water· 
erosion of soils and sedi-
ments and the formation of 1' 
thin alluvial deposits on 
the lakeside flanks of the 
dune. Deflation of these 
deposits forms eolian sed-
imentary blankets over the 
dune. 
Soil formation occurs 
during this period but is 
not contemporaneous over 
the whole study area. 
Pedogenesis in one part is 
contemporaneous with 
erosion in another. 
Stable Dunes. 
Soil Formation with no 
recognizable break 
Zanci Pedoderm 
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date, and it was this one which was used throughout the study. 
The correlation therefore suggests that Phase B is about 13 000 
yen rs in durn ti.on ( 1 5 )00-2 . c:ioo nr) wh i 1 (' the shorter, Phn SC' A i.s 
less than 2 500 years. 
At the valley site, two soil development phases· have been 
identified during Phase A, equivalent to the .two eolian units, 
Eol and Eo2 (Section 8.1). The length of each individual soil 
phase is unknown, but the evidence of soil formation (Section 
8.2) indicates that the older soil, formed in Eo2, is more 
developed than the overlying younger soil in Eol; both units 
and their soils were formed· during Lhc Lolc'.11 2 500 years of 
Phase A. So, if the older soil is assumed to be twice as long 
in its development, this gives about 1 600 years for 'the first 
period (Eo2) and 800 years for the second (Eol). 
The soils therefore are polygenetic with two soil phases 
(B & A). The bulk of all soil characters were formed during 
Phase B with secondary salinization during Phase A only modifying 
the soil features. 
FIGURE 9.1 
COMPARISON OF SOILS DEVELOPED UPON CRESTAL SITES 
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9.2 Parent Material Control of Soil Development 
The soils of the dune· crest (Fig. 9.l) l1rc polygcmctic; 
with the solonetz morphology of the cJ.ay dune, the earthy_sarids 
of the sandy clay materials forming during the longer phase 
(Phase B). Many soil processes of Phase B are common to both 
profiles (Figs. 9.2 & 9.3): the progressive reduction in sub-
plasticity ratings with decreasing depth, disruption of bedding, 
destruction of clay flakest and the small effect of the biota or 
pedoturbatlon. Chemical weathering is insignificant in both 
soils; it is identified by the redistribution of extractable 
Sl'squioxicfos, [or111atl.on .of Fe/Mn g.lt.icbulcs, and, in Lhc clay 
dunes only, by Lhc des true_ Lion of c lity :i L Lhc A/BL horizon 
interface. Carbonate morphology in the soils fits a pattern 
where initial clay contents control the site of deposition and 
morphology. Secondary gypsum morphology follows an orderly 
pattern of amount and form in the clay dunes. Crystalline soil 
clay mineralogy is stable in all systems examined. Overprinting 
by·saline leachates from the overlying eolian materials of Post-
Za~ci age influence the character of the buried Zanci pedoderm; 
secondary salinization, during pedogenic Phase A, is recognized 
in both dune materials. 
Differences identified are, first, in the illuviation of· 
clay, gypsum, carbonate, and sodium salts, all of which accumulate 
· ip. the solonetz profile, in contrast to the complete loss of 
gypsum, at).d sodium salts, and the immobility of clay, in the sandy 
soils. Second, clay pellet collapse and associated fabric 
patterns vary between the soil types. Third, oxidation of the 
iron oxides to form free grain ferri-matrans and f erri-argillans 
·is important only in the sandy clay dunes. 
Loi 
[o 2 
~· 
FIGURE 9.2 
SOIL DEVELOPMENT- CRESTA L SITES. 
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Soil development in the crestal sites of these clay dunes soils 
can be separated into two major pedogenic phases: B and A; the 
latter being composed of two minor events equivalent with the 
Eo1 and Eo2 eolian units in the Post Zanci eolian blanket. Soil 
characters together with their distribution in the pr.ofile are 
.illustrated: arrows extending from the surface down~ards into 
the profile indicating the development of a soil character with 
relationship with the original soil surface; arrows pointing up 
the profile from the subsolum refer to progressive changes of 
the material from the C l;torizon into the B and A horizon. 
Horizon symbols are the same as in Figure 4.1 
FIGURE 9 .3 
SOIL DEVELOPMENT-- CRESTAL SITES 
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Legend as for Figure 9.2 
Soil development in thes~ sandy clay dune· materials over the 
last 15500 'years can be divided into two pedogenic phases: 
Band A. Arrows extending from the·surfae:e.or.parent 
materials indicate as in Figure 9.2, the extent and pattern 
. of change of characters through the solum. Unlike the· 
clay dune soils, the younger, phase A pedogenic event 
extends through the whole 2500 years, with no identifiable. 
minor pedogenic phases. 
Horizon symbols as in Figure 4.15 
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9.21 Clay Pellet Collapse 
All three pellet types nre sensitive to pcdogcnesis, 
and gradually lose their identity with soil formation. The 
mechanism, and resultant pattern of clay pellet collapse, differs 
between the two dune materials. In the clay dune, calcinsepic 
pellets (type B) respond to cycles of wetting and drying by 
fusing at their shared corners. However, in the sandy clay 
dune materials, where pellets are separated by high contents of 
mineral grains, the clay responds to wetting and drying cycles 
by releasing clay and silt into ·the void where it is reorganized 
ns [rec gr~1 in 111~1Lrnns. 
The soils developed on the clay dune materials have 
an orderly pattern of fabric with progressive depth in the solum. 
Four stages have been recognized (Table 9.5), each with a char-
acteristic pattern of fused pellets and associated void area and 
type. Two processes have been identified in producing this 
fabric pattern: wetting and drying cycles and disruption by the 
gr9wth of secondary carbonate. In the first stage frequent 
wet/dry cycles producing shrink/sw~ll movements, (even in these 
illite-kaolinite clays which have low coeffic.ients of linear 
expansion) are sufficient to apply pressure at the shared 
corners; a process probably coupled with some incipient dis-
persion. The second stage is, the growth of microcrystals of 
secondary carbonate in the B horizon disrupting and destroying 
all pellet identity. 
The clay flakes and intergrade pellets react more 
rapidly to these processes than the calcinsepic pellct_s; the 
clay flakes tend to swell and fracture because of their mica-
like form. 
Stage 
TABLE 9.5 
CLAY PELLET COLLAPSE -- CRESTAL SITES, CLAY DUNE 
I: .· Subsolum.Calcinsepic Granic Fabric 
Discrete, unaccommodating clay pellets -- three 
types A, B and C present; void form 30% of 
fabric -- dominated by compound packing voids, 
root channels. 
Stage II: Bcs/Ccs horizon.Calcinsepic Granoidic Granic Fabric 
Fusion of cal~insepic (type B) pellets at common · 
boundaries; destruction of clay flakes (type A) 
and intergrade type C pellets; void forms 20-25% 
of the fabric dominated by compound packing voids, 
intergrade irregular orthovughs and.root channels. 
Stage ITI: Bea Horizon.Calcinsepic Granoidic Porphyric 
Continued fusion of calcinsepic pellets. Complete 
loss of all discrete pellets but original peilet 
boundaries are weakly visible; no clay flakes or 
intergrade pellets; voids form 15-20% dominated 
orthovughs, craze planes, joint planes and root 
channels -- occasional intergrade· orthovughs 
Stage IV: Bt and Bt/ca horizon.In-vo-skelsepic.vughy porphyric 
No discrete clay pellets identifiable; voids 15% 
dominated by meta vughs, smooth joint planes, craze 
planes and root channels. 
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This mechanism, for the calcinsepic pellets, is 
supported by the fact that pellets show more complete collapse 
in moister [ff('flS in prorilos s11ch ris :1l: LllC' l>0r<h'rs or root 
channels, even in the basal horizons. In these sites, n 
continuous border of completely collapsed pellets (porphyric 
fabric) is formed in response to more frequent wet/dry cycles 
around the channels, aided perhaps by physical compression of 
root growth. 
Pellet collapse in the sandy clay dunes releases 
plasma and silt into the soil; the calcinsepic pellets undergo 
progressive reduction in size with soil development. The upper 
solum, where wetting/drying cycles arc most frequent, has com-
pletely lost its inherited pellets, forming a chlamydic fabric, 
while, at depth in the profile, the original pellets occur only 
as small remnants of calcinsepic pellets associated with larger 
skeleton grains, an enaulic matrichlamydic fabric. This 
simple fabric pattern with depth is complicated by two para..:. 
meters: the presence o[ clay layers and the depth of penetration 
of .wetting and drying cycles. Where clay rich layers occur in 
the solum or even in the subsolum, the clay pellets fuse to form 
a porphyric fabric, while clay layers with intermediate clay 
content have matriplectic fabric (thicker coatings on the grains 
than matrichlamydic plus bridges between adjacent grains). The 
deep penetration of water results in pellet collapse occurring 
unrelated to depth; the position of porphyric or matriplectic 
fabrics is not related to depth in the solum, but to initial 
sedimentary inheritance. The frequent penetration of wet/dry 
cycles to the base of the profile may also account for. the 
absence of any clay flakes or intergrade pellets in these sandy 
clay dunes. 
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9.22 Textural Differentiation 
Om' or the most striking di rr.crcnces between the 
crestal soi.ls of the clay dune nnd the s::mdy clny dune is the 
strong textural contrast between the A and B horizons in the 
former, with a sharp A/B boundary, as compared with the much 
lesser contrast, with a gradational boundary, in the latter. 
The origin of texture contrast such as that in the 
, ctestal, soil of Lhe clay dune has Lwcn u.LLr ibuLc<l Lo varlous 
processes: sedimentary deposition (Oertel, 1961, 1968:, Firman, 
1968); in slLu forma,llon of clay in Lhc B horizon by weuLherlng 
(Nikiforo[[, 1937; Smith and Buol, J9(>8; WhiLLig, 1959); 
destruction o[ clay in Ll1c A horizon (FitzPatrick, 1971); clay 
illuviation (Nettleton et al, 1969); illuviation and/or weath-
ering (Brewer, 1968): 
The sharpness of the A/B boundary in the clay dune' 
soil suggests that the A horizon could be a sediment deposited 
ei~her during the Zanci ·dune building phase or subsequently. 
Field data and degree of soil development establish that the A 
horizon, is contemporary with the Zanci on the following 
evidence: 
1. First, the A horizon occurs only overlying 
complete Bt horizons, it never exte.nds on to 
truncated soil phases, and it never thickens in 
ar~as of preferential eolian deposition, that 
is, on lee slopes and in hollows. 
2. The degree of pedogenic development in the A 
horizon, as expressed by complete loss of gypsum 
TABLE 9.6 
QUANTITATIVE MICROMORPHOLOGIC DATA FOR THE Bt HORIZON 
OF THE TYPE PROFILE Of THE ZANCl 
CLAY DUNE FACIES 
Pit 1/7 Crestal Site 
Slide Depth of Plnsma (Incl. Void argillans Illuvinl Clay; 
slide in of void · (Detn. sep. from % 11 No. cm. as of plasma 
argillans) plasma) by volume 
1 21- 36% 5% 13% 
26 
2 29- 60% 4% 6.5% 
34 
3 37- 56% 2.7% 4. 8% 
42. 
4 48- 40% 0.5% 1. 2% . 
53 
x 48% 6.4% 
-
' Point Count Data for the Bt Horizon 
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and carbonate, together with red pigmentation of 
the grain matrans, is consistent with the degree 
of development of the underlying B horizon. 
The final establishment of the A horizon as geneti-
cally related to the B horizon, and derived from similar parent 
material, depends on whether the profile characteristics, as a 
whole, .are consistent with measured pedologlc parameters and can 
be explained by documented pedologic processes, Lhat ls, clay 
illuvinLion nnd/or weathering. 
The type section, pit l/7 wns used Lo clcLcnninc the 
effectiveness of clay illuviation as an explanation of the 
textural contrast. The point count data, which is a volume 
measurement for the Bt horizon (Table 9.6) was used to calculate 
an index of clay i l luv,iation (Wier et al, 1971; Mi.edma & Slager, 
1972) for the profile in the following manner: 
1. Since the mean clay content of the Bt horizon is 
48% by volume (i.e. plasma) (Table 9.6) compared 
with a value of 36% clay by weight (Table 3.7) it 
is possible to convert the illuvial clay value 
(6.4%) from a volume measurement to a weight 
basis. Thus: 
48:36 ~ 6.4% by volume: 4.8% by weight 
of illuvial clay 
2. The mean clay content for the whole B horizon of 
pit 1/7 is 31% by weight while the present clay 
content of the A horizon is only 7%. Thus 24% 
clay has been lost from the A horizon by all 
processes. 
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3. Using the index: 
Thickness of horizon.X Mean Clay% 
= Clay % cm 
9.22 
it is possible to compare the amount of illuvial 
clny with the clny lost from Llw A horizon. Thus: 
28 c111 (HL horizon) x 4.8% illuvinl clay 
= 134% cm Index of Clay Illuviation 
8 cm (A horizon) x 24% clay depletion 
= 192% cm Index of Clay Depletion 
The calculation almost balances, with 70% of the clay 
loss in the A2 being balanced by clay illuviation. This figure 
is further weighted_ towards illuviation when the disrupted void 
argillan content is included, thus: 
far 1% Void Argillan Fragments + Void Argillans 
,;,, 164% cm 
for 2% Void Argillan Fragments + Voj_d Argillans 
= 186% cm 
Since a figure of 1% void argillan fragments is 
considered a conservative estimat~, then .the clay illuviation 
process ·can explain, up to 84% of.the textural contrast in this 
profil~, pit 1/7. 
While this calculation .is only a.rough approximation 
of the true relationship between loss of clay from the A horizon 
and gain in the B horizon, it establishes that clay illuviation 
is the dominant process producing the textural contrast. 
Other data suggests that weathering is only of minor 
importance. The uniformity of clay minerals (dominantly 
kaolinite and iliite) throughout.the solum does.not favour 
formation of clay in the B horizon. In addition, despite total 
breakdown of the large clay flakes in horizons below the.Bea 
TABLE 9.7 
RATIO OF Al:Fe IN OXALIC ACID EXTRACTABLE OXIDES 
P:i.t 1/7 17 
Eo 1. 3 
-
1.6 1.1 
-
1. 2 
A2 4.1 1. 7 
B 1.6 1.4 
1.7 1. 3 
1.4 1. 6 
1.6 1.5 
1. 3 1.4 
1. 5 1. 3 
16cm 1. 2 
. 
Al:Fe ratio of the A2 horizon shows the dominance of 
alumina over iron oxide, which is indicative of chemical 
weathering at A/Bt horizon interface with liberation of 
alumina. 
I 
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horizon there are no overall clay increases in these horizons~ 
Although relatively high Al/Fe ratios indicate chemical weath-
cr i.ng in Lhc A horil'.on (T.iblc 0.7) :md there is n slight rcln-
tive accumulation of Fe/Mn glaebules in the upper B horizon 
(Section 5.6), the amount, in absolute terms is small. The 
graininess in some argillans observed at the A/Bt boundary, 
although common in many soils (Brewer, per. comm.) has been 
interpreted as due to chemical weathering of argillans (Brinkman 
et al, 1973); this, in effect, is weathering of previously 
illuviated clay and has no bearing in the formation of the A2 
horizon. 
In the crestal soil of the sandy clny dune, there is 
no question of the A horizons being a sep~rate sedimentary body; 
boundaries are diffuse and there is no field or micromorpholog-
ical suggestion of a stratigraphic break. However, the upper 
horizons do have lower percentages of.clay than the underlying 
horizons. Evidence of clay illuviation is weak. Continuous· 
grain argillans occur below the matrans on some grains. These 
grain argillans may well be inherited but they are more cont-
inuous than those described in the parent materials (Section 
3.12) and are thought to be of illuvial origin. The matrans 
themselves occur right to the surface so cannot be considered 
illuvial. Similarly chemical weathering is a minor factor, 
Depth functions of Al/Fe ratios (Table 9.8) indicate only minor 
redistribution of the sesquioxides by chemical weathering and 
the amorphous clay fraction (Table 9.9) expressed as a percen-
tage of the total clay is uniform throughout the profile, again 
supporting little chemical w~athering. Bedding observed in the 
B horizons of the profile and the relationship of the percentage 
of clay and sesquioxide contents to bedding suggest that distri-
bution of clay within the solum is controlled by variations in 
composition of the sediments when deposited. 
TABLE 9. 8 
Pit Zl8 Pit A/1 
R2 1. 23 0.93 
1. 57 0.97 
1. 55 1.41 
Bea 1. 63 1. 33 
1. 7 
Cea 1. 7 
Depth functions of the ratios of alumina to iron oxide 
contents are relatively uniform through the profile; the low 
values in the upper B horizon are indicative of minor chemical 
weathering only in that part of the solum. 
TABLE 9.9 
EXTRACTABLE ALUMINA AND SILICA (FULL TABLE A6.2, APPENDIX 6) 
cm %Alumina %Si0 2 Total% 
Expressed % of 
the Clay Fract~~ 
Z18 80 0.78 0.67 1.45 12·0 
100 0.55 0.87 1.42 10.0 
160 0.86 0.77 2.63 10.0 
240 0.52 1.19 l. 71 13.o 
A/1 50 0.9 0.34 1. 24 25.3 
110 0.7 0.35 1..07 16.9 
280 0.45 0.36 0.81 22.5 
·--
Extractable silica and alumina, when expressed as a 
percentage of the clay size fraction, indicates little change 
with depth and therefore only minor chemical weathering. 
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In summary, differences in the parent materials 
coincide with major differences in textural contrast due to clay 
i.lluvirition: snndy clny dunes hr1V(' 1 il:tlc clny illuvintion; 
clny dunes hnvc rclntivcly lnrgc nrnounts of illuviritcd cl;iy. 
The Bt horizons o( the cllly dune soils would be clnssccl ns strong 
illuvial horizons (4.0% to 7.0% by volume illuvial clay in the 
slide) according to Miedma 9nd Slagers's scheme (1972). The 
reason for such effective operation of clay illuviation in the 
clay dunes compared with the sandy clay dune is not clear, but 
it appears to be related to both leaching rates and Lhe presence 
of sodium salts (Section 9.27) in the clayey materials. 
9.23 Cnrbonate 
The secondary carbonate of the soils of the two dune 
materials is attributed to two distinct phnses of soil develop-
ment. These phases can be separated in the clay dune materials, 
but are· indistinguishable in the soils of the sandy clay· dunes. 
Di$cussion of the secondary carbonate, therefore, is dependent 
upon a reconstruction of the secondary carbonate morphology of 
each soil phase. 
Usually the same forms of secondary carbonate occur 
in both phases, the only exception being form G (fungal hyphae 
coats), which is only associated with the most recent pedogenic 
event (Phase A); form G is due to precipitation of carbonates 
upon organic fragments, possibly microflora, in the damp zones 
in the dune such as above textural breaks or in the moister 
soils downslope. 
In the clay dunes, the morphology of secondary 
TABLE 9.10 
DEVELOPMENT STAGES: SECONDARY CARBONATE, ZANCI PEDODERM, CLAY DUNE FACIES, SOIL PHASE B 
Observed 
Stages Macromorphology 
Parent I Friable (force 2), with 
materials discrete, carbonate 
glaebules and shell frag-
ments identifiable by hand 
lens. Fine earth carbon-
ate fabric. 
I 
II 
Friable (force 2), with 
rare, 3-4rnm friable 
glaebules. Shell still 
identifiable. Fine earth 
carbonate fabric. 
Indurated (force 2/3), 
with common, friable 
glaebules 3rnm-1cm; no 
shell identified; fine 
earth carbonate fabric. 
Micromorphology 
Primary carbonate glae-
bules; shell fragments; 
calcinsepic fabric. 
Dissolution of primary 
carbonate precipitation 
of matrix crystallites in 
individual pellets and 
also in sequences of 
adjacent pellets. 
Primary .carbonate still 
identifiable; no shell 
fragments; precipitation 
of matrix crystallites 
(form A), now associated 
with form B, secondary 
glaebules. 
Mineralogy 
Dolomite; Mg-calcite; 
aragonitic shell fragments. 
Dissolution of primary 
dolomite; associated with 
pptn of Mg-calcite 
(Mg6-3%) 
Continual dissolution of 
dolomite; continued pptn. 
of Mg-calcite 
Observed 
Stages 
III 
Macromorphology 
Indurated (force 3/4), 
with frequent, friable 
glaebules, diffuse, 
irregular boundaries 
1-1.Scm; high fine earth 
carbonate fabric. 
TABLE 9 .10 continued 
Micromorphology 
Complete dissolution of 
primary carbonate; devel-
opment of matrix 
crystallites in a 
discontinuous matrix 
associated with form B 
glaebules. Form C, in 
sand layers. Rare re-
crystallization of form 
B glaebules 
Mineralogy 
Complete dedolomitization, 
Mg-calcite, Mg 6-8% 
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carbonate precipitated during phase B, follows an orderly pattern 
with depth in the solum. This pattern is analogous to that 
described for the clny pellet collnpse, the ,1ssumption in both 
cases being that increasing depth in the solum is associated with 
decreasing soil development; intensity of soil formation is at a 
maximum at the present soil surface. Applying this analogy to 
secondary carbonate morphology, the carbonate morphology and 
mineralogy of the lower solum can be regar<le<l as the initial 
stage o[ sccon<lury carbonate development, while the secondary 
c~irbonnto of the Be[! horizon illu~trc1tcs the maximum ctlrbonate 
development stage for that profile. 
Three st:-1ges of development :ire recognized (Table 9.10); 
etlch stage is associated with a characteristic secondary carbonate 
form and carbonate mineralogy.· The initial form, matrix crys-
tallites, is comparable with that recognized by Kubiena (1938) 
(interflorescences) and Weider and Yaalon (1974). However, it 
does not correspond with that proposed by Gile et al (1965) for 
the initial form in non-gravelly sediments in New Mexico. There, 
Gile recognized four stages of carbonate morphology with time for 
two parent materials, gravelly and non-gravelly (Table 9.11). 
The first development stage recognized for the non-gravelly 
materials is the formation of filaments and faiht carbonate coat-
ings (void calcans and grain calcans). However, this initial 
stage proposed by Gile corresponds with that identified in this 
study for secondary carbonate precipitated during Phase A where 
void calcans and neo-calcans are formed in the Bt horizon as the 
first secondary for~s, not matrix crystallites as in Phase n. 
Further comparison of the morphology identified in this 
study with the stages proposed by Gile (Table 9.11) indicates 
other differences, for example, no true K fabric is identified in 
the clay dune. However, a complete comparison is not feasible, 
TABLE 9.11 
COMPARISON OF GILE'S SEQUENCE WIT~SERVED PATTERN 
A) 
Gile - Non Gravel Parenl 
Material Sequence 
I.Filrnncnts + fni.nt cnrhonnte 
coatings (void calcans+grain 
calcans?) 
II.Secondary carbonate glaebules 
in a calcareous or non-
calcareous matrix 
III.Development of 'K' fabric' -
B) 
"fine grained carbonate 
coats or engulfs skeleton 
pebbles, sand and silt in 
an essentially continuous 
medium" Later in the stage 
a plugged upper surface 
develops 
Gile - Gravel Parent Material 
.Sequence 
I.Thin discontinuous pebble 
coats in a non-calcareous/ 
calcareous matrix 
II.Continuous pebble coats, 
plus some inter pebble 1 
bridges 
Observed - Clay Dune.Seguence 
DC'V<' torment of mntri x 
crystallites 
Matrix crystallites + form B 
secondary glaebules in a 
fine earth carbonate matrix 
Dominance of ~atrix 
crystallites with form B 
glaebules (minor recrystall-
ization) - discontinu6us 
areas of high matrix 
crystallites: K fabric 
Observed - Sandy Clay Dune 
Upper Mungo, 4% clay, 
thin discontinuous grain 
calcans with rare intergrain 
bridges - : a plectic fabric; 
form C 
Sand Laminae of Clay Dune 
Soil - Zanci Pedoderm. 
Continuous grain coats + 
frequent bridges - plectic 
fabric; form C. 
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as Gile was classifying soil carbonate in whole profiles, not 
patterns through single profiles. 
Progressive dedolomitization is an outstanding feature 
of the soils of the clay dunes. Dissolution of primary dolomite 
is followed by precipitation of secondary magnesium calcite. 
The exact _compqsition of this secondary calcite is controlled by 
the interaction between the two ions (ca2+ and Mg 2+), a pottern 
which has been described by Winland (1969). Generally, calcium 
precipitates before magnesium so that the soil solution may become 
progressively enriched with magnesium ions. However, regular 
flushing of the soil will remove this ·magnesium before it can be 
incorporated in the calcite to any great extent. In the crestal 
soils, soil leaching is dependent solely upon rainfall allowing 
the build up _of magnesium to form Mg-calcite.(6-8%) .. However, 
soi!s in the valley floor (pit 14) are .regularly flushed of 
magnesium; dedolomitization is complete even in the subsolum 
and magnesium values for the Mg"'."calcite are the lowest for the 
whole dune. 
This pattern of dedolomitization with soil development 
in' the clay dune is comparable with patterns identified in other 
soils, for example in Saskatchewan (Rostad and St. Arnaud, 1970) 
and Ontario (Raad and Protz, 1974) Similarly, the precipitation 
of Mg-bearing calcites is widely reported in the literature 
(e.g. Singh and Singh, 1972; Gile, 1961; Litchfield, 1969; 
Gavish and Friedman, 1969). .The identified pattern of Mg-calcite 
variation over the dune conforms with the model proposed by 
St. Arnaud and Herbillon (1973), where well drained sites have 
low Mg-calcites, while sites where Mg can build up in the solum 
have magnesium enriched secondary calcites. 
Many soils in south eastern Australia contain pedogenic 
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dolomite. A sequence of buried soils in the linear dune fields 
of western Victoria have a progressive increase of pedogenic 
dolomite with soil ngc, (nowler nnd Polnch, 1971). While, in 
a sequence of groundsurfC1ces of increosing age at Wagga Wagga, 
New South Wales, Reottie (1970) found an increase of magnesium, 
with pedogenic dolomite occurring in the oldest soil. T6is 
variation of magnesium content of the secondary carbonate with 
soil age was not rigorously tested in the study area. The few 
samples collected, did show a progressive increase from the 
Zanci, through the Mungo to the Golgol pedoderms (Fig. 7.3). 
However, other workers in the same area (Rajaguru, per. comm.; 
13owler, 197G und per. comm.) were unable Lo confirm such a 
pattern. The erratic nature o[ the pedogcnJ.c dolomite in the 
study area is interpreted as the result of magnesium enriched 
soil solutions from the overlying soils and sediments (as in the 
case of the buried Mungo and Golgol pedoderm) being incorporated 
into the secondary carbonate of the buried soil and eventually 
forming pedogenic dolomite. Thus, the amount of magnesium 
within the secondary carbonate may not be dependant upon age, 
but more on site within the dune and character of the overlying 
soil and sediment; some buried soils.may receive more lateral 
through(low o[ magnesium enriched solutions than other soils. 
1be soils have always been above the effect of Mg-rich ground 
water. 
Secondary carbonate morphology in the sandy clay dunes 
is related not to depth in the solum, or to the pedogenic phase 
in which it is precipitated, but to the presence of clay layers 
in the soil. These influence the morphology and site of secon-
. dary carbonate precipitation. Thus, ·in layers with high clay 
contents, the carbonate occurs as matrix crystallites and 
secondary glaebules (forms A and B respectively), an assemblage 
Total 
TABLE 9.12 
DISTRIBUTION OF ZONES OF MAXIMUM SECONDARY CARBONATE 
ACCUMULATION, CLAY LAYERS A~D SESQUIOXIDE FIGURES 
FOR' TIIE SANDY CLAY DUNE FACIES, CRESTAL SITES 
i Zanci Pedoderm Upper Mungo 
Z6 Z18 Zl A/2. 
- --
carbonate 
Percentage 10.6% ,8.4% 4. 7% 6.0% 
Depth of maximum 
secondary carbonate 180-20Qcm 160-180cm 240-260cm 350cm 
Depth of maximum 
clay.horizon 180-200cm 165-200cm 200-260cm 350cm 
Depth of maximum 
sesquioxide values - 160-180cm - 350cm 
The Table illustrates the equivalence between maxima of 
secondary carbonate, sesquioxides and clay in the sandy 
clay dune materials. 
1' 
UPPER MUNGO PEDODERM 
Sandy Clay Dune 
Low Plasma 4% High Plasma 25%+ 
TABLE 9.13 
COMPARATIVE CARBONATE MORPHOLOGY 
-ZANCI PEDODERM 
Sandy Clay Dune Clay Dune 
Moderate High Plasma 
Pedog~ 
Pr~se 
Plasma 25-30% 
Low Plasma I High Plasma 
(Sand 30%+ 1 --
Weak plectic 
fabric Form C 
I 
Matrix crystall-
ites + second-
_ ary carbonate 
glaebules 
II/III 
10-20% 
Secondary 
carbonate 
glaebules 
+ minor 
matrix 
cry stall-
ites 
II 
Matrix 
crystallites 
+ secondary 
carbonate 
glaebules 
II/III 
Except for Form G (fungal hyphae pseudomorphs) Phase A 
is not resolvable in sandy clay dune soils 
laminae in 
Bea) 
Continuous 
grain mat-
rans + 
bridges-
plectic 
fabric 
Form C 
II 
Matrix crys-
tallites + 
secondary 
carbonate 
glaebules 
II/III 
"Fungal 
hyphae 
pseudomor-
phs + void 
calcans + 
neocalcans 
I Phase B 
Gile's 
Stage 
Phase A 
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comparable with that of the clay dune soils. In layers with 
lower clay contents of the B horizon, the secondary carbonate 
occurs as form B secondary glaebules with only minor amounts of 
form A. Similarly, the site of the secondary carbonate is 
related to distribution of layers with high clay contents 
(Table 9.12); a pattern also described by Stuart and Dixon (1973), 
Gile (1970),Gile et al (1966), and Ruhe (1967). There is no 
primary dolomite recognized in the parent materials of the sandy 
clay dune soils. 
Comparing the carbonate morphology of the two Zanci 
soils (Table 9.13), the dependence of morphology upon clay 
contents of the soil becomes clear. The same secondary carbon-
ate morphology occurs in both soil types, if the clay contents. 
are comparable. Further, the development stage of the secondary 
carbonate can vary in soils of the same age; low plasma beds 
have a lower rating in Gile's scheme than clay rich layers. 
Carbonate precipitated during Phase A in the sandy clay dun.es 
has the same site and morphology as Phase B carnonate; whereas 
in_the clay dune soils, the two are discrete in both position 
and form. 
9.24 Gypsum 
Gypsum is only recognized in the ·soils of the clay 
dune; if it ever occurred in the sandy clay. dune materials, it 
is leached now. Primary and secondary morphologies are distinct, 
with reliable separation being made in thin section (Table <). 14). 
Thus, discrimination between the primary and secondary gypsum, 
which is not always possible in micromorphological studies 
(Stace et al, 1968; Brewer, 1972), allows the relative amount of 
each to be assessed and dissolution/crystallization patterns to 
TABLE 9. 1Li-
MORPHOLOGY OF PRIMARY AND PHASE B 
SECONDARY GYP~UM 
•·' 
....-----------·--------·----....------------------. 
Primary Secondary 
t--------~---+-----~--·-----------1-----------------------
Size 200-3000 p.m 
Morphology Euhedral 'lozenge' 
shaped millet seed -
sometimes with curved 
faces. Ragged and 
corroded anhedral 
forms are identified 
in horizon 
Inclusions 
Relation-
ships 
1-2 p.m inclusions 
believed to be 
carbonate 
Dominantly granic 
calcinsepic fabric 
with long axes 
parallel to bedding 
20-250 µ.m 
Two principal forms:-
Form A, fine, subhedral 
crystals 
Form B, weakly euhedral, 
40-120 p.m 
Occurs in pre-existing 
voids in a range of 
fabrics - but usually 
granoidic granic, 
calcinsepic fabric 
The morphology of the primary and secondary gypsum, allows the 
consistent separation of the two assemblages. 
TABLE 9.15 
DEVELOPMENT STAGES FOR SECONDARY GYPSUM, FORMED IN 
CRESTAL SOl.LS, . OF Tl IE CLAY DUNE DURING 
PEDOGENlC PIIASE B 
lnlllal Sluge: 
Stage I: 
Stage II:· 
Sul>solu111 
Primary gypsum dominant 
Rare secondary gypsum 
' Bcs/Ccs Horizon 
Corrosion of primary gypsum releasing 
carbonate inclusions into void. 
Secondary gypsum crystallizes in pre-
existing void as forms A & B. 
Bes Horizon 
Little/no primary gypsum; corroded and 
ragged fragments. 
Secondary gypsum .dominant in three main · 
types of crystallaria the shape of which 
are controlled by the pre-existing void 
morphology: root channels and 
pedotubules· = vermicular veins; large 
orthovughs = subspherical "glaebules"; and 
planar voids = gypsum sheets. 
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be identified.· 
Applying tho snmc concept ns used in the sccomlnry 
carbonate sequence, that is, changes in gypsum morphology with . 
progressive vertical movement from the subsolum into the gypsum 
horizon are equivalent to changes of gypsum with increasing age, 
a chronosequence of gypsum developme~t with increasing pedo-
genesis was established (Tabie 9 .15). This follows an. orderly 
.. 
pattern of dissolution of primary gypsum and simultaneous 
precipitation of secondary forms ln pre-existing voids,w~th no 
Phase B gypsum being developed as intercalary crystals in the 
plasma. 
This pattern is applicable only to the gypsum of 
Phase B; the gypsum precipitated in Phase A has a distinctive 
character which consists of two assemblages: low gypsum concen-
trations in the Bt and Bcc:i. horizons, and high concentrations in 
the exposed Bes and Ccs horizons of the Phase B soils . 
. Assemblage I (Table 9.16) generally has low values of gypsum 
(3-4% by weight) and occurs as occasional corroded secondary 
.. 
gypsum in the void, as gypsum roses, or euhedral intercalary 
crystals. Assemblage II, with gypsum value of 30% to 35% by 
weight, is characterized by secondary gypsum which infills the 
void as gypsans and crystal chambers, (Plate 5.8,E). The 
occurrence of high concentrations of gypsum precipitated from 
leachates drawn from the overlying eolian blanket are difficult 
to reconcile with th~ low calcium sulphate levels of the eolian 
overburden. The. ·precipitates are believed to be, the result of 
interaction of the Phase B soil with the saline leachates; an 
interaction which also explains the formation of two discrete 
assemblages during Phase A. 
The low gypsum concentrations of the Bt and Bea 
TABLE 9 .16 
MORPHOLOGY OF PHASE A PEDOGENIC GYPSUM 
Assemblage I 
% - 3-4% 
i) Corroded form A or form B, 
in pre~existing void of Bt 
and Bea horizon e.g. 
Pit 7 
ii) Gypsum roses in Bea of 
Pit 2/2 and 3/2 
iii) Euhedral intercalary 
crystals with embedded 
grain argillans in calcin-
sepic porphyric fabric of 
Pit 1 
Assemblage II 
% - 30-35% by weight 
Form A and form B occurs in 
pre-existing void as gypsans 
and crystal chambers 
associated with corroded or 1 
euhedral primary gypsum 
Two assemblages are recognized in the pedogenic gypsum· 
deposited in Phase A. 
TABLE 9.17 
INTERACTION.OF SOLUBLE SODIUM SALTS LEACHED FROM EOLIAN 
OVERBURDEN WITH PHASE fl SOIL 
1) Interaction with calcium saturated clay complex - CaX 
Na SO + CaX = 2NaX +CaS0-------------------(1) 2 4 . 4 ' 
2NaHC03 + CaX = 2NaX + Ca(HC03)2-------------(2) 
Ca(HCO) = CaCO. +co·+ H 0 ---------------(3) 3 2 3 2 2 
2NaCL + CaX = 2NaX + CaCL2--------------------(4) 
CaCL2 + Na2so.4 = 2NaCl + CaS04-------:-"-------(5) 
CaCl + 2NaHCO = 2NaC1 + Ca(HCO ) ----------(6)' 2 . j . 3 2 
Ca(HC03)2 as for line (3) above 
2) Interaction with gypsum reservoir 
2NaHCO + CaSO = Na SO + Ca(HCO ) ---------(7) 
' 3 .4 2 4 . 32 
Ca(Hco3) 2 as for line (3) above 
2NaC1 + CaSO = CaCL + Na SO ~--------------(8) 
. 4 2 ·2 4 
CaC12 as for lines (5) and (6) above 
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horizons occur when soluble salts (domimmtly sodium chloride 
and sulphate) are flushed out of the eolian cover into upper B 
hori?.ons of the huri0d Zrn1ci. soil. ThC'rc, th0 en] c Lum i.on s on 
the clay complex, exchange with the ions in solution as.in lines 
1-6 of Table 9.17. This results inn rise of exchangeable 
sodium percentages, and the precipitation of secondary gypsum in 
the pre-existing void,. except in pit 1, where intercalary gypsum 
crystallizes within a calcinsepic porphyric fabric, producing 
stress induced, embedded grain argillans by crysLal growth. 
The high concentrations of secondary gypsum form with 
Lhc Lranslocntion of lcachaLcs into n Lruncatcd gypsum horizon or 
exposed parent material rather than the Bt horizon. This 
results in a similar interaction with calcium on the clay complex. 
However, now the pool of calcium ions in th~ primary gypsum 
supplies a continuous source of calcium ions, so.that as primary 
gypsum is dissolved·, secondary gypsum is precipitated (lines 7 & 
8, Table 9.17). Secondary gypsum again ·infills the pre-existing 
void, while the primary gypsum occurs as corroded, irregular 
fr~gments. 
Secondary carbonate also formed by these interactions 
is.often precipitated with the gypsum. For example, in profile 
7/2, grain calcans and fungal hyphae coats occur with the primary 
gypsum and secondary gypsum (Plate 9.1,D). 
An authigenic mineral, presumably celestite, (Plate 
8.3,E) occurs in association with the secondary gypsum in the 
Bes horizon. The opLical properties of Lhc mineral arc similar 
to barite, while the size of the prismatic crystals (10-20 }'lm) 
makes discrimination between the two minerals difficult. Both 
minerals are known to precipitate in saline soil environments · 
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(Stoops and Zavelta, 1978). However, celestite is commonly 
precipitated with secondary gypsum (Barzanji and Stoops, 1974). 
The mincrnl is bc)_icvcd to form from strontium i.orns releriscd 
-from within the primary calcite lattice during soil development 
which are reprecipitated as strontium sulphate (celestite) with 
the gypsum. 
In summary, gypsum of the clay dunes can be consisten-
tly separated into primary and secondary gypsum. The secondary 
gypsum was precipitated in two pedogenic phases, each with 
characteristic secondary gypsum forms. Secondary gypsum of 
Phase B occurs in two forms, A and B, and can be organized into 
discrete stages of development, all of which precipitate in the 
·pre-existing void. The ~hape of the void control the morphology 
of the secondary gypsum accumulations. 
Secondary gypsum of Phase A has a wider range of cry.-
stal forms. Two assemblages are recognized which are interpre-
ted as the resuli of intetaction of saline leachates with 
different soil environments. 
9.25 Clay Mineralogy 
The clay minerals of both the Clay Dune and the Sandy 
Clay Dune· Facies are stable to pedogenesis. There is no evi-
dence of any significant change in the crystalline soil clay 
within or between soils of the two dune types. An illite-
kaolinite suite occurs in all soils, and is inherited from the 
lake environment unchanged during soil development. 
Amorphous material is a minor constituent of all the 
soil clays, and is more abundant in the sandy c_lay materials 
FIGURE 9.4 
COMPARISON OF WILLANDRA LAKE SOILS WITH SOILS CONTAINING PALYGORSKITE 
Mg,Al,Si and H ion 
contents determined 
from· 1:1, soil:water 
extracts of the soils 
of Willandra Lakes are 
compared with results 
from soils containing 
free palygorskite. 
Published data from 
Singer and Norrish, 
1974. 
Soils are numbered as 
in Table A6.3, Appendix 
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than the clay dune. The characters of the amorphous material 
are comparable with published data for soils of the Riverine 
Plnin (Tnhlo /\G.2, /\pp<'ndix <i); they do not corrosponcl with 
the mineral a11ophanc, being probably a poorly ordered alumino-
silicatc gc1. associated with the crystalline clay. 
Palygorskite was sought as a possible inherited or 
authigenic mineral in the clay dune soils. It is considered to 
be a mineral specific to alkaline environments enriched with 
silica and magnesium (Singer and Norrish, 1974). lt is relati-
vely common in soils o[ the Australian semi-arid (Norrish and 
Pickering, 1977); alknlinc lakes o[ the scmi-~Jrid zone arc 
frequently clwracLcrlzcd by Lhis 111incr:il (MU loL, t<)()L~; WLcrsm:1, 
1970). The mineral hns been iclentif:iecl in c1ny dunes of lakes 
of western Victoria (Butler, 1966). 
X-ray diffractometry failed to reveal palygorskite 
(Appendix 6), so the possibility was examined that the mineral 
either occurred in unresolvable amounts or perhaps in unsampled 
zones in the soil; this was tested by comparison of the 
stability field of the clay with the present soil environment. 
Singer and Norrish, (1974) defined the stability field of the 
mineral in terms of the extractable Si, Al, Mg and pH of a 1:1, 
soil:water extract. Incorporation of their figures with data 
derived from the soils of the Willandra Lakes area (Table A6.3) 
is presented in Figure 9.4. Soils of the study area all fall 
well outside the stability field for soils with free palygor-
skans suggesting that palygorskite would not survive or develop 
in situ in these soils. 
The clay minerals of the soils therefore are remarkably 
stable to the lake, lunette and soil environment. Amorphous 
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clays form a minor fraclion o[ Lhc c.luy size frac.Lion. 
Palygorskite which has been identified in other clay dunes, is 
nhsf'nt. 
9.26 Secondary Salinization 
Soil characters of the solonetz on the clay <lune 
developed during Phase B were modified by the input of mobile 
salls from Lhe overlying eolian lll<.lLcrials formed Ln Phase A. 
The solonclz morphology 'wt1s sL<.11.>lc Lo Lhis. secondary 
salinizntion with no structure collapse, as was described by 
Szabolcs (1977) for irrigated soloni~tz soils. The main effects 
appear to have been a build up .of ESP values on the clay complex 
associated with a change in pH figures (Section 5.23). Salt 
input occurred in two discrete periods during Phase A, due to 
leaching of the eolian units, Eol and Eo2. 
Secondary carbonate gypsum and sodium chlorides were 
redistributed through the so lum .of the clay dune soils. The 
pattern of the more soluble salts is not: star.~ Le but responds to 
seasonal movemenLs (Jackson et ~_].:., 19 56; Szabolcs, 1976); two 
zones of chloride accumulation occur in the profile: at the 
A/Bt interface and in the lower B horizon, with sulphatl~ salts 
between (Fig. 5.2). 
The more permeable sandy clay dunes were flushed of 
all secondary rnobi le salts, with only minor. amounts of chloride 
occurring in the profiles. However, the high ESP values and 
alkalinity o[ the solum are interpreted as dating from the Phase 
A salinizat Lon; the ::ype earthy sand (Stace et ?-1, 1968) formed 
during Phase B probably had low ESP values and an acidic soil 
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environment. 
9.27 PnrcnL Mnlerl[1l C'cmlrol nnd Lhc Tnrlucncc of Snlls 
on Soil Development 
The soil ·types formed on these dune crests are 
controlled by two inter-related parameters: permeability and 
plasma contents. The permeable character of the sandy clay 
dune allows wet/dry cycles to penetrate deep into the soil, 
resulting, in turn, in pellet collapse at depth, oxidation of 
argillans and matrans,an'ci destruction of all clay flakes. 
Similarly, the low plasma (clay and mobile salts) controls the 
type .and process of pellet collapse and the soil sLiucture 
developed. The low salt conte~ts were rapidly flushed from the 
soil so that the desalination and loss of gypsum proceeded 
rapidly. 
The high plasma contents of the clay dune soils res-
tricts water movement, and also provides a large reservoir o·f 
clc?-Y and mobile salts. Soil structure develops in the clay 
and the clay pellets fuse. The clay is dispersed, probably by 
high sodium contents (high ESP values) ·on the clay complex and 
illuviation of clay results in the formation of the sandy A 
.horizon. The restricted drainage also prevents the complete 
flushing of gypsum and sodium salt from the solum, so that 
discrete horizons occur low in the profile. 
This model of rapid desalination of the sandy clay 
dune, and slower desalination in the clay soils-appears at first 
examination, to account for t:he dispersion of the clay and the 
solonet.z morphology, in the clay dunes in contrast to the lack 
of any major phase of clay illuviation in the sandy clay dunes. 
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Ilowcvcr, Lhcsc clay dune soils do not con[orm wi_th the clnssical 
pattern of solonetz formation. 
Theories ol solonctz lonn:1tion dom:m<I th:1t soloni7,;1tion 
occurs niter dc>snlinntion of n solonchnk (Gcclroiz, 1926; Kelley, 
1934; Kellogg,1941). 
Kovda (1973): 
Stage 
SLagc 
Stage 
Stage 
The complete sequence is outlined by 
1: 
1 1 : 
111: 
IV: 
Sal inc, sod le and .:1 lkal inc soil 
Dcsalin.:1 Lion 
Solonelz formation: non saline, 
soclic fv nlknline 
Degradation nnd solodization 
The theory is that the removal of free salts allows 
the effects of high ESP values to disperse the soil colloids, 
illuviate the clay into the B horizori, collapse Lhe soil aggre-
gates and significantly Lncrcasc Lhc shrink/swell capac.LLy of 
Lhc clays so producing Lhc characLerisLic prismatic structure. 
The critical level of ESP for solonization has been set by 
various authors between 15% (Richards, 1954) and 5% (Szabolcs, 
1971); for Australian soils, 5-7% has been suggested (North-
cote and Skene, 1972). Other workers have suggested that the 
Mg 2+ ion may replace Na+ to a considerable degree in the 
formation of a solonetz; Mg 2+ by itself is ineffectual, but 
may have an additive effect on sodium contents, (Janzen and 
Moss, 1956; Reeder and Odynsky, 1964; Bentley and Rost, 1947; 
Riecken 1944). 
Consider now the leaching regime of the solonetzic 
soils of the crests of the clay dunes. The parent materials 
contained calcareous and saline. clay pellets, "millet seed" 
gypsum and sand sized mineral grains. With initiation of 
TABLE 9.18a 
AMELIORATION POTENTIAL OF THE INITIAL GYPSUM CONTENTS 
METHOD 1 
Richards (1954) provides data on the gypsum requirement 
needed to reduce the Sodium dominance on the clay to 
below critical levels. 
-1 Exchangeable Na me 100g__ Gypsum Required (tons/acre/ft) 
1 
5 
10 
20 
30 
1. 7 
8.6 
17.2 
34.0 
53.0 
(Figures for 20 and 30 me 100g-l by extrapolation from 
Table 6 - Richards (1954) 
Data from this Study Area 
CEC 
Initial Gypsum Content 
Bulk Density 
36-33 me 100g-l 
3% - 8% by weight 
-3 1. 2g cm 
In order to reduce the ESP values below the critical 15% 
level 
if initial ESP 100% Requires so+ Tons per acre foot 
if initial ESP 50% Requires 15-JO Tons. per acre foot 
if initial ESP 25% Requires 8-17 Tons per acre foot 
Actual gypsum content, using 3% figure and bulk density of 
1. 2g -3 cm 
= 437 Tons per acre foot 
The gypsum content is more than adequate to reduce the 
sodium levels to below the critical levels with a 3% 
gypsum content. 
. I' 
TABLE 9.18b 
METHOD 2 Kovda (1973) 
( ESP initial - ESP final) 100 
CEC = gypsum requirement in 
-1 
me 1 OOg so fl 
If initial ESP was 100%, and finql value 1% 
then = (100-1). 
100 
-1 36 = 35.64 me 100g soil 
.Since 1me gypsum per 100g of soil equals 860 parts per 
million of gypsum for one hectare to a depth of 20cm 
(2.4-106kg of soil with bulk density of 1.2g cm3) 
the amount of gypsum needed will be 
= B 60 1o·- 6 x 2 • 4 1o6 x 3 s . 64 = 7 3 , s 61 kg 
= 7.3 104kg 
Actual.amount of gypsum per hectare to a depth of 20cm 
using 3% figi:ire 
= 7.2 105kg 
So actual amount exceeds required amount even at the 3% 
gypsum content, and with an initial ESP of 100%. 
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leaching, the soluble salts moved vertically and laterally, the 
more soluble chlorides and sulphates of sodium moving more 
rnpidly. J\t this str1gc, the clnys were more 1 ikely to be highly 
sodic (high ESP) bccm1sc of the grer1t nv;li lnbi 1 ity of sodium 
snlts. However, with complete removnl of sodium salts, the soil 
material would be expected to still contain high proportions of 
the less soluble gypsum rmd carbonntes. Continued leaching, 
therefore, would be expected to produce a calcium clay with some 
magnesium (from the dolomite) and very little sodium. This 
assumption is supported by the work of Richards (1954, Tabl~ 
9.18a) and Kovda, (1973, Table 9.18b) who calculated the amount 
of gypsum required Lo reduce Lhc ESP Lo below the level required 
[or solonization. Even af Lcr rcrnov:ll of Lhe sod Lum s:1 I Ls by 
leach~1g, it·is probable that the soils still contained much 
more gypsum than the calculated requirements. In addition, 
calcium is also produced by dis~olution of .the carbonate. 
Why then did the solonetzic morphology develop if both 
fo~mation of prismatic structure and clay illuviation require 
re~atively high ESP values, as the literature suggests? Sodium 
saturation occurred at an early stage of desalination, when both 
gypsum and carbonate were still present. Two other periods of 
sodium saturation follow the input of salts leached from Eo2 and 
Eo1. Could solonetz morphology be due to one or more of these 
phases of sodium saturation or was there a period o-f soluble 
salt accession during Phase B, prior to the secondary salinization 
of Phase A? 
The initial period of sodium saturation associated 
with the early stages of desalination may have pr6duced some of 
the characters of a solonetz,as, for example, the weak solonetz 
characters of the soils of the valley floor (Section 9.3). 
However, the development of all the solonetz features during 
Na+ 
ca2+ 
Mg2+ 
-Cl 
TABLE 9.19 
ACCESSION OF CATIONS & ANIONS AT TWO STATIONS IN 
VICTORIA FOR YEAR ENDING SEPT 1, 1955 
Walpcttf) Mcrbcln 
5(0.5) 4(0.4) 
5(0.5) 8(0.8) 
1(0.1) 1(0.1) 
6(0.6) 7(0.7) 
HCO z-
3 16(1.6) 31(3.7) 
··-
TOTAL 33(3.3) 51(5.7)lbs/acre/year 
Salts accumulating at two stations in 
Victoria are dominated by calcium bicarbonate. 
Sodium chloride values are low. 
Figures in parenthesis are in -2 -1 g m yr 
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this early stngc, would mean thnt soil morphology wns stnble to 
further soil development throughout the bulk of the 13 000 years 
of Phase n. 
The effect of Phase A on the buried Phase B soil is 
only one of modification. Prismatic structure, with illuvial 
clay cutans, appears to be stable to.the input of mobile salts 
from the overlying sediments; the prc-cxLsLLng volu ls coaled 
with secondary carbonate and gypsum during Phase A. The high 
sodium vo.lues have not af [ectecl the soil structure perhaps clue 
to the relatively short time (2 500 yrs) availriblc for pedogenic 
development. 
No data is available for the composition or amounts 
of eolian salt accessions for the past or present in the study 
area. However, present day continental eolian salt in 
·Australia is dominated by calcium (Table 9.19, Hutton and Leslie, 
1958) and so could not cause solonization~ There is a dry, 
saline lake floor to windward of the clay dune. This lake may 
have been the source of sodium salt causing solonization, as 
recorded by Ballantyne (1978) for solonctzic soils in central 
Canada. However, if the lake was a source of sodium salts, the 
eolian transport of ,these salts would probably have been accom-
panied by calcium. salts (gypsum and carbonate), mineral grains and 
clay aggregates (as in Phase A). No such deposit is recognized 
in the dune. 
Similarly, the development of a solonetz without the 
presence of sodium does not seem likely. Although many workers 
suggest magnesium may enhance the dispersion effects of sodium on 
soil and hence on solonization (Emerson, 1977; Kovda, 1973; 
U.S.D.A. Soil Survey Staff, 1975), few suggest that magnesium 
without sodium will produce a solonetz-like morphology (e.g. 
Ellis & Caldwell, 1935). 
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The possible sequence of events in the clny dunes 
then differs from the classical theory of solonetz formation by 
lcnching of n solonchnk. The soi.1 nppC'rirs to he rclntcd ton 
build up of sodium ions after desalination, a pattern described 
by others (B:'1lhmtync, 1978; llnllsworth nncl Wnring, 1964; 
Hassett et al,1.976) .. The source of the sodium is still unres-
olved, but is most likely the result of eolian salt accession 
after desalination rather Lhan the efJccL of mngneslum ion alone. 
This pattern of sodium accession in Phase B cannot be 
. identified in the sandy clay dunes. The sodium ions supported 
by 111~1gnC'siu111 did not rc:ich cr.iticnl vnlups nml so nllow the 
inception of clny dispersion nncl i lluvi:it.i on. This corresponds 
with the work of Szabolcs (1.971) where critical ESP values of 
low clay "soils are higher than clay rich soils. Any sodium 
accession was flushed through the soil without dispersing the 
clay. The earthy sand probably had an acidic B2 horizon prior 
to the salinization by salts in Phase A. 
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COMPARISON OF SOILS DEVELOPED IN VALLEY SYSTEM 
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The upper horizons· of the soils of the valley floor have been 
truncated so that reconstruction shown above is speculative 
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9.3 Topographic Control of Soil Development 
The effect of topogrnphy on soil development wns exnmined 
in the three dimensional framework of n single valley. Here 
solonetz soils form on the crest, ~iile in the backslope sites 
a deep phase of a solonetz occurs, and on the valley floor a 
solonetzic-chernozem is formed (Fig. 9.5). 
The soils o( Lhe valley arc polygcncLic, wlLh Lhc !Julk of 
the soil morphology forming in Phase B. Most o[ the processes 
identified in the crestal sites occur in essentially the snme 
form ;1s in Lhc willcy soil !1. The only C'XCC'pli on .is Lhc :1c.curnu-
lation of organic matter as a cliffusc stain to the s-matrix, a 
feature not observed to any extent in the crest. The soils 
.are deeper downs lope, with an incr.ease in the thickness of the 
Bt and Bea horizons. Secondary gypsum and chloride values 
decrease downslope. The same mechanism of pellet collapse is 
identified over the valley. There is more mobilization of 
sesquioxides as expressed by Fe/Mn glaebule contents. 
dolomite dissolves faster in soils of the valley floor. 
Pedogenic 
Secondary salinization during Phase A, is recognized by the 
spatial distribution of the mobile salts over the valley. The 
two inputs of secondary salt during Phase A can be separated by 
their pattern over the dune. 
9.31 Soil Morphology of the Valley, Phase B 
Relationships between soil profile features in 
.different parts of the valley nre shown diagro.matically in 
Figure 9.6. The soils of the valley floor are charncterized 
by high organic matter indices. The organic matter occurs as 
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Relative Movement of Mobile Ions 
During . Phase B 
15500-2500Years BP 
Chloride 
Sulphate 
Carbonate 
Chloride is flushed from the 
valley with only soils of th~ 
Gresl and Shoulder Land 
Elements retaining any 
significant soluble salt. 
Gypsum is flushed with increasing 
efficiency from the sites down-
lope from the Crest and Shoulder. 
Thus maximum contents occur in 
the Summit area of the Valley 
while the Valley Floor area 
~s leached of most of the 
ypsum; with no gypsum at 
all in the Valley Outwash 
Land Element. 
Carbonate is mobilised and moved 
aterally through the soil into 
the Valley Floor Area where it 
accumulates, with little loss 
·nto the lake floor. 
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a stain in the upper B horizons, which contrasts with the redder 
hue of the Bt horizon of the solonetz soils. The increase in 
orgnnic mottcr downslope :i.s nttributed to two processes: 
increc:ised humification rates -Ln the moister valley floor sites, 
nnd possibly the flushing of soluble sodium humates out of the 
upslope sites with accumulation throughout the soils of the 
valley floor soils. Increases of organic matter downslope 
appear Lo be characteristic of many slope sequences (Walker, 
1966; Vreeken, 1973). 
There is an obvious increase in the soil depth from 
Lhc crests into the vnlley (Fig. 9.(>) produced by the thickening 
o[ most soil horizons - cspcci:illy Lhc SC'con<l:ffy c:irhon:1Lr hori-
zon which changes from 40-120 cm in thickness. 
There is rm identified increc-1se of secondary Fe/Mn 
glaebules in the soils of the valley floor (Plate 5.2,D) com-
pared with the backslope and summit sites (Table 5.10). This 
is·attrib~ted to lateral movement of the mobilized sesquioxides 
fr9m the upslope sites into the valley floor where it recrysta-
llizes on Fe/Mn glaebules in the s-matrix; a pattern similar 
to that described by Yaalon et al, (1972) for three catenas in 
Israel. Increased chemical weathering in the valley floor 
soils may also be important; the moister environment of these 
sites may be responsible for an advanced stage of weathering 
and therefore more manganese mobility, compared with the upslope 
sites. As with these summit and backslope areas, the Fe/Mn 
glaebules are concentrated in the upper solum. 
In all topographic sites the collapse and fusion of 
the calcinsepic clay pellets follows the same four stage pattern 
established for the cre.sts. However, the fabric of equivalent 
horizons changes downslope in response to increased soil moisture 
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(Table 5.1). 
Carbonate brought into solution is moved through the 
valley to accumulate in the valley floor (Fig. 9.7). This 
dissolution of primary carbonate is associated with loss of 
dolomite through the profile (Section·9.23). However, compar-
ison of soils from the vall~y floor with those of the backslope 
sites show Lhat dedolomitization is accelcra·ted ln Lhe downslope 
sites; no dolomite is found in the subsolum of the valley 
outwash land element (Fig. 5.9b). This pat;.tern is attributed 
·to increased flushing of the released magnesium from the solum 
of the valley floor, so that, ClS described in Section 9.23, it 
does not accumulate· in the soil to the same extent as the drier 
·sites upslope, resulting in Mg-calcite with low magnesium 
contents. The soil throughflow .in the valley outwash site is 
so effective that all the inherited dolomite in the subsolum 
sampled has been leached. 
Secondary carbonate morphology does not change down-
·slope (Table 5. 7; Fig. 5 .10). The same forms and developmental 
sequences identified in the crest occur in the sloping and valley 
floor areas. However, the carbonate horizon thickens in the 
valley floor, with secondary carbonate accumulations being spread 
through the whole horizon; stage II of Gile's sequence, compared 
with stage II/III in the crestal sites. 
Secondary gypsum is more sensitive to soil development 
than the carbonate salt and increased throughflow downslope, has 
resulted in complete loss of gypsum from the valley floor (Fig. 
9.6); index values there are negligible. 
The gypsum horizon changes downslope (Table 5.8). It 
shows, first an apparent thinning of the horizon, second, the 
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horizon occurs at greater depth in the profile (Fig. 9~6), and 
_third, there is a pattern of progressive separation of the 
primary and secondary form. Although the primary and secondary 
gypsum occurs in the Bes horizon of the crestal profile, primary 
gypsum contents are negligible in the Bes horizon of the back-
slope sites. This pattern of loss of first primary, and then 
secondary gypsum downslope, culminates in complete dissolution 
of all gypsum in the valley outwash sit~s. 
Comparison of the gypsum horizon across the valley 
shows that soils of the south facing backslope have consistently 
lower gypsum indices than soils of the north (acing backslopc. 
This is interpreted as the result of orientation of the valley. 
The south facing backslope is shaded from high arigle solar 
radiation, resulting in lower evapotranspiration rates, and 
therefore higher soil moisture contents, and also denser vege-
tation cover, than the drier north facing slope. The contrast 
in moisture content, is believed to encourage more rapid 
dissolution .of gypsum in the wet soils, .and therefore lower 
indices. 
The morphology of the Phase B secondary gypsum 
accumulations (Table 5.8) show no change over the dune; the 
gypsum horizons of the dune are characterized by form A and form 
B secondary.gypsum occurring in pre-existing voids. 
Leaching of sodium salts (chloride and sulphates) 
during Phq.se B, resulted in the complete removal of these salts 
from much of the valley, only the lower solum of the crestal 
sites maintaining any chloride. 
The pattern of the three most mobile salts during · . 
this Phase, is consistent with their relative mobilities. The 
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'''car· Catenas described for Halo- '0 n 
morphic Soils (profiles 1-3) show that the paltern of 
leaching changes downslope in relationship to the 
position of the water table. In the soils of the 
Chibnalwood Dunes, which are all above the influence 
of the water table, solonization identified in the 
soils of the Summit area is replaced by calcification 
as the main soil forming process in the Valley Floor 
Catenas referred to above: 
(1) Joffe 1949; (2) Bentley and Rost, 1947; and 
(3) Bowser 1961. 
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chloride and gypsum were flushed from the valley slopes and 
floor, and out into the lake floor, while the less mobile 
carbonate accumulated in the valley floor (Fig. 9.7). 
9. 31 
Comparison of the soil pattern with catenas for 
halomorphic soils in North America and Europe show that a range 
of soil types may occur on the slopes(Fig. 9.8). Solonetz 
soils oCLcn develop in uµland silcs wlLl1 soJodLzcd solonclz on 
Lhe slopes :md pass lnLo solods in Lhc wclL d1~:1lncd v:il.lt'y floors 
(Joffe, 1949 Fig. <J.8). This ls interpreted ns Lhc result of 
progressive leaching downslope with solonization being replaced 
by sol odi znti.on. The presence of high wntcr tnblcs in the 
vnllcy floor mny retC1rcl leaching in these sites so thnt solini-
zation develops in the valley and solodization in the upslope 
sites (Bentley and Rost, 1947 Fig. 9.8). If drainage from the 
valley is completely retarded, a solonchak may form in the 
depression (Bowser 1961). 
The soil of the valley floor in this study is iden-
tified as a solonetzic-chernozem soil (S~ction 4.126). The 
weak solonetz characters are attributed to an initial development 
of solonization but displacement of sodium on the clay complexes 
was not followed by a build up of hydrogen ions and the solodi-
zation normally expected in such well drained sites (Joffe, 1949; 
FitzPatrick, 1971). Here, the mobilization of calcium ions in 
the valley with their accumulation in the valley floor (Fig. 9.8) 
possibly provided a pool of divalent ions which replaced the 
sodium ions on the exchangeable sites. Weak solonization was 
probably followed by calci[icntion, noL solodi_z:1Lion. 
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Erosion truncates the earlier phase B soil and deposits the 
erosion products as a thin alluvial layer on the lakeside 
flanks of the clay dune. Deflation of these materials 
results in the saltation of the sand size mineral grains, 
accompanied by clay pellets back onto the dune to form a 
discontinuous eolian unit: Eo2 
The gullies and soil piping characteristic of the valley 
floor began at this time. 
Salts flushed from the Eo2 unit overprint the buried and of ten 
truncated phase B soil. Secondary carbonate is precipitated 
as a distinct assemblage, while secondary gypsum also has a 
characteristic morphology. The presence of secondary gypsum 
in the sola of the Valley Outwash and Col land elements is 
attributed to this pedogenic phase. Sodium salts are the 
most mobile and are flushed from the downslope sites of the 
valley although it does raise the exchangeable sodium percen-
tage (ESP values) throughout the valley. 
Key: 
" 
Sa = Secondary Chloride 
Ca = Secondary Carbonate 
Cs = Secondary Gypsum 
FIGURE 9.10 
Relative Movement of Mobile Ions 
During . Phase A 
2500-850 Years BP 
Chloride 
Sulphate 
Carbonate 
Salts leached from the eolian 
blanket (Eo2) are flushed 
from much of the dune. They 
only nccumulate in the 
summit sites. 
Gypsum mobilized from the eolian 
blanket overprints the buried 
· hase B soil. Secondary 
ypsum occurring in the Bes 
orizons of the valley 
outwash and col sites 
to this 
Mobilized carbonate is 
recipitated in the lower Bt 
horizon of most sola to.form 
a Bt/ca horizon. There 
appears to be little 
loss from the valley 
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9.32 Soil Morphology of the Valley - Phase A 
The onset of instability with associated erosion 
resulted in the formation o[ the eolinn bltmket which buries 
the truncated Zanci pedoder~, (Section 3.4). Leachates from 
the initial Eo2 unit were moved into the undt~rlying Zanci pe<lo-
derm, raising the ESP values, changing the pH pattern a·nd, more 
. ltnportuully, jJrcc.lplLnling secondary ct11·1Jo1wlc, gypsu111 nud 
chloride. 
These materials were superimposed on the pnttcrn 
cst:nhli~dwd in Plrns<' B (Fig. 0,0). Tlw chloride ion wns most 
mob:ilc, with gypsum nnd cnrhonr1tc moving nt r1 slower rntc (Fig. 
9 .10). The secondary carbonate produced by interaction with the 
Phase B soil environment (Section 9.24) as well as, from direct 
·carbonate in solution was p·recipitated in the up.per solum of the 
Phase B soil in a typical planar morphology of Phase A carbonate 
(Section 9.23). The fungal hyphae coats which occur in the 
burie·d soil and overlying eolian units are also formed in tli.is 
phase, usually at the t~xtural breaks in the profile or in 
moister soil sites such as the valley floor (Section 9.23). 
Gypsum precipitated during this phase of ten has a 
distinctive morphology which is attributed to the interaction of 
the salt with the soil environment (Section 9.i4). Lateral 
movement of gypsum through the valley follows the pattern 
established for Phase B, but it has not proceeded to the same 
stage. Secondary gypsum identified in the valley outwash and 
col sites, are gypsum horizons attributed to movement of sulphate 
into profiles which were free of gypsum ut the close of Phase B; 
the Bes horizons of these land elements therefore a~e dominantly 
Phase A in origin. 
FIGURE 9.11 
INFLUENCE OF TOPOGRAPY 
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Ongoing erosion may remove some or ?.11 of the Eo2, eolian 
sedimentary unit over the dune, and a second younger eolian 
deposit is formed: Eol. 
Gullying continued with further development of soil piping 
Sodium salts flushed from the Eo1 unit overprint the 
underlying phase B soil, showing a marked accumulation of 
sodium salts in the Col, South-Facing Backslope and Valley 
Outwash land elements~ Gypsum and carbonate do not have 
time to respond and show little evidence of mobilization. 
The "grey cap" at the interface between the A and Bt 
horizons and, composed of sodium salts is formed during this 
phase. 
Key: = Grey Cap of Sodium Salts 
Sa = Secondary Chloride 
FlGUHE 9.12 
r~elative Movement of Mobile Ions 
During . Phase _A 
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Only chloride is mobilized. 
Even this ion is not flushed 
from the valley but accum-
ulates in three discrete 
the present 
system. 
Gypsum is only weakly 
mobilized. 
Little mobilization of 
carbonate. 
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Chloride contents of the dune during this period 
influence the exchangeable sodium percentage but, as the most 
mobile ion, the chloride was flushed from the dune into the 
lake floor during this period (Fig. 9.10). 
The distribution pattern of the mobile salts (Vig. 
9.10) before the input of more salt frcim the Eol eolian unit, is 
characterized by accumulution o( carbonate nn<l gypsu111 iu Lile 
valley, Lhc Bes hor.L-:011 of Lhc vtillcy oulw:ish nnd cols being 
nttributcd Lo Lhi.s event, while Lhc chloride hns bc~cn lcnchcd 
from the valley and has passed into the lake floor. 
The development of the younger Eo1 unit is followed 
by a relatively short soil developmental period (Fig. 9.11). 
Secondary salinization associated with leachates derived from 
this Eol layer has provided little evidence of the movement of 
gypsum or carbonate (Fig. 9.12); only minor amounts of fungal 
hyphae coats (form G, secondary carbonate) fanned during this 
event have been identified. 
any extent is the chloride. 
The only material mobilized to 
Chloride moves through the dunes (Fig. 9.11) to 
accumulate in three distinct sites, the valley outwash, the col 
and the south facing backslope. The col site receives salt 
rather than shedding it into the valley, while accumulations in 
the valley outwash sites and backslope site are the result of 
incomplete transfer of salts out of the system. 
9.33 Summary 
There appear to be three over-riding controls to the 
variation of soil morphology over the valley: valley configu-
ration, orientation of the valley, and polygenesis. 
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The shape of the valley influences the amount and 
frequency of throughflow,which in turn affect the volume and 
distribution of lateral translocation ·of mobile materials. 
The crest of the dune is the driest site in the system while 
throughflow values are at a maximum in the valley floor. 
Orientation of the valley(north east to south west 
alignmcnt)µro<luccs a pronounced variation in the moisture 
content, vegetation patterns, and soil morphology. Soils o[ 
the shndccl,moistcr south focing bnckslopcs contn1st with those 
developed on the drier1 north facing slopes. 
The history of the dune, following the fin:-11 cessation 
of dune building is characterized by more tha~ one phase of soil 
development. This results in the overprinting of soil charac-
ters by materials leached vertically and laterally in the dune. 
It has been argued that soil catenas can be viewed as 
chromatographic columns with a vector direction down their slope 
(Yaalon et al 1974). In these soils the pattern of soil 
morphology can be interpreted as the result of three successive 
chromatographic columns superimposed on each other~ Huggett 
(1975) attempted to recognize patterns of relative mobility of 
different ions traced from the crest into the valley floor, 
where aluminium, manganese and iron,it was hoped, would be 
separated into spatially distinct "peaks" according to their 
relative mobility·. In the soils of this valley, these "peaks" 
can be identified for three successive waves or pedogenic phases. 
Phase B shows a pattern of increase of carbonate and Fe/Mn 
glaebules downslope into the valley floor, associated with a 
progressive loss of gypsum and chloride; the waves of chloride 
and gypsum have passed through the valley floor and the ions now 
accumulate on the lake floor. The second wave of mobile ions, 
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associated with salinization during the Eo2 unit of Phase A, 
moves the carbonate and gypsum into the valley floor, with the 
chloride maxima once more occurring beyond the confines of the 
valley system, having already passed through the valley floor 
sites. The final input·of mobile salts is recent enough to 
trap the chloride within the valley, with little mobilization 
of the carbonate or gypsum. 
The evidence is that a three dimens ionnl vnl lcy bn sin 
:Ls n useful lnnd sen pc unit for the cxnminn tion of soi 1 vnr in ti on 
with topography. C~mparison of the index values of the mobile 
mntcrinls nnd orgnni.c mntt.er nre more effective when interpreted 
:in this t.hree dimensionnl frnmcwork; an interpretntion which is 
further enchanced when the fourth dimension, time, is included. 
Single slope sequences in two dimensions are not enough. 
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9.4 Effect of Time on Soil Development in the Sandy Clay Dunes 
The soils of the Upper Mungo pedoderm were compared with 
the Zanci pedoderm at the crestal sites of the sandy clay dunes. 
Both soils are earthy sands (Fig. 9.5) which are deep, well 
drained soils, completely flushed of soluble salts and gypsum. 
Mcdwnlsms ldcnll[ led in Llie Zoncl pcdodcrrn arc also 
imp or Lant in the older soil. Pel le L collapse fol lows the s::imc 
pattern, wiLl1 reduction of individual cnlclnseplc pellets, nnd 
the formation of a matrichlnmy<lic fabric. The process has 
proceeded furlhcr in Lhc olclcr soil, so thnt no discrete cnlcin-, 
sepic pellets remain.anywhere in the solum. 
Oxidation of the iron oxides in the matrans and the argil.-
lans has developed a stronger red pigmentation in the ferri-
matrans and ferri-argillans of the Upper Mungo soil than the 
Zanci pedoderm, 7.SYR/SYR compared with10.0YR/7.5YR (Table 9.20). 
This supports the abundant evidence that in a semi-arid environ-
ment dune sands, become reddened with the passage of time 
(Norris , 1969; Stephens, 1961; Jackson, 1962). 
Secondary carbonate morphology and site of accumulation 
follow the pattern proposed for the Zanci pedoderm. Compari- . 
sons of the secondary carbonate (Table 9.20) shDws that the 
extra 4 000 years of pedogenesis incorporated in the Upper Mungo 
does not change the development stage of the carbonate; the 
dominant forms are matrix crystallites and secondary carbonate 
glaebules, equivalent to stage II/III of Gile's sequence. In 
the low plasma zones, the carbonate forms a discontinuous weak, 
plectic fabric (form C), (Plate 7.1,C & D). 
Unlike the younger soils, the Upper Mungo pedoderm, where 
TABLE 9.20 
COMPARISON OF THE ZANCI AND UPPER MUNGO PEDODERMS 
- CRESTAL SITES SA~DY CLAY DUNES 
Depth: 
zANcI 
250-280cm 
Earthy Sand 
Horizon Sequence: 
A,B2 ,B2/ca,Bca Cea 
UPPER MUNGO 
350cm 
Earthy Sand 
1------------------------+------------------l]i 
B2 Horizon: 
Colour 7.SYR 4/4 to 10YR 4/4 
50-140cm 
Matrichlamydic to enauiic 
matrichlamydic and 
occasionally plectic 
D (1Br) 
Carbonate Horizon: 
4-10% by weight 
B2/ca: 
Form B secondary glaebules 
in calcinsepic fabric 
Bea: 
Form A + subdominant 
Form B in calcinsepic 
vughy prophyric fabric 
Subplasticity: SP I 
Main Differences: 
7.SYR 4/4 to SYR 5/6 
Approx 80cm 
Matrichlamydic 
D (1.Br) 
6% by weight 
Form C in low plasma 
horizon 
Form A + subdominant 
Form B in calcinsepic 
vugh.y porphyric fabric 
SP I - II 
1) The older soil has a stronger colour in the B2 ·horizon. 
2) Calcinsepic clay pellets have been completely removed 
from the upper solum of the older .soil with the occurrence 
of only a matrichlamydic fabric and no enaulic fabric. 
3) Amorphous Clay contents are higher in· the older soil. 
4) Subplasticity ratings are higher in the base of the older 
soil. 
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sampled contains pedo.genic dolomite. However, this pattern, 
as discussed in Section 9.23, was not established as a type 
character of the Upper Mungo soils. 
Other, more lllinor differences are the relatively higher 
amorphous clay content in the clay size fraction, and the 
marginally higher subplasticity.ratings.(SPI+), in the Upper 
Mungo soil. 
Secondary salinizril::ion from the Post-Zanci eolian materials 
which bury the soil at Outer Arumpo was not recognizable in the 
Upper Mungo soil. 
Comparisons of the two pedoderms, and the mechanism which 
produced the soil morphology show remarkable similarities. 
The Upper Mungo soil was formed by the same processes which 
operated in the Zanci pedoderm, only the length of ·time in which 
.these processes functioned varies. There is no evidence of.any 
contrast in climate or soil environment observable in comparisons 
of the two pedoderms. 
•. 
CHAPTER 10 
SOILS AND GEOMORPHIC HISTORY 
The initial f ramcwork of this study was dependent upon the 
support provided by geomorphology and Quaternary geology. 
rtowC'V<'r, tlw Rtudy of compnrntivC' soil dc'v<'lopmC'nt crm, in turn, 
provide ·information valuable in the construction of a geomorphic 
history. 
/ 
10.1 Correlation of Soil Stratigraphic Units 
Soil stratigraphic units are only of real value when they 
can be consistently recognized .in the field by their intrinsic 
soil characters. Criticism of some work (lluller, 1959; van 
Dijk, 1958) cart be made on the grounds that correlation of soil 
st~atigraphic units were made by simple comparison of the soil 
morphology and apparent degree of soil development: if they 
look alike, they are alike. In the study area, the usefulness 
of such value judgements is tested. Here, soils of the same 
pedoderm range from solonetz to an earthy sand, while comparison 
of the sandy clay dunes, shows little increased soil development 
'. between two pedoderms of different age. There is a risk that 
the solonetz may be considered older than the earthy sand, due 
to its well developed morphology, or the earthy sand of the 
Outer Arumpo lunette (Upper Mungo pedoderm) could be considered 
the same age as the earthy sand nt Lake Mungo (Zanci pedoderm) 
on morphological criteria. The existence of an absolute chron-
ology for the soil stratigraphic units allows the s'oils to be 
placed in the correct chronological framework. Further, by 
using the knowledge of soil morphology and processes it may now 
TABLE 10.1 
CORRELATION OF SOIL MORPHOLOGY OF CLAY DUNE SOILS WITH 
TYPE SOIL OF ZANCI PEDODERM 
Type Site (Pit 1/7) 
Chibnalwood Dune 
Solonetz 
A,Bt,Bt/ca,Bca, 
Bca/cs,Bcs,Ccs. 
Prismatic Structure, 
with 2nd ABL; smooth 
peds 
10%-16% by weight, 
F.G., 1-1.Scm, + 
F.E.C.; Form A+ 
subdominant Form B 
calcinsepic vughy 
porphyric 
2.SY 7/3D; D(3/4CR) 
Soft white glaebules 
vermicular veins + 
sup spherical 
glaebules 
Form A + B 
2.SY 7/2D; D(lBR) 
Pit z3 
Lake Arumpo 
Truncated solonetz 
Bt/ca,Bca,Bca/cs, 
Bcs,Ccs 
ABL ped, smooth 
peds 
F • G • 1- Srnm + F • E • C • 
Form A + subdominant 
Form B calcinsepic 
vughy porphytic 
10YR 5/4D; D(2/3CR) 
vermicular veins + 
sub spherical 
Form A + B 
2.SY 7/3D; 
Pit Pl 
Prungle Lakes 
Truncated solonetz 
Bca,Bcc/cs,Bcs,Ccs 
Apedal/weak ABL 
F.E.C. + F.G. 
10YR 6/4D; D(2BR) 
verrnicular veins + 
sub spherical 
glaebules 
2.SY 7/4D; D(lBR) 
Pit L7 
Lake Leaghur 
Truncated solonetz 
Bt/ca,Bca,Bca/cs, 
Bcs,Ccs 
IABL, smooth ped 
F.E.C.: + F.G. 
10YR 6/4D; D(3BR) 
10YR 7/3D; D(lBR) 
Horizon 
Sequence 
Carbomte 
Morphology 
Gypsum 
Morphology 
Bedded, medium clay, Bedded, medium clay, Bedded, medium clay, Bedded, medium clay,, Parent 
2.SY 7/2D; apedal; 2.SY 7/3D; apedal; 2.SY 7/4D; apedal; 2.SY 7/2D; apedal; Materials 
primary gypsum prirmry gypsum primary gypsum Primary gypsum 
Symbols as used in Appendix 1 
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be po-ssible to extend the soil strntigraphy to luhettes with no 
radiocarbon dates. 
This concept, of using intrinsic soil characters for 
correlntion, was tested in only a few sites because o[ time 
constraints. Soils developed on the crest of the clay dune at 
Lake Arumpo (Fig. 2.6) have a solonetz morphology which falls 
well within the range o[ that established for the Zanci pe.do<lerm 
ln thes~ sites (Table 10.l, Appendix 7). Crestal ·~oils developed 
on the clay dunes al Lake Lcaghur and Lake Prunglc, although 
only studied in the field are also classified as eroded phases 
of the Znnci pcdodcrm clny dune fnci.cs (Tnl>lc 10.1). 
10.2 Eolian Accession to Soils and Sediments of the Study Area 
Accession of regional dust and salt to the soil and sedi-
ments has an important influence on soil development, especially 
in ·a semi-arid environment (Sidhu et al, 1976). The presence of 
wUstenquarz, which is an element of the regional dust of the study· 
are~, (Section 3.14) has been used by Bowler (1970) to indicate 
when the regional linear dune fields were mobile, prior to the 
close of the dune building phase of the Zanci cycle. Similarly, 
the accession of salts, either dissolved in rainwater or as 
eolian dust, has been argued as an important feature of the 
development history of Australian soils (e.g. Stephens, 1977). 
The dune fields to the west of the study area were mobile 
during the building of the Zanci dunes, with wUstenquarz blown 
frori1 the dune field being incorporated in the clay dune sediments, 
(Bowler, 1970); the prevailing winds, then as now, are from-the 
TABLE 10. 2 
" DEPTH FUNCTION OF WUSTENQUARZ; ZANCI PEDODERM 
Clay Dunes Sandy Clay Dunes 
% % 
Eolian Unil: 1.0 Mobile Sand 1.4 
A horizon 1.4 A 
-
Bt horizon 0.5-0.6 B2 0.8 
Bea horizon 0.1-0.3 Bea 0.5-0.6 
Bes horizon 0.1-0.3 
Ccs horizon 0.1-0.3 Cea 0.5-0.6 
Depth functions of the Wllstenquarz indicate, a consistent 
increase up the solurn in both dunes. The sandy clay 
dunes have higher values in all horizons.· 
I 
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west/south west. Comparison of the wUstenqunrz contents of the 
subsola of the two dune types examined show that the clay dune 
vnlucs :ir0 consistently lower t.:hnn the snndy clny dune fi1>,ures 
(Table 10.2). However, when the accession rates for the two 
dunes nre compnrecl (Tnhlc 10.~n in relnLion to the thickness, 
volume and density of the materials, the dunes show comparable 
-2 -1 -2 -1 figures: 36g m yr for the clay dune and 42g m yr for 
the sandy clay dune . Therefore, regional <lust accession during 
.the bui l<ling of the Zane i dunes was uni. [ orm over Llw s Ludy arcn, 
the different values in Lhc dune 111nLe1·.L:tls being Lhc result of 
contrasting deposition rates for the dunes: the sandy clay <lune 
111:1Lcrinl nt l.:1k<' Mungo is only lO 111 thick, co111p:ir<•<I with JO 111 of 
clny dune m:itcri:1l nt the C.hibn:ilwood dunes, Lh0 cl:iy dunes hcing 
formed faster, thus di luting the wU.stenqunrz. 
Point counting of wllstcnquarz in the soils shows a pattern 
of progressive increase up the soil profile; the highest values 
occur in the A horizon and overlying Post-Zanci eolian materials 
(Table 10.2). This pattern may indicate the remobilization of 
the dunefield after 15 500 BP. 
The wtlstenquarz depth functions for two complete solonetz 
soils of the clay dunes: pits 17 and 1/7, were examined to 
assess the wtlstenquarz accession rates during the stable soil 
forming period, Phase B. The calculated rate, 0.15g to 0.19g 
m~ 2 yr-l was determined (Table 10.4) by subtraction of the 
inherited wllstenquarz values of the parent materials from the 
wtlstenquarz which were incorporated into the A ~nd Bt horizons 
during the 13 000 years 6f stability. 
When the wllstenquarz accession rates for the Zanci dune 
-2 -1 building event (36g to 42g m yr ) are compared with that 
determined for the stable soil development period~ Phase E, 
TABLE 10.3 
COMPARISON OF wtlSTENQUARZ ACCESSION RATE IN CLAY 
DUNE AND SANDY CLAY DUNE 
•·' 
1. Clay Dune - Chibnalwood Lakes 
Mean Value = 0.2% by volume 
Height of Dune = 30m 
Deposited over 2000yrs (18500-lSSOOBP) 
Bulk Density of materials =· 1.2g cm-3 
Wllstenquarz in lcm- 2 x 30m deep = 
3000 x 0.2 x 1.2 = . 7.2g = 
100 
7.2g in 2000yrs 
-2 -1 3.6mg ·cm yr 
' -2 -1 
or 36g m yr 
2. Sandy Clay Dune - Lake Mungo 
= 
Mean Value = 0.6% by volume 
Height of Zanci Component = 10m 
Deposited over 2000yrs 
Bulk density = 1.4g cm-3 
-2 Wllstenquarz in 1cm x 10m deep = 
1000 x 0 . 6 x 1. 4 = 8 • 4g 
100 
8.4g in 2000yrs 
-2 -1 4.2mg cm yr 
-2 -1 
or 42g m yr 
= 
= 
TABLE 10.4 
" WUSTENQUARZ ACCESSION RATES DURING SOIL DEVELOPMENT 
PHASE B 15500 - 2500 BP 
Pit 1/7 
A horizon = Bern, X = 1.4% 
-Bt horizon= 20crn, X = 0.5% 
X of top 28crn = 0.76% 
Total Wllstenquarz - Inherited component (0.2%) 
= 0.56% by volume in a 1 cm2 by 28 cm high column due 
to dust accession during Phase.B 
-3 
cm Bulk density = 1.25g 
28crn x 1.25 x 0.56 = 
100 
p.196g in 28 crn3 over.13 000 years 
-2 ·. -1 WUstenquarz Accession Rate·= 0.015mg cm yr 
Pit 17 
A horizon = 6crn deep, x = 1.4% 
Bt horizon = 32crn deep, x = 0.6% 
x of upper 38crn = 0.72% 
WUstenquarz from phase B = 0.72 - 0.2% = 0.52% 
by volume, in a 1 cm2 by 38 cm high column due to dust 
accession during Phase ~3 
Bulk density = 1. 25g cm . 
38 x 1.25 x 0.52 = 0.247g in 38 cm3 over 13 000 years 
100 
-2 -1 WUstenquarz Accession Rate. = 0.019rng cm yr 
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(0.15g to 0.19g m- 2 yr- 1), it is apparent that the soil formation 
phase (B) was a period of significantly lower dust accession. 
The vnlues during Phnse R nre 200 times lower thrm equivrtlcnt 
values of the dune forming period. 
Dust accession during the Phase A soil period is more 
difficult to quantify. The high wUstenquarz contents of the 
Eol and Eo2 units of Lhe clay dunes inf er a high accession raLe 
and perhaps even rcmoblli.zaLion o[ Lhc western dune fields during 
L h i s p h:i s c o r c r o s 1 on <111 d · co l.i :111 d c po s L t i on • llowcvcr, this 
proposal is not supported by detailed examination. The bulk of 
the w{lstcnqunrz grnins in these eolirrn units occur ns discrete 
grains within well sorted laminnc not as grains incorporated 
into the soil by turbation following accession onto the sediment 
surface. Thus, the wllstenquarz was available during, not after, 
the saltation and sorting of the other components. This 
indicates high wllstenquarz contents in the sediment sources 
which were deflated to form the eolian units. 
These sediment sources are derived from the erosion of the 
pre-existing Phase B soils of the dune; water erosion truncated 
the initial soils to produce an alluvial deposit on the dune 
flanks. Erosion of the plastic upper horizons of these soils 
results in the complete destruction of the soil aggregates to 
release discrete quartz and silt sized grains and clay size 
material with no clay aggregates. Therefore, the deflation 
and deposition of this material can explain the sandy nature of 
the eolian blanket (Section 3.4), considering the dominance of 
clay in the Phase B soils. The plastic upper horizons do not 
form stable aggregates on erosion, for only the subplastic 
materials can survive erosion and transport to form calcinsepic 
pellets in the eolian units. It also explains higher wllsten-
quarz contents which are overwhelmingly derived from the upper 
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solum of the Phase B soil, without the need to resort to a 
possible mobilization of the dune fields to the west. 
The wUstenquarz depth functions therefore allow the 
following interpretations: 
10.2 
1. Regional dunes to the west of the study area were 
active during the Zanci dune building event. 
· 2. The dune [ iclds were s Lab le during Lhc bulk of Lhc 
pedogenic Phase B, 15 500 BP-2 500 BP; the 
wUstenquarz accession rates arc 200 times lower 
Lhnn in Lhc prccccding dune building phnsc. 
3. The high wtlstenquarz contents of the eolian sedi-
mentary units and associated soils of Phase A, 
2 SOOBP-present, are primarily due to the release 
of incorporated wtlstenquarz from the plastic upper 
solum of the Phase B soils. There is little/no 
evidence for regional mobilization of the.western 
dune fields during pedogenic Phase A. 
The recognition of the accession of eolian sand to the soil 
surface during Phase A and B has important implications for soil 
development. The fine sand fraction (wtlstenquarz) was accom-
panied by clay, silt, and salt, all of which could have influenced 
the soil. 
Modern rates of eolian dust accession in the semi-arid 
zone of south eastern Australia are not known. Some values are 
available for dust accumulating on the Easte_rn Highlands, (Walker 
. -2 
and Costin, 1971). These range from 1. 2g to 7. 2g m per year 
over the last 15 000 years. The dust is free of carbonate and 
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wUstenquarz, and has a mean size of 4JA.m. Overseas, modern 
dust accession for the semi-arid zone in Israel range from 89g 
' -2 -1 
to 2l7g m yr (Y[wlon and G:mor, 1975), while in New Mexico, 
dust traps yield values 
Daniels et al, 1971). 
-2 -1 
of 100g m yr · (Gile et al, cited by 
Eolian accession at these rates in the 
-2 -1 
study area would add approximately 100g to 200g m yr - to the 
soil surf~ce over the last 15 500 years .. 
J This regional dust component of eolian accession is not 
recognized in the soils of the study area. Unlike other 
s'ituations, the mineralogy of the dust was not distinctive. 
Thc.qu<lrtz snnd nnd silt, npart from the wllstenquarz, could not 
be separated from the inherited quartz, in'contrast to soils 
·developed on quartz free parent materials like basalt, where all 
quartz in the soil is of eolian origin (Jackson_et al, 1972; 
Rex et al, 1969). Similarly the clay minerals of the dust, 
which are dominated by illite and kao1inite (Walker and Costin, 
1971)are indistinguishable from the soil clay mineralogy. 
Cyclic salt, which is salt carried inland as minute drop-
lets or diminutive particles formed from sea spray, (Jennings, 
1955) is not important. · Downes (1954) suggested that cyclic 
sait had influenced soil development by adding significant 
amounts of sodium to the soil during the last 10 000 years. 
However, the airborne salt in western Victoria is dominated by 
calcium bicarbonate not sodium chloride, with a total of ·S.7g 
-2 -1 
m yr of soluble salts being added to the soil surface from 
salt dissolved in rainwater (Hutton and Leslie, 1958, arid Table 
9.19). 
The high values of calcium bicarbonate recognized in rain-
water in western Victoria are similar to measurements by Gile 
(op. cit.) in New Mexico. There, 2g m- 2 of calcium carbonate 
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are added to the soil annually by rainwater, while only 0.2g 
-2 -1 . 
m yr of calcium carbonate accumulated from the dust fraction. 
T f the Vic tori.rm figures nrc nppl iccl in the study nr0n, npprox-
-2 . 
imately 65 kg m of calcium bicarbonate has been added to the 
soil surface during the last 15 500 years. This carbon.'1 te is 
unresolvable from the inherited material which is redistributed 
in the soil, but this weight of carbonate added by rainwater 
must form a slgni.flcant fraction of Lhe LoLal carbomle; a 
feature proposed for carbon.ale horizons overseas (e.g. Ga1~<llncr, 
1972, Reeves, 1970). 
Sod.Lum salt, derived [rom clc[lntion of the ncljnccnl: lake 
floor during Pk1se n is of loc:1l rnthcr th:m rcgion:il signifi-
cance. Sodium levels in rainwntcr and regional dust described 
above are low. 
In summary, the distribution of wllstenquarz can resolve 
the history of regional dune fields. Dust accession during the 
last 15 500 years has added significant amounts of silt, and 
clay, to the soil, but they are unresolvable from the inherited 
materials. Cyclic salt is not recognized in the area. The 
salt additions are dominated by calcium bicarbonate, not sodium 
chloride; any sodium accession in the area ·is the result of 
local factors. Addition of calcium carbonate in rainwater must 
be a significant factor in the development of the carbonate 
horizon. 
10.3 Geomorphic History of the Chibnalwood Lakes/Lunettes 
A geomorphic history of the valley site on the Chibnalwood 
dune, as well as, the environment of the lake floor, can be 
reconstructed from the soil and sedimentary evidence for the last 
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18 000 ycnrs. 
7.rmci Dunc Rui lding (18 000 to 1 'l 'lOOBP) 
Lake Environment: The oscillating lake system, described 
in Section 2.3, characteristic of the Zanci hydrological cycle 
(Phase 2) resulted in the formation of stable clay pellets of 
Lhrcc kinds: clay flakes ( lypc /\.), caJcinsep.ic pellets ( Lyp0 B) 
a11d Lile inLc1~gradc [oe111 (Lypc C), rtll du111innLL'd by <rn iltiLe-
kaolini Lf' suite. This infers <JL lcnst two different cnv.iron-
ments for pellet formation on the lake floor at this time. 
The calcinsepic pol lets were formed from Lhe di.srupti'on of well 
sorted c.L1y rich sediment by the cl[lorcsccncc• of s:1lL-domin;mLly 
sodium sulphate/chloride. The calcinsepic fabric so character-
istic of these clay dune sediments therefore, developed in the 
lake floor prior to deflation,where microcrystals of dolomite 
and Mg-calcite crystallized-in an insepic clay fabric. The 
high magnesium content is, in turn, attributed to enrichment. of 
the interstitial waters of the lake sediments, by magnesium 
(Table 3.5). 
There appears to be a relationship between the developmen~ 
of strongly orientated clay laminae in the lake sediments, and 
the formation of a saline, gypsiferous phase in the lake's his-
tory. Lakes with periods of high salinity and abundant gypsum 
have oriented clay in the sediments, while lakes free 
of this period of high salinity do not have these lacustrine 
sediments (Bowler, 1978 per. comm.). Erosion of the lacustrine 
sediments results in the inclusion of clay flakes in the resul-
tant dune sediment. The amount of clay flake present varies 
according to the previous s;:i.lini.ty history: Lake Mungo has little 
orientated clay, the Chibnalwood Lakes, frequent clay laminae. 
The intergrade, type C, variety is the result of calcinsepic 
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material being mixed with orientated cla~ 
Clay pellets in the lake floor hn<l already developed an 
element of subplast:icity enabling the clay aggregates to s·urvive 
saltation and sorting. Howeyer, the initial subplasticity 
ratings of the pellets could not have been as high as the present 
.values, since the clay pellets, especially in the finer frac-
Lion are responsive Lo welling. This rcsulLs in Lheir collapse 
and rusion :.111d Llw cvc11Lu:il procluc.Lio11 or Llw Lhin porphyric 
crust Lh:iL "fix<'~;" the dune :ind prC'V<'nLs furllwr mol>i 1 ity of Lhc 
pellets. The full subplasticity ratings identified in the dune 
therefore, must hnvc dcvc' 1 oped n f tcr their .movC'mcnt into the dune. 
Companion.sand which accompanies the clay pellets and even 
forms the dominant fraction of the materials in the sandy clay 
dunes, is derived from three principal sources: detrital sand 
brought down the.Lachlan River and its distributory the Willandra 
Creek from the varied provenance of the Eastern Highlands, local 
reworking of the Tertiary sediments both by the lake waters and 
the fluvial S)'stem, and eolian deflation and deposition in the 
l~ke from the dun~ fields to the west. 
While in the lake sediments the sand develops thin discon-
tinuous grain argillans which are stable to short distance 
transportation encountered in saltation from the lake margins to 
the dune. 
Gypsum crystallizes on the. lake floor in a wide range of 
forms but the more typical form appears to be the "millet seed". 
gypsum which occurs as discrete crystals with curved faces and 
fine carbonate inclusions; the 200-2 000µ..~ size range is 
selectively saltated on to the emerging dune, as observed oper-
ating today at Lake Tyrell (Bowler, per. comm.). 
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Dunc Environment: Dunes built from these lacustrine 
components are characterized by low angle planar bedding which 
i.s n direct response first to the free flowing nnture of the 
clny pellets, ~nd, second, their stabilization by formation of 
a crust. Individual laminae in. the cL1y dunes v9ry from 1 mm 
to over 10 cm in thickness but the bulk of the layers are within 
th~ range 1-5 cm. Since clay pellet formation is. attributed to 
seasonal events within.the lake system during phase 2, the devel-
opment of a 30 m high clay dune with an average laminar thickness 
of 2.5 c.111 would Lake l 200 years Lo develop - a figure in agree-
ment with available radiocarbon dates. 
The wUstcnciunrz figures inclicnLc .that the l:incnr dune 
fields t'o the west were moving during the Zrmci depositional 
. phase. An interpretation supported by the encroachment of the 
dune fields onto the floor of the large Outer Arumpo Basin at 
this time (Fig. 2.4) (Bowler, 1970). 
The dune at the close of the dune building phase (15 500 
BP) had a low angle planar bedding producing a typical clay dune 
morphology (Fig. 4.1). However, the initial shape of the 
valleys which drain these slopes is more conjectural. Dip and 
strike readings (Fig. 4.7) taken in the parent materials indicate 
a weak asymmetry in the eolian materials with the south facing 
slope already being steeper. Thus, the valleys were present 
during eolian deposition, with the bedding following an asymme-
trical valley form. Yet, the regular spacing of the valleys 
along the dune (Plate 4·. 1) appears to be more indicative of water 
erosion than eolian erosion/deposition; the valleys are spaced 
at uniform distances apart. The pattern is int~rpreted as the 
result of fluvial erosion of the dune contemporaneously with the 
addition of eolian material. 
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Soil Development - Phase B (15 500BP to 2 SOOTH)) 
Lnke Floor Environment: the finnl drying of the lnke 
floor nt 15 '>OOBP brought Lo :i close the snline l:1ke phr1sc 
(phase 2) of _the Zane{ hydrolo~icnl cycle. The climntc thnt 
followed was slightly moister than at present with more watet 
available for soil development (phas~ 3). 
The. lake [lo or was dry and· vege Lated during this phase, 
w i Lh Lhc waler Lab le probul>ly we 11 be low Lhc lukc [lour. · uuw• 
ever, the possibility exists that a rise of waler table during 
the moist Mid ll<.>loccne phase, produclng Llw t'f [lorcsccncc of 
sodium snlts, which were then tnmsportcd on Lo Lhc dune Lo produce 
solonization of the developing soi.l. 
Dune Environment: .the regional dune field was stable, 
wUstenquarz values being low. The clay dune was invaded by 
vegetation, possibly gypsophiles like Zygophyllu~ iodocar~, 
which were later replaced by halophytic and xerophytic chenopod 
scrubland. Soil development extended through 13 000 years, 
resulting in the formation of characteristic soils. 
The orientation of the valley encouraged the develop~ent 
of deeper soils in the shaded and therefore moister south facing 
backslopes, higher secondary gypsum occurring cin the north facing 
backslope. The valley asymmetry may have developed further 
during this phase; the soils formed maintaining a balance 
between soil development and soil loss. 
Soil Development Phase A (2 SOOBP - Present) 
The moister climate which was so characteristic of Phase B 
·was replaced in Phase A by the onset of slightly more arid 
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conditions, followed by slow amelioration to present. This 
minor change in climate reduced the vegetation cover and made 
the dune more susceptlble to erosion resulting in the truncation 
of the pre-existing Phase B soils, especially in the crest, 
shoulder and north facing backslopes. However, the period of 
erosion was not continuous"but was separated by periods of 
stability, when soil formation was dominant over erosion. 
Linear dune (icl<ls to Lhe wcsL were slnl>lc Lhroughoul Lite whole 
p~riod, wilh no evidence of high wUsLcnquurz conLenLs. 
This period o[ erosion accentunted the inherited asymmetry 
of tho vnllC'ys of the clny dunes. Thf' oriontntion of those 
vnlleys nllows the development 6f n dcn~cr vcgctntion cover in 
the moister south facing slopes, which, in turn, protects the 
slope form water erosion so that the drier north facirig slope 
retreats faster than the south facing slope. A serial sectiori 
of .the soils of the valley (Fig. 4.9) indicat~that the original 
soil boundaries of the horLz.ons of the Phase B soil are not 
par'allel with the present north facing slope but are related to 
a steeper, former slope. 
Erosion products from the dune form thin, alluvial 
deposits on the lakeside flanks, from where they were saltated 
back onto the dune to form an eolian overburden. This area of 
the dune, the valley outwash, has high values of sodium chloride, 
and this is the source of the salt content which characterizes 
the eolian sediment (Eo1 and Eo2). Le.achates from these eolian 
materials overprint the buried.soil with secondary salts. 
Gully development on these dunes is attributed to erosion 
in Phase A.· On the clay dunes the gullies _are developed 
principally upon the plastic Bt and Bea horizons rather than on 
the ·subplastic materials exposed on the dune crest and shoulder 
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sites. This pattein is interpreted as the response o[ these 
materials to contrasting infiltration rates. The subplastic 
materials allow rapid percolntion of rnin while the plastic 
materials have a slower infiltration rate and will support 
overland flow at lower rainfall intensities. Thus, although 
initial rilling and gullying may strip the crestal sites to 
reveal the parent materials,once the subplastic materials are 
exposed, liLLlc overland flow occurs. 
The pn~sN1t snlt distdbut.i.on responds to the gully system 
with salt e[flordsccnces occurring al Lhc gully wrill/gully floor 
intcrfncc on m:my st L<'S. The' gully floors on the cl:iy dunes· 
are depleted of snlts (pit 6/2, /\pperidi.x l) with no s:1lt occurrlng 
withi.n 200 cm of the gully .floor. 
Soil piping also develops in Phase A. Secondary salini-
zation with increases in the ESP values of the valley floors 
appears to disperse the plastic upper solum and encourage pipe 
development where soil water is concentrated, such as close to 
the gully walls. There pseudokarst features are common. 
Tunnels and meander cut offs arc common in the subplastic 
mater{als but these features are attributed more to the develop~ 
ment of.a strong hydraulic gradient through a porous medium. 
The flow being first a diffusion flow and then a continuous 
flow without the need for sodium dispersion. 
10.4 Contribution of Soils to Geomorphology 
This study of the soils on lunettes of the Willandra Lakes 
allows statements to be made about the uscfullnessof soils to 
geomorphology. 
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Soil stratigraphic units can be correlated by comparison 
of soil morphology, providing there is an established "bench 
mnrk" or reference site. This, in turn, nllows geomorphic 
palaeo-reconstructions to be confidently extended to sites with 
no radiocarbon dates. 
The pattern of eolian accession to the soil surface can be 
l<lenLlfle<l, allowing commcnLs Lo be made 011 t"cglonal cnvlrornnenL, 
urnJ Llic lnrJ.ucnec of such neccsslons Lo soi.I. proc.csst•s. 
A geomorphic history can be reconstructed which recognizes 
the m:iin controls in Lhc cnvi.ronmcl1t nnd tlw timing or these 
events. 
CHAPTER 11 
CONCLUSIONS 
J. The parenL rnaLcriul fucLor of soil formaLion cxcrLc<l 
its influence on the soils through variations of permeability, 
rn1d Lin· :1111otrnl:: 1111<1 di.·;Lril>t1Lio11 or cl;1y rn1d 111olillc ::11IL::, 
This rcr~ultcd. inn solonclz forming on Llw crcsls of Lhc cl:iy 
dune nnd on cnrthy snnd developing on the snndy clny dune crests. 
2. The topographic factor was effective through the con-
figuration of the valley, and its orientation to solar radiation. 
This resulted in differential movements of water and transported 
materials through the valley, leading to a soil pattern with 
solonetzes on the crests and sloping sites of the clay dune, and 
solonetzic-chernozems on the vall~y floors. 
3. Investigation of the relationship between soil and 
topography was only effective when a whole valley system was 
studied. Studies of single slope sequences (catenas) are not 
enough. 
4. The effect of the time factor on soil development was 
investigated by comparing two earthy sands on sandy clay dunes 
of different age. Little difference in soil ch~racter was 
produced during an additional 4 000 years of pedogenesis. 
5. The soils of the dunes hre polygenetic, with two 
discrete phases of soil development, Phases B and A. Most of 
the soil characters developed during the longer (and perhaps 
moister) environment of Phase B (15 500 to 2 500BP). 
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6. Overprinting results wheri lcachates from Phase A 
sediments are deposited as secondary.carbonate, secondary gypsum 
and sod i.um ch loridc in the buried Zane i soil. 
7. Differences in the relative mobility of the secondary 
.carbonate, secondary gypsum and sodium chloride allow the 
accumulations of the salts to be spatially separate in the valley. 
The polygenetic history of the valley soils result in the three 
phases of soil development at the valley site being superimposed 
on each olhcr over Lhc valley, in tt pallern analogous Lo Lhc 
superimposition of three soil chromatographs. 
8. Solon·i z:i t ion docs nol Lnkc p 1 :ice in Llw mnnrw r proposed 
by clns.sic:il theory. Instend, sodium ions r'lccumulntc nfter 
desalination in Phase B, possibly being derived from the lake 
floor. 
9. The main processes operating in the soils are as 
·follows: 
a. Clay illuviation is responsible for the formation 
of the sandy A horizon in clay dunes. Thi~ 
contrasts with the soils of the sandy clay dune 
where clay ~lluviat_ion, although recognised, is a 
minor process. 
b. The collapse of pellets in the parent materials 
occurs in response to wet and dry cycles as well 
as disruption by development of secondary carbonate. 
In the clay dune soils the pellets fuse to form a 
regular fabric. In the sandy clay dune soils the 
pellets progressively decrease irt size by release 
of clay into the solum, ,and fabric is controlled 
by sedimentary inheritance of clay layers. 
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c. Chemical weathering is.·minor in both dune materials, 
with little mobility of sesquioxides or destruction 
of clays. In the sandier soils oxidntion results 
in the development of a strong red colour in the 
B2 horizoQ that gets redder with age. 
d. Secondary carbonate morphology is related to the 
amounL o[ clay in Llw soil_. Jo'ur Llwrmorc, ln Lh~ 
clay dune soils sec;,ondnry curbo11alc morphology ls 
re lated to age; in the sandy c lny dune soils the 
secondary carbonate is controlled by the distri-
hut·i on or scdimc'ntnry lnycrs. 
e. Gypsum dissolution is comple:te in the sandy soils. 
Secondary gypsum occurs in the.clay dune soils, each 
pedogenic.phase having a distinctive gypsum morp-
hology. 
f. Clay mineralogy is remarkably uniform in the soils 
and sediments. An illite··kaolinite suite domin-
ates all profiles~ w.ith minor amount"S of amorphous 
clay. Palygorskite is absent . 
. g. Organic matter accumulation is important only in 
the soils of the valley floor. 
·10 0 S.oil stratigraphy with absolute chronology allowed 
reliable correlation by pedogenesis. Once established, the soil 
characters and morphology of the Zanci peclodcrm could be used for 
correlation of soil stratigraphic units in other nrens, even 
though radiocarbon dating was not available. 
11. Eolian accession and input of salts from rainwater has 
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added significant volumes of silt, clay and carbonate to the 
soil. 
12. Detailed investigation of .the soil and sediments has 
. . 
permitted significant elaboration of the geomorphic history from 
18 OOOBP to present. 
13. This study demonstrated the value of micromorphology, 
which permits the ordering of processes, Lhe understanding of 
scconc.bry soil f caturcs, and Lhc i<lcn L l Llcation of polygcnc tic 
features which were unsuspected from field evidence.alone. 
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APPENDIX 1 
SOIL PROFILES 
This appendix presents all the available data for the 
soil profiles examined in this study. All profiles have a 
full field description.. This is combined, in most profiles, 
with the results of the chemical analysis, description of thin 
sections, as well.as, quantitative and qualitative measurements 
of soil characters in thin section. A few profiles have only 
chemical analysis associated with field descriptions. 
The results are presented diagramatically, with the 
symbols used conforming with those used in Figures 4.1 and 
4 .15. Salt type and the distribution of ions determined in 
the saturation extracts are presented in these figures, using 
the symbols listed in Figure AL l. Results of the chemical 
analysis are shown as percentages by dry weight of the air 
diy soil. Field descriptions of the soil are according to 
the methods described in Appendix 2. Thin section descriptions 
and the techniques for qualitative and quantitative determin-
ations are given in Appendix 5. Profile numbers are the same 
as those used throughout the text. 
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PROFILE NO. 1/7 HORlZON MORPHOL03Y 
MACROMORPHOL03Y 
o. O - o. 2 cm. Surface Crust. Surface coating of loose 
sand, white (lOYR 8/20), overlies surface crust; very 
pale brown (lOYR 7/3D); sandy clay; I(PL 1-1.5); 
D1(2BR) PSCO; high F.E.C.; no sul:'face cracks. Sharp 
and even to 
o. 2 - 15 cm. Eolian Unit 1. Light yellOwish brown 
(10YR 6/4D, 5/4!'!}; sa~ loam; l(ABL 50); D1(lBR) 
PSCO; F.E.c.; sandy fa ric; roots abundant; 
(!~~e~}Z~ -:::1~~=~, ~~~rv:z ~!: ~~ 
i!nin!~ ~t a;o~_t:~r¥~i§e!;10::d~~~hB~t PS~~~~ 
and even to 
20 - 28 cm. Light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4D, 1.5YR 5/4H); 
sandy loam; apedal; Dt (2BR) P5C1; non-calcareous; 
sandy fabric; live roots coramon; unfilled 1 an d. root 
channels 2-Jl; darlc. infill, pedotubules, 5 mm d., 
occasional. Sharp and wavy co 
28.0 - 28.4 cm. Very pale brown (l<WR 7/3D); caps the 
B horizon; non-calcareous; fine white cqstals visible; 
saline to taste. Sharp and wavy to 
28.4 - 36.0 cm. Brown (7.5Yll 4/4D, lOYR 4/JH); light 
clay; I(APR 50), 2, ABL 20; D1(2/3BR) P4CO; non-
calcareous; smooth ped; un£illed root channels, 7%; 
darlt infill pedotubules, occ.; clay cu.tans coanon. 
Diffuse and WBYY to 
36 ... 48 cm. As above, but lower pedality; fewer clay 
cutan~. Gradual and even to 
~th~~ <1~~~\,ro>1~~~=. <h~y1mlo;-i~~~· 
clay; apedal to I(ABL 30); 1'ef2(2LA) P4C3; F.E.c., F.C. 
1-2 nn d. on ped faces and channels 2-31.; smooth/earthy 
pe-fabric; unfUled root channels, 4%; dark inflll 
pedotubules occ;:. Gradual and even to 
~~e:c~~ ~. ~sa::Vd: .. ~:sr!:~ m:~1=:0~a~fhand 
even to 
MICROMORPHOL03Y 
~l;n; =a1i!fc~~ t~!~~f!~:c:~ ~:h~fi~~=~~i~~&~!::h!cir) a!~":~:e o;l~~~~o (C~);nt 
:;:~f~ru:~h ~~1:~b~!a~~!s v:!f~r~~~~~=r~1~~!t)~50 i~~as~a~~l~~h{~~s ~owards 
second.a-ry carbonate; quartz with discontinuous, thin frain argtf lans; surface crust 
has low porosity (12-Z open to atmosphere); no paralle alignment of clay or organic 
deb-ris on surface. 
!~~~e (~):crrr:~~;d~~~!~s cat~~~s~~ ~:~i:1{~)~ccPrf:~cin:~~c~az:~~~inepacking 
carbonate glaebul'es (0) t shell fragments (VR}; secondary carbonate as form F on live 
roots (R); quartz with discontinuous free grain argillans coated with thicker, 
continuous ma.trans; wustenquarz with/without free grain ma.trans; clay pellets 
calcinsepic (D) with in-skelsepic (O); sedimentary bedding, With 3- 4 nm. thick laminae 
of clay pellets and/or quartz s~, well sorted, often graded and coarsening upwards; 
live root (F). 
Single spaced granoidic porphyric calcinsepic fabric; very similar to above; sedimentary 
laminae weakly detectable. 
~~p~~:i~~~ds(iif!~~!k1;a~!!~{op!~~t t~~:::i~ (~'i11!:~a~8=tonate, 
mi.crocrystalline glaebules, 80-90 umd. (VR); quartz with free or partially embedded 
grain matrans, stained by develo~ent of isotropic/weakly anisotropic secondary material; 
root material and faecal pellets (F); meta-aggrotubu.les (O/R) assoc. with secondary 
carbonate. 
n>se c:~=~~i!:~i(R~~~~~~ ~;b~~~~~~~l~:h~:r~:n:1~ ~~~es mas~s plasma separations; meta-isotubule (R). assoc. with seconda't'Y carbonate, fom 
F (VR); no evidence of salt CTYstals .. 
Single spaced in-vo-skelsepic porphyric fabric; metavughs (D) interconnected by 
(~)~e ~;::_ (F)~8~~~:-':;o~~nu T!nd~~l~~F!t.a:e~:1(:): !~CO:lf~~j~i~~ planes 
pedotubules cZ; good continuous embedded srain arg111ans on skeleton grains, void 
;e1i!~:n( ch11 o:'~:~~fcg>~01:r:rfi!!:n:r!F~r=~~~~1 d:V0:1!:=eC:~ of 
secondal'.'Y material as 1 pmd. isotropic grains Within clay. 
~!oil~~::~ (;)i~k:!:~~~i~~~~Wic f:~~ :=r~s 81!~~i!!a(:a)!anes (F). 
s-econdaey cat:bonate as diffuse, irregular glaef:les1 20G-400 um., form 8 (VR); void 
=~~!f18 =~~Jatn a~rf::C:!i::t1:~:c(C)~~~ndgg~~~e:1:8~ ~~1:0~~~:: (O). 
Intergrade horizon} three fabrics, 1) vo-in-skel~hy porphyric, 2) calcinsep1c:: 
~~~~~hyrl.c, 3 complex insepic-calcins~pic. ries between are sharp and 
1) irregular metavughs (D). craze planes (0) and root. channels (F); secondaey 
aa~~:;e p~:~:-(~) ~R) d~c:~=:n:!:d a::J~i:!!~:e~~~r.l:~ 1~~~ ~hs~orm 
continuous grai.n argillans; void argillans may overlie void catcans. 
2) metavughs (D), craze planes (D/R), root channels (O); frimary carbonate glaebulea 
f~!! :ma~~~~n:u:1;:::• .~;ira;:: form A B.); void argillans in 
3) metavughs (D), craze planes (0) and root: channels (O); no identifiable 
secondaey carbonate; few/rr.tl void argillans; good continuous grain argillaas; 
orchoaggrotubules (0) With void argillans and assoc. wt.th TOOt material and faecal 
pellets; metaggrotubule, With daxker, oqanic stained plasma and faecal pellets. 
Single s~ced calcinsepic ~hy porp~ic; irregular, discrete orthoYUghs (D), craze 
planes (0), root channels (F)• pri.ma:ry carbonate as shell fragn_aents (VR), discrete 
microcrystall..ine glaebules (oh secondaey carbon.ate as form A (Ola_ form ~ (R), and 
form D on cbamtels (O); good grain argillana; orthoaggrotubule (K). 
PROFILE NO. 1p HORlZON MORPHOLCGY 
,.. 
MACROMORPH OLCGY 
68 - 105 cm. Light grey/pale yellow (2.5Y 7/JD, 6/3M); 
I~~~ ;!a~:, :~~i~~: s~~~4~!y~~:...i~;E(~:~J•ii20), 
10-15%; earthy fabric; unfilled root channels, 4%; 
pedotubules rare. Clear and even to 
105-130 cm. Colour as above; sandy clay; apedal; 
D2(4CR) P2CO; F.E.C., F.G. 5-8 mm d., 2-3"'> secondary 
gypsum as friable glaebules developed into 5 nn. thick, 
discontinuous laminae 10-15 cm. long. Clear and even to 
!!~1=~~~;nian::a:b:: =irf~ ~~ =~~gypsum_ 
10-20 mn. thick; gypsum also as irregular frlable 
glaebules 4-8 urn d.; unfilled root channels,, 1-2'%; 
pedotubules rare. Gradual and even to 
MICROMORPHOLCGY 
Dominantly single spaced calcinaepic ~ porphyric granoidic fabric, with minor areas 
~~~~! t;)fhy;;~~r:~:!t!n;:~bov:; or;~~~ ~~~11:oin~~~ <~~=o~:St 
as form C while in clay pelletal sediments it occurs as form A (D) and fonn B. (O); 
secondary gypsum as form A in root channels and pedotubules (O/R); discontinuous grain 
:~i!~:i::i {o)~z and prtmary carbonate glaebules; orthoaggrotubules (F), meta-
~nee c~):c::o~~~!::i~c cf)~00~~~a:~b=~c!s ~~a=~~~& c~)1~~ <~~~~ 
f~::~1:: ~t c:i!~nt!~nda;~:S~i!sf(~;A ~gi~ ~~c~~~i!~~)~ra~:~~1ITa~f~~~ 
material and faecal pellets {R); orthoaggrotubules (C), metastriotubules (O); 
sedim:entaTy laminae clear. 
Close/ single spaced calcinsepic granoidic granic fabric; compound packing voids (D), 
in. intergrade ortho-vughs {C), root channels (F); primary carbonate as above; 
::=:~ ;;~~: ~!~'": !~~>ic>;~eu~1~r~ .::~ ~!~ie~0~~:d i~zm~ ~~ious 
void, as 3~00 pod. glaebules; t:hln discontinuous free grain argillans; ortho-
striotubules and orthoaggroC:Ubules {O)i sedimentary laminae clear and controls gypsum 
precipitation. 
• 
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PROFILE NO. s/s HORIZON MORPH OLCGY 
" 
MACROMORPHOLOGY 
0.0 - 0.1 cm. Surface Crust. Very pale brown (10YR 7/3D); fine 
sandy clay loam; apedal; D1(1BR) P5CO; F.E,.C.; f~ surface 
cracks. Sharp and even to 
0.2 - 12 cm.. Eolian Unit 1. Very pale brown (lOYR 7/4D, tOYR 
5/3M); fine sandY clay loam; apedal; Oj_(lBR) PSC1; F.E.c.; 
sandy fabric; fine 1 nm d., live roots abundant; sedimentary 
bedding clear. Clear and even to 
12 - 22 cm. Eolian Unit 2. Colour as above; fine sandy clay 
loam; apedal; D1(2BR) PSCO; F.E.C.; sandy fabric; occ. 
unfilled root channels, lined with clay cutans; live roots 
frequent; salt crystals on root channel walls.. Sharp and 
even to 
22 - 25 cm. Pale brown (10YR 6/3D, 2.5'( 6/2M); light clay; 
I(APR 90), 2, ABL 30; ""1(2/3 LA) P3C3; F.E.C.; F.G. 
3-4 nm d. diffuse and irregular, 2-47~ smooth ped fabric; 
clay cutans on peds and channels; fine live roots occ.; 
pedotubules 5 am d. occ.; salt efflorescence on roots. 
Clear and even to 
25 - 38 cm. As above, but no clay skins on peds; carbonate 
glaebules, F.G. 3-4 mm d., diffuse and irregular, 5-101-
Gradula and even to 
38 - 50 ·cm.. Light grey (2. 5Y 7 /2D, t"/2M); light clay; 
apedal; l'fM2(2L.A.) P3C3; F.E.c.; F.c. 2-3 mm d .. diffuse 
1-2%; secondary gypsum, at base, as 2-5 mn d .. , sharp 
~~:.:~t:: ~~2~o~d ::;~~ a~:d r~~~r~~~nn~i!~r ~~i~=~ ~~ot 
50 - 90 cm. Colour as above; light clay; apedal; 
MM2(lLA) P2C3; F.E.c.; primary gypsum as "millet seed", 
2-5 urn. long; secondary gypsum as glaebules 2-5 am d., sharp 
boundaries, in vermicular form in channels or as subspherical 
glaebules in vughs; earthy fabric; unfilled root 
channels 1%.. 
MICROMORPHOLCX3Y 
1 nm thick; single spaced porphyric fabric; large i.rregular orthovugh parallel 
to surface separates crust from underlying unit; irregular orthovughs (D) with 
thin accordant craze planes (O); vo-in-skelsepic-calcinsepic plasmic fabric; 
secondary carbonate as form G on root material (0) and form G (R); surface 
regular and smooth, no organic debris or clay alignment. 
Single spaced calcinsepic granic fabric; )ellets calcinsepic (D), in-skelsepic (F) 
~~~er~;~s~~~~e~~n~!i~ ~~)e a~P1~~=~~r~~: irr~:l~~r~~~~~sv(~~; (~~i~~rly 
carbon.ate as microcrystalline glaebules (R); secondary carbonate as form G (F); 
live roots (F); metaisotubules (O); sedimentary bedding clear .. 
Double spaced calcinsepic granic granoidic fabric (D) with minor inclusions of 
calcinsepic vughy porphyric fabric (O); compund packing void (0), irregular 
intergrade orthovughs (F_) and root channels (F); primary carbonate glaebules (R); 
secondary carbonate as form F (C) on root material and channels and form G (O); 
areas of complex fabric inskelsepic-calcinsepic (O); free grain argillans overlain 
~~0~r:!~e~~ra(~L wustenquarz with both fer-ri-argillan and argillan coats; live 
Double spaced to open inskelsepic-calcinsepic porphyric fabric; metavughs (D) 
and root channels (F), both with thin discontinuous void arrillans 1 craze planes 
~F~Q) ~~~~~i~~ ~l::s G (r~s, ~~:~a~e~~~~~~~~d a:r~~Ira~s; D) ~~~~e~ ~e~in form 
argillans on skeleton grains; type A p.ellets (VR); no sediment.ary bedding. 
~~~1~tt!~~~~~ (C~c!~~~p~hi~rd~~o~~:~!c~~;IT~~~!~ fj~~~~; pl~~~{R'~ c~~~~ 
~~~~~~)~arb~~~ a~af~omna~e (~~=e~;:s B (?6):i~~r:~et~e~tt!~~!rs a(~5:l~~~ G 
in vughs and chennels (F), form 'D and E (0) in larger voids; secondary gypsum, 
form A as glaebules (R) in channels; void argillans (R); live root (0) and 
fungal spores (R); type A pellets (R); roetai.sotubule (O/C). 
~~~~:h!c(~) ~a~~~~=e~i~n~~1g):1~~~~~~d~~c~I~~i~of db(5): a~rr~ro~a~hannel s ( o); 
primary carbonate glaebules (O); secondary carbonate as weak development of form 
A, discontinuous ca.leans (R), form F and G occur together (F) or form G alone (O); 
gypsum not seen in thin sections, but psuedomorph of primary gypsum crystals 
identified low in the horizon; type A pellets (F); isotubules (0). 
Single spaced calcinsepic granoidic granic fabric; voids as compound packing (D) 
with intergrade orthovughs (C) and root channels (O); primary carbonate 
glaebules (0) 1 shell fra.gments (0) 1 both with discontinuous grain matrans; 
secondary carbonate as form C (R)i primary gypsum, at interface with overlying 
horizon, shows corrosion with lines of inclusions extending beyond crystal; 
lower in horizon, euhedral 1.8-2 lll1l crystals (C), corroded fragments (O); 
secondary gypsum (F) as fonn A in 1-1. 5 urn d .. glaebules, as form 8 intercalary 
crystals, and as void gypsans of a mixture of fonns A and B; discontinuous 
~;~!~s:~:r:s o(o):imary gypsum (C), rare an secondary gypsum; type A pellets (C); 
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PROFILE NO .1 HORJZON MORPHOLOOY 
" 
MACROMORPHOLOOY 
0 - 5 cm. Eolian Unit. 
S • 10 cm. Pale olive (SY 6/3D, 2.SY 6/2M); light clay; 
II(ABL 20-30), 1, VSPH 10; D2(2BR) PSCO; F.E.C.; 
smooth ped fabric; unfilled root channels, 10%; occ., 
dark infill, pedotubules 5 um d .. ; clay cu.tans on voids; 
·live roots conlllOn.. Sharp and even to · 
10 - 20 cm. Pale olive (SY 6/JD); light clay; 
II(ABL S0-60), 2, PL 10-lS; D2(3CR) P3ro; F.E.c.; fine 
secondary gypsum glaebules, 2-5 DID d., 1%; smooth ped 
fabric; unfilled root channels 5-10%; clay cutans, 
discontimious, live roots common. Sharp and even to 
20 - 30 cm. Pale olive (SY 6/3D, 2.SY 6/2M); light clay; 
II(ABL 30-40), ·2, PL S; D:z{JCR) P300; F.E.c.; 
:!~£~~ ~~,e!~;n p~d' ~;~!~e~ss~~;e w;:t~e~cc. 
Gradual and eve~ to 
30 - .SO cm. Colour as above; light clay; II(ABL 3<>-40),. 
;~r!:~~r!r .~f~;:> 1!:~~ d:·:i~~k1!:~0~~ ~P:=e:s 
smooth/ earthy ped surface; discont1rruous clay cutans; 
dark, infill pedotubule, occ., live roots occ. Clear 
and even to 
~~w~0 2~ ~f~Mr~~iY ~~~?~. i '~~...!if~~~·~; 
above, 10-i.st; managanese stains on ped surfaces; 
discontinuous cutans; smooth/earthy ped; unfilled root 
channels 2~ Clear and even to 
80. - 90 cm. Light grey (5Y 7 /2D, 6/2M); medium clay; 
~:~ 2~~~ P~<i!~~1~;c1:iaJ:·~ji.h ~~~e:b~~: 
Clear and even to 
90 + Light grey (5Y 7/2D, 6/3M); 18edium clay; 
I(ABL 20-30); D (lBR) PSCO; F.E.C.; primary millet 
seed gypsum; secondary gypsum glaebules as vermicular 
veins, l-2 mm x 20-30 nm long. and as occ. sphe't"ical 
glaebules, 2'Z; earthy ped fabric; unfilled root 
channels 2-Jt. 
MICROMORPHOLOOY 
No data 
Olen calcinsepic vughy porphyric fabric; metavu.ghs (F), craze flanes ( C), meta joint 
~R)~s s~~~:;o~rb:;t~h=~~~~ <g>to)p~2' ~~~0~~ ~1(~t1 ~~~01• c:~~11n~r~S:~ 
embedded grain argillans; void argillans on root channel walls (R); engulfed cutans 
(R); live root material (O); Fe/Mn glaebules, well developed (C). 
No data 
Open calcinsepic porphyric fabric; metavughs (F), craze planes (F), meta root channels 
(O), joint planes (F) With d1scontln.lous void argillans; primary carbonate glaebules (0) 
and shell fragments (VR); secondary carbonate as form A (Rh secondary gypsum (F) as 
euhedral intercalary crystals With embedded grain argillans, fotm B crystals forming 
glaebules in exi.sting voids and as a mixture of forms A and B Within voids as glaebules; 
void ar}illans thin and discontiruous on larger voids; engulfed argillans wt.thin · 
plasma O/R); embedded grain argillans upon quartz and euhedral gypsum; live roots 
(O), Fe Mn glaebules well developed (0) .. 
Open calcinsepic porp~ric fabric; vughs (O)i craze planes (F), meta root channels (O), 
::~~~i~;J~:~: ~~ io~r;(~ ~~:;eegc:)~ejof~~ :~n!~~11s!~~=~s~:~ (F) 
as glaebules, 2-3 mm d. • of mixture of fo?.'tlls A and B, as euhedral interca.lary crystals 
With embedded grain argillans and as glaebules of form A or B; good. embedded grain 
argillans on quartz; void argillans thin and discontinuous on joint planes; Fe/Mn 
glaebules (O). 
Open calcinsepic porphyric fabriC; meta joint planes (F), craze planes (F), vughs {O), 
~~~~~:1:!s f~~; A ·f~~~e~~~t~~~~~)s ~~~s s~=l~-ir~~t:1!!l:it"e:e~~~~g 
A and/or B, and as mixture of forms in void gyps.ans; no corrosion; void argillans 
ve~ thin and discontitUOUs on root: channels and joint planes (R); engulfed argillans 
(R); thin embedded grain argillans on quartz; sedimentary bedding ident;ifiable at 
base. 
Open calcinsepic porphyric granoidic fabric, With mtnor areas of granic; C£?1DPOUnd 
packing void {D) with joint planes (C) and craze planes (C), root channels (o). 
orthovughs (O); prima:ry carbonate glaebules (0) and shell fragments (R.); secondary 
~~~~~~~;as s!~=a~ !,,;~ G a~R~iae~i:!~f~~= A(~ ~t~o5~ee n~r!~~d m:;~~i~~n=~e 
discontinuous grain argillans on quartz; Fe/Mn glaebules occ. · 
~~~~ ~~~~:h;ccar:no~~i~~a~~~~!c~. ~~s~~~~v~!~bo~f~ ~io~ha3(~); (o) 
primary gypsum ( C) as euhedral, lo~nge shaped crystals, some corrosion, O. 8 - 1 nm, 
thin d1scont1ru.ous grain matran,, no orientation; secondary gypsum (R/O) as O. 08 nm 
euhedral form. B crystals\ minoT glaebules; void aTgillans (VR}; discontinuous grain 
argillans on quartz; Fe/Mn glaebules (O}; no sedimentary laminae identified. 
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PROFI"LE NO .5 HORIZON MORPHOL03Y 
.. 
MACROMORPHOL03Y 
O. 0 - 0.1 cm.. Surface Crust. Light grey, (2. SY 7 /2D); 
fr2 (1BR) P5CO.. Sharp and even to 
0.1 - 20 cm. Pale yellow, ( 2 .. 5 7 /4D); medium clay; 
!(APR 100-150), 1, SABL 60-80; D2(lBR) P5CO; F.E.C.; 
primary, millet seed gypsum; secondary gypsum as thin, 
vermicular veins 1-2 mm d., 10-30 mm long and as 
subspherical glaebules, 2-3 mm d. common, 5-7%; sandy 
fabric; unfilled root channels 2-3%; pedotubules 
occ. Clear and even to 
20 - 40 cm. Pale yellow ( 2. SY 7 /4D); medium clay; 
apedal; D:2(1BR) P5Cl; F.E.C.; primary, ''millet seed", 
gypsum; secondary gypsum, occ., as 2-3 mm d. glaebules; 
sandy fabric; unfilled root channels, 2-3%; pedotubules, 
acc. Gradual and even to 
40 + Pale yellow (2.SY 7/4D); medium clay; apedal; 
D2(1BR) P5Cl; F.£.C.; primary millet seed, in clear 
laminae; secondary gypsum occ., as subspherical glaebules 
2-3 mn d.; sandy fabric; clear sedimentary laminae. 
MICROMORPHOLOGY 
No data 
Calcinsepic granoidic granic fabric; compound packing voids (D), root channels (C), 
t~5~t ~;~~~~~)~a~~~:_:t~:a~~~ (~)lR)~ri~rl~~~;;~ f~)e~l~~r~~~e~~d ;~~~~~r!I:grnents 
0.4-1.0 mm, with thin grain matrans; secondary gypsum glaebules (O/C), with forms A 
:~1~' a;~IT1!n~R~n a~!~~=r~~!~Z; su~~~r:!t~if:~a~~); no F:/~~s!~~~bur:~etgi~) ~r ~~:~urbed 
sedimentary bedding but identifiable. 
Calcinsepic granoidic granic to granic fabric; compound packing voids (D), root 
channels (C), orthovughs and craze planes (R); primary carbonate as above; no 
~=~~~:~ ~;~~={~~ gl:~l"!s ~~s~~~)A =~ ~~ed~~~~ ~~;~~~i~~u~~~~~~5~r~~[[~~:d~n 
quartz grains; root material (VR); Fe/Mn glaebules (Nil/VR}; sedimentary laminae 
clear but disturbed. 
~;~~~s(t5c o~2~icrr!:bl!~t1e c~l~~eP~fk~~ir~~i~~, (~~ln r~~;i~h~~~!~si0>;ec~~1:8ryrt 
~~~~~; (R~e~:i;~~~e 1(oY~ae:l~!h-m t~i~e~~~~~ti~~:e~~=~ g~=~~i~~g~t;:~: ~~1iu:~~ed, 
graded sediments, O. 7-1 cm. thick laminae • 
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PROFILE NO. 7 HORrlON MORPHOL03Y 
~ 
.MACROMORPHOL03Y 
0. 0 - 5 cm.. Eolian Sand Unit. Sharp and even to 
5 - 30 cm. Yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4D); medium clay; 
III(SABL 20-30), 2, AB.L 5j D2(2BR) P4CO; slight F.E..C.j 
F. G., rare, 1-2 nm d. at base of horizon; smooth ped 
fabric; unfilled root channels 3-4%, live roots frequent. 
Gradual and even to ' 
30 - 100 cm. Light brownish grey {2. 5Y 6/20); medium 
clay; !I(SABL 60-80); D2(4CR) P2CO; F.E.C.; F.G., 
diffuse, irregular glaebules, 2-3 nrn d. 4-5"/~; smooth/ 
earthy ped; unfilled root channels 3-4io; live roots 
cormnon. Clear and even to 
100 - 160 cm. Light brownish grey (2.5Y 6/20) with 
pale yellow (2. SY 7 /2D) subdorainant; medium clay; 
II(ABL 40-50); 0z(4BR} P4Cl; F.E .. C.; F.G. irregular, 
diffuse, 3-10 mm d. 5-107~; smooth/earthy ped surface; 
unfilled root channels 2-Ji,,; dark infill, pedotubules 
occ. Clear and even to 
160 - 190 cm. Light grey (2.SY 7/2D); medium clay; 
I(ABL 60) to apedal; 0i(:!BR) P3CO; F.E.C.j F .. G.:t 
1-2 tml d. 2-3%; earthy ped fabric; unfilled root 
channels 2-4%; dark infill pedotubules occ. Clear 
and even to 
190 - 220 cm. Colour as above, medium clay; a.pedal, 
D2(2BR) P.SCl; F.E .. C.; secondary gypsum glaebules, as 
2:J1:~~r ~=~~~ 1f!b~c~~ ~~1ireJu~~~~e~~~~;ef~a25:~~~s 
dark infill pedotubules occ.. Diffuse and even to 
220 - 260 cm. As above; D (1BR) PSCl; earthy fabric; 
unfilled root chan.'lels 2-:1%; pedotubules; 2-4'%.. 
Diffuse and even to 
260 cm. + Pale yellow- (SY 7/3D); medium clay; ape.dal; 
Dz(lBR) P5CO; F.E.C.; primary 0 roillet seed" gypsum~ 
laminae, occ.; secondary gypsum glaebules, con.raen, 
1-2 ran d., occasionally as vennicular, 1-2 rmn d. veins; 
unfilled root channels 1-274 dark infill pedotubules 
occ.; sedimentary ta.mi.nae, clear and well developed. 
MICROMORPHOL03Y 
No data 
Single/Double spaced vo-in-skelsep!c vughy porphyric fabric; metavughs (D), smooth 
root channels {F}, craze planes (F), joint planes (D}; no primary carbonate; secondary 
carbonate as form E (F/C), fonn D (0), form B (R)j secondary gypsum glaebules (R), 
(form A), corroded; thick, continuous void argillans (F); embedded grain argillans 
well developed; calcans overlie void argillans (C); engulfed argillans within plasma 
(C); isotropic, 1-2 urnd. spots within void argillans (R); metaisotubules, 
metaaggrotubules (C); live root material (C), faecal pellets (O); Fe/Mn glaebules (C). 
~~~~s=~~~e~t cb!~!n~~P;~;~~~~:ke~!~~~g~g~b) ~o~~~~~~c r~~~r~~~n~=~~mz~~' cj;~~~s~l;~~s 
(C), craze planes (F); primary carbonate glaebules (O/R) at base of horizon; 
secondary carbonate as forms D, E (0) and form B (R) becoming forms D, E and B (C), form 
A (R) at the base; secondary gypsum glaebules (VR) (form A) corroded; void argillans 
common becoming rare at the base; embedded grain .argillans well developed; complex 
relationship between void argillans, and secondary gypsum and secondary carbonate; 
pedotu.'bules (F), assoc. with form E carbonate; live root material (O/C); Fe/Mn 
glaobul~s (O/C). 
~~~~ m~~~~=s 0~f f~~!~~~~ep~P~~~~~~~~1a~~i~r!;~:r~a~i~s~~~~}r;~~et~~~~~7 e;~her 
base calcinsepic granoidic-porphyric fabric; horizon dominantly double spaced 
j~i~~n;~~~~s(3~: b~~~i~~c t!~~~~~!de o~;~~~~s (~b), r~~~h~~~:1 (o~Fl~ c~~:~eP;f~~=s <[~) 
at the base; primary carbonate glaebutes (0) and shell fragments {R); secondary 
carbonate as form A (D) to form A (0) at base, form E (R); secondary gypsum glaebules 
(R), fonn A; void argillans (VR); embedded grain argillans well developed; 
metaisotubule {O); live root (R); Fe/Mn glaebules (0). 
Double spaced calcinsepic granoidic-porphyric, with minor, discrete areas of granic 
granoidic fabric; intergrade orthovughs (C), orthovughs (0) 1 root channels (F), joint 
planes (R), craze planes (R); prilT'.ary carbonate as above; secondary carbonate as 
fonu A (R) and form E_ (R); secondary gypsum glaebules (VR); thin discontinuous grain 
argillans on quartz; metaisotubules and. metaaggrotubules (O); Fe/Mn glaebules (O); 
bar tes (R). 
:~~~;e (i):c~oo~a~~~~=r;c c~)~no~~i~;;b~!~~on!~;e~;r~~h~~;~r:u~~~~~d (~~7und packing 
secondary gypsum glaebules (form A and B) corroded (O), and as euhedral intercalary 
crystals within plasma {R); thin discontinuous grain argillans and ma.trans on quartz; 
metaisotubules (O); Fe/Mn glaebules (0) .. 
~5~i~ii~c!~~i~ f~)?°i:;~m!~r~~~bo~~~<Y~~d ab~~~ng n~o;~c~~~~n;:~g~:~e?rth~~~ 
gypsum crystals, subhedral, individual crystals, corroded; secondary gypsum cc), 
fonn A and B glaebules, corroded and irregular; thin discontirruous free grain argillans 
and ma.trans on quartz; aggrotubule 1 isotubules (C), Fe/Mn glaebules (0). 
\Jell bedded sediments, clear with. little disruption of boundaries~ 1.0-1.5 cm to 0.25 
thick laminae; sand or clay rich units; 
(~}i 1~~.a: ;eti~~~e (~);ce~~~~~s~~~~i~t:;~~;{b1:c ro~~b~~~ne~:1(~}7ep~~ifn:gets 
carbonate g_laebules (C) 1 shell fragments (O); secondary carbonate as form F (R); 
primary gypsum, subhedrat, corroded 600-700 umd. crystals (O); secondary gypsum 
glaebules (C) of form A and intercalary crystals, fona B (0). 
Clay laminae - calcinsepi.c granic fabric, minor areas of vughy porphyric at upper 
boundary of laminae; packing voids (D),- int:ergrade o·rthovughs (0), root channels (O); 
type A pellets (O); prirr-iaey carbonate as above; primary gypsum (R); secondary gypsum 
glaebules (O), form A or B. 
Barytes (R), Fe/Mn glaebules (O/R); metaisotubules (O)j free grain argillans, thin 
witn ..:.atran overlays. 
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Chemical Analysis (<2mm Fraction) 
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MACROMORPHOLOGY PIT 8 
Surface Crust 
Eolian Unit 
Pale brown, ( 10YR 6/ 3 n1); medium clay; I · (SABL 20-40); n1 (2BR) P5CO; . F .E.C:; F.G., 
1-2nun; ·smooth earthy ped fabric; live roots 
abundant; unfilled root channels, frequent. 
Gradual and even to -
Light grey, (2.5Y 7/2D); medium clay; I (ABL 
10-20); D1 (4CR) P3CO; F.E.c.;· F.G. diffuse, 
irregular 5oundary, 30-60nun, 10%; earthy ped 
fabric; unfilled root channels conunon; live 
roots conunon. Gradual and even to -
Light grey (2 .. 57 7/2D); medium clay; I (ABL 
10-20); n2 (4CR) P2CO; F.E.C.; F.G., -10%; 
as diffuse, irregular 20-30mm, occ. with sharp -
boundary and harder; . earthy ped fabric; ' 
unfilled root channels common; . live root common; 
occ dark inf;ill pedotubules. Gradual and even 
to -
Colour as above; medium clay; apedal! n2 (2-3 CR). P3CO; F.E.C.; F.G., 2-3nun, irregular, 
2-3%; earthy fabric; unfilled root·channels 
occ/conunon; live roots occ.; dark infill 
. pedotubules, 1-2%, occ.; Clear and even to -
Colour and texture as above; apedal, n2 (iBR) 
P5CO; F.E.C., conunon friable gypsum globules, 
1-2mm as thin vermicular veins or subspherical 
glaebules; earthy fabric; unfilled root chan-
n~ls acc.; live roots rrire; dark infill 
pedotubules occ.; Diffuse and even to -
Colour and texture as above, apedal, D (113R) 
P5CO; F.E.C.; secondary gypsum glaebules, 
occ.; earthy/sandy fabric; unfilled root 
channels occ.; live roots nil; well bedded 
sedimentary layering with clear sand and primary 
gypsum laminae; primary, millet seed gypsum is. 
clearly identified. 
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MACROMORPHOLOGY PROFILE 9 
Recent Sand Unit 
Light grey, (2.5 7/2D); med.ium clay; II (SABt 
20-40); n2 (IBR) P_5CO; F.E.C.; F.G. 2-3mm, 
irregular~ diffuse patches 3%; earthy.ped 
fabric; live roots abundant; unfilled r.oot 
channels, common. Clear and even to -
Colour .nnd texture ns above; I (AnL l0-15); 
MM (I LA) P4C3; F.E.G.; F.G., 2-3mm, diffuse 
irregular glaebules; live roots common; 
unfilled root channels common. Clear and even 
to -
SO -100 cm Coloµr and texture as above; aped;:il; n2 (IBR) 
BS Cl; F.E.C.; gypsum gl~ebules, 3-Scm long, 
S%;' earthy fabrics live roots occ.; unfilled 
root channels occ.. Diffuse and eve·n to ~ 
100 -140 cm As a.bove; gypsum glaebules 2-3%, as 2-3mm 
veins and glaebules. Diffuse and even to -
140+ cm Light grey, medium clay; ·apedal; n1 (IBR) 
P4CO; F.E.C.; secondary gypsum glaebules, 
1-2rrnn occ.; ·primary millet seed gypsum in well 
bedded sedimentary layers; unfilled root 
channels, occ/rare; live roots rare; cle·ar 
sedimentary layering .. 
\ 
Chemical Analysis (<2rnm Fraction) 
Profile No:-10 
co: = so. Cl Organic matter Oxalic Acid Extract Acid Base Oithion1te 
PH ,, as •• as Ee (C "1·72) Ext rac I Extract CaC03 CaS04 ·2H20 NaCl ... % 
% % % 
-· 
% % % ma cm A11p3 Fe.j>3 Mn02 "'•°" s.o. Fe20 3 
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MACROMORPHOLOGY PROFILE 10 
Eolian Unit 
Light grey (2.SY 7/2D); medium clay; I (APR 
300-400), 2, ABL, 50-100; D, (IBR} P4 Cl; 
F.E.C.; secondary gypsum as vermicular veins 
1-2mm d., and sub spherical glaebules, 2mm, 
10%; earthy ped; pedotubules common; live 
roots common. Clear and even to -
Light grey (2.SY 7/2D); medium clay; apedal; 
D. {IBR) P4 Cl; F.E.C.; secondary gypsum 
gtaebules 1-2mm~ 4%; primary "millet seed" 
gypsum occur in clear sedimentary layering; 
live roots occ. 
Chemical Analysis (<2mm Fraction) 
Profile No :-12 
PH 
co~ so: Cl Organic matter Oxalic Acid Extract Acid Base Ot!hionite 
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MACROMORPHOLOGY PROFILE 12 
Light yellow, (2.SY 7/3D); medium clay; I 
(SABL 20-50) to apedal; D1 (2BR) P4CO; . F.E.C.; 
earthy fabric; unfilled root channels, 5%; 
live root abundant. Sharp & wavy to -
Light grey, (2.SY 8/2D); medium clay; apedal; 
D (1BR) PSCO; F.E.C.; secondary gypsum 
gfaebules (10%) as fine, <1mm d. crystals, & 
as friable glaebules 2-3mmd.; primary gypsum 3%; 
unfilled root channels 2%; live roots common. 
Clear & even to -
Pale yellow (2.SY 7/4D, 6/4M); medium clay; 
apedal; n1 (1BR) PSCO; F.E.C.; primary gypsum 
frequent, in sedimentary layers; secondary 
gypsum glaebules, 3%; unfilled root channels 
1-2%; occ. live roots; clear sedimentary 
layering. 
Chemical Analysis (..,2mm Fraction) 
Profile No:-13 
OH 
co: so. Cl Organic matter Oxalic Acid Extract Acid Base Oilhionite 
as •• as Ee t·• IC .i. 1·72) Ex I rac t Exl rac t CaC03 CaS04 ·2H20 NaCl % % % % % % -1 % ms cm A'&Oa Fe41p3 Mn02 Al20 3 S102 Fe20 3 
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MACROMORPHOLOGY PROFILE 13 
Pale· yel.low (2.SY 7/4D); medium clay; I SABL 
(30-40~; D2 (2BR) PSCO; F .·E.G.; F .G. 1-2Il)lll 
2-3%, irregular, sharp boundary; earthy ped 
fabric; occ. dark infill pedotubules; . live 
roots abundant. Clear and even to -
Pale yellow (2.5Y 7/4D, 6/4M); medium clay; 
I (ABL 100); D1 (3CR) P3CO; F.E.C.; F.G. 2%, 
1-2mm d; ·secondary gypsum glaebules, 1-2%, lmm,. 
subspherical; earthy ped fabric; occ. dark 
infill pedotubules; live roots common. Clear 
·and even to 
Pale yellow (2.SY 7/4D, 6/4M); medium clay; 
apedal; n1 (1BR) PSCO; F.E.C.; secondary 
gypsum glaebules, soft vermicular v.eins and 
. subspherical glaebules, common; primary gypsum 
as "millet seed"; earthy ped fabric; dark 
infill pedotubules occ.; live roots occ. 
Gradual and even to -
Pale yellow (2.SY 7/4D, 6/4M); medium clay; 
apedal;· D, (lBR) PSCO; F.E.C.; secondary 
gypsum glaebules,· 1-2mm cl. 2%; primary 
gypsum as "millet seed" in clear sedimentary 
layers; live roots rare; pedotubules rare. 
Chemical Analysis (<2mm Fraction) 
Profile No:-14 
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PROFILE NO. 14 HORfZON MORPHOLOOY 
" 
MACROMORPHOLOOY 
O. 0 - JO. 0 cm. Eolian Unit. Sharp and wavy to 
~~a;; so I f(SABti~~6g)~~~s~Er~b; (2D~~2t,5°P3U~M) ~. E~~~urn 
~~~iii;~ ~o~· ~ti!~~!f~e~~Z%~' i~!!; ro~~0~~~~~rt~!rke1ni~~r;c; 
pedotubules freq. Diffuse and even to 
SO - 60 cm. Pale yellow (SY 7/3D, 7/2M); medium clay; 
l(ABL 10-15) to apedal; D2(2BR) P4CO; F.E.C.; F.G., 
5-10/o, 10-20 mm d., diffuse borders, irregular, white 
(2.5Y 8/2D); earthy ped fabric; unfilled root channels 
S~;,; live roots occ.; dark infill pedotubules acc. 
Gradual and even to 
60 - 90 cm. As above except:- aped.al; F.G., 2-3 mm d. 
glaebules, assoc. with 10-20 nm d. diffuse, accumulations. 
Clear and even to 
90 - 120 cm. Pale yellow (2.SY 8/4D, 6/2M); light clay; 
apedal; D2(2BR) PSCOj F.E.C.; F.G., rare, 1•2 IIEn d. 
glaebules; secondary gypsum glaebules as 1-3mm d. 
~~~~~e~=i~~%~-5tive e~~;~~ ~=~e=ab~f~~r ~~1!!:~ to 
120 - 130 cm. Pale yellow (2.5Y 8/4D, 7/4M); sandy clay; 
apedal; DZ(lBR) P5Cl; F.E.c.; F.G.* 2 Ill1l d., occ.; 
sandy fabric; unfilled root channels 2-47..; sedimentary 
laminae visible. Clear and even to 
130 - 230 cm. Pale yellow (2.SY 7/4D); medium clay, 
apedal, DZ(lBR) P5Cl; F.E.c.; secondary gypsum g.laebules 
coanon, as thin ve-rrnicular veins cuxved as friable, 
subspherical glaebules, 2-5'7..; earthy ped fabric; unfilled 
root channels, 2'7o; sedimentary laminae weak.. Gradual 
and even to 
230 - 250 cm. As above, except secondary gypsum 5-10% .. 
Clear and even to 
250 + Pale yellow (2. 5 7 /4D); light clay; apedal; 
D( IBR) PSCO; F .. E. c.; no primary gypsum; secondary 
gypsum, as vennicular veins and friable glaebules, 2%; 
unfilled root channels 2%; dark infill, pedotubules, 
occ.; clear sedimentary laminae. 
MICROMORPHOL<::x:;Y 
No data 
Double s~ced calcinsepic in-skelsepic vughy )orphyric fabricj metavughs (D)t root 
~~~~;~ {~~~b~~~=· ~~a~~~ (~)~oJ~i~;~l~n(~) (~n~ f~~~1R)~rb~~~~d~!;e~~:~ ~~~ as 
glaebules of form A; embedded grain argillans on quartz grains; void argiilans (0/R); 
live root material (O); metaisotubules (O); Fe/Mn glaebules (C). 
No data - slide failed 
No data - slide failed 
Double spaced calcinsepic granoidic porphyric; orthovughs (C), root channels (C), 
craze planes ( C), JOinc planes (R); primary carbonate glaebules (R); secondary 
carbonate as form A (O), and forms E and G (R); secondary gypsum glaebules (R)j 
well developed embedded grain argillans; type A clay pellets (O); metaaggrotubule (0). 
~~~:h!c(~>~a;~~~s~h!~n~I:n(~~~c ~~~::~1~a;b~~~~ gr~~~~h(Rj~>~h;£~ef~:~:nts (R}; 
secondary carbon.ate as form A (O), forms G and E (O), form B (R); secondary gypsum 
glaebules {VR); embedded grain argillans, th.in; Fe7Mn glaebules (0),. 
~~~:h:c{~) ~a~~!~:;£~n~!a(~5~i~0~~~~~~~ 1 ;a~~t~j jo~~h~~~~: ?~~; i~~~~~de 
carbonate glaebules (O), shell fragments (R); secondary carbonate as for.m A (R), 
forms E and C (O), and form D (R); no primary gypsum; secondary gypsum (R)j fonn A, 
in glaebules; thin, continu.ous embedded grain argillans; Fe/Mn glaebules {C); 
sedL-nentary bedding det:ectable. 
=~n~pa~~~i~:l~~~~=pt~) ~r~~t~gh~11(~):i~~~b~~~nei~c(~'~a3~i~~t~~~~~~s (~j~ 9 
primary carbonate as above; secondary carbonate as form E and G (0); no primary 
~~~U~ns s~~~~~t g~~~n:!~!-~~ 5 ~r~~; gl~~~i~!' r~~~ A F~'l~ g~~~f:~ f~}~0 
~~~fi~:~pi~~~~d~~ch~~~~~s f(~);c i~~~~g~:~:s o~h~~~~~ f~)~0;~~~ ~~a~~=~s 0 f C); 
primary carbonate glaebules (0), shell fragments (O/R), both with grain matrans; 
secondary carbon.ate form G (R); no primary gypstun; secondary gypsum glaebules (O), 
no corrosion, forms A and B; rare secondary gypsum as euhedral, intercalary crystals 
in plasma; thin continuous free grain argillans togecher with matran overlays on 
quartz; Fe/Mn glaebules (C); sedimentary laminae clear but disrupted. 
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Chemical Analysis (<2 mm Fraction) 
Profile No:- 17 
co; so. Cl Organic matt er Oxalic Acid Extract Acid Base 01!hion1te 
PH r .. as as Ee / IC ~ 1·72) Extract Ext rac 1 
CaC03 CaS04 ·2H20 NaCl 1-• % % % % % % -1 % Al20 3 Fe2o3 * Mn02 At20 3 S102 Fe20 3 ms cm 
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PROFILE N0.17 HORIZON MORPHOLOOY· 
MACROMORPHOLOOY 
O. 0 - O. 2 cm. Surface Crnsc.. 
O. 2 - 2 cm. Eolian Unit. Vecy pale brown, (lOYR 5/4D); 
fine sandy loam; Dt(lBR) P5CO; F.E.C.; sandy fabric; 
well bedded sedimentaey laminae. Sharp and even to 
2 - 8 cm. Brown (7.SYR 5/4D, 4/2M); sandy clay loam; 
apedal; D:z(lBR) P4CO; no F.E.C.; sandy fabric; dark 
infill, pedotubules, 2-4 t1111. d., occ. Sharp and even to 
8.0 - 8.50 cm. Very pale brown (lOYR 7/3D); caps the 
underlying horizon; non-calcareous; .C::::: 1 mm d. white 
crystals, abundant and saline to taste; unfilled root 
channels 1 1 am d. , 4 %. Sharp and wavy to 
8.50 - 40 cm. Brown (7.SYR 4/2D, lOYR 4/2M), weak 
~(iltnfO-~O~?ow~~ (~W P~~~R ~4~! k. C~~di~~~Y~ed 
fabric; clay cutans clear; salt efflorescence on ped 
faces; unfilled root channels, 5-7%. Clear and even to 
40 - 60 cm. Brown (7.5YR 4/2D, 10YR 4/JM); medium clay; 
II(ABL 20-30); MM2(2LA) P4CJ; no F.E.C.; F.G., l-2 ... d. 
veins, 1-21; smooth ped fabric; live roots occ. Clear 
and even to 
60 - 80 cm. Darl< g>;eyish brown (lOYR 4/2D, 5/3M), 
subdominant (lOYR 5/4D); medium clay; l(ABL 20-30); 
f!~i~R)~~t p: ~~~~~i ii~~'r!~~s~~=t ~;:=te:~ 
rt!lfen to 
80 - 140 cm. Yellowish brown (lOYR 5/40, 6/JM); medium 
clay; apedal to I(ABL 10); D2(2BR) P4Cl; F.E.C.; no 
F.G .. seen; smooth/earthy ped; live roots rare. 
No data 
MICROMORPHOLOOY 
No data 
Calcinsepic granoidic to weakly porphyric fabric; compound packing void (F), irregular 
intergrade orthovughs (0), root channels (O); craze planes and orthovughs Within 
porphyric fabric; primary carbonate glaebules (R) and shell fragments {R)j secondary 
carbonate as form D (R), form B (VR); thin discontinuous free grain argil.lans coated 
by matrans on quartz grains; type A clay pellets (VR); pedorelicts (OJ; live root 
material (C); sedimentary laminae distinct,, banded porphyric clay laminae. 
~!~~i:g se~~d: t~): 1~0~~ ~:~~1:rf65;as~~1~a~~~~; ma~~!~h~~~:~~1:8~~~de~o;~~:1 
matrans on quartz, stained by development of isotropic/weakly anisotropic secondary 
material; live root material (O). 
No data 
Double spaced vo-in-skelsepic vughy porphyric fabric; minor areas of argillasepic 
plectic fabric, of the overlying sandy horizon, occur itrmediately below the salt cap 
meta vughs (D), root channels (F) and craze planes (O); no carbonate; continuous 
embedded grain argillans; engulfed void argillans within plasma; abundant, thick 
:~~:n:!~ii~a:s~0~~~~r~~g~!~~:~~re F!J~n:fa~i!~tn)~c, 1-2 mi d. grains, often 
~~~e p~~:~~ (~),1~;:~:1~~~~~8p{~~r~ f~~~~ c:=~~: (~~~O:~~ c~~b~~t~F~~ 
E (0) overlying void argillans in root cknnels; embedded grain argillans well 
developed; void argillans (F); secondary material within void argillans (O/R); 
engulfed void argillans (C); Fe/Mn glaebules (C). 
form 
Double space~ vo-1n-skels.epic porphyric,. becoming in-skelsepic at base; met:avughs (D), 
craze planes (O}, root channels (F}, joint planes (R); secondary carbonate as fonn D 
b:e~ (~~; se~~~d m!::;~a~rf!1!~:~1i:~!; de:*lf~ v~~ad a~~fii!~~s (~~? t~e/~~e at 
glaebules (0). 
No data 
No data 
' 
1\11ic ro rnor;'.)~o 1 o~y (Ouan:'ta•·ve) 
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PROFILE NO. 21 HORIZON MORPHOLOOY 
" 
! 
i 
MACROMORPHOLCGY 
~p~d~~ ~·r<~:li~ ~~~>~ 10~W11 ~5~1/ 1r.1~:c.~"'1:c~1ay; 
10-30 rt1tl. d., irregular shape, diffuse bau.ndaries, 10%; 
earthy ped fabric; fine 1 E"!.11 d. unfilled root channels, 
2-4 %; live roots occ.; dark infill pedotubules,. 1-21-
Gradua 1 and even to 
20 - 35 cm. As above, but lower carbonate accurrulation, 
< 5%. Clear and even to 
;;e~ai~ ~(l~~~his~~~Y ~:E:~.~/Z~~c!~~ ~i~ clay; 
glaebules as 1-2 nm d. vermicular veins or sub spherical 
2-3 mm d. forms, 10%; unfilled root channels, 1 mm d. 
2%; live roots occ. Gradual and even to 
70 - 90 cm. As above_, but lower gypsum content, 2-57-
Gradual and even to 
90 + cm. Light grey (SY 7 /2D, 7 /3M); sandy clay loam; 
a pedal; Pt ( 1BR) P 5Cl; F. E. c.; primary gypsum as 11millet 
seed" gypsum; occ. secondary gypsum glaebules; occ. 
~~i!~t~ ~f~!r:-°2~~~~:1~fu_ck~ !i~; ~~o;:~ ~=~!~:~tazy 
MICROMORPHOLOOY 
Single spaced calcinsepic porphyric fabrtc; orthovughs (D) with t:lin accordant craze planes 
(F), root channels (F); primary carbonate glaebules (R); secondary carbonate as form A 
(O), form B (F) as 0.5-2 rrm d .. glaebules; form E (R), form D (C), and form G (F)t the 
latter assoc. with calcans in root channels; good continuous errbedded grain argillans 
on quartz and wustenquarz; pedotubules (O); authigenic Fe/Mn gla-=bules (0). 
Single spaced calcinsepic granoidic porphyric fabric; orthovughs (D) with craze planes (F) 
and root channels (C); primary carbonate glaebules (0) with grain matrans; secondary 
carbonate as form B (O), form E (0) on root material, form A very weakly developed, form 
G (F) often assoc. root calcans; discontinuous grain argillans; :iuthigenic 
Fe/Mn glaebules (R). 
Single spaced celcinsepic granoidic porphyric fabric; orthovughs (D) with craze planes (0) 
and root channels (F) j primary carbonate glaebules and shell fragments with discontirruous 
grain 1t1..atrans; secondary carbonate as fonns F and G (0) in root channels; primary gypsum 
as corroded, prolate, 230-300 µm. and astypicalrimillet seed" gypsu:m; secondary gypsum 
as form A or a mixture of forms A and B in 250-400 µrod. glaebules, and as form B, 
intercalary crystals; discontinuous embedded grain argillans on skeleton grains. 
Laminated sediments, clear sedimentary bedding of fine and coarse units; 
~:~1~nzg); - ~;~~ s~:~~~n~~~c~r::~~e~r(gj~ ~~~Ifc~ra=~~o~7ct~~~ ~~~~s g~~f~ root 
matrans; secondary carbonate as form F (R); primary gypsum as euhedral, prolate "millet 
seed" or corroded subhedral gypsum, discontinuous free grain arg;illans on euhedral gypsum; 
secondary gypsum (R) as small, 200 pmd. glaebules; 
~!~kt~~i~~1d (1):e r~~c~~~~~;n(g)~c ~=~ t~a~~~:~~i~l~~~t~,s f:~~i~~e1rfu;:nts; 
secondary carbonate, faun F {VR); primary gypsum as above, but ,size range 200-300 pm.; 
secondary gypsum as fonn B in voids 80-90 p!!l• ; higher clay cont.ent than coarse laminae. 
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PROFILE NO. 2p HORIZON MORPHOLCGY 
MACROMORPHOLOGY 
O.O - 0.2 cm. Surface Cnist. White (lOYR 8/2D); D2(1BR) 
P~CO; F.E.c. Sharp arid even to 
0.2 - 9 an. Light yellowish brown (lOYR 6/4D); fine 
sandy clay loam; apedal; t+ll(lBR) P4CO; F.E.c.; 
secondary gypsum glaebules, 1-2 mm d., fTequent; earthy 
ped fabric; live roots abundant. Clear and even to 
9 - 25 cm. Yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4D); medium clay; 
II (ABL 40-50); 1-Mt(lBR) P4Cl; F.E.C.; F.G. 10-20 mn d., 
diffuse, and irregular; secondary gypsum glaebules occ., 
1-2 mm d.; earthy ped fabric; live roots occ. Gradual 
and even to 
25 - 46 cm. As above, but less carbonate and lower gypSWD 
accuiiulation.. Clear and even to 
46 - 90 cm. Yellow brown (lOYR 5/4D), medium clay; apedal; 
~~~;:> :!~~a~ Eg;p~P~~::~l~~T-2 :C:1~:~t o~~:f' live 
root few. 
MICROMORPHOLOGY 
No data. 
Calcinsepic granoidic granic with minor areas of vughy porphyric; vo-in-skelsepic 
pedorelicts (O); type A pellets (O); compound packing void (D), intergrade orthovughs (O), 
and root channels (CJ; primary carbonate glaebules (OJ; secondary carbonate as foi:'m G (R); 
~~%wt~SW:e~~!ada~~;:=· cnr~=~~;~ 1~:~i~~~d!~e a~a~r~~~an~~~o~ith 
discontinious thick free grain argillans and continuous free gain matrans; sedimentary 
bedding clear; no Fe/Mn glaebules. 
Open calcinsepic vughy porphyric fabric; metavughs (D), root channels (F), craze planes (F), 
joint planes { C); prtma:ey carbonate glaebules (R); secondary carbonate occurs as fonn A 
(C), fo'E'lll D (a). font E (C) 1 fo'l.'m B and G (R); sec.ondaey gypsum glaebules (C)• form A 
2.5 nm d. glaebules, font B gyp~ ccystals in weakly radiating pattern, corrosion clear; 
rr;ITia~~in~h~t~i=~f:!~!a~~r:;!~~~!:is ~si~re:~o~~;h (~'~lt;~i::1;~~,e~e~5: 
Open caleinsepic vughy porphyric; metavughs (D), root channels (F), craze planes (F) and 
~oint planes (O); pri.ma.ry cal:bon.ate flaebules (O); secondary carbonate as form A (O), 
c~~Jed~~ i~s!~~ G ~t1f:s~ t~~~; ~~d:a~gri1:: ~a:u~~=; coi~,~~1Z~bules (0). 
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PROFILE NO.¢ HORf.ZON MORPHOLOOY 
.. 
MACROMORPHOLOOY 
0 - 10 cm. Light grey (2.SY 7/2D, 5/2M); sandy clay loam; 
I(PL 5-10); MM2(2LA) P1C4; F.E.C.; sandy fabric; 
abundant roots. Gradual and even t.o 
10 - 25 cm.. Pale brown ( lOYR 6/30, 5/3M): sandy loam; 
apedal; ~2(2BR) PSCO; F.E.C.; sandy fabric; 
sedimenta"l')" laminae clear~ Sharp and even to 
25 - 45 c::ra.. Dark greyish brown (2.SY 4/20, 3/2M); sandy 
clay; I(ABL 5-!0)j ?+1z(2CR} P3CO; F.E.C.j F.G. 2 mm d. 
frequent; earthy ped fabric. Gradual and even to 
45 - 70 cm.. Greyish brown (lOYR 5/20, 5/2M); medium 
clay; III(ABL 50-60); Dz(4BR) P3CO; F.E.C.; F.G. as 
diffuse, irregular glaebules 20--30 mn d.; earthy ped 
fabric. Clear and even to 
70 - 90 cm. As above, but lower carbonate acCUrll.llation. 
Gradual and even to 
90 - 120 on. Light grey (2,5Y 7/2D, 6/2M); medium 
cla}r; I(ABL 40); Dz{2BR) P4CO; F.E.C.; earthy ped 
fabric; dark infill, pedotubules occ. Gradual and even 
to 
;2_~d~~; ~f~~Ryr;~c6~-5~.~:~~i 6~~~~ med!;S:ay; 
gfaebules as vermicular veins infilling ~nnels, or as 
subspherical glaebules, 5-87..; earthy ped fabric; dark 
infill, p-edotubules, occ • 
MICROMORPHOLOOY 
Calcinsepic granoidic granic with minor areas of vughy porphyric; compound packing 
void (D), root channels (F), craz-e planes (O), irre~lar intergrade orthovughs (O); 
primary carbonate glaebules (R), shell fragments (VR); secondary carbonate has form G 
(F) and forms E and F (R); secondary gypsum glaebules (form A); grain argillans on 
quartz grains; root material (F), faecal pellets (C); pedotubules (O); sedimentary 
bedding clear but disrupted; pedorelict material (0) .. 
Well bedded sedimentary laminae, O. 7 5 cm. - 1 cm. thick, sharp and regular; calcinsepic 
granic to granoidic granic fabric of clay laminae; single spaced calcinsepic 
matrichlamydic sandy laminae; laminae graded and well sorted; compound packing voids 
(D), root channels (C) 1 intergrade orthovughs (O), orthovughs (R), craze planes (R); 
primary carbonate glaebules (R)i secondary carbonate as forms A, E, F and G (R); 
secondary gypsum glaebules (form A) in root channels and orthovughs; free grain 
argillans plus ma.trans overlie quartz grains; pedorelict material cOimlOn. 
Double spaced calcinsepic vughy porphyric fabric; orthovughs (F), smooth root channels 
(F), craze planes (F); rare primary carbonate glaebules; secondary carbonate as fonn 
~o~~)~o)i0ri:!i,;dd~ 8~a~n <:~~il~=~~n~~~~~:U:J1:~;~~~;; 0~!o~ ~~e~af· tor~psum 
faecal pellets (R); metaisotubules (0). 
Double spaced calcinsepic vughy porphyric fabric; orthovughs (F), smooth root channels 
(F) and craze planes (F); primary carbonate glaebules (R), shell fragments (R); 
secondary carbonate as fonn A (D), form B (R), forms E and G (R); secondary gypsum 
~~=~;~s g~~in O~~~li~~s ~n d~~~z~or~~?~ =~~~~[!! (~:tats; thin discontinuous 
As above with Lower secondary carbonate, form A (C) and forms E and C (O); secondary 
gypsum glaebules (R) with corrosion features. 
Open calcinsepic vughy porphyric fabric; orthovughs (F) with irregular intergrade 
orthovughs at base, craze planes (F), root channels {F); primary carbonate glaebules 
(D/R), shell fragments (R); secondary carbonate as form G (F), fonn E (0) and fonns 
A and D (R); embedded grain argillans; metaisotubules (O), aggrotubules (O); 
Fe/Mn glaebules ( C). 
Open calcinsepic vughy porphyric becoming granoidic porphyric; intergrade orthovughs 
orthovughs (C), craze planes {C)~ root channels (.F); primary carbonate as above; 
==~=~ ~~~~na~~a!~f~~{g) (~t~1~~x~~s o~ ;~rm; i0!:Wf~~ ~~f~s ·~~~~7 wffhsum 
gypsum; thin continuous grain argillans; Fe/Mn glaebules (O/R). 
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PROFILE NO.~ HORIZON MORPH OLCGY 
" 
MACROMORPHOLCGY 
O.O - 0.1 cm. Surface Crust. Black (2.5 2/0D); 
Dz(2BR) P4CO; slight F.E.C.; smooth surface. 
Sharp and even to 
0.1 - 26 cm. Eolian Unit. Very pale brown (lOYR 7 /4D, 
2.5Y S/2M); fine sandy loam; I(PL 10); D2_(1BR) ' 
P5CO; F.E.C.; sandy fabric; well bedded, 
sedimentary laminae. Sharp and wavy to 
26 - 70 cm. Light brownish grey, (2.SY 6/2D, 5/2M); 
medium clay; I APR(200), 2, A.BL 80; ~(2BR) P4Cl; 
F.E. c., F.G. 2-5 mm d. 3-4%; smooth ped fabric; 
thin discontinuous cutans on peds; unfilled root 
channels, 5-8%; - dark, infill pedotubules com:non. 
Diffuse and wavy to 
70 - 130 cm. Pale yellow (2. SY 7 /4D, 5/2M); medium 
cl.ay; !(APR 200), 2, SABL 60-80; Dz(4BR) P5Cl; 
F.E.c; F.G. occ., 3-10 mm d.; smooth ped fabric; 
thin discontinuous cutans; unfilled root channels, 
common; dark infill pedotubules, ace,. Clear and 
wavy to 
130 - 180 cm. Pale yellow (2.5 7/4D, 6/2M); medium 
clay: I(APR 200), 2, ABL 60-80; Oz(2CR) PJC2; 
F.E.C.; smooth/earthy ped; unfilled root channels 
2-37o; dark, infill pedotubules, S nm d. Gradual 
and wavy to 
180 - 240 cm. Pale yellow (2. 5 7 /4D, 6/2M); medium 
clay; I(ABL 50-60) to apedal; MM2(2CR) P3C2; 
F. E. c.; earthy ped; dark,. infill pedotubules o-c.c .. 
Gradual and wavy to 
240 - 280 cm.. As above, lower carbonate aco.mulat1on; 
few pedotubules. Sharp and even to 
280 - 290 cm. White (2. 5Y 8/2D); fine sar<ly l"-
apedal; D2(1BR) PSCO; F.E.C.; sand laminae., Sharp 
and even to 
290 - 330 cm. Pale yellow (2.SY 7/4D, 7/6M); medium 
clay; I(SABL 50) to aped.al; D(2BR) PSCO; F.,.E,.C,.; 
secondary gypsum as 1-2 mm d. glaebules,_ 1-2%; dark 
infill pedotubules 5-10 imn.. d. occ.; earthy ped 
surface. Clear and- wavy to 
330 cm. + As above, except secondary gypSUilll. glaebules, 
as 2-3 nm d. sharp borders, 4-5%. 
MICROMORPHOLCGY 
No data 
Sedimentary units clear, with sand and clay laminae, O. 5-1 cm. thick, sharp boundaries; 
Sand laminae - single spaced m.atrichlamydic fabric; compound packing voids ( D), root 
channels (O); calcinsepic pellets (O); good, thin argillans coated with calcinsepic 
matrans on skeleton grains; 
Clay laminae - single spaced inskelsepic-calcinsepic granoidic fabric; minor 
~~~;~s~r~~e~f (k}r~~r~~i!~b~i~~es c(~)~nd packing void (F), irregular orthovughs (F), 
Both laminae show grading, fines upward; primary carbonate glaebules (0), shell 
fragments (VR); secondary carbonate as form G (O/R); no gypsum; type A pellets nil; 
void argillans (R); grain argillans on quartz; pedotubules (0). 
Double spaced vo-inskelsepic vughy porphyric fabric (D) with a change to a calcinsepic 
plasmic fabric down horizon; metavughs (F), root channels (F), craze planes (c), 
joint planes (0) becoming (R) down horizon; primary carbonate glaebules (Nil/R) 
becoming occ. at base, shell fragments (R) at base; secondary carbonate as form B, 
occ. to rare at base, form D and E (C), form G acc. to rare at base, form A Nil at 
surface becoming occ., at base; void argillans decline rapidly do'W'n horizon, void 
argillans overlie calcans in root channels; Fe/Mn glaebules (C). 
Double spaced calcinsepic vughy porphyric fabric; metavughs (F), saooth root channels 
~~~~~~~=e (~5;ne:e~~a~i:r~~~~!, (~;~ ~rZ;}he~~~~~~~~~~e~l~=s~~)fo::1 ii and E 
(O), form B and G (R); void argillans thin and discontinuous, in root channels and 
vughs; good continuous embedded grain argillans; root material (R). 
Double spaced calcinsepic vughy porphyric fabric; orthovughs (R), root channels (F), 
~!~~~;;n~!r~~~t;r::&£;: ~r~~}~~~-utii t;)=; fo:!~~n~a~bW~e ~~i~~~dded grain 
argillans; void argillans very th.in (VR); Fe/Mn glaebules (C); disrupted 
sedimentacy layers just identifLable. 
Double spaced calcinsepic porphyric becoming granoidic porphyric at base; root 
channels (F), with craze planes (C), orthovughs (F) becoming irregular intergrade 
orthovughs at base; primary carbonate as above; secondary carbonate as form A (O), 
form E {R); continuous thin embedded grain argillans; Fe/Mn glaeb".lles {C); 
sedimentary bedding, and pellet boundaries visible. 
Double spaced calcinsepic porphyric granoidic fabric becomin~ gra.noidic granic fabric 
~;a~!S:ian!~t(~f~ad~r~~~=~~~~~h!o~!; 0~~~~~~ ~~~bo~~; ~~a~~s A(~~ G 
(R), form E (R); pedotubules (O); root mate-rial (R); Fe/Mn glaebules (F); 
sedimentary bedding clear, with graded bedding. 
~~~!~~~a~~~e~~~;{~)~c w~~r~~~~=t~~:b;;~tn :~~ p~~~~~~;d t~~~; gr~~mary 
argillans overlain by grain matrans. 
Single-Double spaced calcinse)ic porphyric granoidic fabric; irregular intergrade 
~;t~~fhfr~~:n~~t~~gh:e~~n:ia~o~a~~:~~s a~ci~rm~r~r a~dr~o~)~ a~gi;;~~s (0) 
thin continuous grain argillans; Fe/Mn glaebules (O); sedimentary bedding clear, 
with graded bedding; pedotubules (O). 
No data 
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Chemical Analysis (<2rnm Fraction) 
Profile No:- 6/2 
• = 
C03 S04 Cl Organic matter Oxalic Acid Extract Acid Base Dithionite 
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MACROMORPHOLOGY PROFILE 6/2 
Light brownish grey, (10YR 6/2D, 5/2M); medium 
clay; II (PL 10);. p, (2BR) P4CO; F .. E.C.; 
earthy ped fabric; live roots common. Gradual 
an<l even to .;. 
Colour and texture as above; III (ABL 20-40); 
D, (3BR) P4CO; F .E.C.; F .G., common, 2-3mm 
on.ped walls; secondary gypsum glaebules 
occ./rare as soft 1-2mrrt d. glaebules and vies in 
void; earthy ped fabric; live roots occ.;· 
dark infill pedotubules occ. Diffuse and wavy 
to-
Light grey (2.SY 7/2D, 6/2MM); medium clay; 
I (APR 300) 2,. ABL 60; D2 (3BR) P4CO; F.E.C.; 
F.G. as diffuse irregular, accumulations 1-2cm 
common 1 occ.; secondary gypsum as fine white 
glaebules on ped walls, l-2mm d.; earthy fabric; 
live roots occ.,; dark infill pedotubules occ:.. 
Dif fus~ and wavy to -
Colour and texture as above; · I (APR 300), 
2, ABL 40-50; D2 (2BR) P4CO; F.E.C.; F.G. occ. 
2.3mm soft glaebules; secondary gypsum as fine 
white glaebules 1-2mm d. or ped walls; earthy 
ped fabric; live roots occ./rare; pedotubules 
occ. Diffuse and wavy to -
(gully floor) Pale brawn, (10YR 6/3D, 5/3M); 
medium clay; II (ABL 10-20); MM, (2CR) P3CL; 
· F. E.. c;. ; . secondary gypsum as occ .. 1-2mm d. 
glaebules on ped walls~ ·. earthy ped fabric; 
live roots rare;. p~dotubules· occ • 
Profile No:- 7/2 
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Chemical Analysis (<2mm Fraction) 
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PROFILE NO.¢ HORJZON MORPHOLCGY 
,.. 
MACROMORPHOLCGY 
O.O - 0.1 cm. Surface Crust. Light grey (SY 7/2D, 6/ZM); 
medium clay; apedal; Di{ iB'.R) P4Cl; F.E.C. Sharp and 
even to 
0.1 - 10 cm. White (SY 8/2D, 7 /ZM); light clay; apedal; 
~~i!R~o~1~~~ wi~~· ~ite:ef~~~bn; fi~:~1~I:f':!ed. ~he 
1 infill all void space, 30%; sandy fabric; live roots 
' :)CC. Clear and even to 
10 - 35 cm. Pale yellow (2. 5Y 7 /4D, 6/4M) light clay; 
~~f5~~ 2~1~11~ i~!~1e:·;h~~ g~=~~f:!:' ~~p~~s or 
subspherical form; earthy fabri.c; live roots occ. 
Gradual and even to 
35 + Pale yellow (2. SY 7 /4D, 6/4M); light clay; apedal; 
~£~!~~ ~i;~lnc~·t~i~e~r=n';mi~!~~~~" ~= 5%, 
friable glaebules, 2-3 mm d .. ; earthy fabric. 
MICROMORPHOL03Y 
No data 
~~~~~=pz~) ~Ta~;~n!~r~~~~~~~ek~~;nz 0 )~i~h~ri t f!~~~~=d(R)~h~~~~a~) t root 
carbonate as forms G and E (C), form A (0) and forms B and F (R); primary gypsum as 
:~~~=~: ~~:~~r l~~~he~;~~n c~;~af~i~i&a~~~~~=~~ ::t~:;~~ns~e~~~~~r:y~!urn 
glaebules (D) of form A or form B, and gypsans of forms A and B, form B in glaebules 
assoc. with secondary carbonate; discontifn.lous free grain argillan, overlain by 
ma.trans on quartz grains; live root material (C); Fe/Mn glaebules nil; barytes as 
rare authigenic crystals. 
Calcinsepic granic fabric; ~ompound packing voids (D), root channels (C) and intergrade 
orthovughs (O); primary carbonate as above; secondary carbonate as form G (C}, with 
forms E and A (0) and forms F and D (R); primary gypsum occu-rs as euhedral, corroded, 
with fre-e grain ma.trans, thin grain calcans occ .. ; secondary gypsum (C) as glaebules of 
form A or B, or gypsans of both forms; discontirawus free grain argillans, together 
with overlying matrans on quartz; no Fe/Mn glaebules; barytes (R); sedimentary 
bedding clear but disrupted .. 
Calcinsepic granic fabric; compound packing void (D), root channel (O); primary 
~~~:ie c~s~~~~; co~~~~~t~~~~~~~a~~ :~:n;; a~e~oZ~hr ~~ cSP!:U' 
;~~~[~=~~o!~: !i~~:;~;!:is o~n a~~~ A:W i~e]~e~~=~le~~sc~~t=~!~ tr!~~=in 
clear,. slight disturbance. 
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Chemical Analysis (-<=2mm Fraction) 
Prof ii e No:- z1 
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MACROMORPHOLOGY PROFILE z1 
Surface Crust. Very pale browrt, (10YR 8/3D); 
loamy sand; F.E.C. Sharp & even to -
Very pale brown (10YR 8/4D); loamy sand; 
apedal; D1 (1BR) PSCO; . roots common; clear 
sedimentary beddi.ng, 1-4cm thick. Sharp & 
even to -
Strong brown, (7.SYR 5/6D, S/4M); sandy loam; 
apedal; MM2(1BR) PSCO; slight F.E.C.; roots 
common; clear sedimentary bedding, O.S-2cm 
thick. Sharp & wavy to -
Brown (7.SYR 4/4D, 4/2M); fine sandy loam; 
apedal; MM (1BR) PSCO; non calcareo.us; roots 
occ.; pedotubules common, 0.2cm d. dark infill; 
Gradual & even to -
Brown (lOYR 5/4D, 4/3M); fine sandy loam; 
apedal; MM1(1BR) PSCO; slight F.E.C. Diffuse 
& even to -
Brown (10YR 5/3D); fine sandy loam; apedal; 
MM1 (1BR) PSCO; slight F.E.C.; no roots. 
Gradual & even to -
Pale brown (lOYR 6/3D, 5/3M); fine sandy loam; 
apedal; MM1 (1BR) PSCO; no roots. Diffuse & 
even to -
Light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4D, 6/3M); fine 
sandy loam; apedal; MM1 (1BR) PSCO; strong 
F.E.C. Diffuse & even to - · 
Very pale brown (10YR 7/3D, 6/JM); fine sandy 
loam; apedal; MM (2BR) P4CO; strong F.E.C. 
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Chemical Analysis (<2mm Fraction) 
Ct 
as 
NaCl 
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Extract Extract 
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PROFILE NO. Z6 HORJZON MORPHOLCGY 
MACROMORPHOLCGY 
O.O - 45 cm. White (lOYR 8/2D, 7/4M); sandy loam; 
aped.al; Dz(2BR) PcOO; no F.E.C.; sandy fabric; live 
roots occ.; sedimentary laminae clear. Sharp and wavy to 
45 - 95 cm. Reddish yellow (7. SYR 6/6D, 5/6M); sandy 
lo&n.; apedal; Dz(lBR) PSCO; no F.E.c.; live root occ•; 
sed.imentary laminae clear. Sharp and even to 
95 - 100 cm. White (lOYR 8/2D, 7 /4M); sandy loam; 
apedal; D(lBR) PSCO; no F.E.C.; sandy fabric; live 
roots occ. Sharp and wavy to 
100 - 140 cm. Strong brown (7. 5YR 5/6D, 4/4M); sandy 
loam; apedal; MM2 ( lBR) PSC2; slight F. E. c.; sandy 
fabric; unfilled root channels, 1-27..,; live roots occ. 
Di£ fuse and even to 
140 - 180 cm. Bro-wn (7.5YR 5/4D, 4/4M); sandy clay 
loam; apedal; MMz(lBR) P5C2; F.E.c.; sandy fabric; 
unfilled root channels occ., 1-2%; live roots occ. 
Gradual and even to 
180 - 240 cm. Pale yellow (2.5Y 7/40, 6/2M), 1-3 11111 d. 
weak mottles 1 brown, (7.5YR 5/40) 5%; sandy clay loam; 
~~a~~:e1~!~£; PSfite ~~;·iR):a~a~l1~~d ~!~1~~d 
240 - 320 cm. Very pale brown (lOYR 7 /4D, 7 /3M); fine 
sandy loam; apedal; MM2(2BR) P5Cl; F.E.c.;. unfilled 
root channels, occ. Gradual and even to 
!~; + ~~(~R)a~~C~~ow;.~:g:~ 7 ~=~7 ~!~ac; sa~~:m; 
~~~~r s:~is 1~°'f:i :!~ t~~~. 2~i~' 10i:'1~)2n. 
MICROMORPHOLCGY 
No data 
No data 
Single spaced weakly isotic matn.chlamydic to monic fabric; insepic clay pellets (R); 
compound packing voids (D); discontinuous, thin free grain ferri-argillans; live root 
material (R). 
Contact area - O. 2-0.4 µm. thick, single spaced isotic plectic fabric; plasma stained 
by isotropic, reddy brown, secondary material; wustenquarz high at junction. 
Single/close spaced insepic roatrichlamydic fabric;· compound packing voids (D), root 
channels (O), irregular, large, 1-2 mm d., orthovughs (O); no carbonate; no pellets; 
good, cont.imious, free grain ferri.-argillans, with insepic matran coats; root material 
(R); fragments of organic stained plasma .. 
SiP..gle spaced insepic matrlchlamydic fabric, b-ecoming calcinsepic porphyric at base of 
~:~~~ ~~Pi~!~~:;s~~~!~:rms wi~~s~~o~o~o~~!:~ls c~)~~rl~~n~a~~~~~~) 
glaebules (R) • shell fragments (VR); secondary carbonate occurs as, form B (O), 200 p:t.00. 
to 3 mm d. glaebules, sharp boundaries, 1weak grain matrans; forms E and G (R); 
discontinuous grain argillans with calcinsepic matrans, on skeleton grains; root 
material (R); pedotubules (0). 
Single/I:b.l.ble spaced calcinsepic enaulic matrichlamydic-porphyric fabric; orthovughs (Dl 
root channels (O), intergrade orthovughs (C); primary carbonate (C), shell fragments (0 ; 
secondary carbonate as diffuse, minor, form A (O/R), form E (R), form G (O), form B (O/R); 
discontiruous grain argillans with calcinsepic mat-rans on quartz; grain matrans on 
wustenqua-rz; very weak, discontinuous sedimentary layers. 
No data 
No data 
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Chemical Analysis {<2mm Fraction) 
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PROFILE NO. Z18 HORlZON MORPHOLCCY 
MACROMORPH OL03Y 
O - 75 cm, Very pale brown (lOYR 8/4D, 7/4M); sandy loam; 
apedal; D(lBR) F5CO; slight F.E.c.; sandy fabric; live 
roots frequent; sedimentary laminae clear. Sharp and 
wavy to 
75 - 105 cm, Yellowish brown (lOYR 5/6D, 5/4M); fine 
!:~ ~~:le; ap~~fiite~2 ~~~) c~~!1s:1~{~t ~~~:c.; 
pedotubules. Clear and even to 
105 - 120 cm. Light yellowish brown (lOYR 6/4D, 5/4M); 
fine sandy loam; apedal; D2.(1BR) P5CO; F.E.c.; sandy 
fabric; unfilled root channels, 2-37.; occ. pedotubules. 
Gradual and even to 
120 - 165 cm. Light yellowish brown (lOYR 6/4D, 5/4M); 
fine sandy loam; a~dal; J>i{1BR) P4CO; F.E.c.; F.G •• 
5 mm d., irregular, sharp bouMary, 5%; unfilled root 
channels, 4'7~ occ. pedotubules. Gradual and even to 
i~~; z~gedtl; p~(1~tv~4~~r 6hi~h ~~~~&!; s;~, clay 
2-4 mm d., occ.; sa.."ld.y fabric; unfilled root channels, 
5-6%; occ. pedotubules. Clear and even to 
200 - 240 cm. Colour as above; sandy clay loam; 
~~~~~~~ ~!ii~~ ~~~; c~~:1~-·~~%~ ~~~;~~~bles~ 
Sedimentary laminae clear, sand and clay laminae 
alternate, 1-2mm-lcm.. thick, porous, vesicular stnicture. 
Clear and even to 
240 cm. + Pale yellow (2.SY 8/40); loamy sands; apedal; 
MM2(1BR} P4C2; F.E.c.; porous sandy fabric; unfilled 
root channels, 2%; pedotubules, rare; well bedded 
sediments - 1-2 cm.. laminae, clear, sharp bounda:ries. 
MICROMORPHOL03Y 
No data 
~f>}~1~~h~:h:1(~) • ~~~~n~~~~;i~s(~5~ :;~ij~~~~f~n!:b(~)~ ~~~~nd J~~~;:~e void 
shell fragments (O/R}; secondary carbonate occurs as form F (R}, fonn E (R); 
~!~;~s~i~~ ::;~;:~! ~~s~rt~t~n~n~=~=~~r~~ll~i!~t ~=i:{g~; fr~~v~r~!~t a~~;;~~ 
(O); fungal spores (O}; orthogranotubules (0). 
Single shaced calcinsepic enaulic-matrichlamydic fabric; compound packing void (D), 
~~j~fe s g~~lkI~~t (~~nn~;~o~h ~~~~n!~=~=n~~~n~t~O~~ai~o:i~~s;o~~e~r~~~ 
argillans coated with matrans_on quartz grains; root material (O); 
orthogranotubules (0). 
Single spaced calcins-epic enaulic-matrichlyamdic fabric; becoming calcin.sepic plectic 
lower in the horizon; compound packing voids (D}, intergrade orthovughs occ. to 
comnon at the base, root channels (F), joint planes (R}; shell fragments (O); 
secondary carbonate, form E (R), form D (R), form G (R), fonn B (O/R); continuous 
free grain argillans with calcinsepic mat-rans on skeleton grains; calcinsepic matrans 
on wustenquarz; orthogranotubules (O); live root material (0). 
Single spaced calcinsepic plectic, with minor areas of porphyric fabric; COfi_!p9'Und 
packing voids (F), intergrade orthovughs (O), root channels (C), orthovughs (C); 
prima:ry carbonate glaebules (R), shell debris (R) j secondary carbonate as form D and 
E (R), form A (R), form B (R); discontirru.ous grain argillans; orthogranotubules (0); 
sedimentary laminae identifiable, disru~ted and mixed in complex pattern. 
Complex fabric, dominated by sedimentary control; clay and sand laminae, are disrupted 
by vertical infill of sand tongues from overlying horizon; 
~~e;a:1rt~~g~!1ii), s~~e~a~cin=:~ ~r~~~~01!:~~1~i~i~i;~~~~~~;g~r~~;d 
argillans; 
~h~~~(n) ~i~~ ~~!~!0;i~~~sP(0~Y~~~t f~~~!1s 1(~);01ee spa~~~ ~~t;r~~~~=nt, 
size 80-90 ,md.; void argillans (O/R); discontinuous e~edded grain argillans; 
Fe/Mn glaebules (O); 
Laminae disrupted by single spaced calcinsepic enaulic-matrichlamydic fabric; 
compound packing voids (D), root channels occ.; range of quartz 800 ~- to 80 pnd.; 
no grain argillans, only grain ma.trans; 
r~r:a~rmc:rgo~e EgZ:>~1~~1~0l~g:~i!~s fr:r,e~~s r~~; c~~~~:ln c~l~~0l::O:!, f~~2g 
um. thick cutans; sharp boundaries between units .. 
Single spaced calcinsepic enaulic-matrichlamydic fabric; compound packing void (D), 
root channels (O); primary carbonate glaebules (O), shell fragments (O); secondary 
carbonate, as fo-rm E (VR); discontirruous, free grain argillans with thin matrans; 
void argillans, continuous (O/R); sedimentary features, weak in slide exa.-nined. 
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PROFILE NO. A/1 HORIZON MORPHOL03Y 
" 
MACROMORPHOLCGY 
O.O - 50 o:m. Eolian Sand Unit. St:ron_g brown, (7.SYR 5/6D, 
4/4M); saOOy loam; apedal; lli2(lBR) P5CO; F.E.C.; 
sandy fabn.c; live roots comnon; well beddedio 1-2 rmi 
laminae, clear. Sharp and even to 
50 - 130 om.. Brown, (7. 5YR 4/4D, 4/2M); fine sandy loam; 
~Rffri~d ~~~B~la~~;~~, !:~ft ~;~:cifve s~~s:ab~;~bual 
and even to 
130 - 185 cm. Strong brown (7 /SYR 5/6D, 5/4M); fine sandy 
loam; aped.al; D2(1BR) PSCO; F.E.C.; F.G., rare, 
1-2 rmi d. diffuse boundary; sandy fabric; unfilled root 
channels 2-4%; few live roots. Diffuse and even to 
185 - 340 c:m. Reddish yell OW" (7. 5YR 6/6D, 5/4M); fine 
sandy loam; apedal; D(lBR) PSCO; F.E.C .. ; F.G., 1-2 nm d. 
diffuse bet"..mdary,- 1•2%.; sandy fabricj unfilled root 
channels, l-2%j live roots very rare. No sedi.mentary 
laminae. 
MICROMORPHOLCGY 
Single spaced argillasepic matrichlamydic fabric; compound packing void (D), root 
~~~:1 (cj?); li~~o~ia~~i:te;I:~ f~}~n f~ee:ra~a~~ti!~~s (~).skeleton grains; organic stained 
Close spaced argillasepic matrichlamydic fabric; compound packing void (D), orthovughs 
(O)i root channels (O); contirruous, thick free ferri-argillans on quart:z grains; 
organic otained plasma (R); live plant material (O/C). 
~~~;:1!P(~)f c~;~~~p~~rJ:~~~hif:~~e;a~~5~; s~~=~ ~=~~~~t~0~~~ <g) iR)~0~orm E 
(R) on quartz grains; form F (R), form B "'1ith free grain matran (R); continuous free 
grain argillans, no g-rain matrans, on quartz; organic stained plasma (R); live root 
material (R). 
Single spaced calcinsepic matrichlamydic fabric• compound packing void (D), root 
channels (R)' primary carbonate glaebules (O/R) shell fragments (R); secondary carbonate 
as form G (R), form F (0), grain calcans, weak pleche fabric (O); concirruous grain 
argillans on quartz, overlain with calcinsepic rnatrans. 
• .., I 
o ol &·8 I·· 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
300 f 0 0 
36Q 
PROFILE NO. A/2 HORTZON MORPHOLOOY 
... 
MACROMORPHOLCGY 
0.0 - 80 cm .. Reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6D, 5/4M); sandy 
clay loam; apedal; D(2-3BR) P4CO; F.E.C.; F.G., 
2-3%, 2-4 mm d. j sandy fabric; unfilled root channels 
1-2%; horizon hardens on exposure to form resist.ant 
pan. Diffuse and wavy to 
80 - 240 cm. Reddish yellow (7. 5YR 6/6D, 5/4M); 
sedimentary lamin<ie 1 10-15 cm. thick, clear, often weak 
p~~~~ic F :~~2~~ng~ • G::~~2%~a~a;~;m~ab~l~~al ~nf~1f~~BR) 
root channels 2-3%. Gradual and even to 
240 +cm. Very pale brown, (lOYR 8/4D, 7/3M); sandy 
clay loam; apedal; 1+t2(1BR) P5C2; F.E.C. i sandy 
fabric; unfilled root channels few; no live roots • 
MICROMORPHOLOOY 
Single spaced calcinsepic vughy porphyric fabric; orthovughs (D), craze planes (0), 
root channels (O); primary carbonate glaebules (0) 1 shell fragments (O)j secondary 
carbonat:e as form D (O), fonn B (C) by agglomeration of neo-calcans and calcans to form 
glaebules; form G (R); thin discontinuous grain argillans; orthogranotubules (0). 
No data 
No data 
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APPENDIX 2 
FIELD TECHNIQUES 
A2-1 Field Description Terminology 
· Profiles were described in the field according to the 
nomenclature proposed by Northcote (1974). The only excep-
tions to the use o[ this established Australian 1i1ethodology 
are in regard to structure, consistence, carbonate and gypsum. 
STRUCTURE (Butler, 1955) 
This method separates the parameters of soil structure 
into grade, shape and size. 
Grade - This is defined as the readiness of the 
,_ 
structure to breakdown into peds. The following 
grades are used:- Apedal, Weak (I), Moderate (II), 
and Strong (III). 
Shape - The terms used in this stOdy are: 
Angular blocky = ABL 
Prismatic = APR 
Size - Size of peds in millimetres. An example.of 
this code is:- III (ABL 20) which means, strong 
primary peds composed of 20 mm angular blocky peds. 
If secondary peds occur within the larger peds then: 
III (ABL 20), 2 ABL 5. 
A2-1.. 
CONSISTENCE (Butler, 1955) 
This is presented in a code form basec:I upon a number of 
estimations. First the moisture status of the soil, second 
the reaction of the soil to minimal work, thi.rd the amount of 
coalescence of the soil during kneading, and fourth the amount 
of breakdown·during working. 
Moisture Status - The terms used rire Dry, Moderately 
Moist and Moist. 
Scale of Force. - These range from 1 (negligible. force) to 
5 (very strong, beyond capability of fingers & thumb). 
Goc;i.lescence - This is assessed in a range from 1, (no 
coalescence) to 5 (9/10th of the soil coalesces). 
Pulverescence - This is similar to the range for coales-
cence; it ranges from 1 (no breakdown) to 5 (complete 
loss of pedality). The size of the smalles·t ped during 
working is given in millimetres. These last two 
characters are combined to give one of the following 
consiste'nce forms:-
plastic (PL), _labile (LA), crumbly (CR) and brittle (BR). 
Thus one example of full code: 
. MM ( 2LA2) P3C4 
Moderately moist; breaks down at force 2, pulverescence 
3; coalescence 4; smallest ped during work was 2 mm; 
consistence term is. labile. 
A2-1. 
CARBONATE 
The principal terms used in this ·study are comparable 
with those used by Ruellan (1970). 
F.E.C. - Fine earth carbonate. 
--·--
This refers to the 
presence of carbonate within the plasma. as diffuse, silt 
sized and smaller crystals. It is identified in the 
field by the effervescence that occurs with the addition 
of dilute hydrochloric acid to the soil sample. The 
intensity of this effervescence indicates the a~ount of 
·fine carbonate present. 
Glaebule ~ The term 0 glaebule'' was used in the field to 
·describe all discrete accumulations of secondary carbonate. 
Most of these were friable and soft, with diffuse, 
irregular boundaries; the glaebule can be crushed easily 
between the fingers, hence the term friable glaebule or 
F.G •. in the profile descriptions. 
Later examination of these secondary accumulations in 
thin section revealed that many of the glaebules were 
developed within pre-existing voids in the profile and, 
therefore are not true glaebules. Rather, they are 
crystal chambers or crystallaria; the term galebule is 
restricted only to accumulations developed within the 
plasma not in voids. So many of the secondary carbonate 
accumulations, such as in the Bt/ca hot"izon of the clay 
dune soils, ar.e in reality "glaebule"'.' like" or crystal 
chambers. 
A2-1. 
GYPSUM 
The main forms of gypsum have been described in the text. 
However, during field description the fol.lowing terms·were 
found useful. 
"Millet seed" - This is a large (0.3-3 nn:n) gypsum crystals 
with curved faces which give it a seed like appearance. > 
Vermicular veins - This refers to worm-like threads or 
filaments of secondary gypsum accumulations, usually 
infilling pre-existing channels. Thus the term "vein" 
does not refer to a laminar form but rather a fibrous 
. . 
form. 
Subspherical glaebules ~ As with the secondary carbonate 
forms the term glaebule was commonly used to describe 
the secondary gypsum in the field. However, in thin 
section the accumulations do not occur within the s-matrix 
but in pre-existing voids. 
A2-2 Aerial Photography 
Vertical panchromatic air photography available·from the 
Central Mapping Authority was supplemented by low level, vertical 
panchromatic photography from two Haselblad, 70 nn:n, motor driven 
cameras mounted in the floor of a light aircraft. Oblique air 
photography was taken using a hand held 35 nn:n camera. 
A2-3 Survey 'Techniques 
The valley site was surveyed on the ground using a Wild 
A2-3 
RDS Tacheometer and staff from four ground control stations. 
No local bench mark was available for tying .the survey into . 
the State maps; a point bn the dune.crest was arbitral:'.ily 
assigned a helght of 200 m above mean sea level. 
A2-4 Soil Survey 
Soil survey methods were those normally used.in the field 
(U.S.D.A. Handbook No. 18, Taylor and Pohlen, 1970). 
Exposures in gully walls were supplemented by augering.and pit 
digging, the latter first by hand and then selected type profiles 
.were examined by deep pits (4 m+) dug with a back hoe mounted on 
a tractor. 
A2-5 Soil Classification 
Soil classification was carried out using the methods of 
Northcote (1974), as well as Stace (Stace!:!:, al,.1968). The 
American equivalent according to the U.S.D •. A. Soil Taxonomy 
(1975) was included for comparison with. foreign literature. 
APPENDIX 3 
VEGETATION STUDY 
A qualitative study of the vegetation was carried out for 
both the clay dunes and the sandy clay dunes. Specimens were 
collected and labelled according to the specifications of the· 
C.S.I.R.O. Herbarht.m and identification was the·n carried out 
by the C.S.I.R.O. Herbarium in Canberra, as well as, some 
samples in the N.S.W. Herbarium, Sydney. Species lists for 
these dune,s are presented in Tables A3.1 to A3. 3, but, unfor-
tunately, they do not contain the identifications of the trees 
since these samples were mislaid by the Canberra Herbnrium~ 
It is apparent (Table A3.1) that chenopod shrubland is 
the dominant vegetation form of the clay dunes. Some species 
are found on all three dunes . (M. pyranucleata, M. sedifolia, 
A. lindleyi, A. conduplic~ and A. angulata) while species of 
·Bassia (B. divaricata, B. -obliguicuispi, B. paradoxa and 
B.prachypteia) and M. turbinat~ and !:h.....&eorgii were only seen 
on the clay dunes. 
Herbaceous plants are abundant with many species common to 
all sample sites. However, as seen in the species lists, 
there were some differences in distribution. A few species 
commonly seen on the clay dunes were not found on the sandy 
clay dunes (A. trisecta, A. linifolium, S. oleraceus, Z. iodo-
carpum, B. ciliaris), also the rarer species (W. fluminalis, 
H. pygmaeum, D. glochidiatus, E. crinitum, B. semibarbata, 
M. truncatula). Others were restricted to the sandy clay dunes 
(S. phacoides, C. melitensis, D. hopwoodii,.S. nigrum, S. esu-
riale, E. tomentosa, N. glauca). S •. glossanthus, M. indica · 
/\3 
and H. blennoides were found only at Lake Leaghur. 
The most noticeable difference between the clay and the 
sandy clay dune vegetation was the relative abundance of trees 
on the sandy clay and their scarcity (only one seen) on the 
clay dunes. Trees seen were all Acacia species or N. glauca. 
The vegetation of gypseous dunes ls little known, the 
identification of gypsophiles in. Australia is only in the 
tentative stage. None of the plants identified in this area 
correspond with the list of angiosperms (Table A3.4) which are 
given as possible gypsophiles by Parsons (1977, per. comm.). 
The only possible gypsophi1e on these soils was Z. iodocarpum · 
which rapdily colonized gypsum rich, disturbed areas left after 
profile digging in the previous field season. The widespread 
alien N. glauca is particularly conspicuous on gypseous dunes 
of South Australia, .Victoria and New South Wales (Parsons, 1977.), 
yet was not reported on these clay dunes, but was common on the 
sandy clay dune. 
TABLE. A3.1 
LIST OF SPECIES COMMON TO BOTH CLAY DUNES 
Abundant 
Atriplex angulata 
Atriplex conduplicata 
Atriplex lindleyi 
Bromus_ rubens 
Enneapogon avenaceus 
Eragrostis dielsii 
Maireana pyranucleata 
Stipa variabilis 
Common 
Alyssum linifolium 
Arabidella trisecta 
Brachycome ciliaris · 
Brachycome lineariloba 
Convolvulus erubescens 
Craspedia sp. 'GI' 
Helipterum floribundum 
Ixiolena tomentosa 
Medicago minima 
Omphalolappula concava 
Plantago drummondii 
Sonchusoleraceus 
Tetragemia eremia 
Occasional 
Bassia divaricata 
Bassia obliquicuispi 
Bassia paradoxa 
Bassla brachypteia 
Brassica to~rnefortii 
Bulbinosa semibarbata 
Erodium crinitum 
Goodenia fascicularis 
Malacocera tricornis 
Maireana sedifolia 
Medicago truncatula 
Swainsona stipularis 
Zygophyllum iodocarpum 
Rare 
Daucus glochidiatus 
Helipterum pygmaeum 
Maireana georgii 
Maireana turbinata 
Wahlenbergia fluminalis 
TABLE·. A3. 2 
LIST OF SPECIES FOUND AT L. LEAGHUR ONLY 
Common 
Emex australis 
Hypochoeris radicata 
Lavatera plebeia 
Meli16tus indica 
Myriocephalus stuartii 
Senecio glossanthus 
Senecio runcinifolius 
Occasional 
Harmsoidoxa blennodioides 
Vittadinia 
Rare 
Tree - Acacia spp. 
TABLE A3.3 
LIST OF SPECIES FOUND ON THE SANDY CLAY DUNES 
Abundant 
Atriplex ~ngulata 
Atriplex conduplicata 
Atriplex lindleyi 
Bromus rubcns 
Enneapogon avenac'eus 
Eragrostis dielsii 
Maireana pyranucleata 
Stipa variabilis 
Common 
Acacia sp. 
Brachycorne lineariloba 
Brassica tournefortii 
Centaurea meLitensis 
Convolvulus erubescens 
Craspedia sp. 'GI' 
Emex australis 
Gopdenia fascicularis 
Helipterum floribundurn 
Hypochoeris radicata 
Ixiolena tomentosa 
Lavatera plebeia 
Medicago tninima 
Myriocephalus stuartii 
Omphalolappula concava 
Plantago drumrnondii 
Senecio cunningharnii 
Swainsona phacoides 
Swaihsona stipularis 
Tetragernia erernia 
Occasional 
Duboisii hopwoodii 
Enchylaena tomentosa 
Maireana sedif olia 
N_icotinj n glnucn 
Vittadinia 
Rare 
Solanum esuriale 
Solanum nigrum 
TABLE A3.4 
TENTA~IVE LIST OF GYPSOPHILES 
Species Life Form Distribution 
CHENOPODIACEAE 
Kochia f imbriolata F v M. Dwarf Shrub· WA, SA 
ZYGOPHYLlACEAE 
Zygo2hyllum sp. aff. · Shrub SA 
aurantiacum LindL 
z. compressum J.M. Black Annual Herb WA, SA, NT, v 
' MALVACEAE 
Se lerwthail1nus helms ii 
(F v M. et Tate) Shrub WA 
Melville 
GOODENIACEAE 
Scaevola collaris F v M Dwarf Shrub WA, SA, NT 
ASTERACEAE 
Minuria suaedif ol:ia Dwarf Shrub WA, SA, v, N.S.W. 
(F v M) Ben th. 
(Taken from Parsons, 1977) 
APPENDIX 4 
LABORATORY. METHODS 
A4-1 Sample.Preparation 
Bag samples were air dried on trays at 40 °c for several 
weeks, care being taken not to dehydrate the gypsum - and then 
lightly crushed to pass a 2 mm sieve. Sample storage was 
carried out in air tight containers. Subsamples of the mater-
ials were removed with a riffler. 
A4-2 Use of Air Dry Soil in Calculations 
All determinations in the laboratory.are presented as a 
percentage by weight of the air dry soil sample, rather than 
oven dry soil weight. This was decided after problems were 
encountered in determination of oven dry weights in these· 
gyp_siferous materials. Oven drying of the gypsum will dehy.;, 
drate the dihydrate to the hemihydrate and even to the anhydrate '· 
producing an apparent increase (2-3%) in the soii moisture 
contents, the amount depending upon the gypsum content, (Table 
A4.1).. Although the sample weights could be corrected for 
their gypsum content but it was considered that errors inherent 
in the gypsum determination (para-A4-5) made this technique 
equally unreliable, so uncorre.cted air dry weights were used in 
all calculations. 
A4-3 C.S.I.R.O. Laboratory Techniques 
Most analyses were carried out at the Black Mountain Lab-
Pit 3/2 
Pit 1/7 
· Pit· 5 
Pit 14 
' TABLE A4.1 
RANGE OF MOISTURE CONTENTS FOR AIR DRY 
SOIL SAMPLES FROM THE CLAY DUNE 
Depth 
cm 
13 - 15 
23 - 25 
35 
-
37 
57 60 
115 
-
118,.( 
129 
-
132,.( 
28 
34 - 37 
73 - 75 
93 - 96 
104 - 107 
154 - 156,.( 
5 - 10•k 
20 - 55.,•;-
125 - 130,., 
30 - 35 
65 
-
70 
100 ..:. 105 
230 - 240,., 
% 
Moisture 
2.4 
3.2 
2.9 
2.1 
4.3 
5.8 
0.5 
3.1 
2.7 
-3.7 
2.8 
5.7 
5.9 
5.8 
7.8 
2.5 
3.1 
.2. 9 
6.9 
* Sample contains free gypsum 
The moisture content of the air dry samples is complicated by 
the presence of water molecules within.the crystal.structure of 
gypsum. Heating at 105°c until a constant weight results in· 
dehydration of the_ gypsum and formation of the anhydrous form 
of calcium sulphate •. 
oratories of the C.S.I.R.O. Division of Soils, Canberra, with 
their techniques being fully described ~y Loveday (1974). 
Carbonate Determination: 
Collins calcimeter in a constant temperature · 
room - Sections 15-4 to 15-7 Loveday op. cit. 
pH, Conductivity and Chloride Determinations: 
Triple electrode system on a 1:5 soil water 
extract - Sections 12-17 to 12-24. 
Soluble Cations and Anions: 
Analysis of saturation extract -_Sections 
13-6 to 13-8. 
Cation Exchangeable Capacity and Exchangeable Cations: 
Soluble salts were first removed by glycol/· 
ethanol mix - Sections 14..;9 to 14-22. 
A4-4 Salt Type 
Salts were identified by two different methods. 
1. Salt effloresences were collected in the field from 
soaks along the gully wall. The salts were transported 
and s.tored in glass vials, no attempt was made to 
prevent any change in the hydration by storage under 
non-polar liquids (Driessen and Schoorl, 1973). 
Salts were also examined following evaporation of bulk 
soil leachates. A kilograin of air dry, ground soil 
A4-3. 
was shaken with deionized water and the solution 
separated by filtration. Evaporation of the leachate 
at room temperature, over several months produced a 
crystalline salt mixture. 
Both these salt mixtures were identified by X-ray 
diffractometry (Section A4-8). The powder patterns 
were compared wllh Lhc A.S.T.M. index. HclnLJvc 
abundance of each salt was estimated by comp<lrison of 
peak height of their 100 intensity peak. 
2. The anion i:md cation figures from the saturation 
extract (Section A4-~) were used to produce n theo-
retical salt mixture, according to the method of 
Yegorov and Gorina (1975) where the variation in 
solubility and the affinity of ions in the chemical 
series are the primary control. 
A4-5 Gypsum Determination 
CaS04 .2H20 was determined by repeated leaching of 2 g of 
air dry soil with 2N HCl followed by precipitation of the sul-
phate ion in the filtrate by barium chloride solution, the oven 
dry weight of the precipitate being converted to gypsum. This 
method proved to be both rapid and precise. However, it over-
estimated the gypsum content by including sulphate from other 
sources: sodium and sodium/magnesium sulphates. The removal 
of the sodium sulphates prior to leaching was attempted with 
use of nonpolar solvents: glycol/ethanol mixtures, as well as 
deionized water, but in both methods some gypsum was dissolved 
in addition to the sodium salts. It was decided to accept the 
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error attributed to the sodium salts, since the sodium chloride 
contents were commonly less than 0.5% of the soil (and sodium 
sulphates usually less than the chloride figures) and the error 
was. only in the region of 0. 3-0. 5% excess gypsum by weight. 
A4-6 Extractable Sesquioxides 
Two methods were used to determine the extractable sesqui-
oxide contents of these soils: a 3% oxalic acid extract and a 
dithionite-citrate-bicarbonate extract (Mehra and Jackson, 1960). 
Oxalic acid method: 100 ml, 3% oxalic acid solution was 
added to 2 g air dry soil, shaken overnight, and filtered through 
a no. 44 paper. The Al, Fe and Mn contents were determined on 
the extract by atomic absorption spectrophotometry using a 
Techron AA4 with the following settings: 
Al = 309.3 nm; 
fuel N20/C2H2; 
slit 100 JJ-m; current 11 mA; 
2000 ppm NaCl solution added 
to suppress ionization. 
Fe= 248.2 nm; slit 100p..m; current 5 mA; 
fuel air/C 2H2 . 
Dithionite extract of iron was carried out according to 
the method of Mehra and Jackson (1960) with the extracted iron 
being determined by atomic absorption spectrophotometry -
setting as above. 
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A4-7 Organic Carbon 
The Schollenberger (1945) method was used to determine the 
organic carbon content. The percentage organic carbon was 
converted to percentage organic matter by multiplication by 1. 72. 
A4~8 X-Ray Diffraction 
Samples were run on a Siemens flat bed goniometer using 
Cuk radiation from a Phillips PW 1010 power source and a 
coarse filtered copper tube run at 36 mA and 40 kw. Diffracted 
radiation passed through a graphite monochronometer to a Phillips 
PW 4620 analyzer and a PM 800 flat bed chart recorder. Slit 
widths were set at 0.2 and 0.4 respectively with a gold wedge 
set at position 1, the latter only during clay mineralogical 
determinations. 
Stainless steel slides were used with the clay mineralogical 
and soluble salt investigations in order to reduce the background 
which is usually derived from reflections from the amorphous 
glass slides. A well type holder fixed on a spinner/rocker 
mount was used for the carbonate analysis with 10% silicon (by 
weight) being added as an internal standard in the powdered 
carbonate sample. The powder mixture was held on the mount by 
a thin vaseline coat. 
. 0 -1 Scanning rates were usually 1 28min although slower 
rates w~re used to clarify problem areas. The clay minerals 
0 G"\: 0 .... 0 
were scanned from 3 2v to 35 2t:r and occasionally to 65 20 , 
the soluble salts from 5° 2'lr to 60° 29', while the carbonate 
minerals from 28° 2(} to 34° 29". 
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Powder patterns from the diffraction of radiation by the 
soluble salt and carbonate minerals were compared with the ASTM 
powder index for identification of the mineral species. Clay 
mineral patterns were identified by application of the methods 
of Brown (1951 ), as well as, the techniques in more specialised 
papers (see Appendix 6). 
A4-9 Particle Size Analysis 
Two methods were used to separate the samples into their 
size fractions. 
RUN 1 
This method followed the procedures set out by Loveday 
(1974) in .Sections 11-13 to 11-15 and was essentially a tech-
nique for the dispersion of normal "plastic" clay. 
included: 
This 
1. Use of dilute HCl to remove the soluble salts, 
gypsum and carbonate 
2. Concentration of the sediment by washing 
through a Buchner filter funnel. 
3. Dispersion with sodium tripolyphasphate and 
M sodium hydroxide in a paddle stirrer. 
4. Pipette analysis of the silt and clay 
fractions. 
5. Decantation of the silt and clay followed by 
sieving of the sand fraction. 
RUN 2 
This followed procedures outlined above but included: 
1. Use of a Br4nson 125 Kw, 20 KHz, ultrasonic 
probe. 
2. Excess acid,resulting from the removal of 
free carbonate,was extracted by dialysis 
rather than filtration. The samples were 
dialysised for at least one week in an 
overflowing tapwater tank. 
A4-10 Laboratory Assessment of Subplasticity Rating 
/\4-9 
Subplasticity rating was determined in the laboratory under 
the supervision of Mr. B. Butler. In this method air dry soil, 
ground to pass a 2 mm sieve was placed in plastic retaining rings 
'on a blotting paper tension table and allowed to wet up until they 
were uniformly moist (Mon the moisture scale of Butler, 1955). 
The soil was then removed from the rings and the initial consis-
tence, the force to break up the material, the coalescence 
rating and the moisture content assessed, (method of Butler, op. 
cit.). This was followed by kneading until no further tex~ural 
change could be felt with working. 
The subplasticity was then determined by comparing the 
initial characters .of the soil with the final texture/ consistence. 
The final rating (SP I, II. and III) conforming to the definitions 
proposed by van Dijk (1958) described in Section 3.2. 
APPENDIX 5 
MICROMORPHOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES 
A5-1 Sample Collection 
Orientated, undisturbed samples of complete profiles we;Le 
collected in the field by use· of overlapping 40 cm long tins, 
while discrete features were sampled with 10-15 cm tins. 
AS-2 Sample Preparation 
The undisturbed samples were air dried at 40 oc for 3-4 
weeks in a commercial drying cabinet. Rapid oven drying of ·the 
soils by progressive stages to 105 oc was found to develop too 
many artefacts: dehydration of the gypsum and development of 
cracks; while a~r drying of the large blocks (greater than 
6 000 cm3) on shelves in the laboratory over several months also 
faiJ_ed to dry the soil sufficiently, so that polym~rization was 
inhibited. 
Leakproof containers were constructed around the soil. tins 
from 0.3 mm thick aluminium foil lined with double layers of 
polypropylene sheeting. 
A5-3 Impregnation 
1) Materials 
Materials and ratios follow those recommended by 
C.S.I.R.O. Division of Soils. (Cent & Brewer, 1968): 
I 
Pressure Vessel 
Sv 1 
- I 
I 
r., 
I 
I 
Exhaust 1'3 ..a&4 
-----,..• I N2 Inlet -1 _,T ______ ,,, 
Vacuum 
Pump 
I 
. 0;1 ' • 
Trap I 
I 
(. __ D_r_y_N_i-tr-o-ge_n _______ ""'~_.)-1 
PLATE AS.l 
IMPREGNATION EQUIPMENT 
A pressure vessel is mounted on a heavy duty trolley, 
on which a vacuum pump and storage cylinder for 
nitrogen are also fixed. 
The numbers ref er to taps which are also shown 
in the diagram below. 
SERVIC POLYESTER RESIN 
METHYL METHACRYLATE - MONOMER 
CUMENE HYDROPEROXIDE - CATALYST 
AS-.3 
The materials were mixed in a ratio of 1:1 resin: 
monomer for the clay soils and 1:4 resin to monomer 
for the sandy clay dunes - the catalyst always being 
1% of the total weight. 
2) Equipment 
An impregnating vessel, designed to operate with 
negative pressure (25-28 ins Hg) as well as positive 
pressure ( 100 psl o( nitrogen) was used U1!'."oughout 
(PlL1Lc A5.l). 
3) Procedure 
The plastic mix was added to the soil blocks immediat-
ely on removal from the drying cabinet and prior to 
placement in the pressure vessel. When the vessel 
was securely fastened, the pressure was dropped to 
.25 ins Hg and the entrapped air was drawn out of the 
soil voids; vacuum was maintained until all air 
bubbles ceased (viewed through the ports). The 
vacuum system was then closed and the pressure raised 
to 100 psi by the addition of dry nitrogen, and 
maintained for 25-30 mins. 
On completion of the cycle, the blocks were removed 
and left to cure for 5-6 weeks in a well ventilated 
area. Low air ·temperature during this stage reduces 
the evaporation rate of the monomer and extends the 
curing time. An infra-red lamp will enhance the · 
curing rates but will cause fractures in the block. 
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4) Problems 
a) Toxicity. The monomer and catalyst are toxic 
and the impregnation programme was delayed while 
adequate safety procedures were developed and 
tested. The materials were finally handled only 
in a special purpose room where the operator 
wears overalls. and a respirator. 
b) Incomplete Polymerization. Poor curing was a 
commoi1 feature of the initial stages - the blocks 
remaining soft and friable often ·with dissolved 
salts diffusirig throug~ the soil to crystallize 
on the boundaries of the· blocks. ·This prohlcm 
was attributed to the presence of hygroscopic salts 
in the soil which absorbed or retained moisture 
and then interacted with the plastic, preventing 
polymerization. Addition of the plastic to the 
soil blocks while they are still warm, as well 
as not operating the impregnating procedure on 
humid days appeared to solve the problem: samples 
with >1% halite and >30% gypsum were impregnated 
with no artefact~. 
No halite or other soluble salts were identified in 
thin section even though they were observed on ped walls during 
binocular examination of the blocks. This was interpreted as 
evidence for the solubility of these salts in the plastic mix. 
Re-impregnation of the incompletely cured blocks was possible 
but artefacts made interpretation difficult: frequent fractures 
increased the void space .and prevented quantitative measurement. 
Therefore the poorly cured profiles had to be resampled .- a 
further source of delay. 
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AS-4 Thin Section Techniques 
During the study 180, 5 cm x 5 cm thin sections were 
produced from the impregnated soil blocks with the preparation 
techniques following the pattern outlined by Cent & Brewer, 
(1968). The only developments in methodology not referred to 
in their publication being the use of carborundum impregnated 
po lyes tcr lapping plates f o:r poU.sh.Lng both the· s l ldcs nnd 
blocks; the absence of loose carborundum powder on the lapping 
plates prevents the accumulation of dust in the soil voids. 
AS-5 Staining Techniques 
The consistent separation of gypsum from calcite in thin. 
section, especially when point counting was aided by preferen-
tially staining the gypsum. Friedman (1959) lists a range of 
stains spec.ific to gypsum; in this study, the alizarinc red S 
dye., in 5% sodium hydroxide aqueous solution was found to be 
adequate. Gypsum was stained deep purple, and the calcite and 
dolomite had a light red colour. 
AS-6 Estimation· of Frequency of Features in Thin Sections 
Micromorphological studies of soils have often been 
hampered by the fact that the distribution of soil features have 
been purely descriptive. In order to make interpretations more 
reliable and facilitate comparison between and with soil profiles, 
estimates need to be more objective and preferably quantitative 
This study used two methods to determine the number and frequency 
of soil characters in thin section, a qualitative estimate and a 
quantitative determination. 
TABLE AS. la 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROBABLE PERCENTAGE ERROR, CONFIDENCE 
INTERVAL AND PERCENTAGE OF TllE FEATURE TN THE SLIDE 
350 Points Per Slide 
Probable Percentage Error 
Parccnl.age Conf ldcucc Con[ldcucc Conr .Ldcncc 
of the feature Interval Interval Interval 
in the slide 50% 80% 95% 
0.01 360 680 1040 
0.05 162 306 468 
0.10 114 216 331 
0.15 89.3 176 270 
0. 20 80. '.) l ') 3 2JL~ 
1.0 35.<J (> 8. 1 105 
5.0 15.7 29.8 45.6 
10.0 10.8 20.5 31.4 
' 20. 0 7.24 13.7 21.0 
30.0 5.5 10.4 15.0 
40.0 4.4 8.4 12.8 
50.0 3.6 6.8 l0.5 
Real Value of feature measured as 10.0% by 350 points at 95% 
confidence interval 
= 10% ± 31.4 of 10% 
13.14%to 6.85% 
Calculated according to equation 3, page 46, Brewer (1964). 
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The first method is comparable with the method of Sleeman, 
(1966).for the estimation of the distribution of characters 
within a profile. Here; the relative frequency of soil features 
is assessed during soil des6ription of slides features being 
compared with an arbitrary scale:. dominant, frequent, common, 
occasional and rare. This method was used to appraise the 
amount of each of the seven forms of secondary carbonate, and the 
different types of void, as well as the numbers of root fragments, 
gypsum crystals and shell fragments. In all these estimates, 
the character is compared with total area of the slide; the only 
exception is the void types which are related to the total area 
of void, not area of slide. The results from these assessments 
were plotted as a function of depth in the profile (see Appendix 
1, Figures of Micromorphology, Qualitative). 
Quantitative determination of soil.characters was made by 
point counting. Other methods, such as line transverse counting 
were considered but in this case, the large glass slides could 
not be accommodated by any mechanical stage. The method used, 
employed a 400 intersection grid held in the ocular, with the 
soil feature at every intersection of the net within the field 
of view being identified and tallied. Each character is 
expressed finally as a percentage of the total area of the .slide. 
This, percentage by area,. in turn, can then be directly related 
to a percentage by volume. 
Accuracy of such point counting for soil features is related 
to a number of points tallied and the frequency of the soil char-
acter in the slide (Brewer, 1964), the greater the number of 
point counts, the more accurate the result, and the lower the 
percentage error. Clearly, a compromise has to be reached 
·between excessive time spent point counting and the accuracy of 
the results. 
TABLE AS .1b 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROBABLE PERCENTAGE ERROR, CONFIDENCE 
INTERVAL AND PERCENTAGE OF THE FEATURE IN THE SLIDE 
2400 Points Per Slide 
Probable Percentage Error 
Pcn.:cutugc Con f ldctH:c Con fld(~ncc C.011 f i.dence 
of the feature Interval Interval Interval 
·in the slide 50% 80% 95% 
.. 
0.01 140 260 400 
0.05 62 116 178 
0.10 44 83 126 
0.15 35.3 67.3 103 
0.20 30.S 58.0 88.5 
1.0 13.7 25.9 ·39.8 
5.0 6.0 11.4 17.4 
10.0 4.1 7.8 12.0 
20.0 2.7 5.2 8.0 
30.0 2.1 3.9 6~1 
40.0 1.6 3.2 4.9 
50.0 1.4 2.6 4.0 
Real Value of. feature measured as 1.0% by 2 400 points at 95% 
confidence interval 
= 1.-0% t 39.8% of 1.0% 
= 1. 398% t·o ·O. 602% 
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In this study, soil characters which made up large areas 
of. the slide: calcinsepic pellets, voids and quartz skeleton 
grains were assessed by counts of at least 350 points; while 
features forming sm.aller .percentages, usually 0.1% to .10%, were 
evaluated by counting a minimum of 2 400 points. The reliab-
ility of these estimates.cap be assessed by determination of the 
probable percentage error at three different confidence levels 
(Brewer, .1964 page 46). The real value for a soil character 
when 3SO points are counted,and a character forms 10% of the 
slide (Table AS.la) varies between 13.143% to 6~7S7% at the 95% 
I 
confidence interval. 
·Features which form sma:ller percentages o:f the slide: 
wllstenquarz, primary carbonate pellets, void argillans, clay 
flakes, gypsum and Fe/Mn glaebules were assessed by relation to 
a minimum of 2 400 possible intersections. Here, the 400 inter-
section grid was placed over a field of view and the number of . 
intersections which fall on the minor soil characters are recor-
ded:(out of 400 possible points). Moving the slide will allow 
a further possible 400 intersections to be measured (Brewer, 
per. comm; FitzPatrick 1970; McKeague et al, 1978). In this 
way, six fields of view were examined, and the minor characters 
related to a poss~ble 2 400 intersections. This gives the rea:l 
value for a character which forms 1% of the slide, of 1.398% to 
0.602% at the 95% confidenc~~interval (Table AS.lb). 
Results from the quantitative determinations are plotted as 
·a: function of depth (see Appendix 1, Micromorphology Qualitative 
Results). 
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AS-7 Glossary 
Micromorphological terminology used in descriptions of 
thin sections follow that proposed by Brewet (1964) as well as 
incorporation many of the modifications he made in 1975. A 
few fabric terms suggested by Stoops and Jongerius, (1975) have 
also been used, as well as, a few terms of other workers. 
Some new terms have been found Lo be necessary buL were 6nly 
used when no existing term could be used. 
In the following glossary the numbers in parenthesis refer 
to the source of the term which is then referenced in the list 
at the end of the appendix. Terms with no number suffix are 
from Brewer's initial publication of 1964. 
ACCORDANT (3) 
Opposing faces of adjacent soil features are 
parallel to a greater or lesser extent. 
CRYSTAL CHAMBER 
Usually prolate to equant crystallaria formed in 
vughs, vesicles and chambers; they usually show 
evidence of crystallization from the walls inward by 
preservation of a central void. 
CRYSTALLARIA (4) 
Single crystals or arrangements of crystals of 
relatively pure fractions of the plasma that do not 
enclose the s-matrix of the soil material but form 
cohesive masses; their morphology, (especially shape 
and internal fabric) is consistent with their formation 
and present occurrence in original voids in the enclo~ 
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sing soil material. 
Kubiena, (1938) described two genetic types of" 
crystal .formations:-
Efflorescence - Precipitation of dissolved sub-
stances at the surface of fabric bodies following 
evaporation of a solution that has diffused from 
within the fabric. 
Interf lorescence - Precipitatron of dissolved 
substances in the interior of fabric.bodies, due 
to oversaturation, as an effect of evaporation. 
CUTAN 
A modification of the texture, structure, or fabric 
at natural surf aces in soil materials due to concentra-
tion of particular soil constituents or in modification 
of the plasma; cutans can be composed of any of the 
component substances of the soil material. 
Channel Cutans - Cutans associated with the walls 
of channels. 
Embedded Grain Cutans - Cutans which occur on the 
surface of grains embedded in relatively densely 
packed plasma . 
Free Grain Cutans - Cutans occurring "on the 
surface of grains which form the walls of voids". 
Grainy Cutan (7) - Cutanic material, usually clay 
(i.e. an argillan) contains fine (2~m) often 
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isotropic material within the cutan. These grains 
or dust, may occur in thin discontinuous parallel 
lines, which are, in turn, parallel to some soil 
feature (e.g. a void wall). 
Il.luviation Cutans - Formed by movement of cutanic 
material in solution or suspension and subsequent 
deposition. 
Normal Void Cutans - Cutans associated with the 
walls of the voids within primary peds or in. 
apedal soil materials. 
.• 
Ped Cutans - Cutans associated with the surfaces 
of peds. 
Plane Cutans - Cutans associated-with the walls of 
planar voids other than those between peds. 
Stress Cutans - In situ modification of the plasma 
due to local differential forces such as shearing; 
they are not true coatings. 
are simple types. 
Subcutanic Features 
Most stress cutans 
Neocutans - These occur.subcutanically 
immediately adjoining the natural surfaces with 
which _they are associated. Classification 
follows the general principles used for cutans. 
Mineralogy of Cutanic Material 
Argillan - Composed of clay minerals which· 
may/may not be orientated into a unistrial fabric~ 
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When composed .of a single clay mineral species, 
takes the name .of the mineral, thus palygorskans. 
Main argillans in. this study are: 
Embedded grain argillan 
Free grai~ argillan 
Illuviation argillan 
Vold Argillan 
Grainy argillan 
which follow principles identified for all cutans. 
Ferri-argillan - Consists of a mixture of 
clay minerals and ·iron oxides or hydroxides 
coloured in shades of red. or yellow. 
Soluan - These consist of crystalline salts 
such as carbonate sulphates or chlorides of cal.-
cium, magnesium and sodium.. If cutanic material 
is identifiable more specific names are given. 
In this study the following are common. 
FABRICS 
Calcans (carbonate) 
Gypsans (gypsum) 
Chitonic (2) - A skeleton of coarser particles 
which are wholly or ·partly surrounded by a cover 
of finer material. 
Chlamydic <.2) - The matrix occurs as complete 
coatings or uniformly discontinuous coatings 
(i.e. if incomplete, the partial coatings are not 
confined to the p~rts of the grain surfaces close 
to grain contacts or the point.of nearest approach 
of adjacent grains) on the fram~work members,. 
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otherwise the intergranular spaces are essentially 
empty. 
Enaulic (6) - A skeleton of coarser particles with 
smaller aggregates of finer material in the inter-
granulq.r spaces . 
.Granis (2) - Unaccommodated, typically loosely 
packed, discrete units without coatings on, or 
bridges between, units. 
Granoidic (2) - Forms like those in granic fabric 
but the units are not disc'rete, appearing in thin 
section to be fused (i.e. united) at their contacts; 
the.forms of the walls of voids suggest coalescence 
of units (or 'aggregates') . 
. Plectic (2) ... The matrix coats the framework 
members and broadens and extends to form bridges 
between them; the walls of the large voids always 
consist of matrix material. 
Porphyric (6) - The coarser particles occur in a· 
dense groundmass of finer material. Four sub-
divisions are identified according to the relation-
ship of the coarser with the finer material. Thus: 
Close porphyric - Coarser grains have points 
of contact. 
Single-spaced porphyric - The distance between 
the coarser grains is less than the diameter. 
Double-spaced porphyric - The distance is one 
to two.times the diameter. 
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Open porphyric - The distance is more than 
twice the diameter . 
. Qualification of Fabric Type (2) - In the soils 
examined, the matrix contains dominantly clay with 
quartz skeleton grains; the prefix matri is used 
to designate such fabrics, e.g. matriplectic or 
matrlchlamy<llc. 
Complex Fabri~ (2) - There are two types of 
complex fabrics:-
Ml.xc<l Complex Fabrics. These have churaclcrs 
typical of modal fabrics and no lntcrmcdiatc 
characteristics. Such fabrics are designated by 
hyphenating the two component fabric names, the 
last name designating the dominant (by area in thin 
section) component fabric. 
Separated Complex Fabrics. These are fabrics 
that consist of repeating areas of two or more 
component fabrics. They are designated by using 
the names of the component fabrics separated by one 
slash (/) where the boundaries are sharp, and two 
slashes (//) where the fabrics grade into each 
other; the dominant is named last. 
Intergrade Fabrics (2) - Fabrics that have charac-
teristics of more than one modal type. They are 
recorded using adjectives, the last name denoting 
the most similar modal fabric and the preceeding 
adjective the kind of modification. 
grades important in these soils are: 
The inter-
Granic granoidic 
Granoidic porphyric 
Porphyric granoidi.c 
Enaulic ma~richlamydic 
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The terms porphyric and enaulic are those proposed 
by Stoops and Jongerius (1975), the others by 
Brewer and Pawluk (1975). The combination of two 
terminologies_ into· intergrade fabrics may be an 
unnecessary complication, but has been found useful 
in these soils. 
FRAMEWORK MEMBERS 
Are all solid entities larger than 30_?-m in 
diameter; in general it includes skeleton grains and 
glaebules with sharp boundaries. 
GLAEBULES 
A glaebule is a three dimensional unit (pedolog-
ical feature) within the s-matrix of the soil material 
and usually approximately prolate to equant in shape; 
its morphology is incompatible with its present 
occurrence being within a single void in the present 
soil material. It is recognised as a unit either 
because of a greater concentration of some constituent 
and/or a difference in fabric compared with the 
enclosing soil material, or because it has a distinct 
boundary with the enclosing soil material. 
INTERCALARY CRYSTALS 
Crystallaria that consist of single large crystals 
or groµps of a few large crystals set in the soil 
material and apparently not associated with voids of 
equivalent size or shape to that of the crystallaria as 
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a whole; the crystals are euhedral to subhedral having 
at least some well developed crystal faces. 
PEDORELICTS 
Features formed by erosion, transport and deposition 
of nodules of an older soil material or pedological 
features from it, or by preservation of some part of a 
· previousl~ existing soil horizon within a newly formed 
horizon. 
PEDOTUBULES 
A pedological feature consisting of skeleton grains 
plus plasma which has a tubular external form as a 
single tube or as a branching system of tubes; its 
external boundaries are relatively sharp. 
Aggrotubule - Composed of skeleton grains and 
plasma which occur essentially as recognizable 
aggregates within which there is no directional 
arrangement with regard to the external form; 
individual skeleton grains may also occur. 
Granotubule - Composed essentially of skeleton 
grains without plasma, or all of the plasma occurs 
as pedological features. 
Isotubule ..: Composed of skeleton grains and plasma 
that are not organized into recognizable aggregates 
and within which the basic fabric (Cf. 'Fabric') 
shows no directional arrangement with regard to the 
external form; the basic fabric is essentially 
porphyric. 
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Striotubule - Composed of skeleton grains and 
plasma that are not organized into recognizable 
aggregat'cs but exhibit a form with a directional 
arrangement related to the external form. The 
directional arrangement is semi-ellipsoidal with 
the walls of the pedotubule approximately tang-
ential to the semi-ellipsoid. 
PLASMA 
That part which is capable of being, or has been 
moved, recognized, and/or concentrated by the processes 
o[ soil formation. It is Lhc mobile active part of the 
soil material. The plasma includes all the material, 
mineral or organic, of colloidal size and relatively 
soluble material which is not bound up in the skeleton 
grains. 
PLASMA SEPARATIONS 
Features characterized by a significant change in 
the arrangement of the constituents, rather than a 
change in concentration of some fraction of the plasma. 
PLASMIC FABRIC 
Arrangement of plasmic grains and associated voids. 
As individual plasma grains and voids are beyond the 
the resolving power of normal optical microscopes, 
especially in thin sections, the description of plasmic 
fabrics is.based on the extinction patterns character-
istic of some of these arrangements. 
Asepic Plasmic Fabric - Dominantly anisotropic 
plasma with anisotropic domains that are unoriented 
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with regard to each other, resulting in a flecked 
extinction pattern; there are virtually no plasma 
separations. 
Argillasepic Plasmic Fabrics - The plasma of 
this fabric consists dominantly of anisotropic clay 
minerals and exhibits a flecked orientation pattern 
with recongizable domains. 
Crystie Plasmlc Fabrlc - The plasma ls usually 
anisotropic and consists of recognizable crystals, 
usually of the more soluble plasma fractions. 
Tsotic Plasmic Ftihric - The plnsmn i.s nppri-rcntly 
isotropic. It may be sub-divided on the basis of 
the cause of isotropy e.g. true isotropy of the 
compounds, opacity, or masking of anisotropy. 
~ic Plasmic Fabrics - Dominantly anisotropic 
plasma with recognizable anisotropic domains with 
various patterns preferred orientation, resulting 
in a striated.extinction pattern superimposed on 
a flecked extinction pattern (between crossed 
polarizers). 
Calcinsepic Plasmic Fabric (7) - Plasma sep-
arations form an insepic fabric (see below) in a 
plasma which contains a significant proportion (10 
to 50% by volume) of silt sized microcr-ystals of 
carbonate; the higher proportions of carbonate 
may tend to mask the insepic character. 
Insepic Plasmic Fabric - Isolated patches with 
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a striated extinction pattern within the dominantly 
flecked plasma. 
Skelsepic Plasmic Fabric - Plasma separations 
with striated orientation occur subcutanically to 
the surfaces of skeleton grains; the striated 
orientation of the plasma separations is dominantly 
p:irnllcl to the surfnccs of the~ skeleton gr[lins. 
Vosepic Plasmic Fabric - Plasma separations 
with striated orientation occur subcutanically 
associated with the walls of voids; the striated 
orientation is dominantly parallel to the walls of 
the voids, especially planes. 
Compound Fabrics - These can occur where several 
fabric elements are present. The weaker· elements 
are named first while the stronger are named last: 
vo-in-skelsepic has a dominance of orientated clay 
on the skeleton grains and lesser amounts lining 
the void walls. 
SKELETON GRAINS 
Individual grains of a soil material which are 
relatively stable and not readily translocated, 
concentrated or reorganized by soil forming processes;. 
they include mineral grains and resistant siliceous and 
organic bodies larger than colloidal size. 
S-MATRIX 
Material within the simple (primary) peds, or 
composing apedal soil materials, in which the pedolog-
ical features occur; it consists of the plasma, 
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skeleton grains and voids that do not occur in pedo• 
logical features other than plasma separations. 
SOIL FABRIC 
The physical constitution of a soil material as 
expressed by the spatial arrangement of the solid 
particles and associated voids. Two separate aspects 
of arrangement (= fabric) can be considered: distri-
bution and orientation patterns. Fabric is their 
lowest level of organiza~ion and is in this meaning a 
substantial part of structure and texture. 
VOIDS 
Compound Packing Voids - Voids which result from 
packing of compound individuals, such as peds, 
which do not accommodate each other. 
Chambers - Smoothed regular voids which are 
interconnected through channels. 
Channels - The common cross sections are circular, 
· elliptical and arched (a combination of an arch of 
a circle and a flat planar surface). Channels 
occur in several patterns. 
Craze Planes - These are essentially planar voids 
with a highly complex conformation of the walls 
due to interconnection of numerous short, flat and/ 
or curved planes. 
Interconnected Vughs - Interconnected, highly 
irregular, relatively large vughs. 
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Intergrade Vughs (7) - Intergrade void between 
compound packing void and orthovugh. Highly 
irregular and elongate with wide size range. 
Associated with granoidic or granic granoidic 
fabric. 
Joint Planes - Planar voids that traverse the soil 
material in some fairly regular pattern, such as 
parallel or subparallel sets; they may occur as 
a series of more than one of these sets. 
Planes - Planar voids. 
Skew Planes - Planar voids that traverse the soil 
·material in an irregular manner, having no specific 
basic distribution or orientation pattern between 
individuals. They are usually orthovoids. 
Vesicles - Smoothed, regular voids. 
Vughs - Relatively large voids, ·other than packing 
voids, usually irregular and not normally inter-
connected with other voids of comparable size. 
" WUSTENQUARZ (5) 
Iron oxide coatings on quartz grains in soils which 
are often presumed to have a presedimentary origin. 
Radczewski regarded the presence of wUstenquarz grains 
in marine sediments as evidence of wind-blown material 
of terrestrial origin. 
1 - Brewer, R. 1964. 'Fabric and Mineral 
Analysis of Soils'. Wiley, New York, 
470 pp. 
2 - Brewer, R. Dncl Pnwluk, S. 1975. Investigntions 
of some soils developed in hummocks of the 
Canadian sub-arctic and southern arctic 
regions. I, Morphology and Micromorphology. 
Can. J. Soil Sci., 5~, 301-319. 
3 - FitzPatrick, E.A. 1970. Study of Thin Sections 
of Soil. Univ. Aberdeen, unpublished. 
4 - Radczewski, O.E. 1939. Eolian deposits in 
m<:1rine sediments. In: P.D. Trask (Editor), 
Recent Marine Sediments. Soc., Econ. 
Palaeontologists Mineralogists, Spec. Pub. No.4, 
pp. 496-502. 
5 - Kubiena, W.L. 1938. Micropedol~. Collegiate 
Press Inc., Ames, Iowa. 243 pp. 
6 - Stoops, G. and Jongerius, A. 1975. Proposal for 
a Micromorphological classification of soil 
materials. I. A classification of the related 
distributions of fine and coarse particles. 
Geoderma, 13: 189-199. 
7 - This study. 
APPENDIX 6 
CLAY MINERALOGY 
A6-1 Clay Mineralogy 
The clay mineralogy of these soils is remarkably stabl~ 
with little identifiable pattern of change in the crystalline 
soil clay mineralogy between the two dune types or within 
individual profiles. Some discrimination is possible between 
the clay dune and sandy clay dunes within the amorphous clay 
fraction, with the sandy clay dunes having higher relative 
amounts. Yet, even here, the amorphous materials always 
remained a subdominant fraction of the soil. Palygorskite is 
not stable in the soil environment. 
A6-2 Sample Preparation 
In order to minimize the effect of sample preparation of 
the clay fraction the soluble salt, gypsum, and carbonate were 
first removed from the sample by dialysis. Samples ground to 
pass a 54)-l-m sieve were dialysed in an acetic acid/sodium 
acetate solution buffered at pH 5 (McLean et al, 1972), the 
excess acid was then flushed from the soil by further dialysis 
in an overflowing tapwater tank. Dispersion was enhanced by 
addition of 5% calgon solution and 30 mins in an ultrasonic bath 
followed by paddle stirring. A calibrated MSE centrifuge was 
used to split the sample at 2J-Lm and 0.5}1-m· 
Duplicate 50 mg samples of the clay separate were saturated 
with either K+ or ca2+/Mg 2+ using a 1M chloride solution of the 
relevant salt (Livesey, 1972); the samples, saturated with 
one of the divalent ions.were solvated with glycerol after 
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removal of the excess chloride. Saturated clays were poured 
onto stainless steel slides and air dried at room temperature 
overnight. 
Variations of this technique occurred either when extrac-
table iron was removed from the clays by the dithionite-citrate-
bicarbonate method of Mehra and Jackson (1960) or when some 
samples _were· given no pre.treatment except the removal of soluble 
salts by washing through a Buchner filter funnel prior to 
saturation with one of the ions. 
Samples were initially run at 
Mg 2+ 2+ 1. h d or Ca samp· es were eate to 
saturated samples were heated first 
room temperature, and then 
105 °c; while the K+ 
to 250 °c and then to 550 °c 
before being run through the diffractometer. 
stored in a dessicator between runs. 
All slides were 
A6-3 Crystalline Soil Clay 
The clay mineralogy is dominated by an illite-kaolinite 
suite with minor amounts of halloysite. 
following pattern: 
This is based on the 
Illite. The illite is identified as the dioctahedral IM 
polymorph with possibly some interlayer iron 
oxide and alumina within the structure; the 
consistent 102 and 3.322 diffraction peaks 
associated with a well defined 1.512 being 
typical of the dioctahedral form, (Figures A6.1 
to A6.5). The asymmetry of the 10R peak, so 
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FIGURE A6.1 
CLAY MINERALOGY OF SOILS OF 
CLAY FACIES, ZANCI PEDODERM 
No~1 = Pit 21, Bea horizon 
2 = Pit 1, Bes horizon 
3 = Pit 1, Ccs horizon 
4 = Pit 1 ' Ccs horizon 
5 = Pit 21, Ccs horizon 
All show an illite-kaolinite 
clay suite. 
FIGURE A6.2 
MAGNESIUM SATURATED CLAY 
FROM PIT 14, VALLEY OUT-
WASH SITE, ZANCI PEDODERM 
At room temperature, clays 
show a broad peak at 4.46i 
Heating of the sample to 
10S0 c causes the complete 
collapse of this peak. 
This is interpreted as 
evidence for hydrated 
halloysite. 
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typical of illite (Grim, 1968), is the result of 
the wide particle size of the mineral, the weak 
ordering of the crystal structure, as well as, 
some inco·cporated interlayer alumina and iron 
oxide, the latter being removable with dithionite 
treatment. 
Kaolinite. 
This identified in all traces by the 7.17R and 
3.57R diffraction peaks. 
Halloysite. 
The broad 4.46A diffraction peak present in 
glycerol solvated samples run at room temperature 
is interpreted as evidence for hydrated halloy-
site. This mineral can absorb glycerol into its 
structure (Grim, 1968) which is lost when heating 
0 . 
to only 105 C (see Fig. A6.2). Brown (1951) 
quotes the principal peaks of hydrated halloysite 
as 10.1R and 4.46R, the latter with intensity 
100. No broad 7.4 - 7.SR peak, so typical of 
halloysite occurs in the hydrated form. However, 
heating the hydrated form causes collapse to the 
halloysite which has a 100 intensity peak at 
7.42, which is then masked by the larger quan-
tities of kaolinite present in the samples. 
There is no evidence of any significant changes in the 
crystalline soil clay mineralogy through the sola of either the 
sandy clay or clay f acies of the Zanci pedoderm, or in the one 
profile (A/1) of the Upper Mungo pedoderm Slight differences 
in the peak heights of the ilLite and kaolinite with depth are 
not considered significant. 
FIGURE A6.3 
X RAY DIFFRACTOGRAMS OF THE CLAY SIZE MINERALS OF CLAY DUNE 
FACIES, ZANCI PEDODERM; VALLEY AXIS SITE 
Profi!e 5/2 
" 10 
The illite-kaolinite minerals of the fine clay fraction ( < O. 5 µ..m) show little change with depth in the solum of 
Pit 5/2. 
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FIGURE A6.4 
X Ray Diffractograrns of 
Clay Size Mineralogy, ( < 2 µ.m) Sandy Clay 
Facies, Zanci Pedoderm, 
Profile z18 
8ca Mineralogy is dominated 
B 
by Illite and Kaolinite 
FIGURE A6.5 
X Ray Dif fractograrns of 
Clay Size Mineralogy, ( < 2 µ. m) Sandy Clay 
Facies, Upper Mungo 
Pedoderm, Profile A/1 
Mineralogy of Illite 
and Kaolinite 
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FIGURE A6.6 
INFRA RED SPECTRA OF SOIL CLAY 
Clay Dune Soils - Zanci Pedodeljffi 
I I 
1390 
Soil Pit No. 
and Horizon 
19 Bes 
1 Bes 
. 1ccs 
712 
Ccs 
Sandy Clay Dune Soils - Upper Mungo Pedoderm 
I 3L. OCl 
I 
35 00 3000 
cm-1 
I 
I 
1050 
c m-1 
Pit A/1 
50cm 
110cm 
280cm 
Both Sets of Spectra are interpreted as evidence of an 
amorphous clay in the illite-kaolinite clay mixture. 
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A6-4 Amorphous Soil Clay 
An amorphous phase occurs within the clay size fraction 
of the dune soils but none of the techniques used e.stablished 
the presence of 'a:llophane'; the material is a poorly ordered 
alumina dominated alumina-silica polymer which is associated 
with the crystalline soil clay.. This polymer appears to 
increase in relative amount between.the clay dunes an<l the sanely 
clay dunes, and, as well as, develop with age: the Upper Mungo 
soils has 20-28% of these amorphous materials in the clay size 
fraction. 
Several techniques were used to establish this inter-
pretation: . 
INFRA-RED SPECTROPHOTOMETRY 
Sample Preparation. 2.5 mg of air dry clay concen-
trate was blended with lg KBr in an agate mill and a 
500 mg subsample was pressed under vacuum into a 
translucent disc. The disc was run immediately on a 
Unican 1100 spectrophotometer. The spectra gave poorly 
resolved results (see Fig. A6.6) and were interpreted as 
indicating weakly ordered amorphous materials; type clays 
run concurrently with the same preparation techniques gave 
well defined patterns for phyllosilicates. 
FLUORIDE REACTIVITY 
Sample Preparation. 
Fieldes and Perrot (1966). 
The method follows that of 
A 50 ml aliquot of lM NaF 
was added to lg of ground air dry soil and the pH of the 
suspension measured at intervals of 2,30,and 60 mins with 
a meter. 
Upper Mungo 
Ped ode rm 
A/1 
Zanci Sand 
Facies 
21s 
Zanci Clay 
Facies 
Pit 1 
Pit 7/2 
Pit L7 
TABLE A6.1 
RESULTS OF SODIUM FLUORIDE TEST 
cm 
50 
110 . 
240 
80 
120 
22 
220 
230 
30 
120 
pH after 
2 min 
10.G 
10 .1 
10.1 
10.1 
10.6 
10.4 
10.4 
10.1 
10.0 
10.1 
pH after 
30 min 
10. 6 
10.4 
10.5 
10.45 
10.65 
10.4 
10.4 
10. 4 
10.4 
10.4 
pH after 
60 min 
1.0.6 
10.4 
10.6 
10.5 
10.65 
10.5 
10. 5 
10.4 
10.4 
10.4 
All samples show an increase of pH after 60 minutes contact 
with the sodium fluoride solution. The pH limit of 10.2, _as 
the lower level for a reactive soil is exceeded in all soil 
samples. 
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The sodium fluoride test is believed to be specific 
to the hydroxyaluminium ion and thus can discriminate 
between the reactive poorly ordered aluminosilicates and 
the crystalline materials without the interference of 
iron oxides. The' pH limit set by Brydon and Day (1970) 
for a reactive soil is 10.2, so that all samples (Table 
A6.1) were reactive and indicated the presence of amor-
phous materials, the highest readings occurring in the 
. sandy clay dune soils (z18 and A/1). 
EXTRACTABLE SILICA AND ALUMINA 
Method. The method of Norrish and Tiller (1976) was 
used: lg of air dry soil was added to 25 ml of cold lM 
HCl and left for 1 hour, followed by extraction in 25 ml 
of cold 0.5 M NaOH for 1 hour. The alumina and silica 
extracted with both reagents was determined by atomic 
absorption spectrophotometry using the following settings:-
Al = wavelength 3092.5~; fuel air/C 2H2 
Fe = wavelength 2516.0~; fuel air/C 2H2 
These alumina and silica contents of soils of the 
study area are comparable with data determination by the 
same techniques from soils through the Riverine Plain 
. (Table A6. 2). The two data sets are similar in the 
total percentages of extractable gel. There is scant 
evidence for the presence of any free allophanic materials; 
the amorphous phase is associated with the crystalline 
soil clay and may even be accentuated by attack of the clay 
structure in this acid/alkaline sequence of extracts, 
(Norrish and Tiller, 1976). However, there is a consis-
tent pattern of first 1the decreasing alumina with depth 
in all the soil profiles, and second the alumina content 
of the gel ·increases with age; both are interpreted 
TABLE A6.2 
PERCENTAGE SILICA AND ALUMINA EXTRACTED BY SODIUM HYDROXIDE 
AND HYDROCHLORIC ACID RELATIVE TO ORIGINAL SOIL 
Depth A1 2o3% s10 2% Total S102/A1 2o3 
in cm. Gel Ratio 
Tharbogang 0.3 0.9 1. 2 3 
Drayton 1. 6 2.J 3.7 1. 3 
Montmorillonite 0.4 1.0 1.4 2.5 
Palygorskite 0.7 3.3 4.0 . 4.7 
Allophane 11.4 8.4 19.8 0. 7 3 
Hardpan Soil 0.5 0.8 1. 3 1. 6 
Brucedale 0.4 1. 6 2.0 4 
Pit A/1 50 0.9 0.34 1.24 0.37 
Upper Mungo 110 0.72 0.35 1.07 0.48 280 0.45 0.36 0.81 0.80 Sandy Clay 60 1. 3 0.34 1. 64 0.26 Facies 
Pit A/7 80 1. 28 0.53 1. 81 0.41 
Upper Mungo 140 1.03 0.55 1. 58 0.53 220 0.85 0.89 1. 74 1.04 Sandy.Clay 
Facies 
Pit z18 80 0.78 0.67 1.45 0.85 
100 0.55 0.87 1.42 1. 58 
Zanci Sand 160 0.86 1. 77 2.63 2.05 
Facies 240 0.52 1.19 1. 71 2.28 
Pit 1/7 10 0.53 0.90 1.43 1. 7 
Zanci Clay 22 0.52 0.96 1. 48 1.84 28 0.66 0.52 1.18 0.78 Facies 34 'O. 96 1. 52 2.48 1. 58 
52 0.70 1. 32 2 .02 1. 80 
73 0.70 1.45 2.15 2.07 
93 0.82 1.42 2.24 1. 22 
154 0.76 1. 52 2.25 2.08 
Tharb~gang & Brucedale Soils - subplastic clays developed upon 
eolian clay (parne) 
Drayton Soil - subplastic soil developed upon basalt 
Type minerals & four soil samples taken from Norrish & Tiller, 
(1976). 
FIGURE A6. 7 
IDENTIFICATION PROGRA.1'1ME FOR PALYGORSKITE USING X RAY 
DIFFRACTOMETRY 
Co 
q '7 5 
'I 'J <, 
~ --~~-----
- -------
KEY: 
Sandy Clay Facies 
Zanci Pedoderm: 
Pits z18 & z8 
Upper Mungo Pedoderm: 
Pits z8 IIBca & 7/A 
Golgol Pedoderm: 
Pit A/6 
Clay Facies 
Zanci Pedoderm: 
Pits 6/6, 5 & 14. 
If present in the clay fraction, palygorskite, following 
saturation with both ca2+ ion and glycerol should give a broad 
10-.10. 5 5{ peak at room temperature. Similarly, heating of a 
K+ saturated sample first to 2S0°c and then to SS0°c will leave 
this broad 10£ peak unaffected at the lower temperature, but 
it will be destroyed at the higher temperature. There is no 
evidence of palygorskite in the above traces. 
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as evidence of weathering (Section 9.2). 
A6-5 Palygorskite 
The soil clay mineralogy was carefully prepared according 
to the methods proposed by McLean et al (1972) which are 
believed to leave the hormite minerals (sepiolite and palygor-
skite) unaffected. Recognition of palygorskite which has 
characteristic peaks at 10.482 is difficult in an illite mixture. 
Singer and Norrish (1974) used the 6.42 diffraction peak after 
first heating the slide to 140 °c when the peak is believed to 
be' intensified; other workers doubt the merit of this peak for 
identification unless there is a large amount of the mineral in 
the sample (McLean et al, op. cit.). They used the following 
programme of experimentation to identify the clay in the 
presence of illite: saturation of the clay with ca2+ and gly-
+ . 
cerol or with K produces a broad 10-10.5A peak at room 
+ 0 temperature; heating of the K saturated clay first to 250 C 
and then to 550 °c will show that the palygorskite stable at the 
lower temperature but it will be substantially destroyed at the 
higher temperature, leaving the 10.52 peak greatly reduced but 
the 3.322 diffraction peak of illite unaltered. Application 
of this programme (Fig. A6.7) failed to reveal any palygorskite 
in the samples. 
The absence of palygorskite from the x-ray dif fractograms 
could have meant that the mineral was missed during sampling or 
that it occurs only in unresolvable amounts. This was tested 
by comparing the present soil environment, as determined by 
Mg 2+, Al 3+, Si2+ and pH values from a 1:1, soil: water extract, 
with the stability field proposed for the mineral by Singer and 
Norri sh (1974). The, ;esults (Table A6. 3) indicate that the soil 
No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Pit 
15 
16. 
17 
Pit 
18 
19 
20 
Pit 
21 
22 
23 
Pit 
24 
25 
Pit 
26 
TABLE A6.3 
COMPARISON OF SOIL WATER EXTRACTS (1:1) TAKEN FROM 
SOILS WITH/WITHOUT PALYGORSKANS, WITH THOSE FROM 
SOILS OF WILLANDRA LAKES AREA 
Soil pH S102 Mg Al 
NT36 8.45 26.4 6.4 0.17 
NTP13 6.80 .. 19. 0 10.5 0. 14 
NTP13 8.35 39.6 6.8 0.08 
Brucedale 8.70 62.0 2.6 0.20 
Brucedale 8.40 48.0 5.0 0.10 SOILS WITH 
Willis 6.30 94.0 60.0 0.19 PALYGORSKANS 
Willis 7.75 74.0 15.0 0.19 
NT52 7.90 16.0 85.0 0.11 
· NT59 7.95 17.6 70.0 0.16 
Lake Eyre 7.70 11.4 525.0 0.22 
NT12 8.25 17.2 2.45 0.07 
NT26 7.65 9.6 575.0 0.40 SOILS WITHOUT 
NT21 7.90 17.2 5.0 0.12 
NT27 8.70 8.40 4.8 0.08 
NT13 7.85 28.4 2.5 0.24 
A/1 
50cm 6.00 53.47 0.31 0.20 
110cm 5.70 134.7 0.33 0.5 
240cm 6.30 14.9 2.4 0.2 
1/7 
28cm 6.8 19.25 3.3 0.4 
. 35cm 6.5 12.83 46.0 0.4 
60cm 6.6 12.83 82.0 0.3 
Z18 WILLANDRA LAKE 
80cm 6.3 10.7 6.8 0.2 LUNNETTE SOILS 
120cm 6.8 21.4 5.9 0.3 
200cm 6.5 17.11 19.0 0.2 
19 
60cm 6.8 4.27 790.0 1.0 
120cm 6.5 12.8 350.0 2.1 
21 
124cm 7.0 10.7 340.0 0.3 
Soils 1-14 from Singer and Norrish 1974 
Soils 15-26 from this study 
A6-5 
environment falls outside the stability field for ·palygorskite 
(Figure 9.4). 
APPENDIX 7 
DESCRIPTION AND DATA SHEETS OF ADDITIONAL 
SOIL PROFILES 
The following data sheets cover soil profiles examined 
with the object of extending the Zanci. pedoderm into areas where 
no I?revious radiocarbon dating programme has provided an absol-
ute chronology. 
Profile 
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Chemical Analysis (~mm Fraction) 
cc3 sc .. Cl Organic marter Oxalic Acid Extrac Acid Base· D1th1on1te Total 
as as as Ee (C x 1·72) Ext rac I Extract Mn02 
CaC03 CaS04 2....,20 NaCl 
, .. % % % % % % _, % % ms cm A'203 Fe2o3 M'l02 A120 3 5102 Fe 20 3 
0·13 
0-0 0·41 
0-0 0-53 
O•lS 1"15 
0·36 
5·2 
PROFILE NO. Z3 HORIZON MORPHOLOOY 
,. 
MACROMORPH OLOOY 
0.0 - 0.4 ctn. Surface Crust. Very dark greyish brown 
(lOYR 3/2D), F.E.C. Sfia:rp aod even to 
0.4 - 11 cm. Eolian Unit. Laminated sedimentary unit, 
with clear bedding, 3-4 cm. thick~ colour of laminae 
vary from very pale brown (lOYR 7 /40) to dark brown 
(7.SYR 4/4D, 5/3M), sandy loam to sandy clay; apedal; 
02,(lBR) P5Cl; F.E.C.; live roots coarnon; dark infill 
pedotubules c0111110n. Clear and even to 
11 - 30 cm. Pale brown, (lOY 6/3D, S/4M); subdominant 
yellowish· brown (lOYR 5t4D) 7%; medium clay; 
I(ABL 30-50); MM(lLA) P3c4; F.E.C.; smooth ped fabric; 
live roots cormton; dark infill 5 mm d., pedotubules, 
1-21.. Gradual and even to 
30 - 48 cm. Dominantly pale brown (lOYR 6/3D, 5/4M), 
n~L ~~5o)~11r.~:~. ~r~c!1~~2 s~oi:, =~ clay; 
boundaries, 2-3%; smooth ped fabrlc; dark infill,, 
pedotubules occ. Gradual and even to 
48 - 7 8 cm. Pale brown ( lOYR 6/3D, 5/4M); medium 
clay; apedal; MMz(lLA) P4C3; F.E.c.; earthy ped 
fabric; live roots occ. i pedotubules, dark infill, 
5 nn d. occ. Sharp and even to 
78 - 92 cm. Light grey {2.5Y 7/3D, 6/2M); clay loam; 
apedal; MM(lBRJ P5C2; F.E.c.; earthy ped fabric; 
live roots rare; pedotubules occ. Gradual and even to 
~~~ 98 a~al~i~cf~:) ~~i 7 '~~:c~:2M~~c.:.d~ ~~ 
glaebules, 1•3 Diil d., subspberica.1, 2-31.; earthy ped 
fabric; live root& nil; pedotubules occ. Gradual and 
even to 
98 - 115 an.. As above; friable glaebules of secondary 
~;~w~~!.~ ;:i~!: ~; ~=~ :: ~: ~b!;~~cat0:f~ebules; 
pedotubules occ. Sharp and even to 
!£;ebut;~, J:5t8a=~~1~:; ;!:~! a!:c=;he~~!l 
glaebules. Clear and even to 
MICROMORPHOLOOY 
Crust 2D-40 um. thick; well defined, with parallel aligrunent: of plant debris and weak, 
t;:~:;~!~=~~:hs (ii}~ :;c~~~r~~~na~!1~~n~~p~thl~~~~~~!r~~n!a~rt~5; opaque 
organic fragments in plasma; thin conti~ous embedded grain argillans on quartz and 
wu.stenquarz; 
Upper 4 111n of soil assoc. with crust; calcinsepic granoidic porphyric fabric; 
metavughs (D), craze planes (O), joint planes (O), root channels (R); secondary carbonate, 
as form F (O), form A (R); thin discontinuous gTain argillans together with ma.trans 
on quartz grains; 
Sedimentary laminae, well developed, 30()-400 um thick clay laminae, calcinsepic 
granoidic porphyric, distinct from single spaced calcinsepic plectic fabYic sand laminae. 
No planar void separates cnist from underlying soil .. 
Bedded sedimentary unit, With well sorted sediments, with clear grading; sand laminae 
interbedded With clay units; , 
Clay laminae - calcinsepic granoidic porphyric to porphyric fabric; orthovughs (D), 
craze planes (R), joint planes (R); secondary carbonate, foTm A (R). 
~~n~:~~~el1~!ct~>;!~eii~~!~~c t~efI:~!c c&>~ri~~co:;u:r&:~~~ ~~~s F <f i~; 
Primary carbonate glaebules (R), skeleton g-rains with grain argillans and mat ran overlays. 
Intergrade horizon, mixture of two fabrics, with an incTease of carbonate down the 
horizon; 
Vo-in-skelsepic vughy po'IphyTic/calcinsepic vughy porphyric fabric; metavughs (D), 
craze planes (F), joint planes (C)t root channels (C) becomi.ng orthovughs (D), with (0) 
craze planes, and root channels (OJ at base of horizon; prilnary carbonate glaebules (R); 
secondary carbonate as form B (C) 1 form G (R), form E (R) only in base of horizon; 
no gypsum; void argillans, well developed, in surface; no evidence of isotropic 
secondary material; few engulfed argillans in plasma; void argillans may overlay 
calcinsepic matrans, lower in hortzon; embedded grain argi.llans on quartz and 
wu.stenquarz; Fe/Mn glaebules (O/R). 
Double spaced calcinsepi.c vughy porphyric fabric; orthovughs (D),. craze planes (0) 1 joint planes (0), root channels (O); primary carbonate glaebules (R); secondary 
carbonate as form A (D), form B (O), forms D and E (R); live root material (O); 
pedotubules (0). · 
Open calcinsepic vughy poTphyric fabric; orthovughs (0) 1 craze planes (O/C), root 
channels (O}, joint planes (O); primary carbonate glaebules (O/R), shell frapent:s (R); 
secondary caTbonate form A (D) becoming occ. at base, form B (O), nil at base, forms 
~~!:ts~~:ies ~)f1eie~i:i:!g!~;:n{o)~ skelecon grains; live roots (O); pedotubules 
~h~lh!(~);c i~~=~~ ~rtt~~ w~~~. ~~~~=~ o;t~:rri~c!~a~~l:a~~~~; 
joint pfanes (R), craze planes (R); primary carbonate glaebules (0), shell fragments (R); 
secondary carbonate as form E (R); live root (R); thin continuous grain argillans; 
Fe/Mn glaebules (0). 
Calcinse~ic granic to £anoidic 'ranic fabric; cm:npound packing voids ( C), intergrade 
~~~~~ s ~;~~:e~t as f=lt (~ ~~r~z(R)~an::c~~~ryp~7~ ~!~~~:: (~):b:e; 
1) corrod~ form B, glaebules 1 2) intercalary, form B, corroded• subhedral crystals, 
3) fol'.'ID. A, glaebules; thin discontiBJous grain argillans on skeleton grains; Fe/Mn 
glaebules (0). 
~;~~a~~na:a~~ ;~l{~);ai~~g~=:~~~~~~~a~~)~; ~~l~~::~~ ?~)?°ldic 
primary carbonate glaebules (O); secondary nil; secondary gypsum glaebules (C), 
as form A and B, shows corrosion; thin gTain argillana; metaisotubules (0). 
No data 
1'47 
PROFILE NO. Z3 HORIZON MORPHOLOOY 
MACROMORPHOLOOY 
120 - 140 cm .. Light grey, (2 .. 5Y 7/3D, 6/2M); sandy clay 
loam; apedal; n2 (2BR) P5CO; F.E.c.; friable gypsl..llll 
glaebules, as above, 1-21.; earthy ped; pedotubules 
rare. Gradual and even to 
140 cm. + Light grey (2. SY 7 /JD, 6/ZM); fine sandy clay 
loam; apedal; I>z(3BR) P4CO; F.E.C.; prl.mary gypstun, 
nmillet seed", common; secondary gypsum glaebules, as 
2-3 mm d. vermicular veins, or fine friable glaebules, 
1-27..; earthy/sandy ped fabric; dark infill pedotubules, 
1 70; sedimentary bedding clear. 
No data 
No data 
MICROMORPHOLCGY 
Micromorphology (Quantitative) 
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Material 
MACROMORPHOLOGY PROFILE Pl 
Crest of Clay Dune, Prungle Lakes 
0- 30cm 
30- 60cm 
60-lOOcm 
100+ cm 
Dull yellow orange (10YR 6/4D); medium clay; 
apedal; MM(2LA < 1) P5C4; F .E.C., F .G., 
1-1.5cm, 5-8%; live roots frequent. Clear and 
even to -
Dull yellow orange (10YR 7/4D), light clay; 
apedal; D (2CR < 1) P5C3; F .E.C., F .G., lcm, 
1-2%; live roots common. Gradual and even to -
Light yellow (2.5YR 7/4D); light clay; apedal; 
D ( 1CR < 1) P5G2; F. E. C., secondary gypsum, 
1-2mm, 5%; Diffuse and even to -
Light yellow (2.5YR 7/4D); sandy clay; bedding 
visible; D (1CR<1) P5C3; F.E.C.; secondary 
gypsum, 2%, 1-2mm. 
MACROMORPHOLOGY PROFILE L7 
Lake Leaghur, Crestal Site of Clay Dune 
0.0- 0.2cm 
0.2-20 cm 
20 -45 cm 
45 -70 cm 
70 -80 cm 
80+ cm 
Surface crust. 
Dull brown, (7.SYR 5/4D, 4/4M) medium clay; 
F.E.C.; I ABL 4cm; frequent live roots; MM 
( 1LA < 1) P1C4; dark inf ill pedotubules, 
frequent; discontinuous thin cutans; weak 
discontinuous mottling, 7.SYR 6/4D. Gradual 
and even to -
Dull yellow orange, (10YR 6/4D), with 2-3% 
discontinuous colour of above; medium clay; 
apedal to I ABL 2-3cm; D(4BR < 1) P3CO; F .E.C., 
F.G.; dark infill pedotubules. Clear and even 
to -
Dull yellow orange, (10YR 6/4D, 6/3M); medium 
clay; apedal, D(3BR< 1) P3CO; F.E.C.; F.G. 
1-2mm. 2-3%; pedotubules common. Clear and 
even to -
Dull yellow orange, ( 10YR 7 / 3D), mottling of 
above subdominant; medium clay; apedal; 
F.E.C.; secondary gypsum 2-3mm veins, 5-8%; 
few pedotubules. Gradual and even to -
Greyish yellow,, ( 2. SY 7 /2D), sandy clay loam; 
a pedal; D ( 2BR < 1) P SCO; secondary gyp sum 
ve i .ns , 2- 3mm, 4 % . 
APPENDIX 8 
STATISTICAL EXAMINATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF 
MOBILE SALTS OVER THE VALLEY SITE, 
CHIBNALWOOD DUNE 
The distribution pattern o[ the chloride, carbonate and 
sulphate indices over the valley sit·e, Chibnalwood Dune (Table 
A8.1) has been interpreted as the result of discrete inputs.of 
salt, corresponding with soil development phases, A and B 
(Section 9.1). 
This index pattern was also examined by simple mathematical 
modelling, where a linear association between the index value 
and the position of the soil profile in the valley was tested. 
The position of the soil profiles in the valley (the relief 
determinant, X) was fixed by four different methods, and the 
measurements listed in Table A8.2. 
1. Shortest map distance from the watershed to the pit 
along a line normal to the valley axis. 
2. Shortest map distarn;::.e from the watershed to the pit 
along a line orthogonal to the contours. 
3. Determination of the mean slope angle in percent bY 
calculating the slope normal to the contours over a 
distance 10 m· either side of the profile. 
· 4. Separate land elements were ranked into an order 
·dependent upon their position relative to the crest.· 
Thus: crestal sites; shoulder sites 2; backslope 
Pit No. 
2/2 
3/2 
5/2 
6/2 
7/2 
1 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
'11 
12 
13 
14 
17 
18 
19 
21 
1/7 
6/6 
4 
TABLE A8.1 
INDEX VALUES FOR PRINCIPAL PROFILES 
OF THE CLAY DUNE 
Carbonate Sulphate Chloride 
Index Index Index 
256 (T) 344 54 
883 (T) 400 41. 2 
1416 168 16.5 
301 (t) nd 20 
nd 756 45.8 
nd 315 203 
nd 720 8.8 
nd 450 nd 
934 152 160 
952 220 6 
416 810 28 
nd 320 (T) 37 
nd 700 
nd 1000 3.6 
312 810 97.2 
650 288 120.0 
503 255 80 
928 nd 97 
nd 330 198 
168 710 9 
422 340 40.8 
425 568 45.6 
nd nd 108 
Rank 
Land 
Key: Indices in percent centimetre 
T = Truncated part of profile and therefore an 
underestimate of Index Value 
nd = Erosion has r.emoved the relevant horizon 
of Each 
Element 
2 
3 
5 
5 
1 
1 
3 
3 
4 
3 
1 
3 
1 
2 
6 
3 
4 
6 
1 
1 
1 
3 
AB-0 
sites 3; footslope sites 4; valley axis 5; valley 
outwash 6. The col site was not included due to the 
difficulty of estimating its relative position in the 
sequence-. 
No method gave an adequate explanation of all three salt 
patterns (Table A8.3). The most successful, fixed the soil 
position in the valley according to the map distance in metres 
normal to the watershed. Here, a simple linear relationship 
of index value to position explained 65% of the gypsum pattern 
and 75% of the carbonate pattern but only 3% of the chloride 
pattern. Other methods gave weak correlations with a linear 
relationship, even that method that fixed the soil profile 
according to the distance from the watershed normal to the 
contours (a pattern assumed to be closer to the actual movement 
of water on the dune). 
The analysis supports the interpretation proposed in 
Section 9 .1. There the carbonate indices increase progressiv-
e~y downslope into the valley floor sites, while the gypsum 
decrease along the same. transect (compare with linear regression 
equations for method 2, Table AB.3}. No method is able to . 
resolve the chloride pattern, linear regression coefficients 
are never better than 0.23. However, the suggested explana-
tion of the superimposition of two chromatographs, resulting 
from separate phases of salt input will resolve this pattern. 
The simple linear functions calculated do not alter the 
initial· interpretation based upon visual estimation of the index 
patterns. More sophisticated statistical functions, e.g. 
polynomial, or quadratic, together with better methods of fixing 
the position of the soil profile in the catchment, may give 
better resolution, but these were not applied in this study. 
Pit No. 
2/2 
3/2 
5/2 
7 /2 
5 
7 
p_, 
;:i 8 0 
H 13 
17 
18 
14 
19 
10 
9 
12 
g 5/2 
0 8 H 
c..? 
6/2 
TABLE AS. 2 
POSITION OF PRINCIPAL SOIL PROFILE WITHIN 
THE VALLEY SYSTEM 
Distance Normal Distance from crest 
to Gully Axis Normal to Contours 
12.5 14 
28 33 
47 54 
6.5 7 
5 5 
36 39 
48 52 
17 28 
26 54 
33 65 
39 108 
39 155 
19 55 
53 100 
13 30 
93 120 
79 142 
65 130 
% Slope 
(No Aspect) 
10 
25 
5 
7.5 
7.5 
25 
6.25 
11. 25 
10 
7.5 
3. 7 5 
5 
5 
12.5 
7.5 
Group A = Distance measured from Northern watershed 
Group B = Distance measured from Southern watershed 
lJ (II t .s '" fhe h·es. 
TABLE A8. 3· 
ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF THE POSITION OF SOIL PROFILES WITHIN 
THE VALLEY SYSTEM TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF MOBILE SALTS 
2 N r 
- -
y1 = 163.16 x1 + 178.20 0.51 12 
y2 = 778.74 - 105.76 x1 0.36 19 
y3 = 14.54 x1 + 17. 99 . 0.23 9 
y1 = 25.42 x2 - 49.8 0.72 9 
y2 = 750.15 - 12.53 x2 0.65 11 
y3 = 0.80 x2 + 55.81 0.03 11 
y1 = 3.Bo x3 + 570.43 0.08 9 
y2 = 524.96 - 2.43 x3 0.21 11 
y3 = o.34 x3 + 63.64 0.03 12 
o.33 x4 + 755.49 
-5 9 y1 = 5.0 x 10 
y2 = 442.10 - 3.61 x4 0.01 11 
y3 = 1.09 x4 + 65.75 0.02 12 
y1 = Carbonate Index Value 
y2 = Sulphate Index Value 
y = Chloride Index Value 3 
x1 = Ranked Land Element 
x2 = Distance from watershed in metres measured normal to the 
valley axis 
x3 = Distance from watershed in metres measured normal to the 
contours 
x4 = Percentage Slope; measured for 10m on·either side of the 
soil profile pit 
. ' 
. ' 
